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Abstract
This thesis outlines a systematic study of different mobility/suspension systems that have 
been proposed for Martian robotic rovers. One of the lessons learned during the 1997 US 
Mars Pathfinder mission was that mobility over the rock-strewn terrain was severely limited. 
This limited the Sojourner rover’s traverse to only 106m in total during the entire 30-sol 
mission. Similar problems were also encountered by the twin Mars Exploration Rovers -  
Spirit and Opportunity. The investigation serves to analyse different mobility configurations -  
wheels, tracks, rocker-bogie and suspended track (Elastic Loop Mobility System -  ELMS) 
over a terrain typical to the Viking Landing Sites -  VL1 and VL2, Pathfinder Landing Site 
and MER landing sites. Given that there are severe mass and power constraints, these factors 
will also have to be considered in selecting the optimal mobility system configuration.
The approach to soil-wheel and soil-track interaction modelling incorporating wheel/track 
slips, the vehicle slip angle and forces acting on the wheels/tracks is presented. The equations 
developed characterise the relationship between the forces acting on the vehicle, the vehicle 
parameters and key soil properties. This interaction model is then used in the developed 
software architecture RPET (Rover Performance Evaluation Tool). This represents an effort 
to develop a comprehensive method for evaluating the effectiveness of a presented 
mobility/suspension concept under a particular choice of operating environment. 
Incorporating the kinematic and dynamic equations of vehicle motion in the tool along with 
the wheel/traclc-soil interaction model allow a very accurate and near-realistic performance 
estimation. This allows ranking individual concepts on the basis of respective performance on 
a variety of terrain and operating environments. The RPET comprises of several modules 
each responsible for a dedicated computational task. The analytical performance metrics are 
well complemented by 3D simulation metric and prototype testing ojf a fully resolved vehicle 
configuration for both wheeled and tracked concepts. The field trials indicate that the RPET
)
tool determines the performance o f a system with considerable accuracy.
This thesis makes a considerable contribution to reduce the time and effort required for 
evaluation and determining the suitability of a candidate vehicle mobility concept for a 
mission during the initial stages of a project. This work was implemented in a European 
Space Agency (ESA) project -  Rover Chassis Evaluation Tool (RCET) and developed further 
to suit the project requirements.
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Introduction
Chapter 1
1. Introduction
Recent day robotic explorers are highly sophisticated piece of technical equipment capable of 
performing tasks in highly hostile and unstructured environments whilst navigating 
autonomously. This has enabled robots to claim a dominant role in applications such as farming, 
earth moving, waste pick-up and recently planetary exploration. Mobile rovers have quickly 
become the backbone of any planetary exploration mission. However sophisticated they may be, 
the prime component of any mobile robot will have to be its highly efficient and yet robust 
mobility mechanism. All mobile robots use locomotion that generates traction, which in turn 
enables them to move whilst transporting the payload. This makes the locomotion an extremely 
critical aspect between the robot and its operating environment as it is this physical interface that 
enables the robot to react to the gravitational, inertial and work loads. From the mobility 
perspective, it is essential to have a robust yet effective mobility system that can manoeuver and 
navigate the rover through a treacherous terrain littered with rocks of varying size -  represented 
by Mars that can hinder its progress. This makes it essential that due consideration be given to the 
effectiveness of the deployed mobility system during the initial design stages. A well-designed 
robotic explorer will have an equal load distribution over all the wheels thereby stabilising the 
chassis whilst providing a soft and stable ride to the payload onboard and enabling effective 
deployment and utilisation of the onboard tools.
This chapter provides a brief introduction to the concept of mobile planetary rovers and analytical 
models adopted for performance study along with a standardisation philosophy for systematic 
performance analysis of mobile planetary exploration rovers.
1.1 Introduction
It is customary to address a planetary rover as a spacecraft due to the similarity in terms of 
involved subsystems and imposed constraints in terms of design and operation partly due to 
mission requirements and partly due to the planetary environment in which it is to operate. The 
operating environments are extremely harsh and hostile with extreme gravity and temperature
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conditions. Often they are subjected to ultra-high radiation due to very thin or no atmosphere. 
Robotic actuation capabilities define the quality of scientific information obtainable. Actuation 
capabilities define accessibility and allow judicious selection of varied sites for conducting 
scientific experiments. Range is of critical importance to provide multiple site selection. A mobile 
robotic vehicle -  rover adds greatly to the overall range of the mission and provides flexibility in 
selecting targets for scientific experimentation and sample acquisition during its traverse. The 
increase in range due to a mobile rover is quite considerable as the area available for investigation 
increases with the square of the range. Even a slight increase in range from the landing module 
will drastically increase the number of sites of scientific interest, available for investigation. This 
was clearly evident from previous Mars missions such as the Viking I and II; Mars Pathfinder and 
the Mars Exploration Rovers -  Spirit and Opportunity. UK led Beagle2 had an arm and a tethered 
mole attached to the lander. The Beagle2 robotic arm had a reach of 1 m along with a tethered 
mole with 5m tether-length. This increased the range of exploration drastically and the total area 
available for investigation was increased by 25 times if there would have been no mole. The area 
available to Viking lander scoops was approximately 12 m2 due to the reach of 2m only for the 
robotic scoop. On the other hand, the Mars Pathfinder mission (1997) had a mobile micro-rover -  
Sojourner having a range that was considerably more than any stationary lander with a robotic 
arm - due to its mobile nature. The total area available for Sojourner to deploy the on board suite 
of scientific equipment was 300 m2 due to the limited roving distance from the lander. The Mars 
Exploration Rovers -  Spirit and Opportunity are golf-cart sized rovers independent of its landing 
module and completely self-sustained in all aspects of planetary exploration. The practical range 
was unlimited for the rovers due to their extended mobility from the lander. Small nano-rovers 
like Nanokhod and Muses-C have a range of 10m constrained by the length of tether from the 
lander offers a 100-fold increase in the number of potential sites for exploration and scientific 
investigation. A micro-rover like Sojourner or Shrimp with a typical range of 100m from the 
vicinity of the landing module constrained by communication and navigation, represent a 10,000- 
fold increase in the number of potential sites for exploration and investigation.
Fig. 1-1: Mars Rock Garden As Seen By Spirit MER [Credits: NASA -  JPL]
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From the mobility perspective, it is essential to have a robust yet effective mobility system that 
can manoeuver and navigate the rover through a treacherous terrain (Fig. 1-1) littered with rocks 
of varying size such as that represented by Mars that can hinder its progress. This makes it 
essential that due consideration be given to the effectiveness of the deployed mobility system 
during the initial design stages. However, the approach adopted by most of the robotics groups 
around the world has been to focus on the AGV (Autonomous Guided Vehicle) applications. The 
focus has been on sensors, sensor processing and planning, navigation, etc. The actuation aspect 
has been totally neglected despite its critical importance in providing significant robustness to 
autonomy. Moreover, many of the proposed mobility systems for planetary rovers have paid little 
attention until recently, on the efficiency and robustness of the entire unit as a whole. Mobility 
provides the basis for data-set replicability at multiple sites -  single data-sets are of much less 
value than multiple data-sets. All planetary rovers comprise of a number of sub-systems [Ellery 
2003]:
(i) Mobility/Suspension and Traction Subsystem
(ii) Vehicle Control and Autonomous Navigation System
(iii) Structural System
(iv) Communications System
(v) Power Generation and Storage System
(vi) Thermal Control System
(vii) Scientific Payload Suite
Terrestrial mobile robotics research generally consider only subsystem (ii) and tends to employ 
primitive mobility systems as differential drives and tricycle configurations involving two 
powered wheels and a castor wheel. These are insufficient for planetary exploration vehicles. The 
two most significant challenges with regards to Mars rovers are related to the robustness of the 
mobility system required to negotiate the rocky terrain of Mars, and the autonomous navigation 
and control of the rover during its traverse. Indeed, there is a trade-off between these two 
problems as greater the robustness of the mobility system, the less stringent the requirement for 
onboard autonomy. Thus, actuation capability, i.e. traction, is an important component of onboard 
autonomy. This thesis is mainly concerned with subsystem (i). The chassis-total mass fraction K 
for typical planetary rover varies from 0.3-0.5 depending on the robustness of the mobility 
system, emphasising the need for lightweight mobility system. Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) had 
a total mass of 708 kg including a payload of 490 kg. This gives the value of K as 0.308. 
Similarly, Sojourner had a value of K = 0.4; MERs had a value of K = 0.5. On the other hand, 
ExoMars baseline rover (RCL Concept-C) has a value of K = 0.33; Concept-D has a value of K = 
0.4; Concept-E has a value of K = 0.32 -  all based on a 240 kg final design as documented in
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detail in Chapter 4). The mobility system on any rover is extremely critical as it defines the 
selection of scientific targets for the deployment of scientific instruments.
A planetary vehicle moves in six dimensions, three of which are determined by surface contours 
(Roll, Pitch and Height). The goal of locomotion is to devise a path by controlling the other three 
degrees of freedom [Waldron, 1985]. In fact, only two of these degrees of freedom are actively 
controlled -  longitudinal displacement and steered heading (Yaw in X-Y plane), the vertical 
deflection being defined by the terrain and its interaction with the suspension system. Planetary 
rovers have eight critical constraints that are generally absent from traditional terrestrial mobile 
robotics [Ellery 2003]:
(i) Adverse terrain characterised by rocks, cliffs, crevasses, etc with few features for self 
localisation
(ii) Lack of a priori data on the specific features of the environment to be explored
(iii) Hostile ambient conditions including extremes and dust environment
(iv) Extensive signal time-of-flight and limited communication windows to Earth implying a
need for high degrees of autonomy
(v) Limited power availability
(vi) Limited onboard computational resources
(vii) Limited volume and mass availability for rover design
(viii) High reliability requirements which limit mechanical complexity
Each of the above factors are critical to the rover design process and emphasise the need of 
developing mechanical systems that are capable of functioning autonomously and yet be highly 
reliable and efficient during operation.
1.2 Literature Review
It is essential to have a basic understanding of the mechanics of steering of wheeled and tracked 
vehicles along with the understanding of the mechanics of vehicle-terrain interaction and of the 
approach to the prediction of their performance over a range of deformable terrain [Wong 2001]. 
With the advent of the steam engine and later the internal combustion engine led to a revolution in 
the development and application of wheeled and tracked vehicles especially in the off-road 
applications since the late 19th century. We have seen these vehicles operating not only on the 
ground, but also on the sea beds [Richter et al. 2000], celestial bodies such as Mars [Rover Team 
1997] and Moon [Carrier et al I960]. Until after the end of WWII, the lack of basic understanding 
of the mechanics of vehicle-terrain interaction prevented researchers from developing a rational 
approach to the systematic investigation into the development of a method for understanding the 
importance of terrain in the development of off-road vehicles. This approach has been mostly
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based 011 empirical relations. This has led to the recognition of the necessity for a systematic study 
of the vehicle together with the terrain as a system, so as to provide guiding principles for the 
rational development and design of off-road vehicles. This method of studying the vehicle-terrain 
interaction for development of both on-road and off-road application came to be known as 
“Terramechanics” [Bekker 1956]. With the recent developments in this branch of vehicle 
mechanics, it has become possible to shorten the development and design phase which is of 
critical importance to gain an edge in the competitive market. According to Bekker [1960], the 
term “Terramechanics" means the systematic and scientific study of the performance of an off- 
road vehicle in relation to the terrain. It is associated with the overall performance of a vehicle in 
relation to the terrain including mobility, manoeuvrability, trafficability, terrainability, ride, etc. as 
explained in detail in the latter part of this section.
Despite the fact that locomotion design and its resultant implications on the functioning 
capabilities of a mobile robot have great significance, only a few robotic research groups around 
the world have focussed on this issue. In the context of this thesis, an effort has been made to 
address the critical issue of robotic locomotion design and the resultant consequences on the 
performance of a mobile robotic explorer for planetary application. While investigating the effects 
of a properly pursued locomotion design strategy, a fundamental statement is formulated stating 
that the performance of any mobile robotic explorer will depend upon the thoroughness of the. 
locomotion design analysis and its systematic implementation on the actual rover.
Robotic locomotion is a function of several complex and inter-related parameters that have to be 
carefully analysed before designing a locomotion system for an application. Locomotion is critical 
to the successful execution of the assigned task to the robot. Moreover, the extent to which the 
robot can perform a task satisfactorily and efficiently depends upon the interoperability of 
classical electromechanical, mechatronic and advanced robotic components. This makes the 
design and analysis of robotic locomotion an extremely complex task. It is noted that the existing 
analytical models governing the relationships between classical electromechanical and robotic 
subsystems have not been investigated in detail. The lack of quantitative methods to aid robotic 
locomotion design makes it difficult to identify the engineering traits of significance to a specific 
design. Consequently, the resulting robotic locomotion performance is significantly lower than 
expectation either because the robot design is not accurately modelled depending upon the 
mission requirement or simply because the analysis is not pursued systematically.
Today a student of off-the-road locomotion faces a grave problem of a generally recognised 
theory that can be made applicable to all sized vehicles in general. The problem becomes ever 
more complex when the vehicle in question is to be an autonomous planetary exploration rover. 
Practically nothing was known until the late thirties, in a quantitative way about the forms of tyres 
and tracks, i.e. whether they should be wide or narrow as compared to small or large wheel
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diameters [Bekker 1960, Richter & Hamacher 2001]. Off-road locomotion posed these questions 
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries when there was practically a complete lack of paved 
roads. However, the subsequent rapid development of railroads and highways had minimised the 
need for off-road locomotion until it was revived by extensive studies conducted during the early 
20,h century. Certain fundamental equations are established at an early stage in the development of 
any scientific discipline. These form the basis of theoretical investigations and allow for the 
mathematical description of important phenomena. Newton’s equations are an example in 
mechanics, Clausius’ theorem in thermodynamics and Maxwell’s equations in electronics. 
Terramechanics - the discipline, whose ultimate goal is the analysis of the mechanics of vehicles 
moving both on and off the road, was established at the beginning of the 20th century and 
developed to a large extent by Bekker [1956, 1960 and 1962].
Bekker performed extensive research to formulate a vehicle-terrain interaction theory for off-road 
terrestrial locomotion. However, this pioneering work was applicable to the vehicles with wheel 
diameters above some 0.5 m. Moreover, it is known from scientific experimentation that Bekker 
theory looses its validity for excessively low ground pressure [Richter 1998b].This theory can be 
sufficiently modified to suit the design and analysis of planetary exploration vehicles that are 
often equipped with wheels having diameter lower than 0.5 m as shown by Richter & Hamacher 
[1999] for smaller micro-rovers. A body of research exists on classical vehicle-terrain systems but 
only a few have attempted to make it applicable to mobile robots. Richter & Hamacher [1999] 
have done considerable work on the issue however this work was restricted to micro-rovers with 
small wheel diameters and small wheel loads only, discussed in the latter part of this section.
Fig. 1-2: (a) Mars Observed by Sojourner; (b) Atacama Desert Trek in Chile [Credits: NASA]
Planetary rovers can justifiably be considered as off-road vehicle akin to those for applications on 
the Earth. Analysis and design methodologies for terrestrial surface vehicles to operate on 
unprepared surfaces (Fig. 1-2) have been successfully applied to planetary rover developments by 
Bekker during the early Apollo mission years. Bekker collaborated with the Boeing/GM 
contractor team for the Apollo Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) with the objective to rationalise
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choice of locomotion principle and chassis sizing, and in particular to provide a means to conduct 
a quantitative analysis and describe the lunar surface soil through soil strength engineering 
parameters developed in Bekker’s terrain-vehicle system work [Beltker 1985, Cowart 1973]. 
Bekker aptly summarised the basic philosophy underlying planetary rovers, applying just as much 
to the Soviet effort of the Lunalchod development. The role, scope and approach to address the 
configuration of robotic locomotion is a subject that has received little attention from the robotics 
community. Notable exceptions include the works by [Bares 1991/1997], [Hirose 1991/1995] and 
[Waldron 1984/1985/1995], and to a lesser degree the works of commercial aerospace and NASA 
teams that have pursued the design of planetary rovers [MMSSC 1988] [Lindemann 1992] 
[Littmann 1992] [Wallace 1992/1993][Rover Team 1997].
There has been a great deal of study on animal locomotion. The text by J. Gray [Gray 1968] has 
served as a guide for many researchers on this subject. In our taxonomy we will use a more 
mechanistic view since we wish to include only mechanisms pertaining to wheeled and tracked 
locomotion. For vehicle locomotion an analogous book to Gray's text is one by Bekker [Bekker
1969]. There has been a significant amount of work in studying wheeled and tracked locomotion 
on rough terrain as there are over 900 references in Bekker's book. In this sense his book also 
serves as a survey of the state of the art in mechanical locomotion in 1969. However, Bekker’s 
work was more focussed on multi-tonne off-road vehicles for military applications. This results in 
some misconceptions regarding the applicability of same research to the field of planetary robotic 
exploration vehicle although, the principle of terramechanics remain the same. Little work has 
been done to invalidate his basic pioneering work. The works by [Bekker 1956/1960/1969] and 
[Wong 1993] have had a profound impact on the technical investigations of this thesis. Bekker 
[1969] researched systematic approaches to the development of off-road vehicle concepts and 
devised semi-analytical methods for selecting vehicle configurations for a given mission and 
environment documented in greater detail in Chapter 2. His experimental programs produced a 
thorough characterisation of the terrain performance of medium and large-size all-terrain vehicles 
for defence and civilian applications and a substantial body of analytical work on various aspects 
of wheel-soil interaction [Bekker I960]. This work also investigated the relative merits of wheels 
and legs in the context of planetary exploration. Wong’s [1993, 2001] comprehensive work on the 
theory and practice of ground vehicles is an invaluable resource in understanding the mechanics 
of locomotion based on the theory of plastic equilibrium of soils.
Kogure and Sugiyama [1975] also employed Bekker’s formulations for further analyzing the 
tractive performance of tracked vehicles operating on weak terrain. Their research primarily 
focused on the soil thrust exerted by a tracked vehicle and the resulting pressure distribution. 
They suggested the relationship between soil shear curve (generated using the shear test) and the 
thrust curve (soil thrust-slip ratio curve) (Fig. 1-3) and used it to demonstrate that there exists a
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transformation law between both curves. However, this approach was applicable for heavy 
tracked vehicles with multi-link tracks only.
Fig. 1-3: Soil Thrust v/s Slip Ratio for Tracked Vehicles [From: Kogure & Sugiyama 1975]
Sela [1964] used the Janosi relationship as employed by Bekker [1956] to describe theoretically 
the variation of the shear to normal stress ratio along the wheel-soil interface for rigid wheels in 
sand. Sela refined the existing Janosi relation by accounting for the effect of the bow wave at the 
wheel-soil interface. Wiendieck [1968] at the US Army Waterways Experimentation Station 
(WES), followed up on the Bekker-Bernstein and Janosi-Hanamotto equations for depicting the 
soil shear stress-displacement relations. He was the first to point out the fact that a certain soil 
mass apparently attached to the wheel and moved around the instantaneous centre of rotation. 
Because of the crescent moon-shaped outline of this soil mass, it was suggested that it be called a 
“lunule” (Fig. 1-4). The individual soil particles that form the lunule change constantly as the 
wheel moves forward, but the instantaneous existing lunule seems to behave like a rigid body. He 
employed Sela’s theory to complement the Bekker theory for investigating the validity of Janosi 
equation for rigid wheels traversing sandy terrain. His work was focused more on the terrain 
aspect of the vehicle-terrain interaction.
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Fig. 1-4: Formation of ‘Lunule’ at Wheel-Soil Interface [From Wiendieck 1968]
Sela’s theoretical analysis was applied to the wheel tests at WES in an attempt to validate the 
theoretical model and concluded that in the special case of rigid wheels on sand, the application of
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shear stress-displacement relations proved to be misleading, both by general reasoning and by 
experimental evidence. However, Wong & Reece [1966] proved otherwise and were later 
complemented by the works of Yong & Osier [1966] and Boyd & Windish [1966]. During recent 
times Saarilahti [2002] also attempted to validate the WES soil interaction model as a part of 
Ecowood activity.
The WES model is a semi-empirical method based on the use of standard cone penetration 
resistance (Fig. l-5a) to describe the soil properties, and the wheel numeric based on some type 
variables to describe the wheel characteristics [Knight & Rula 1961]. The WES model differs 
from the other Bekker-based models in the manner that the WES-method uses soil penetration 
resistance as a soil parameter which is assumed to be an adequate parameter to describe both the 
soil bearing capacity and strength. On the other hand, the Bekker model employs a horizontally 
pulled plate with grousers (Fig. 1 -5b) to study the horizontal stress/strain reactions. Moreover, the 
WES model computes the tractive DP value based on rolling resistance only thereby neglecting 
the compaction and bulldozing effect of the wheels on soft surfaces. Turnage [1972] developed 
the method further and presented separate methods for determining the soil properties for friction 
and cohesion soils and the corresponding mobility models. For cohesion soils he used an average 
cone index, and a cone index gradient for the friction soils. Wismer & Luth [1973] combined the 
mobility models with Janosi & Hanamoto [1961] soil shear model and included the slip into 
mobility models. This produced a model similar to the one proposed by Bekker [1956]. Maclaurin 
[1981] studied the influence of soil surface properties and wheel patterns on tractive performance 
using the WES-method as a frame of reference. He concluded that a weak surface layer becomes 
more pronounced with the use of special wheels. A similar remark was also formulated by 
Turnage [1978].
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Fig. 1-5: (a) Cone Penetrometer (Air Type); (b) Bevameter Annular Shear Plate [From: Bekker 1969]
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The WES method has been largely criticised by several authors around the world. Holm et al 
[1987] state that the size of the loading plate or the cone has a significant effect on the apparent 
soil strength. Therefore one cone size alone does not give adequate information on all the soil 
properties affecting the mobility of a wheel. Wong [1984] stressed, that the results can be applied 
only in similar conditions, where the measurements and tests have been carried out. Golob [1981] 
criticised the WES method and deemed it to be non-scientific. Schmid [1995] studied the method 
and concluded that the method can be used as a tool for routing, but not for developing off-road 
vehicles. Upadhyaya & Wulfsohn [1990] did not find any correlation between the wheel 
performance and penetration resistance of the soil as given by WES method. Shoop [1993] found 
only a weak correlation between the penetration resistance and the wheel performance during the 
test period. Gee-Clough [1978] concluded that the trafficability of sandy soils depend upon the 
soil density, particle size distribution and soil moisture, and therefore the modelling of the 
mobility on friction soils is extremely difficult. Haarlaa [1972] studied the effect of trafficability 
of tractors on bearing strengths of moraine soils using the WES method, but did not find any 
correlation between the velocity of the vehicles and penetration resistance of soil. Olsen and 
Wasterlund [1989] encountered a large variation in the penetration profile while studying the 
WES model on Nordic moraine forest soils. Despite significant criticism of the WES model, it has 
been used widely in forestry [Hassler et al. 1983] and military sciences [Richardson & Cooper
1970] in US and infact, the Nato Reference Mobiilty Model (NRMM) was also developed from 
the WES-method.
Muro [1993] proposed an empirical method for predicting the tractive performance of a rigid 
wheel running on soft ground using the ‘slip ratio’. It was proposed that the effective driving force 
could be computed as the difference of the driving force and the total amount of locomotion 
resistance. The net driving force was computed as an integration of shear resistance over the 
duration of motion and locomotion resistance using the total amount of sinkage. The tractive 
performance was then computed using the pressure-sinkage curve measured from the dynamic 
plate loading and unloading test, considering the rolling locus of the wheel in the direction of the 
external resultant force of the effective driving force and the axle load (Fig. 1-6). Wong & Reece 
[1966, 1967] also employed a similar approach for computing the tractive performance using the 
slip ratio measured experimentally. It was confirmed experimentally that the angle showing the 
maximum normal stress around the peripheral contact part of the rigid wheel running on a weak 
soil cold be expressed as a linear function of the slip ratio. However, the major drawback of this 
approach is that the slip ratio needs to be computed first using the entry angle and exit angle of the 
wheel which in turn are to be measured experimentally. Moreover these values are difficult to 
measure and will vary with the soil properties and the specific gravity (density) of the surface 
under investigation.
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Fig. 1-6: Contact Pressure Distribution for Rigid Wheel on Soft Soil (10% Slip) [From Muro 1993)
Ziani & Biarez [1990] adopted an approach similar to one identified by Bekker [1956] to 
investigate the pressure-sinlcage relationship for tyres on very loose sand. An attempt was made to 
compare the sinkage of a tractor wheel with rigid flanges and compare the same with a wheel 
without flanges. The experimental results were then compared to the results obtained using the 
Bekker formulations and also with the computer generated model using finite element analysis. 
Ericsson and Slattengren [2000] developed a computer model using ADAMS based on the same 
pressure-sinlcage relationship for computing the digging forces while moving on gravel or other 
granulated material. Abo-Elnor et al [2003] adopted a similar approach for developing a 3D 
dynamic model for studying soil-tool interaction in terms of cutting forces and soil shear rate 
using FE analysis (ABACUS) for excavation vehicles. Dechao [1991] developed a model of soil 
shear strength as a function of shear rate and normal pressure. The experimental results verified 
the Bekker approach of using Mohr-Coulomb criterion for computing the generated soil thrust, as 
planetary vehicle wheels impose only a low shear rate condition while traversing unpaved terrain. 
Shmulevich et al. [1998] presented a simulation model (Fig. 1-7) for studying the performance of 
rigid wheels at high velocities on off-road terrain. The model was based on determining the forces 
acting on a wheel in steady state condition and the stress distribution at the wheel-soil interface 
was analysed from the instantaneous equilibrium between wheel and soil elements. From the 
simulations he concluded that the net tractive ratio and tractive efficiency increased whereas 
relative wheel sinkage decreased with increasing velocity. Similar studies were also performed by 
Onafeko & Reece [1967] and Wong & Reece [1967].
Fig. 1-7: Rigid Wheel-Soil Interaction Model [From: Shmulevich et al. 1998]
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Crenshaw [1972] investigated the soil-wheel interaction phenomenon and the effect on the 
generated drawbar pull under high velocities. The tests were performed under three different 
velocity conditions: low speed (0-37 kph); intermediate speed (37-93 kph) and high speed (>93 
kph). The low-speed region was characterised by a decrease in sinkage and drag load caused by 
increasing the speed. Increasing the speed in intermediate speed region caused an increase in 
sinkage and drag load whereas in the high-speed region, increase in speed resulted in a decrease in 
sinkage and drag load.
McCullough [1986] employed commercially available multi-body dynamics simulation software 
(DADS) for studying the tractive performance of heavy multi-axled wheeled and tracked vehicles. 
It was assumed that the track vehicle superelement had a suspension system comprised of 
multiple trailing/leading arms. The model assumed that the track is inextensible so that the slip 
velocity remained constant under all road-wheels. The soil response was computed using 
Bekker’s pressure-sinkage and shear force relationships based algorithms. Schimd [1999] 
followed McCullough’s example and employed computer simulations to study the effect of 
wheel-soil interaction on a multi-wheeled vehicle. He combined two different software modules 
to have a complete analysis of the vehicle-terrain interaction. The first was a FEM method (Fig. 
1-8) for studying the interaction of elastic wheel and deformable ground. Second was the 
ADAMS/STINA module -  a commercially available module for studying Soil Tyre Interaction 
for ADAMS (STINA) [Appendix -  D], for investigating the interaction of the deformable surface 
and dynamic wheel-loads.
Fig. 1-8: FEM/VENUS Simulation of Wheel-Soil Interaction Phenomenon [From: Schmid 1999]
Eppinger et al. [1971] developed a two degrees-of-freedom ride mode for tracked vehicles, where 
the track was modelled as a continuous massless elastic band capable of transmitting tensile
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forces which are linearly proportional to change in the total track length. Murphy et al. [1976] 
developed a vehicle dynamics module (VEHDYN) to predict ride-shoclc-limiting speeds for off- 
road conventional tracked vehicles. Bennett et al. [1985] developed an analytical tracked model 
where the track was modelled as a light string with exponential elastic characteristics measured 
from an initial track tension. Following Murphy’s approach, Rakheja et al. [1992] proposed a 
tracked vehicle model where the track was modelled as linear interconnecting springs. On similar 
lines, Dhir & Sanlcar [1994] proposed an analytical model for assessing ride dynamics of heavy 
duty, high mobility tracked vehicles (Fig. 1-9) such as military tanks and armoured personnel 
carriers. The track models were conceived in the view of the tracked vehicle kinematics while 
ignoring the track belt vibrations. Dynamic track loads were modelled by hypothetical vertical 
springs interconnecting adjacent wheels thereby generating vertical track forces linearly 
proportional to the relative displacement between the road wheels. The net footprint force due to 
the dynamic wheel-traclc-terrain interaction was evaluated using the concept of continuous radial 
spring and a damping element. It was assumed that the road wheel and track pad are combined to 
yield an equivalent suspension unit. However, the shear stress in the footprint was neglected. 
Jones et al [2005] documented a tool developed by the US Army ERDC to accurately predict 
vehicle traction element sinlcage as a function of vehicle and terrain parameters for both tracked 
and wheeled vehicles. However this tool was developed for studying rutting effects on ecosystem 
recovery using heavy tracked and wheeled military vehicles. The direct application of such a tool 
to smaller planetary rovers is highly arguable.
Fig. 1-9: In-Plane Model Representation of Tracked Vehicle [From: Dhir & Shankar 1994]
In order to perform such detailed analyses, it is extremely essential to have the terrain parameters 
scrutinized and accurately determined. Several researchers have studied methods for identifying 
key wheel-terrain interaction model parameters [Nohse et al. 1991, Shmulevich et al. 1996].
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However, these methods involved off-line estimation using costly dedicated testing equipment. 
Iagnemma et al. [2000] identified a method of online terrain parameters estimation for planetary 
rovers for performing detailed Bekker analysis. Caurin & Tschichold-Gurman [1994] documented 
a method of terrain parameter estimation for legged system whereas Lee et al. [1997] documented 
a similar method for tracked vehicles. Parameter estimation of Martian soil was performed by the 
Viking landers and the Sojourner rover [Moore et al 1997, Matijevic et al 1997]. A similar 
approach was also documented by Shibly et al [2005] for rigid wheels traversing deformable 
terrain as applied to planetary rovers. However, all these methods rely on measurement of wheel- 
soil contact angles which in turn are difficult to measure experimentally.
Melzer [1976] working with the US Army WES developed a prediction model which allowed the 
determination of system output (Drawbar Pull coefficient) and system input (Torque coefficient) 
at 20% slip and the determination of the towed force coefficient. The developed technique 
enabled to predict power requirements for wheels operating in sand as a function of system output 
for the full operating range from the towed condition to the 20% slip condition. The model was 
developed following a series of controlled laboratory tests with single wheels operating in sand of 
various relative densities. The pull coefficient at 20% slip was identified as a reasonable limiting 
operational condition because system output beyond that point consumes excessive power. 
Moreover, the system not only becomes inefficient but also less effective in developing the pull 
per second. The model was then employed in performing power requirement analysis of Apollo 
Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) wheel [Melzer 1971]. Based on this study the WES developed a 
computer model -  “AMC-71 Ground Mobility Model” [Freitag 1972].
Motion resistances play an important role when a vehicle traverses a terrain especially an unpaved 
one. Bekker [1956] outlined four major motion resistances for wheeled and tracked vehicles 
namely, rolling resistance, bullodozing resistance, compaction resistance and gravitational 
resistance. Rolling resistance is largely associated with vehicles with pneumatic (flexible) wheels. 
The motion resistance caused by the deflection of wheel and tread elements and scrubbing at the 
wheel-soil interface is generally termed as rolling resistance [Bekker 1959]. However, different 
authors tend to refer to different definitions for rolling resistance. A majority of them follow the 
Bekker [1959] terminology whereas the remaning couple the effect of soil compaction and rolling 
together into one general ‘combined rolling resistance’. Although important, rolling resistance 
does not affect the generated drawbar to the extent as affected by other motion resistances, 
compaction resistance (for wheeled vehicles) and bulldozing resistance (for tracked vehicles). The 
motion resistances are an extremely critical component whilst computing the drawbar pull for a 
vehicle under investigation. It has been documented that even Leonardo Da Vinci studied it.
The first written documentation of such studies is from 19th Century. A French Corps of 
Engineers captain, named Morin studied the phenomena of combined rolling resistance acting
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against horse-drawn carriages or wagons [Morin 1841 ]. Morin tried to determine the combined 
rolling resistance acting on horse-drawn wagons operating on highways. He varied both front and 
reai' axle loads along with the wagon velocity between 1-4 kph to establish their effect on rolling 
resistance. He also studied the multipass effect on the combined rolling resistance when the rear 
wheels followed the front wheels in the same track.
Pope [1971] studied the effect of velocity on the combined rolling resistance of a rigid wheel. It 
was observed that a decrease of 9.3% in combined rolling resistance can be achieved by 
increasing velocities from 0.036 to 0.274 kph. Grahn [1991] also achieved similar results whilst 
studying the effect of wheel velocity on sinkage and combined rolling resistance on sandy loam 
surface. Komandi [1999] analyzed the effect of rolling resistance on the generated Drawbar Pull 
of the vehicle traversing on an unpaved surface. He suggested that the fundamental equations in 
terrain-vehicle mechanics are those which deal with peripheral force and rolling resistance. He 
defined his rolling resistance as a resistance to motion as a result of a shift, by a distance “f o f  
the vertical component of the reaction force (Fig. 1-10).
Fig. 1-10: Mechanical Relationship between Towed and Driving Wheels: (a) Towed; (b) Driving; (c)
Shifting of forces
Komandi [1999] suggested that the rolling resistance be considered as a moment or torque and not 
a force. The peripheral force was computed using the Mohr-Coulomb relationship as proposed by 
Janosi and Hanamotto [1961]. He proposed a kinematic model that “operates” in the peripheral 
force vs. slip coordinate system and suggested that the rolling resistance is essentially a moment, 
acting at the wheel-ground interface. The DP is computed by subtracting the rolling resistance 
from the peripheral force. The peripheral force required to move the wheel forward was computed 
using the equation of moment equilibrium (Fig. 1-10) asFt = f x Q / R .  He proposed a
simplified soil shear diagram (reduced shear diagram) for determining the physical characteristics 
of soil using the thrust-travel reduction curve (TTRC) which in turn has to be determined 
experimentally [Komandi 1968]. Komandi’s approach highly exaggerates the importance of 
rolling resistance and neglects the effect of compaction resistance within the proposed model.
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This can be confirmed by the approach proposed by Gerstner and Bernstein [1913]. According to 
their research, the main reason for the resistance is the effort required to compress the soil. This 
approach was then identified by Bekker [1956] and later adopted by all other authors investigating 
terrain-vehicle interaction. Apostolopoulos [2001] suggested the rolling resistance for a vehicle 
equivalent to resistance experienced by a vehicle while climbing a 1.5° slope. However the rolling 
resistance predicted using 1.5° slope was extremely small and hence the Bekker formulation is 
still widely used for traction prediction.
Gee-Clough [1979] studied the effect of wheel width on the combined rolling resistance of rigid 
wheels operating on sandy terrain. He refers to rolling resistance as a combined effect of 
compaction and rolling resistance as identified by Bekker [I960]. He concluded that the effect of 
wheel width on the combined rolling resistance of rigid wheels on sand was very strong as the 
coefficient of combined rolling resistance increased rapidly with increasing width and sinkage. 
Moreover wheel skid also increased rapidly with an increase in wheel width. Also, it was 
observed that the coefficient of combined rolling resistance increased stongly with increase in 
wheel width at different sinkage levels. He concluded that the wheels with a high width/diameter 
ratio should not be used in a towed configuration in sandy soils. Alternately, multiple narrow 
wheels will give much lower combined rolling resistance than single wide ones on the same 
terrain. Bekker [1969] also confirmed this phenomenon and proved that the compaction resistance 
and thust the combined rolling resistance, was reduced to a greater extent by increasing the wheel 
diameter than by a corresponding increase in wheel width. Wong & Reece [1966] also confirmed 
that the formation of a bow wave was inevitable for a wide rigid wheel running on an 
incompressible soil. They showed that for a narrow wheel, the soil will move sideways as well as 
fore and aft of the wheel, whereas for a very wide wheel, the soil movement will be primarily fore 
and aft.
Sitkei [1966] studied the bulldozing effect of wheels and suggested that the bulldozing will occur 
when the wheel sinkage/diameter ratio is greater than 0.06 and that this will lead to a large 
increase in total motion resistance for wide wheels. However, Gee-Clough [1979] found that this 
was not the case when the controlled experiments were performed at wheel sinkage/diameter 
ratios higher than 0.06. An identical result was also achieved during the study documented in this 
thesis. Moreover, bulldozing resistance is applicable only to the front wheels as they create a track 
which is followed by the latter wheels (Fig. 1-11) thereby they do not experience the bulldozing 
phenomenon to a larger extent. This is attributed as a ‘Multi-Pass’ effect [Bekker 1956]. Multi­
pass effect was later demonstrated experimentally by Reece [1964] and Liston & Martin [1966] 
using the plate sinkage tests. It was proposed that the front wheels experience bulldozing and 
compaction resistances whereas the following wheels experience compaction resistance only. 
However, it was noticed that although the pressure distribution under a rigid wheel and the
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pressure-sinkage relationship of a plate in the same soil differ, the field tests showed good 
correlation between the computed and measured values. Kriclc [1969] and Holm [1969] studied 
extensively the effect of multi-pass on the multi-axle wheeled vehicles (Fig. 1-11) with pneumatic 
wheels and reached an identical conclusion.
Fig. 1-11: Forces Acting on Wheels of A Multi-Axle Vehicle [From: Holm 1969]
Waldron [1982] differentiates between the configuration of mobile robots and traditional ground 
vehicles while addressing the synergy among the mechanics, control and sensing of a mobile 
robot and its impact on configuration through metrics of mobility, actuation and motion co­
ordination [Waldron 1995]. Lee [1999] presented another approach for analysing tracked vehicle 
locomotion. This was done using a soil-track interaction model - incorporating track slips, the 
vehicle slip angle and track forces. The soil-track interaction equations were then used to develop 
a comprehensive model of the motion of a tracked vehicle. A similar approach was also presented 
by Iagnemma & Dubowsky [2002] for online position estimation of wheeled robotic vehicles.
Slip has always been an issue while investigating the design and performance of wheeled and 
tracked vehicles. Slip is more predominant in wheeled vehicles during normal traverses whereas it 
becomes an issue in tracked vehicles during skid steering. Very few researchers have focussed on 
this issue as very little has been documented in such a long development history of the field of 
terramechanics. Bekker [1956] addressed this issue and formulated an expression to compute the 
slip for wheeled and tracked vehicles documented in detail in Chapter 2 of this thesis. Alcock & 
Wittig [1992] attempted to study the effect of slip using the Single Wheel Testbed (SWT) for 
large agricultural tractors. Muir & Newman [1987] developed an analytical tool for kinematic 
analysis of a wheeled vehicle using a tricycle wheel arrangement to study the wheel-terrain 
interaction by forming a second order kinematic chain. Wong [2001] proposed a similar approach 
to include slip in computer models of tracked vehicles. However, his expressions were applicable 
only at low speeds to heavy tracked vehicles when the slips involved were extremely low. To date 
no generalised slip model exists that can be applied to both wheeled and tracked vehicles. An 
attempt was made in this thesis to address this issue and a new slip model has been developed
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based on real Mars data for application to wheeled planetary rovers operating on Mars and 
analogue terrains.
The problem of relationship between forms, sizes and weights of the vehicles and their power 
requirements has never been systematically explored. Strict comparisons have been extremely 
difficult because it is almost impossible to find a family of conceptually similar vehicles, which 
would enable one to keep constant all design and performance parameters whilst changing only 
one in order to explore its effect. The only published study in this respect is the work by Neesen 
[1940]. He formulated criteria of design and projected families of similar ships, airplanes and 
motor vehicles, and studied their form change as a function of speed, weight and power. This 
problem is extremely particular for planetary vehicles as no two vehicles are identical and the 
locomotion concepts are a subject of great variation depending upon the mission requirements.
Bekker [1960] outlined certain areas that were more urgently needed in vehicle intended for off- 
road locomotion:
(a) More streamlined ratios of length to width
(b) Less protruding and more properly shaped elements
(c) More convenient ratios of ground pressure to weight
(d) Better ground contact surface having such form, size and special orientation as required to 
produce maximum thrust-weight ratio
(e) An operationally defined weight-size-form relationship which will produce the optimum 
performance in the given environment
The factor (a) plays an important role in achieving the maximum obstacle negotiation capabilities 
as exemplified by ability to circumnavigate rocks or obstacles which is reflected in terms of 
higher Mean Free Path (MFP) values. The higher the MFP, the better will be the range of 
scientific exploration for planetary rovers. The factor (b) enables the rover to avoid Nose-In 
Failure (NIF) whilst climbing slope obstacles or negotiating crevasses. Ground pressure is an 
extremely important factor as it represents an index of sustaining the vehicle weight whilst in 
motion. Improper ground pressure ratios will cause the vehicle to sink and restrain it from moving 
on the surface. This makes the factor (c) an important metric whilst assessing the vehicle for 
autonomous operation. Factor (d) outlines the importance of wheel size as the ground contact area 
is entirely dependent upon the wheel width and wheel flexibility. The greater the contact area, the 
greater will be the Soil Thrust and in turn the resultant Drawbar Pull (DP) for a given weight of 
the vehicle. This directly affects the power requirements for driving the vehicle on the surface in 
question. Factor (e) is rather defined by the mission requirements and mass/size constraints 
imposed by the Descent Module (DM) volume available for stowing the rover. All these factors
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form the basis of the investigation presented in this thesis as applicable to planetary rovers in 
general and are discussed elaborately in Chapter 2 followed by convincing case studies in latter 
chapters. The theory presented here explicitly focuses on autonomous planetary exploration 
vehicles and can be applied to any wheeled or tracked planetary rover in general. Nevertheless, 
the theory still remains applicable to any terrestrial robotic vehicle be it wheeled or tracked.
The difficulty in rationalising the wheel-ground interaction parameters for general application to 
terrestrial and/or planetary exploration vehicles has been identified since a long time. Bekker 
[1960] states that although larger ground contact area thereby less sinkage and lower ground 
pressure are associated with increased performance, in many instances, experiments have shown 
that higher ground pressure vehicles may perform better than lower ground pressure vehicles. He 
suggests that ground pressure will not suffice to define flotation considered as the bearing 
capacity of the ground. This highly questions the approach adopted by Bekker and other authors 
to adopt either of Nominal Ground Pressure (NGP) or Mean Maximum Pressure (MMP) as a 
metric. Thereby, we have identified an approach of a combined ground pressure metric that 
accounts for three different indices namely NGP, MMP and Vehicle Cone Index (VCI). VCI can 
be used to supplement MMP to provide a good indication of a vehicle’s ability to traverse the 
terrain in question. The difficulty is that soil, unlike water, has no uniform properties and its 
bearing capacity as well as load-sinkage relationship cannot be expressed in simple form. MMP as 
an assessment metric is related to the ground pressure incurred by the vehicle and is important 
since a given terrain can only support a certain maximum load without excessive vehicle sinkage.
Desired Mean Maximum Pressure (MMP) For Terrestrial Soils
Terrain Ideal (Multipass) 
kPa
Satisfactory
kPa
Maximum Acceptable (mostly 
trafficable at single-pass) kPa
Wet Fine-Grained
- Temperate
- Tropical
150 200 300
90 140 240
Muskeg (peat/moss) 30 50 60
European Bogs 5 10 15
Snow 10 25-30 40
Table 1: Desired Values of MMP for Terrestrial Off-Road Vehicles [From: Wong 2001]
Larminie [1992] discussed the procedures to predict the MMP for a given vehicle design and type 
of soil on which the vehicle is traversing. The WES method assumes that the forces between 
wheel and soil depend mainly on the ground pressure and the form of the loading surface thereby 
combining them into a dimensionless ‘Mobility’ number [Saarilahti 2002], Wong [2001] suggests 
that MMP be recommended to represent the vertical loading caused by a vehicle on soil-like
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surfaces and has suggested different values of MMP depending on the type of the surface material 
which should not be exceeded by vehicle loading (Table 1).
Richter [1998c] has outlined a specific methodology that has to be adoped for computing sinkage 
and wheel axle torque for flexible wheels because under vertical load, such wheels -  regardless of 
their design details - will have a flattened portion and a curved portion, affecting the normal and 
shear stress distributions.
Fig. 1-12: Flexible Wheel on Soil with Flattened Footprint [From: Bekker 1956]
The developed methodology accounts for the wheel loading on the flexible wheel which results in 
a deflected wheel profile having a greater wheel-ground contact area thereby giving an increased 
performance over the vehicles with rigid wheels of identical dimensions. This methodology is 
outlined in greater detail in Appendix E (Eqns. 95 -  126) along with the developed hardware 
testbeds to verify the computed results using single wheel and system level testbeds. The 
approach presented by Richter & Hamacher [1999] presents one of the most applicable 
approaches to planetary exploration rovers (both micro and nano-rovers) as an improvement over 
Bekker theory for small vehicles with small wheel loads. This approach has been largely adopted 
in planetary rover development programmes in Europe and recently was also adoped for 
developing a nano-rover MIDD (Mobile Instrument Deployment Device) [Richter et al. 2004],
Until recently a little effort has been made by a very few researchers as documented earlier to 
successfully apply terramechanics and systems analysis methodology to the development and 
evaluation of planetary exploration vehicles. Bekker [1985] applied the theory in the development 
of Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV). Another example of application of terramechanics to the 
evaluation of terrain-vehicle systems was described by Sohne [1976] in connection with the 
studies of the optimum configuration for agricultural tractors. A more recent example of 
application of theory for parametric evaluation of tracked vehicles was reported by Wong et al. 
[1984, 1986, 1987 &1988]. He developed a computer model for traced vehicle performance 
prediction. Mantrala et al. [2002] employed ADAMS/Chassis for performing vehicle dynamic 
analysis for wheeled vehicles on sloped surfaces assuming a slope distribution specified by a 
power spectral density (PSD) law. A tool was developed at University of Helsinki (SELTRA) for
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conducting optimisation studies on logging tractor designs to protect traversed soils from 
excessive disruption and compaction [Saarilahti 2002]. The tool permits the comparison of 
different empirical mobility models from existing literature only. The US Army’s Engineering 
Research and Development Centre (ERDC) have developed a 3D simulation tool for off-road 
military (multi-tonne) vehicle including an obstacle negotiation prediction software tool 
[Creighton 2002] based on NATO Reference Mobility Model (NRMM). However, this is 
applicable only to heavy military armoured vehicles making it unsuitable for assessing light 
micro-rover and mini-rover class vehicles. University of Federal Armed Forces (Hamburg) 
developed an off-road systems interactive simulation tool (ORSIS) for conducting real-time 
simulation of wheeled vehicles [Harnisch et al. 2002], These and several other software tools 
exists for parametric design evaluation -  some for wheeled and some for tracked terrestrial 
(heavy) vehicles documented in greater detail in Appendix-D.
All the above tools were intended for traction prediction of heavy terrestrial vehicles either using 
analytical modules or complex 3D simulation modules. None of these tools could be made 
directly applicable to smaller planetary rovers. Richter [2001] developed a traction prediction 
algorithm for performing traction analysis for small wheeled vehicles subjected to light wheel 
loads using the approach discussed earlier. Autonomous Robotics Lab at EPFL (Switzerland) 
developed a 3D simulator based on open dynamics engine (ODE) using C, C++ for simulating 
wheeled vehicles. However the ODE is applicable to only relatively simpler 3D mechanisms due 
to a very weak physics based simulation engine [RCET TNI]. Apostolopoulos [2001] adopted a 
slightly different approach to analysing wheeled robotic locomotion resulting in a development of 
a reverse kinematic tool -  LocSyn. The tool was based on derivation of configuration equations 
and their implementation to assess the mission requirements to output the optimal configuration 
for wheels or vehicle ground projected footprint. The tool was extensively used in the 
development of a four-wheeled articulated chassis robot -  Nomad. However, the LocSyn tool did 
not automate the configuration process and therefore totally different from the traditional 
approach as adopted in this thesis. Some of the work on similar lines were proposed and 
documented in [Roston 1994, Katragadda 1998, Leger 1999].
The Russian roboticists approached the problem of vehicle-terrain interaction with a slightly 
different attitude. A theory was formulated at VNII Transmash documented in the LUMOT report 
based on Russian experience with planetary rover development. LUMOT report highlighted a 
number of basic locomotion parameters for characterising the performance of rovers [Braun et al 
1994]:
p
(a) The coupling factor defines the coupling of the vehicle to the soil: (j) = —
A.
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Coupling factor (<p) = Forward traction force (Pk)/Surface reaction normal (Rz)
Pf
(b) Traction resistance coefficient defines the resistance to wheel spin: /  = —
Traction res. coefficient if) = Traction resistance force (P/)/Surface reaction normal (Rz)
(c) Free traction coefficient defines the relation between the longitudinal traction to the load
P.
normal: K, = - L-
K
Free traction coefficient (IQ = Longitudinal traction force (PJ/Surface reaction normal (R7)
(d) Slippage coefficient (S) = [Theoretical path length (Sth) - Actual path length
S — S
(S/)]/Theoretical path length: S  = — ----- —
Sth
M .
(e) Specific traction coefficient defines turning capability: y/ — - ---
h K
Specific traction coefficient (\|/) = Motor-induced surface tangent force (Mk /rk)/Surface 
reaction normal (Rz)
(f) Side slip resistance coefficient (p) = Side reaction force (Pv)/Surface reaction normal:
RyJU= —L
K
(g) Several of these parameters are interconnected: f  = 0 — K t
These parameters allow neglect of the motor and transmission for traction analysis. These 
parameters require experimental determination through hardware breadboard models in 
representative soil. Evidently, tracked systems offer favourable Kt as S = v|/ over wheeled systems. 
Studies of vehicle performance should be conducted in conjunction with experimental studies of 
different soils -  these should include bevameter type tests on Martian soil simulant. These should 
include both plate penetration and shear tests to quantify pressure-sinkage relationships in 
multiple soil types. The Russian approach is thoroughly based on experimentally determined 
parameters for a particular type of wheel/track system. Moreover, in the study documented in this 
thesis, little experimental data was available so the LUMOT approach was not adopted.
None of the tools presented in the above discussion represent a comprehensive package complete 
with both analytical and simulation modules. Having conducted an exhaustive literature review, a 
need was realised to develop a relatively complete traction prediction tool that can be used to 
conduct detailed traction analysis for planetary rovers in general which can then be used to
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extrude an optimal vehicle configuration based on the mission requirements. A software tool - 
Rover Performance Evaluation Tool (RPET) was developed within the scope of the study 
documented in this thesis to achieve the identified target of a complete traction prediction tool. 
RPET comprises of both analytical and 3D simulation modules for complete traction and dynamic 
analyses for wheeled/tracked planetary rovers.
The approach presented in this thesis outlines an effort to develop such a tool that will 
complement the design and evaluation process for any planetary exploration vehicle designed to 
perform under a desired set of operating conditions. It is therefore quite unique from other 
approaches presented so far, which through the use of knowledge-based systems and optimisation 
such as dynamic programming and genetic algorithms have pursued the automation of robot 
design synthesis and optimisation. The in-built simulation tool complements the metrics generated 
from the analytical results using the wheel/track-soil interaction model. This metric in turn is 
verified by using hardware testbeds both at wheel level and system level to achieve a 
comprehensive result truly representative of a vehicle’s capability to perform under a given 
mission scenario.
Analysing wheeled robotic locomotion configurations from physics-based models and 
optimisation of selected configurations based on generated metrics of ground performance are 
major objectives of this research. Until recently there has been a lack of sufficient research on 
how terramechanics impacts the design of mobile robots as most of the developed robots were 
meant to function indoors. Hence, it became a priority to investigate, reformulate and in some 
cases develop new analytical models of ground performance in a way that is suitable for detailed 
analysis of robotic locomotion -  both wheeled and tracked. The fundamental assumption of this 
work is the notion that both traditional ground vehicles and wheeled robots on unprepared terrain 
are subject to the same physical principles that govern the interaction between locomotion 
elements and the terrain. This thesis executes a detailed investigation into selecting an optimal 
configuration for locomotion system that can be employed on a planetary exploration vehicle, 
given the desired mission requirement scenario. This requires a detailed examination of several 
aspects of robotic locomotion -  be it wheeled or tracked pertaining to trafficability, 
maneuverability and terrainability via the application of science of vehicle-terrain interaction. 
Trafficability may be defined as a robot’s ability to traverse soft soils or hard grounds without loss 
of traction. Maneuverability may be defined as a robot’s ability to negotiate through an operating 
environment predominantly concerned with steering and circumnavigating the obstacles without 
failing. Terrainability is robot’s ability to negotiate terrain irregularities such as slopes mostly 
concerned with stability and gradeability issues. The most important of all the other aims of a 
planetary robotic exploration vehicle is scientific investigation; nevertheless, their characteristic 
features and their mission requirements can be grouped so that the vehicle tasks can be seen more
\
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quantitatively. This can be done according to their functional and operational elements. Emphasis 
has been on the first set of elements that characterises the objectives of locomotion.
One of the objectives of this research is to formulate, implement and validate a comprehensive 
computational framework for performing a systematic analysis of wheeled and tracked robotic 
exploration vehicles using the developed conceptual models for operation under desired set of 
operating environmental parameters. A unified method of approach to the analysis of the 
characteristics of various locomotion configurations is also stressed. All the efforts have been 
made to develop a tool enabling design engineers to systematically evaluate new conceptual 
designs and generate a performance metric to judge the suitability of a concept without the need 
for performing any prototype testing. On further analysis of the metric, the best performing design 
can then be pursued for detailed analysis and scaled prototype testing.
1.3 Rover Classification
Planetary rovers can be classified under two different heads namely, size/weight and the mode of 
adopted locomotion as follows:
Fig. 1-13 Rover Classification - Size and Locomotion
Rover size is represented by the overall ground projected footprint of the vehicle. It can be 
considered as the dimensions of a three-dimensional box encapsulating the rover. There are two 
different approaches to classifying rovers based on their size i.e.
(i) Weight of the vehicle
(ii) The overall ground projected footprint
Alternately, they can be classified according to the nature of mobility system employed for 
locomotion purposes. Even in this case, the rovers are ultimately categorised based on their 
weight on Earth in its flight-ready state.
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1.3.1 Planetary Rover Sizing -  Weight
Another approach to rover classification is by categorising according to their weight inclusive of 
appendages and instrumentation. Accordingly, they can be classified as [Putz 2002]:
(i) Nanorovers: 5 kg or less
(ii) Microrovers: 5 to 30 kg
(iii) Minirovers: 30 to 250 kg
(iv) Macrorovers: > 250 kg
Large macro-rovers of the order of 1 tonne are typified by the Russian Lunakhods which, drove
10.5 km in 1970 and are now considered effectively obsolete due to their expense. These 8- 
wheeled vehicles based on torsion-bar suspension were highly effective and had mission lifetimes 
of 3 months traversing 10 km with two speed levels -  1 km/h and 2 km/h -  capable of negotiating 
obstacles up to 0.4m in height. Both had 51 cm diameter, 20 cm wide rigid wheels with spokes. 
NASA’s early rover development programme was similarly focussed on large rovers [Weisbin
1993]. The 2 tonne 4m x 2.5m x 2m Robby vehicle was a 6-wheeled, three-body articulated 
vehicle, the tri-cab design providing superior mobility performance to a conventional vehicle. The 
3-tonne Ambler was a 6-legged orthogonal robot whose legs decoupled horizontal and vertical 
motions and required around 1.4 kW of power to generate an average walking speed of 40 
cm/minute. NASA subsequently shifted its emphasis to smaller mini and micro-rovers. The US 
Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) that flew to Moon on Apollo 15-17 spacecraft belonged to the 
macro-rover category weighting around 708 kg including 364 kg of two suited astronauts 
[Burkhalter & Sharpe, 1995].
The chief performance disadvantage of large rovers apart from expense due to high mass, volume, 
complexity and power requirements is that their large size limits their paths of traverse due to the 
incidence of insurmountable obstacles, though their larger wheels compensates for this to some 
extent. Large vehicles are more likely to encounter obstacle negotiation difficulties. The crater 
density on the moon is ~23/km2 so craters up to a diameter of 75m occupy 1.5% of the total area 
of the moon giving a mean distance between craters of 100m. A vehicle with a 3m width would 
encounter difficulties if the crater density exceeded 500 (around 40% of the total area). These 
large rovers are essentially obsolete as far as the robotic missions to the planets are concerned but 
such rovers will play an important role in supporting human missions to Mars and other planets of 
the solar system [Moore & Jalcosky 1989].
Minirovers of mass around 100-200 kg are typified by the Athena-class and Marsokhod-class 
rovers and are generally designed with a high degree of autonomy for ranges of several km. The 
Marsokhod rover was developed by the Russian Mobile Vehicle Engineering Institute (VNII 
Transmash). The CNES 6-wheeled rover Eve had a mass of 120 kg with dimensions 125 cm
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(length) x 112 cm (width) x 120 cm (height). The CNES 6-wheeled rover IARES is the successor 
to Eve with an enhanced Marsokhod chassis and improved onboard navigation systems with a 
mass of 150 kg [Boissier 1998]. All these rovers have drum-like wheels for tractability and 
traversibility. The US FIDO (Field Integrated Design & Operations) rover model is the prototype 
for the Mars Exploration Rover (formerly the Athena rover). FIDO has a mass of 70 kg with 
dimensions of 85 cm (width) x 105 cm (length) x 55 cm (height) and is capable of traversing 
100m per day autonomously over rough terrain. The 175 kg Mars Exploration Rovers (MERs) are 
mini-rovers that landed on the Martian surface in January 2005. Two rovers dubbed -  Spirit and 
Opportunity have a range of lOOm/d over a mission lifetime of 90 days based on a top speed of 
200m/d.
Microrovers of mass around 15-20 kg tend to have a moderate degree of autonomy for ranges 
~100m - 1km. The Sojourner rover was a microrover with dimensions of 63 cm (length) x 28 cm 
(height) x 48 cm (width) and a mass of 11.5 kg. The JPL Rocky testbed was small, six-wheeled 15 
kg microrover of 48 cm x 64 cm x 32 cm footprint [Miller et al 1993]. It adopted a roclcer-bogie 
suspension system capable of traversing 17 cm obstacles (1.5 times the wheel diameter) [Gat et al
1994]. The Rocky series was the basis for the Pathfinder Sojourner Mars rover. The Systems 
Integration Model (Marie Curie) was virtually identical and was used for mission simulation on 
Earth. Microrovers offer the greatest applicability for surface exploration offering the potential 
for regional exploration in the near term [Manirrodriga et al 1997].The Mean Free Path (MFP) of 
a i m  long vehicle with 20 cm diameter wheels will have a comparable mean free path to a 15 cm 
long vehicle with 6 cm diameter wheels [Wilcox et al 1997]. Although smaller micro-rovers have 
been considered, there is a lower limit to mobility performance at 3 cm wheel diameter.
Nanorovers of mass ~l-5 kg are a new innovation with limited ranges of <10m and limited 
capabilities, typically being tethered to a lander which supplies power and data transfer. 
Nanokhod developed as a part of the MicroROSA experimentation by Vh&S for European Space 
Agency was a tethered tracked nanorover weighting around 3 kg with a tillable payload cab for 
pointing instruments at the objects for inspection [Bertrand & Winnendael 2001]. Most of the 
European effort has focussed recently on nanorover concepts to the exclusion of all other rover 
concepts. Mobile Instrument Deployment Device (MIDD) is a small 4 wheeled nanorover with 
flexible wheels developed by DLR [Richter 2000]. Nanorovers are limited to tightly local 
exploration only and act as extensions to robot arms from the lander.
As the size of the robot decreases, its obstacle negotiation capability drops but smaller rovers can 
circumvent obstacles. However, there is a limit to the usefulness of this capacity -  the traversal 
capability drops with decreasing size, as smaller obstacles become more common. The rover class 
espoused here lies in the microrover range which offers significant capabilities with a limited 
investment of mass -  Sojourner’s difficulty in traversing the “rock garden” illustrates the
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limitations of rovers of small size. Indeed, the lessons learned from the Sojourner mission are 
invaluable. Essentially the greatest lesson learned was that mobility, the ability to negotiate 
obstacles and onboard autonomy define the capabilities of the rover. The ability to navigate 
autonomously over long periods of time without communications from Earth is essential to the 
mission viability.
1.3.2 Planetary Rover Sizing -  Ground Projected Footprint
Bekker [1959] outlined the general philosophy for sizing terrestrial vehicles using the vehicle 
linear dimensions for safe traverse over irregular terrain for off-road applications. Ideally, the 
performance of any mobility system will be a direct product of the vehicle linear dimensions, 
which determine its obstacle negotiation capability, typically the wheel size. This factor has been 
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2 within the design procedure for achiving maximum Mean 
Free Path (MFP) for any vehicle by selecting optimal ground projected footprint.
1.3.3 Modes of Rover Locomotion
Fig. 1-14: Rover Classification: Modes of Locomotion
Mobile robotics research tends to employ primitive mobility systems such as differential drive and 
tricycle drive configurations. These are insufficient for planetary exploration applications. There 
is a trade-off between traction capability and onboard autonomy -  the greater the capability of the 
traction system, the lesser the degree of intelligence required. With a perspective on surface 
mobility, there are three basic modes of locomotion on any surface -  legs, wheels and tracks. Legs 
walk while wheels and tracks roll. On the basis of mobility, rovers can be classified into three 
main categories namely -  wheels, legs and tracks.
There are five classes of locomotion system in mobile robots, which are applicable to planetary 
exploration rovers [Wright & Watson 1987]:
(i) Wheels (rolling), e.g. automobile locomotion;
(ii) Tracks (rolling/screwing), e.g. armoured vehicle locomotion, rotary drill;
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(iii) Legs (walking), e.g. animal locomotion;
(iv) Body articulation (crawling/sliding), e.g. snake undulation;
(v) Non-contact locomotion (hopping/flying).
However, as we are concerned with surface mobility only, the latter two i.e. (iv) and (v) are not 
applicable and not discussed further in this thesis. Major focus is place on wheeled and tracked 
locomotion as they represent proven and much mature technology for applications on planetary 
rovers.
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Fig. 1-15: Locomotion Concepts [From: (a) Littman et al 1993; (b) Oomichi & Ibe 1986]
1.4 The Concept of Comparative Locomotion Study
To date, a very few of the robotic groups around the world have reviewed the robotic mobility 
concepts proposed for planetary exploration -  some of the same aspects have been reviewed here 
but with a slightly different approach. The NATO Reference Mobility Model (NRMM) 
emphasises performance characteristics based on [Lessem et al 1996]:
(i) Maximum Speed and Turning Radius
(ii) Traction for overcoming Resistive Forces to motion
(iii) Vehicle Manoeuvrability for obstacle avoidance
(iv) Ride comfort
Performance parameter (iv) is not considered further in this thesis beyond a brief description of 
suspension. Performance parameters mentioned in option (i) are difficult to clarify in any 
quantitatively comparative sense but are determined by parameters mentioned in (ii) and (iii).
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Maximum speed will be determined by the motor torque, slope, incidence of obstacles (which 
determines mean free path), and the surface traction on the soil. Turning radius will depend on the 
geometry of the vehicle and the nature of the turning mode and strongly influences parameter (iii) 
-  skid steering which is adopted in tracked vehicles and small micro-rover vehicles offers the 
highest turning manoeuvrability at the expense of power consumption. Most vehicles with 
forward and aft motion capability can turn through skid steering. Vehicles with double 
Ackermann steering have low wheel slip at the expense of large turning radius and the need for 
additional steering motors. This is thus a trade-off for turning radius that influences 
manoeuvrability that is determined by a complex function of a number of parameters:
(i) The margin for sufficient traction on the surface to compensate for slippage
(ii) The effect of turning radius on mean free path
(iii) The importance of wheel encoders in the navigation process
(iv) Power Availability Margin
Hence, these performance parameters are inter-dependent in complex ways. We have selected 
those parameters that are the most basic and fundamental, on which all other parameters are 
derivative:
(i) The type of mobility system
(ii) The surface traction due to the ground environment
(iii) The nature of the obstacle environment
Standardising the rover concepts under study is one of the most difficult tasks as there are a 
number of different rover classes ranging from the small nanorover ~ 1-2 kg up to large rovers > 1 
tonne. Each class is capable of a different type of mission. Nanorovers and micro-rovers are not 
usually self-contained in terms of carrying their own power-supply, navigation sensors or onboard 
computation. They are often limited in terms of scientific payload capacity and are of limited 
range imposed by the tether length offsetting their greater ability to circumvent obstacles. 
Furthermore, their limited obstacle negotiation capability limits their deployment on planets such 
as Mars, which have extensive rock fields. Small micro-rovers are generally suited to multiple 
delivery missions. Large rovers are self-contained, highly autonomous and typically of long- 
range. Their long range has implications for highly capable mobility systems and extensive 
navigation capabilities.
These issues make it difficult to make direct comparisons between mobility concepts developed 
for different sized vehicles. In this study, we have opted to standardise on the large micro-rover 
(-10-20 kg e.g.: Sojourner, Shrimp) and mini-rovers (-200-250 kg e.g. MER, ExoMars) classes- 
as these offer the advantages of low mass, volume and complexity of small rovers while offering 
many of the significant range and scientific payload capacities of larger rovers. Micro-rovers offer
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the greatest applicability for regional surface exploration in the near-term due to their reasonable 
scientific payload capacities, modest mass overheads, modest volumetric requirements, and 
reasonable ranges ~ 1 km. Sojourner’s range was limited to 10 m from the lander due to the 
inherent loss of communication signals between the lander and the rover if the rover exceeded this 
range. This would present significant navigation problems for the rover and hence, it was decided 
to limit Sojourner’s traverse to 10 m from the vicinity of the lander. However, after the recent 
success of MER -  Spirit & Opportunity, the emphasis has shifted to minirovers due to their 
greater range and longer operating life times. To take full advantage of extended ranges, the 
mobility system must be capable of traversing a wide range of obstacles -  this is particularly the 
case for Mars, which has a rugged terrain environment.
There are a number of difficulties inherent in standardisation between candidate mobility systems. 
Whilst talking of micro-rovers, we have investigated the following candidates for generating a 
comprehensive performance metric [Chapter 5]:
(i) Sojourner: The Sojourner rover was a fully independent vehicle designed for flight to 
Mars including communications system, thermal system, onboard computation system, 
power generation and storage system, and structural integrity for the landing impact. 
Sojourner carried a small scientific payload of which the primary instrument was the 
APXS (Alpha-Proton- X-ray Spectrometer).
(ii) Nanokhod: The Nanokhod rover is a much smaller vehicle designed as a testbed vehicle, 
which was not a flight model. By design, it did not carry independent power supplies or 
onboard computation or onboard free-space communication systems as these were 
supplied through a tether from a lander. Furthermore, Nanokhod was not designed for any 
particular environment so lacked thermal control elements. Nanokhod was designed to 
accommodate a small complement of scientific instruments.
(iii) Elastic Loop Mobility System (ELMS)'. ELMS, of course was a mobility system and has 
not yet been implemented in a rover (except during the early Apollo programme).
(iv) Small Marsokhod: Marsokhod was initially developed for Mars 96 mission by VNII- 
Transmash, the Russian vehicle research laboratory. The small Marsokhod used for 
analysis here is actually a scaled down version of the actual Marsokhod chassis falling 
under the mini-rover category. The scaled down Marsokhod adopted for analysis in this 
thesis had the ground project footprint roughly similar to that of Sojourner for generating 
performance metric truly representative of micro-rovers. This design lacks thermal 
control elements and onboard computation or payload devices.
(v) Shrimp: Shrimp is a 6 wheeled concept developed by EPFL for the ESA and has a novel 
parallel bogie concept with high obstacle negotiation capability. The larger version is 
known as Solero -  belonging to the mini-rover category.
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On the other hand, another fleet of rover concepts assessed belonged to the mini-rover class 
namely [Chapter 4]:
(i) RCL -  Concept C: Rover Corporation Limited (RCL) is a subsidiary of VNII-Transmash, 
the same firm that developed all the Russian rovers that landed on Moon and Mars. 
Concept-C is a candidature for ESA-ExoMars mission and is still in a conceptual state.
(ii) RCL -  Concept D : Concept-D was presented as an improvement over Concept-C, 
however the subsequent increase in complexity seems far greater than the gain availed.
(iii) RCL -  Concept E : Concept-E was again presented to supersede the Concept-D to 
eliminate system complexity and improved performance.
(iv) Solero: The larger version of Shrimp -  Solero is a 6-wheeled vehicle. A scaled prototype 
was developed by EPFL for ESA for further evaluation during the Phase -  A study.
(v) Marsokhod: Marsokhod is a 6 wheel structure without any payload or thermal control 
elements. It has hollow wheels shaped as a frustum of a cone. Each wheel has 6 degrees 
of freedom as each wheel can rotate, pitch and can wheel-walk. The wheels are mounted 
on a suspension connected to an articulated chassis comprised of two modules with a 
hinge in between. This makes it extremely difficult to ensure thermal control and mount 
scientific payload. It has extremely good obstacle negotiation capability and loose sand 
traversability due to the nature of its wheels.
(vi) ELMS: ELMS was scaled up to make it suitable for analysis within the minirover 
category.
(vii) MER: Twin MER rovers -  Spirit and Opportunity, currently operational on Mars are the 
most successful rovers so far to traverse on Mars. Each rover is fully self-sustained in all 
manners -  carrying their power, communications and onboard processing equipment. The 
lander was merely a landing device for the rovers -  discarded when the purpose was 
served. Both the rovers are identical in all manners and employ a modified rocker bogie 
springless suspension -  an improvement over the Sojourner rover.
The problem of such massively different vehicle concepts is that the standardisation metric is to a 
certain extent arbitrary. The scientific payload capacity is not suitable as a metric as each of the 
above vehicles of a particular class were designed for essentially different specifications. Payload 
mass of the vehicle - defined as the mass of the vehicle less the chassis mass is also difficult to 
standardise. The chassis themselves will vary according to a number of parameters and the mass 
of the ELMS system will be dependent on further studies of the requirements for the shape 
memory alloy loop. Furthermore, this metric would disadvantage Nanokhod in comparison with 
Sojourner, as the scaled up Nanokhod, by virtue of its locomotion unit design, would have a 
greater mass attributed to its chassis, whereas a scaled down Marsokhod will also suffer from 
similar disadvantages. This would not be a constraint on ELMS and would favour ELMS in an
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artificial manner. Furthermore, the dimensions (and so mass) of the payload cab for Sojourner and 
the scaled Nanokhod would be different with the same footprint by virtue of the different designs 
between the vehicles. Given limited data on the mass budget of each of the above vehicles, it was 
not possible to make fair comparisons in this way. Vehicle mass itself is also not an adequate 
standardisation parameter although we have attempted to scale up vehicles Nanokhod and scale 
down concepts like Marsokhod to the approximate dimensions of Sojourner, and similarly with an 
ELMS-based vehicle.
The dimensions cannot be compared directly between a wheeled and tracked vehicle though we 
have attempted to match the sizes as closely as possible. Wheel and track design are subject to 
many variations, e.g. Sojourner had aluminium wheels, though magnesium alloy may have been a 
more suitable lightweight alternative. Power requirements between wheeled and tracked vehicles 
will differ, which will impact on the design, mass and geometry of the power generation system. 
Mission scenarios will also differ -  mission duration will drive the power system design, the need 
for array obscuration by dust mitigation, the need for onboard batteries (whether they are primary 
or secondary). The speed of the vehicle will be determined by the mobility system, the duration 
between contacts with Earth, the robustness of the navigation system, the static and dynamic 
stability of the vehicle, the nature of the terrain, etc.
All these different variables make it difficult to make direct comparisons between different 
vehicles. The mobility system performance will vary according to the amount of power available 
to torque the wheels, the nature of the gearing systems adopted, the slope of the terrain, etc. 
However, we have selected a number of parameters on which to standardise. We have attempted 
within reasonable assumptions to approximately standardise on scale -  mass, dimensions, 
footprint and wheel torque.
1.5 Problem Statement
(i) The development of a suitable model of wheei/track-soik interaction incorporating
wheel/track-slip, vehicle slip-angle and forces on the wheels/tracks. This approach
qualitatively and quantitatively describes the relationship between the forces acting on the 
vehicle, the vehicle parameters and the soil properties. The wheel/track-soil model 
augments and extends the current knowledge and understanding of robotic vehicle 
behaviour pertaining to terrain interaction due to motion.
(ii) The development and detailed analysis of models of tracked and wheeled vehicle motion
that can be easily adapted for legged and crawling motion. The models developed 
incorporate equations describing motion of the vehicle and dependence of this motion on 
a number of key soil parameters. Emphasis is placed on understanding the effect of these
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parameters on the performance of the vehicle whilst varying the wheel/track configuration 
coupled with the locomotion configuration.
(iii) The development of a computational framework that allows a systematic detailed analysis 
of various locomotion configurations of conceptual or actual vehicle models proposed for 
autonomous planetary exploration using well-defined terrain models incorporating 
various planetary environments such as Mars, Moon and Earth. The tool computes the 
estimated performance of the vehicle on the chosen terrain under a defined set of 
operating parameters to suit the mission requirements. Alternately, desired performance 
can be fed to the configuration equations to compute an estimated wheel/track or vehicle 
configuration.
(iv) Generating generalised performance metrics for detailed system performance analysis 
based on analytical, simulation and hardware test results thereby ranking the individual 
concepts on the merits of their respective performance.
(v) Implementation of the developed computational framework on a prototype vehicle for 
experimental validation and software calibration thereby making it suitable for analysing 
any mobile robotic configuration universally.
(vi) Application of the developed tools to ExoMars (ESA Mission to Mars -  2011) Phase-A 
study for designing and evaluating suitability of candidate wheeled locomotion concepts. 
Each concept belonging to the mini-rover category was investigated comprehensively 
using the developed analytical and simulation tools to generate a performance metric and 
thereby accurately predict the capability to perform on Mars-like terrain and the resultant 
implications of any modifications to the design.
1.6 The Structure of the Thesis
Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the scope of the thesis, including its main contributions. An 
overview of historical work done in the field of terrain-vehicle interaction or terramechanics is 
also documented. Chapter 2 discusses in great detail the interactions between the soil and the 
wheels or tracks of the mobile robotic vehicles. It is here, it can be visualised that there is clearly a 
need of a systematic design philosophy outlining a procedure to be followed while investigating a 
locomotion configuration for a definite application under a desired set of mission requirements. 
Much work is done however, scattered and scantily investigated thereby insufficient to provide a 
solid footing for a systematic investigation. This forms the core of the thesis with a detailed 
description of the vehicle-terrain interaction models adopted for detailed analysis of wheeled and 
tracked vehicles within a computational framework -  RPET. The RPET tool serves to be a
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comprehensive resource for rover design engineers enabling them to undertake a systematic 
approach towards the performance evaluation of their chosen designs. The RMPET tool employs 
four different analytical modules (Fig. 1-16) each related to a distinct yet inter-related aspect of 
robot design. These four tools are used to develop a comprehensive performance metric -  truly 
representative of the ability of a vehicle to perform under the specified conditions. This 
performance metric is very well complemented by the simulation tool (RoverGen) -  the fifth 
module of the RPET computational framework documented in detail. The results from the 
simulation performance metric are then compared to the analytical performance metric to select 
the best candidature locomotion configuration for scaled prototype testing. Chapter 3 details the 
software tool validation process using the hardware testbeds developed at DLR (Germany).
Fig. 1-16: RPET -  Software Modules and Integration Schematic
Chapter 4 details the implementation of the developed computational tool for evaluating several 
candidature concepts proposed for European Space Agency (ESA) ExoMars rover. Detailed 
analysis of several mini-rovers and generated performance metrics using the tool are studied to 
determine a baseline design as a part of ExoMars Phase-A study. Chapter 5 documents a case 
study pertaining to microrover concepts wheeled and tracked as a part of ESA Aurora short-term 
project.
Finally, Chapter 6 provides a summary and conclusions of this thesis along with some 
recommendations for further work.
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Chapter 2
2. Rover Performance Evaluation Tool
The current state-of-practice in robotic locomotion design draws on knowledge of precedent 
robotic and conventional vehicles, intuition and experience, but rarely involves analysis and 
quantitative rationalisation. Especially when a new robotic design is pursued, empirical 
approaches may result in ill-conceived designs that require redesign or reworks to achieve desired 
functionality. Concurrent prototyping and testing is insufficient to address this challenge because 
a detailed performance evaluation is possible only after system-level tests have been carried out. 
The lack of quantitative methods to aid robotic locomotion designs makes it difficult to identify 
the engineering traits of significance to a specific design. During this study a simple yet efficient 
calculation tool was developed that can evaluate the performance of a particular system from the 
provided data. The Rover Performance Evaluation Tool (RPET) has the most common and user- 
friendly Windows® interface encompassing the Bekker theory [Bekker, 1960] to calculate 
performance parameters including a front end interface to kinematics analysis software 
COSMOS/Motion for running complex 3D rover simulations.
The RPET tool after a thorough investigation was implemented as a part of the Rover Chassis 
Evaluation Tool (RCET) being developed for the European Space Agency (ESA) under the 
Aurora program [Michaud et al. 2004]. The tool encompasses a combination of software and 
hardware modules for a completely integral system for rover performance evaluation, a versatile 
tool applicable to all categories of planetary rovers be wheeled or tracked. The software modules 
provide an overview of the system’s capability of performing on the chosen terrain via 
terramechanical analysis whereas the simulation tool provides a complete kinematic analysis 
complementing the generated performance metrics [Patel et al. 2005]. Finally these metrics are 
verified by hardware testing -  both at wheel level and system level. This chapter outlines the 
development and integration process stressing the importance of the developed RPET tool in 
performing rover chassis performance evaluation.
2.1 Introduction
Investigating a mobility system for planetary rovers is non-trivial pursuit and often requires some 
kind of a database that can be automatically updated during the calculation of performance 
parameters for a system under investigation. These calculations involve a large number of terrain
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and vehicle parameters that have to be determined in advance. However, having known these 
parameters, generating a correct and accurate performance metric for a particular system is of 
prime importance. The metric comprises of ground pressure indices, performance parameters such 
as drawbar pull and the mean free path for vehicle under investigation. The performance metric is 
then used to rank the mobility system in accordance to their performance on a particular terrain.
An attempt was made during the study documented in this thesis to develop a simple yet efficient 
calculation tool that can evaluate the performance of a particular system from the provided data. 
In essence the tool uses Bekker Theory [Bekker 1956, 1960] to calculate the performance 
parameters. Bekker theory is a semi-emphirical approach identified by M.G.Bekker in early 1960s 
to evaluate performance of terrestrial wheeled and tracked vehicles using the vehicle design and 
drive parameters as input [Section 2.6]. The tool provides a varied choice of terrain to be used 
during the evaluation process depending upon the mission scenario. The presently available 
modules include several soil models pertaining to Mars, Moon and Earth such as drift, blocky, 
cloddy, simulants, etc which are documented in detail in the latter section [Section 2.4] of this 
thesis. The essential inputs to the system are:
(a) Vehicle Parameters: Length, Width and Height
(b) Mobility System/Drive Properties: Wheel/Track Dimensions, Number of wheels/Tracks
(c) Terrain/Soil Properties
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Fig. 2-1: RPET -  Project Options (Start-Up) Page
2.2 Software Architecture
Rover Performance Evaluation Tool (RPET) formed an integral part within the software 
architecture of Rover Chassis Evaluation Tool (RCET) developed for European Space Agency 
(ESA) under an industrial contract [Michaud et al 2004],
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Design Interface Simul ati on/Computation Database Interpretation
DLR H/W Tools EPFL S/W Tools SSC S/W Tools
Fig. 2-2: RCET Tools Interaction Schematic
The RCET tool encompasses software and hardware packages for systematic performance 
diagnosis of conceptual planetary rover designs. The RPET forms a core of the software part 
(SSC tools) whereas a single wheel testbed and a rover prototype chassis comprise the hardware 
part of the tool. Fig. 2-2 shows the RCET tools interaction schematic clearly outlining the 
importance of RPET in the RCET structure. The RCET structure comprises of 3 different tools -  
RPET (RoverGen or 3D simulator, RMPET or Forward Computation, MobSyn or Reverse 
Computation); 2D simulator (EPFL) and Hardware testbeds (DLR). The hardware testbeds 
allowed validating experimentally tractive predictions, which inherently involved several aspects 
that are difficult to model such as power consumption and, in general, the locomotion 
performance parameters.
The rover design analysis is intitiated by a quick assessment using the “quick look tools” shown 
by the dotted rectangle in the above figure. The forward (RMPET) and reverse (MobSyn) 
computation tools can be used to pursue the task in the desired manner. The forward computation 
prompts the user to input essential vehicle design and drive parameters to compute the 
performance parameters such as drawbar pull (DP), soil thrust and motion resistances. 
Alternately, reverse computation tool can be used to output suitable vehicle footprint or wheel 
dimensions using the desired performance such as drawbar pull (DP), soil thrust, motion 
resistances or driver power as input -  hence the name reverse computation tool. Having done a 
critical analysis of the proposed rover design, a simple 2D model is generated and simulated using 
EPFL’s 2D simulator. If results are satisfactory to complement the analytical results generated
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using the RMPET and MobSyn tools, a more detailed and complex 3D rover model is created 
using the CAD software (SolidWorlcs) to assess the kinematic capabilities of the proposed 
locomotion configuration. This is achieved by simulating the rover model (using 3D simulator -  
RoverGen) over 3D terrain representative of Mars or user defined rock distribution -  generated 
using Terrain Generator (MarsGen). The simulation results are then verified using the hardware 
testbeds developed at DLR at both -  wheel level and system level. All results are stored in a 
central database and a comprehensive report can be generated using the inbuilt report generator 
tool.
RPET (Fig. 2-2)
J j
RMPET (Forward Computation) (Fig. 2-6)
Ground Pressure (GP) Computation (Fig. 2-11,12: Eqns.: 2-7)
 H  Results: NGP, MMP, VCI (Fig. 2-14)
*%, Rover Performance (Drawbar Pull) Computation (Fig. 2-15,16: Eqns. 8 - 36) 
 f e  Results: Soil Thrust, Sinkage, Motion Resistances, DP (Fig. 2-23)
^  Mean Free Path (MFP) Computations (Fig. 2-27: Eqns.: 38 - 45) 
jfe Results: Mean Free Path (VL1/VL2/User Defined) (Fig. 2-33)
Mars Terrain Generator (MarsGen) (Fig. 2-56)
MobSyn (Reverse Computation) (Fig. 2-7)
Configuration For Trafficability (Fig. 2-39)
Based on SinkageA/Vheel Loading (Fig. 2-40: Eqns.: 54 -  59)
Based on Motion Resistances (Fig. 2-41: Eqns.: 60-61)
Based on Available Soil Thrust/Traction (Fig. 2-42: Eqns.: 62 -  64) 
Based on Max. Available Drive Power/Torque (Fig. 2-43; Eqns.: 65 -  67) 
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Configuration For Maneuverability (Fig. 2-45: Eqns,: 68 -  78)
-UN
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u  RoverGen (3D Simulator) (Fig. 2-53, 2-54, 2-55)
Fig. 2-3: RPET -  Menu (Tree) View 
The Rover Performance Evaluation Tool (RPET) comprises three main modules (Fig. 2-4):
(a) Rover Mobility Performance Evaluation Tool (RMPET): For performance parameters 
computation using traditional terramechanics approach based on Bekker theory
(b) Mobility Synthesis (MobSyn): For computing system configuration using reverse approach
(c) Rover Generator for SolidWorlcs (RoverGen): A 3D simulator for rover designs created using 
SolidWorlcs and Post-processor for visualisation of simulation results
Option (a) enables to compute the vehicle performance in terms of three different indices -  
Ground Pressure (GP), Drawbar Pull (DP) and Mean Free Path (MFP). The input parameters in
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the form of vehicle and soil parameters are to be fed to the solver engine for generating the 
metrics [Section 2.2.1]. Option (b) presents a completely reverse approach whereby the desired 
performance is fed to the solver engine and the vehicle parameters are computed corresponding to 
the desired performance [Section 2.2.2]. Option (c) allows the user to load an existing CAD 
assembly of the rover and configure a simulation run. Following the simulation, an in-built post­
processor module allows visualising the results [Section 2.2.3]. Each of these tools is discussed in 
greater detail in the following sections.
Fig. 2-4: RPET -  Data Flow and Software Logic
The above figure shows the data flow within the RPET module. A rover configuration analysis 
can be initiated by either following a forward approach (RMPET) or a reverse approach 
(MobSyn) as mentioned earlier. Alternately both modules can be run in a loop to find an optimal 
configuration for the desired performance under a chosen set of operating conditions. The forward 
computation tool (RMPET) generates three separate performance metrics namely ground pressure 
(GP) metric [Section 2.5], drawbar pull (DP) metric [Section 2.6] and the mean free path (MFP) 
metric [Section 2.7]. The reverse approach (MobSyn) can be used to optimise the wheel design 
using configuration for trafficability [Section 2.8.1] whereas the vehicle footprint can be 
optimised using either configuration for maneuverability [Section 2.8.2] or configuration for 
terrainability [Section 2.8.3] or both in a loop. The generated metrics can be saved in a central 
database which can be accessed globally. Having reviewed the results from analytical modules, if 
the design is deemed satisfactory, a 3D CAD model is generated and simulated using the 3D 
simulator (RoverGen) for assessing the kinematic capabilities of the chosen configuration 
[Section 2.9]. The inbuilt post-processor module allows graphical visualisation of simulation 
results. The inbuilt report generator tool can be used to generate complete and detailed reports and 
stored in the database.
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2.2.1 Rover Mobility Performance Evaluation Tool (RMPET)
The RMPET (Forward Computation Tool) computes the mobility performance parameters such as 
drawbar pull, motion resistances generated, soil thrust, slippage and sinkage for a particular 
mobility system selected by the user for evaluation on a particular terrain. Currently there are two 
main mobility systems available for investigation:
(a) Wheeled Mobility System
(b) Tracked Mobility System
Each of the above mobility systems can be evaluated for performance on a wide range of 
available terrain mentioned in section 2.4 to develop a comprehensive performance metric using 
the RMPET (Forward Computation) modules. Fig. 2-5 outlines the dataflow within the RMPET.
Fig. 2-5: RMPET -  Forward Computation Tool Data Flow
There are three sub-modules in RMPET each having its own distinguished task (Fig. 2-6):
(a) Compute ground pressure parameters
(b) Compute mobility performance parameters
(c) Compute mean free path
Each of the above tools can be run individually to generate a single set of performance metric 
represented by different colour coded boxes in Fig. 2-5. The generated performance metric using 
the RMPET comprises of three separate datasets i.e. ground pressure (GP) metric -  green boxes, 
drawbar pull (DP) metric -  blue boxes and the mean free path (MFP) metric -  violet boxes. These 
metrics together form a basis for comparison between various rover mobility/suspension system 
configurations underlining their suitability for the chosen mission scenario. The configuration
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with optimum performance under the desired operating conditions can be determined from the 
generated metrics as explained below:
The GP indices indicate the suitability of a vehicle configuration to traverse on a particular type of 
surface -  soft, hard, sandy, sloped, flat, etc. at the desired operating velocity. The greater the DP, 
the lower is the power required to drive the vehicle and hence the smaller size of battery 
consequently lower mass resulting in considerable savings in transfer budget. Similary, the greater 
the MFP, the fewer the number of maneuvers required for navigating a rover to a point of 
scientific interest resulting in quicker traverses, greater number of scientific experimentation 
cycles and minimal human intervention during autonomous operation. Thus, the three metrics 
together form a normalised base for evaluation of any particular rover configuration - legged, 
wheeled or tracked traversing on any terrain complemented by gravity to assist motion.
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Fig. 2-6: RMPET -  Main Options Page
Using the RPET sub-modules (Fig. 2-1) the performance parameters can be computed from the 
vehicle/wheels configuration using RMPET -  Forward computation tool (Fig. 2-6) which can then 
be either complemented or verified against the computed configuration for vehicle/wheels using 
the RPET -  MobSyn (Reverse) computation tool. Each of the above modules is discussed in 
further detail in the subsequent sections of this chapter.
2.2.2 Mobility Synthesis (MobSyn)
Mobility Synthesis (MobSyn) is a tool similar in application to Locomotion Synthesis (LocSyn) 
developed by D. Apostolopoulos at Carnegie Melon University [Apostolopoulos 2001].
MobSyn computes the configuration equations for the chosen wheel/track type vehicle and 
outputs the ideal wheel/track width and wheel diameter for the desired performance parameters.
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The configuration equations are mathematical functions which capture quantitative relationships 
among configuration parameters, performance parameters and environmental/task parameters. 
The inputs to the system include desired motion resistances, power/torque available, nature of 
terrain and any other desired performance criteria. There are three sub-modules available in 
MobSyn - one associated with determining the wheel-diameter, wheel-width and the other two for 
determining vehicle - ground projected footprint depending upon the chosen constraint criteria.
0  Mobility Synthesis (MobSyn) Options |7j ;
MOBILITY SYNTHESIS [MobSyn] S U R R E Y
Project Option* About ■— ....
Mobility Synthesis is based on Locomotion 
Synthesis developed by D. Apostdoupoulous 
This concept computes the vehicle structural 
dimensions using the inputed desired mobility 
performance of the vehicle
C  Configuration For Maneuverability
Info
D eve toped By: Nideep Patel
C  Configuration For Terrainability
Contact: N.Patel@surrey.ac.uk
Surrey Space Center
(c ) University of Surrey 2004
Next Cancel
Fig. 2-7: MobSyn configuration criteria page
(a) Configuration for Trajficability [Section 2.8.1]
(i) Using sinkage/wheel loading area [Section 2.8.1.1]
(ii) Using motion resistances [Section 2.8.1.2]
(iii) Using soil thrust/max. tractive force that can be generated [Section 2.8.1.3]
(iv) Using available drive torque [Section 2.8.1.4]
(b) Configuration for Maneuverability [Section 2.8.2]
(i) For Skid Steering [Section 2.6.5]
(ii) For Ackermann Steering [Section 2.6.5]
(c) Configuration for Terrainability [Section 2.8.3]
(i) For Cross-Hill Gradeability [Section 2.8.3.2]
(ii) For Down-Hill Gradeability [Section 2.8.3.1]
Sub-module (a) computes the configuration equations and outputs the ideal wheel diameter and 
wheel width whereas, the sub-modules (b) and (c) output the ideal ground projected footprint i.e. 
vehicle length and width to safely and successfully manoeuvre the vehicle avoiding the Nose-In 
Failue (NIF) or Hang-Up Failure (HUF) whilst operating in the selected operating environment as 
discussed in detail detail in this thesis [Section 2.7]. Greadeability can be defined as the maximum 
downhill or crosshill grade (slope) at which a vehicle can sustain a constant velocity motion 
without loosing control or tipping over.
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2.2.3 Rover Generator (RoverGen)
RoverGen is a front end interface to 3D simulator for SolidWorlcs designs developed as a part of 
the RPET tool. The simulator uses COSMOS/Motion® - developed by MSC-ADAMS®. The 
same software tool was used by the NASA -  JPL MER team for designing the MER components 
from drawing to the assembly manufacturing line. COSMOS analysis tool was used for assessing 
the performance of the robotic arm mounted on the MER.
The desired parameters are fed to the solver engine via the front-end interface and are transmitted 
directly to the simulator for conducting a simulation run using these user-defined constraints. 
Having run a simulation, the results can be visualised graphically by making a choice from the list 
of simulation results’ objects such as velocity, acceleration, kinetic energy, yaw, pitch, roll, etc. 
for the conducted simulation run. The results can be graphically visualised and stored to generate 
a performance metric which can then be used for comparison purposes between the candidate 
concepts. This performance metric gives an indication of the capability of any individual concept 
to perform on a predefined terrain under a fixed set of operating conditions. It is possible to 
import different terrain models or vehicle design models for performing a customised simulation 
run. Currently there are three different terrain models stored in the models library namely: flat 
surface, sloped surface (1 degree onwards) and a user-specified surface (imported). A user-defined 
surface may be created using the Mars terrain generator (MarsGen) tool or can be an imported 
surface from another CAD application. A post-processor module is provided to graphically 
visualise the simulation results and generate a comprehensive report outlining an entire simulation 
process. Reports can be generated in text format or a spreadsheet format depending upon the 
project requirements. This tool is explained in detail in later section of this thesis [Section 2.9].
2.3 Mobility Performance Parameters
The primary goal for a planetary rover is the capability to navigate on an unknown terrain. 
Recognising and negotiating obstacles, deploying scientific instruments and to acquire samples 
from scientific targets are some of the equally important goals. These goals must be achieved 
within minimum structural mass and volume in addition to extremely critical mobility, power, 
thermal and communications constraints. The mobility system must provide robust mobility with 
maximum payload capacity for scientific instruments. Some of the underlining mobility terms 
used in this chapter may be explained as:
(a) The mobility system is characterised by a number of parameters - wheel-base, footprint, 
drive wheel number, drive wheel torque, wheel design (dimensions, stiffness, grouser 
placement, construction material), power requirements, suspension and stability.
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(b) Ground pressure is an important factor in assessing the capability of a mobility system to 
spread its weight over the surface in such a way that the surface underneath the 
wheels/traclcs does not fail whilst sustaining motion.
(c) Performance is generally quantified in terms of vehicle Drawbar Pull (DP -  defined as the 
difference between the soil thrust and motion resistance) and power requirements.
(d) Resistance to motion comprises a number of components -  rolling resistance, compaction 
resistance, bulldozing resistance, resistance due to wheel flexure, and resistance due to 
slippage.
(e) Locomotion requires traction to provide forward thrust on the ground.
(f) Trafficability is defined by the capacity of soil to support a vehicle and provide sufficient 
traction for locomotion. There are two groups of terrain parameters that affect soil 
trafficability -  one group relates to soil strength and the other to ground surface geometry.
(g) Terrainability is defined as the capability of a vehicle to negotiate terrain irregularities.
(h) Maneuverability is defined as the capability of the vehicle to circumvent or steer past the 
obstacles without failing.
Apostolopoulos [1996, 2001] developed a computational tool -  LocSyn (Locomotion Synthesis) 
-  for developing an optimal configuration for a wheeled rover - Nomad based on the Bekker 
theory of vehicle-terrain mechanics. However this approach was based on evaluating 
configuration equations using the desired performance for optimising the vehicle/wheel 
dimensions. Whilst evaluating the validity of this approach for application to general planetary 
exploration vehicle design several major flaws were realised as mentioned in detail in Chapter 1. 
This led to question the approach adopted for evaluating practical wheel dimensions for a vehicle 
and ultimately develop a totally new set of equations by reversing the existing equations for 
forward computation and solving them for wheel/vehicle dimensions.
The RMPET analysis tool is of great importance in determining the direct performance effects for 
comparing mobility performance with variations in the mobility system parameters without the 
complexities of generating 3D models or scaled prototypes of desired vehicles. It enables a user to 
make realistic comparisons with equivalent-sized rovers or varied rovers in terms of their ground 
projected footprints, based entirely upon the mobility parameters without any engineering 
constraints to give a true measure of their performance capability. This data can then be used for 
comparing the mobility system performance with one or several design variations without the 
complexities of performing scaled-vehicle prototype testing.
Three performance metrics have been considered in the analysis presented throughout this thesis 
for characterising vehicle performance. First and foremost is the drawbar pull (DP) metric which
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is the most fundamental of all other metrics. The DP metric accounts for the vehicle-terrain 
interaction and the performance parameters to formulate a metric which can then be used for 
computing power requirements Secondly, the concept of ground pressure exerted by the vehicle 
on the ground is characterised and compared in form of ground pressure (GP) metric. Finally, the 
use of mean free path (MFP) is considered to determine the negotiation capability of the vehicle 
on the simulated Martian terrain given the distribution of rocks. All three metrics presented 
together will allow a clear and concise comparison of chassis performance on a given terrain 
under a predefined set of operating conditions.
2.4. Terrain/Soil Models
An important aspect of designing planetary rovers is consideration of the soil mechanics 
properties such as soil shear strength, compressive strength, bearing capacity, penetration 
resistance, etc. Almost all of these parameters are inter-related, e.g. bearing capacity is dependent 
on penetration resistance. The most important soil parameters are related to shear strength 
quantified by the Mohr-Coulomb relation. Soil shear strength is characterised by soil cohesion C0 
and internal friction angle (|) quantified by the Mohr-Coulomb law [Wong 2001] as:
r  = C0 + <7tan^ Eqn. (1)
Where, x = Soil shear strength
C0 = cohesive strength of soil
p, = Soil coefficient of friction (= tamj))
<j) = Soil internal angle of friction
o = Normal stress (W/A)
From the effective soil shear stress, rover trafficability and other parameters can be determined. 
The soil parameters can make a significant difference to sinkage and compaction —- a high
exponent ‘n’ reduces sinkage and compaction resistance significantly. The most important factor
is k,;, which must be high to keep sinkage and compaction resistance low. The angle of repose for 
soils is 45° but dry, loose sandy soils are generally limited to repose angles of 30° or less [Perko 
and Nelson 2001]. Table 11 explains the most common terrain models employed for performance 
analysis of planetary rovers in this thesis.
2.4.1 Martian Soils
Martian soil is fine grained -  0.1 -  10jx with some sandy material -  0.1 -  1.0 mm with up to 40% 
pore space possibly filled with frozen volatiles. This may be described as clayey silt with sand,
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granules and pebbles covered with a thin layer of drift material. The dominant regolith grain size 
is between 100 - lOOOp which accounts for 55% of the regolith, the rest following a linear relation 
from O.l-lOOp. Martian soils are generally of the dry sandy type with high frictional coefficients 
that are favourable to wheeled vehicles. We have adopted soil cohesion and friction angle values 
from Viking and Pathfinder data and values from DLR Martian soil simulant A and B (Table 2).
Fig. 2-8: Martian Soils (a) Drift; (b) Blocky; (c) Crust-Cloddy; (d) Cloddy [Credits: NASA-JPL]
MARTIAN SOIL -  PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Soil
Type
Grain size [pm] Bulk density 
[kg/m3]
Cohesion Ca 
[kPa]
Angle of 
internal 
friction <p [°]
Fraction of 
area 
covered
Viking Lander 1- Landing Site VL1
Drift 0.1-10 1150±150 1.6±1.2 18±2.4 0.14
Blocky 0.1-1500 1600±400 5.5±2.7 30.8±2.4 0.78
Rocks 35*103-240*103 2600 1,000-10,000 40-60 0.08
Viking Lander 2- Landing Site VL2
Crusty-
Cloddy
0.1-10 1400±200 1.1 ±0.8 34.5±4.7 0.86
Rocks 35*103-450*103 2600 1,000-10,000 40-60 0.14
Mars Pathfinder -  Landing Site PL
Drift 0.1-20 1168±102 0.38±0.20 23.1±8.0 N/K
Cloddy 0.1-2000 1529±107 0.17±0.18 37.0±2.6 N/K
Table 2: Mars Soil Physical Properties based on observations at three Mars landing sites [From:
Moore et. al 1997,1999]
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Table 2 gives a summary of available data on Mars’ soil and rock physical properties gained by 
the two Viking landers and the Pathfinder mission, in the absence of completed analyses on the 
soil types observed by the two MER rovers. Several distinct types of Martian surface soils were 
identified at the landing sites (‘drift’, ‘blocky’, ‘crusty-cloddy’ and ‘cloddy’) that cover different 
mechanical properties.
DLR -  SOIL SIMULANT v/s TERRESTRIAL SOILS -  PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Mars soil 
simulant,
MSS - A
Mars soil 
simulant,
M SS-B
Dry Sand Sandy
Loam, 15 % 
water cont.
Clayey Soil, 
38 % water 
(Thailand)
Snow 
(Sweden)
N [-] 0.63 1.1 1.1 0.7 0.5 1.44
K [Nm'(n+2)] 0.603* 105 7.636* 105 1.528* 106 1.515*106 6.922* 105 6.608* 104
K [Nm (n+1)] 2.370* 103 18.773*10-’ 0.990* 103 5.270* 103 13.190*10’ 10.550* 103
C0 [Pa] 0.188*103 0.441*103 1.04* 103 1.72* 103 4.14*103 6.0* 103
(p n 24.8 17.8 28.0 29.0 13.0 20.7
Table 3: Load-Sinkage and Shear Parameters for DLR MSS and Terrestrial Soil [From: RCET TNI]
DLR MARTIAN SOIL SIMULANT (MSS) PROPERTIES
SR.
NO.
PROPERTY MSS-A MSS-B
1. Soil Cohesion (Co) -  Pa 188 441
2. Soil Density (y) -  kg/m3 1137 1137
3. Soil Friction Angle ((j>) -  degrees 24.8 17.8
4. Poisson’s Ratio (v) 0.3 0.3
5. k.. -  (Nm‘(n+I)) 2370 18773
6. k„ - (N m * 21) 60300 763600
7. Soil Deformation Coefficient (r|) 0.63 1.1
8. Gravity (g) -  m/s2 3.73 3.73
Table 4: Martian Soil Simulant Properties [From: Richter and Hamacher 1999]
DLR SOIL SIMULANT v/s MARTIAN SOIL -  PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Soil Specific
gravity
(pg)
Soil
Cohe­
sion
(Pa)
Friction 
angle (°)
Kc*
(N/mn+1)
K**
(N/mn+2)
Consiste­
ncy (k=kc 
H-bk^ )
Defor­
mation
coeff
(n)**
DLR soil 
simulant A
4.24 188 24.8 2370 60300 8400 0.63
DLR soil 
simulant B
4.24 441 17.8 18773 763600 95133 1.1
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VL1 drift 4.29 1600 18 1400 820000 83400 1.0
YL1 bloclcy 5.97 5500 30.8 1400 820000 83400 1.0
VL2
crusty-
cloddy
5.22 1100 34.5 1400 820000 83400 1.0
PL drift 4.36 380 23.1 1400 820000 83400 1.0
PL cloddy 5.70 170 37 1400 820000 83400 1.0
MER-B
Sandy
Loam
4.24 4800 20 28000 7600000 768000 1.0
MER-B 
Slope Soil
4.24 500 20 6800 40000 27800 0.8
Dry sand 5.67 1040 28 990 1528000 153790 1.1
Sandy loam 5.67 1720 29 5270 1515000 156770 0.7
Clayey soil 5.67 4140 13 13190 692200 82410 0.5
* as there is no experimental Mars data, lunar values are adopted 
** as there is no experimental Mars data, n = 1 is assumed
Table 5: DLR soil simulants v/s Martian soil: Physical properties comparison [From ExoMars TNI]
In the absence of direct measurements of the soil "engineering parameters" on Mars, values were 
derived by laboratory testing at the Institute of Space Simulation of the German Aerospace Centre 
(DLR) in context of the MIDD TRP activity on a soil considered to have similar physical 
properties as the respective Martian material. The relevant soil parameters were measured at 
different compaction states and with near-zero water content (determined to be ~ 1 to 2 %) as 
corresponding to surface conditions on Mars. Main criterion for adequacy of the used soil mixture 
in light of representativeness was the grain size distribution and not the chemical and 
mineralogical composition. In terms of soil grain size classification, the used Martian soil 
simulant corresponds to loamy sand.
2.4.2 Lunar Soil
A new lunar soil simulant, JSC-1, has been developed and characterised under the auspices of the 
NASA Johnson Space Centre. This simulant was produced in large quantities to satisfy the 
requirements of a variety of scientific and engineering investigations. JSC-1 is derived from 
volcanic ash of basaltic composition, which was ground, sized, and placed into storage. The 
simulant's chemical composition, mineralogy, particle size distribution, specific gravity, angle of 
internal friction, and cohesion have been characterised and fall within the ranges of lunar mare 
soil samples. JSC-1 is a glass-rich basaltic ash that approximates the chemical composition, 
mineralogy, particle size distribution, and engineering properties of lunar mare soil. JSC-1 was
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produced specifically for large- and medium-scale engineering studies in support of future human 
activities on the Moon. Such studies include material handling, construction, excavation, and 
transportation. The simulant is also appropriate for research on dust control, spacesuit durability, 
and agriculture. JSC-1 is currently being used in studies of oxygen production and sintering. This 
material complements another lunar simulant MLS-1, produced by the University of Minnesota 
[Weiblen et. al 1990]. MLS-1 is derived from a high-titanium basalt hornfels that approximates 
the chemical composition of Apollo 11 soil. The starting material is totally crystalline. JSC-1 
approximates a low-titanium mare soil, and contains a high percentage of glass. The angle of 
internal friction for JSC-1 is approximately 45° and the cohesion of the material is approximately 
1.0 kPa. These values were determined from the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion as described by 
Das [1985]. Samples were run in a tri-axial cell and tested at confining pressures of 34.47 kPa (5 
psi), 68.94 kPa (10 psi) and 103.421 kPa (15 psi) [Turk 1992]. As shown in Fig. 2-9, the failure 
envelope may be slightly non-linear. If so, low confining pressures yield a higher angle of internal 
friction and lower cohesion, and vice versa.
Fig. 2-9: Mohr Stress Circles for JSC-1 Simulant [From: Weiblen et. al 1990]
LUNAR SOIL V/S LUNAR SOIL SIMULANT (JSC -  1)
SR.
NO.
PROPERTY LUNAR SOIL 
(Average Values)
LSS
1. Soil Cohesion (C0) -  Pa 520 1000
2. Soil Density (y) -  kg/m3 1500 1600
3. Soil Friction Angle (({)) -  degrees 42 40
4. Poisson’s Ratio (v) 0.3 0.3
5. k  -  (N/m2) 1350 1400
6. k^  - (N/m3) 820000 820000
7. Soil Deformation Coefficient (r|) 1.0 1.0
8. Gravity (g) -  m/s2 1.63 1.63
Table 6: Lunar Soil Physical Properties [From: Carrier et. al. 1991]
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One of the main soil characteristics that govern its physical and mechanical properties is the 
granulometric composition (i.e. size and shape of the particles). Most of the studies on lunar soil 
were performed in situ by the Lunakhod rovers and the Apollo astronauts. Moreover a lot of 
experimental analysis was performed on Earth using the lunar rock samples. It was noticed from 
the analyses that the samples consist of small mineral particles that differ in shape. The particles 
easily stick to each other to form separate clods and aggregates. In its granulometric composition, 
lunar soil resembles dusty sand. Carrier [1973] and Stacheev [1979] have documented extensive 
data concerning lunar soil samples and their granulometric composition along with their physical 
and chemical properties.
BULK DENSITY OF LUNAR SOILS
Lunar Soil Sample Source Bulk Density (kg/m3)
Loose Compact
Apollo 11 1360 1800
Apollo 12 1150 1930
Apollo 14 890 1550
Apollo 15 1100 1890
Luna 16 1115 1793
Luna 20 1040 1798
Table 7: Lunar Soil -  Bulk Density [From Carrier 1991]
Despite a wide range of granulometric composition of soil samples from different lunar regions, 
there are common regularities. It was noticed from the Luna and Apollo soil analysis data that the 
average particle size varied from 0.077 mm -  0.138 mm at various lunar surface points [Carrier 
1991]. The main factor that determines the physical characteristics of a lunar soil sample is the 
degree of packing, as estimated by the void ratio (i.e., ratio of void volume to solid volume) 
normally termed as the bulk density. Table 7 lists the bulk density values for various samples 
collected by Apollo 11, 12, 14, 15 and Luna 16, 20 spacecrafts.
SOIL COHESION AND FRICTION ANGLE OF LUNAR SOIL
Depth (cm)
Cohesion (kPa) Friction Angle (degrees)
Average Range Average Range
0 0.45 0.35-0 .7 36 3 0 -5 0
0-15 0.52 0.44 -  0.62 42 41 -4 3
15-30 0.90 0.74-1.1 46 4 4 -4 7
30-60 3.0 2 .4 -3 .8 54 5 2 -5 5
Table 8: Variations in Cohesion and Friction Angle for Lunar Soils [From: Carrier et al. 1991]
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Carrier [1991] pointed out the fact that the bulk density varied only sligtly with the increasing 
depth on Moon. The variation was from 1500 kg/m3 (at zero depth) to 1900 kg/m3 (at 30 m 
depth). The shear strength of the soil is described clearly by the Mohr-Coulomb formula [Bekker 
1975]. However, the parameters of shear strength depend considerably upon the degree of soil 
packing. In a loose state the soil has a small cohesion and angle of internal friction. As it is packed 
more tightly, the angle of internal friction and cohesion increase. The cohesion values vary from
0.3 kPa - 40 kPa wheras the internal friction angle varies from 20° -  45° [Carrier et al 1991]. The 
values for kc and k*p are determined experimentally and are quoted as lq. < 14 N/m2 and k9 < 
820000 N/m3. The soil deformation exponent (n) is adopted as 1.0 for average lunar soils. Higher 
values of n (e.g. n = 1.1) indicate sandy soils whereas lower values of n (e.g. n = 0.2) indicate 
highly cohesive wet clays [Carrier et al. 1991].
Table 6 outlines a comparison between the physical properties of the average lunar soil values as 
documented by Carrier [1991] and the lunar soil simulant -  JSC1 developed by NASA. Table 7 
shows the variations in the soil density values for various missions for loose and compact lunar 
soil types whereas Table 8 outlines the change in soil cohesion and internal friction angle with the 
change in depth on Moon.
2.4.3 Terrestrial Soil (Earth)
For terrestrial soils, we may differentiate between fine-grained soils of 10-100p size of high 
compressibility ~ 10-50 MPa (p = 1.0-1.6, C0 = 10.55 kPa, (|) = 10-30°) and medium grained soils 
of 100-3000p of low compressibility <5 MPa (p = 1.4-1.7, CG = 7 - 50 kPa, <|) = 25-40°) -  fine 
grained soils occur on all rocky bodies but planets with atmospheres tend to have medium and 
coarse grained components to soil. In purely frictional soils such as dry sand, CG ~ 0 and in purely 
cohesive soils such as clay, (f) ~ 0.
TERRESTRIAL SOIL (EARTH) PROPERTIES
SR.
NO.
PROPERTY DRY
SAND
SANDY
LOAM
CLAYEY
SOIL
HARD
SOIL
1. Soil Cohesion (C0) -  Pa 1040 1720 4140 1100
2. Soil Density (y) -  kg/m3 1520 1520 1520 2000
3. Soil Friction Angle (())) -  degrees 28 29 13 30
4. Poisson’s Ratio (v) 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
6. kc -  (Nm'(n+1)) 990 5270 13190 900
8. k* - (Nm'(n+2)) 1.52* 106 1.51 * 106 6.92* 105 1.52* 106
9. Soil Deformation Coefficient (r|) 1 1 1 0.5
Table 9: Terrestrial Soil (Earth) Properties [From: Wong 2001]
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Bearing Strengths of Various Terrestrial Soils
Terrestrial Soil Type Bearing strength (kPa)
Dense Gravel >600
Medium dense gravel/sand mixture 200 -  600
Loose gravel/sand mixture 100-200
Dense sand 200 -  300
Medium dense sand 100-300
Loose sand < 100
Hard clay 300 -  600
Stiff clay 150-300
Firm clay 7 5 -150
Soft clay/silt <75
Table 10: Terrestrial Soil Types -  Bearing Strength [From Ellery 2003]
2.4.4 User Defined Soil (UDS)
There exists an option to input the soil parameters of the user’s choice to evaluate the rover on a 
User Defined terrain. The values not entered will be assumed to be zero and the equations will be 
solved by the solver engine using those values. Extreme care is to be taken by the user while 
feeding the soil parameters regarding the dimensions of those parameters. The parameters if input 
in different dimensions other than assumed as default by the solver engine might result in 
incorrect or inaccurate results.
2.4.5 Terrain Models Used for Traction Analysis
Several different terrain models were used for tractive prediction for vehicles investigated within 
the scope of this thesis. Each of these models is described in detail in the following table:
Homogenous flat 
terrain
Variable: slope and parameters
Using homogeneous flat terrain for testing the rover helps to identify the 
rover’s main characteristics for terrainability. Flat terrain is the most 
common environment for wheeled rover applications. The tests are 
performed on homogenous terrain for better comparison with the testbed 
and because the Martian soil does not vary over a distance of around 
10m. Thus, the rover performance on different soil parameters can be 
assessed during different simulation runs.
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Step obstacle Variable: height (including negative height)
The step represents an extreme obstacle. It is needed to determine the 
maximum step height that a rover can overcome and it is very useful to 
analyse the kinematics of the suspension mechanism. The trajectory of 
the centre of mass during climbing can be used as an indicator for the 
need of energy and the forces that must be applied.
Rectangular obs. Variable: height and length (including negative height)
The rectangular obstacle is an extension of the step terrain. Climbing is 
only the first part of getting over the obstacle. It is important to know the 
behaviour of the rover while the wheels are in different phases of the 
surmounting process. This test gives a lot of information on the 
influence of the kinematic configuration on the locomotion performance.
Semi-spherical Variable: radius (including negative radius i.e. hole)
Hemisphere is the simplest way to model rocks, which are representative 
of the most common obstacles for planetary exploration rovers. This 
makes the negotiation of rock obstacles a very important performance 
indicator. This is tested by simulating the rover either on a single rock to 
check the kinematics, or on a more general reference path that includes a 
statistically distributed rock pattern i.e. rock garden to predict the 
locomotion performance over a certain distance.
Table 11: Terrain Models Used For Simulation
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Fig. 2-10: RPET -  Project Options Page for Selecting Operating Environment (Soils)
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2.5 Ground Pressure Metrics
The first performance metric that we consider relates to the pressure exerted by a vehicle on the 
ground. A common means for determining the suitability of a vehicle for soft ground is the Mean 
Maximum Ground Pressure (MMP). NGP is normally is a pressure metric however, MMP despite 
being similar to NGP does not have any physical meaning. Traditionally, Nominal Ground 
Pressure (NGP) was used as a measure of resistance to sinkage but assumed that the distribution 
of weight across all wheels is even. NGP is defined as [Bekker 1959]:
NGPwheel
w
Nrb
Eqn. (2)
Where, W = Vehicle weight = mg
m = Vehicle mass
N = Number of wheels
r = Wheel radius (assuming no sinkage) 
b = Wheel width
g = Acceleration due to gravity
*G Ptrack = W 
2 lb
Eqn. (3)
Where, / = Track-ground contact length, b = Track width
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Fig. 2-11: RMPET -  Ground Pressure for Wheeled Vehicles (Data Input)
Earth gravity is considered in all theoretical and simulation models which represents the worst- 
case gravitational loading for rover deployment. Moreover this allows for data verification using
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harware prototype testing. The soil shear strength must exceed NGP of the vehicle. A low vehicle 
NGP indicates low sinkage -  in terrestrial vehicles NGP under 75 kN/m2 is acceptable for 
temperate soils but a lower NGP of 40 kN/m2 is required for compliant soils [Ellery 2000]. This is 
highly dependent on the bearing strength of the soil. Typical values of bearing strengths of 
terrestrial soils are outlined in Table 10. For an NGP of under 35 kN/m2, tracks are generally 
required. For tracked vehicles, the track may be virtually unloaded in the central region making 
NGP inaccurate as a measure, which assumes equal distribution of the vehicle weight across the 
wheels or track. Furthermore, increasing the width of a wheel or track increases the bearing 
capacity of the vehicle more than increasing the length of contact, a factor that is not incorporated 
in NGP.
I (  •>! b O  P A K K f . f i
I H A C H f  D  v U « G L £ S  W I T H  G R O U S E R S
>  'i /) c m  ______
'  W H t E L t O  V U l l C l  I *J
t h a g k l i j  v t m c i . e s  w i t h  g r q u s e h s
3 0 t f
VO 60 00 100
R A I I N G  C .C N C  I N O t  X ~ V l l i K . i l -  C X G t  I N D E X
Fig. 2-12: VCI -  DP relation for 50 passes [From: Wong 2001]
Vehicle Cone Index (VCI) is measured by cone penetrometer [Bekker 1969] and can be used to 
supplement NGP. The limiting cone index is defined over the weakest soil (representing the upper 
15 cm of soil) over which a vehicle can make a single pass. Alternatively, VCI can be defined for 
50 passes over the soil but this is not considered relevant in the present context as it is assumed 
that the vehicle will not traverse in the tracks formed by previous sortie. Vehicle cone index for 
one pass is defined by [Hetherington 2001]:
1.85W
^  w he els  ~  2 f t  f o O . 8 p O . 8 g O A  E q n .  ( 4 )
Where, Na = Number of axles 
b = Wheel width 
D = Wheel diameter 
8 = Radial tyre deflection (m)
T/^ r _  1.63W ^  _
VCItrack = -------- ——— Eqn. (5)
IN ebl D
Where, N = Number of wheels/side
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b = Track width
/ = Track ground length
D = Sprocket diameter or Track Curvature
e = Track link to track area ratio = 1 for a continuous track
Although it is assumed that there is only a single pass over any Martian trajectory, use of the 50 
pass VCI graph offers a conservative approach.
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Fig. 2-13: RMPET -  Ground Pressure for Tracked Vehicles (Data Input)
Rather than using NGP in conjunction with VCI, Mean Maximum Pressure, MMP has been found 
to offer a realistic measure for comparing wheeled and tracked vehicles [Larminie 1988] as a 
measure of mobility:
1.26WMMPtrack = Eqn. (6)
2Nbap05D °5
Where, p = track link pitch
a = track link area as proportion of total track area = pb/A 
A= link area
If the track is not linked (as in the case of planetary rover vehicles), the track pitch is taken as 
track-ground contact length [Bekker 1963].
MMP =I V 1 1 V lr  wheel
K W
2 N b ™ D 'KW
\0.5
Eqn. (7)
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Where, D, b = wheel diameter, wheel width 
8/h = fractional radial tyre deflection 
Ka is defined by proportion of axles driven as below:
AXLE RATIO FOR MMP COMPUTATIONS
No. of 
Axles/Fraction 
of driven axles 1 3/4 2/3 Vi 1/3 V4
2 3.65 4.40
3 3.90 4.35 5.25
4 4.10 4.40 4.95 6.05
Table 12: Axles to Driven Axles Ratio [From: Ellery 2003]
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Fig. 2-14: RMPET -  Ground Pressure Results Page
MMP VALUES FOR VARIOUS TERRAINS
Terrain Conditions Ideal MMP (kPa) Satisfactory MMP Maximum MMP
Clayey Soil 90-150 140-200 240-300
Bog 5 10 15
Ice/Snow 10 25-30 40
Table 13: MMP values for various soils [From Bekker 1963]
MMP provides a single mobility criterion on which military designs are selected. MMP is related 
to vehicle cone index (VCI) which quantifies trafficability. In fact, it is assumed that two vehicles 
with the same MMP will have the same drawbar pull (DP) on the same soil i.e. the same mobility 
performance. This has been confirmed through experiment for large military vehicles though not 
for small planetary vehicles. However, the values for smaller planetary vehicles seem much 
logical thereby making the expressions well applicable to current range of planetary rovers.
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In general, a wheeled vehicle will have a higher MMP than a tracked vehicle of similar mass. 
MMP must be as low as possible <150-200 kPa for wet, fine-grained material to limit sinkage and 
minimise resistance to motion -  skid-steering imposes a reduced MMP by 20%. MMP however 
does not represent measured ground pressure accurately [Hetherington 2001]. MMP assumes 
equal load distribution across all wheels, which particularly in the case of tracks may be invalid 
where the mid-section is often lightly loaded. Furthermore, experimental measurements by cone 
penetrometer measure pressure at sunken depth rather than at the soil surface interface. In fact, 
MMP does not correlate well physically with measured MMP even if normalised. MMP is also 
strongly influenced by terrain and cannot be used to predict performance quantitatively. However, 
despite its lack of physical quantification, it is nonetheless an effective metric for the selection of 
mobility systems in a ranking process.
NGP is the least sensitive metric to changes in vehicle properties, as it does not account for 
variations in axle number, or wheel deflection. Furthermore, it makes no differentiation for 
variations in wheel width and wheel diameter for a constant ground contact area. Like NGP, VCI 
takes no account of axle number. VCI similarly makes no differentiation between wheel width 
and wheel diameter with a constant ground contact area but does account for wheel deflection 
changes. MMP on the other hand does differentiate between variations in wheel width and wheel 
diameter and for wheel deflection. MMP is thus the most sensitive measure for wheeled vehicles 
despite its lack of physical interpretation.
2.6 Vehicle -  Terrain Interaction Model: Forward Approach -  The 
“Bekker Theory” (Drawbar Pull Metric)
The Bekker analysis provides the basis for determining the theoretical performance of a vehicle 
traversing on a particular terrain [Bekker 1959, 1963, 1969]. Wong summarised the improvements 
in the field of terramechanics and methodology adopted for analysing the locomotion 
performance of wheeled and tracked robots [Wong 1993]. Bekker [1969] outlined several 
systematic approaches to the development of off-road vehicle concepts and devised semi- 
empirical methods for selecting vehicle configurations suitable to a given set of operational 
parameters for a particular mission. However, his work was based on characterisation of terrain- 
vehicle interaction for medium and large-sized vehicles for defence and civilian applications. This 
is not exactly the case of medium (mini-rovers) and small (micro-rovers) sized robotic rovers for 
planetary exploration. Moreover, the nature of terrain on which the rovers have to operate is 
highly hostile and not fully defined. Planetary rovers have considerably lower mass as compared 
to all-terrain vehicles employed for military and civilian purposes - as utilised by Bekker for 
formulating his theory. The constraints although similar, differ in both cases by the virtue of
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system mass. Several factors that might be negligible in one case play a vital role in another 
sinkage (wheel) and slip in particular.
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Fig. 2-15: RMPET -  Forward Computations for Wheeled Vehicles (Data Input)
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Fig. 2-16: RMPET -  Forward Computation for Tracked Vehicles (Data Input)
If same principles are applied to both cases, sinkage that might be negligible in case of planetary 
rovers due to their lower mass can be a significant issue in case of off-road military vehicles due 
to their multi-tonne chassis. Alternately, wheel slip that can be of less importance in terrestrial 
applications play a vital role in case of planetary rovers operating autonomously on distant
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planets. Latter case was one of the major issues faced by one of the Mars Exploration Rovers -  
Opportunity, when it failed to reach its target due to extremely high wheel slippage on sandy 
slope. Due consideration is given to such issues in this thesis to enable a complete and precise 
performance prediction for generating near-realistic performance metric for reference during the 
initial design phase (Fig. 2-15, Fig. 2-16).
2.6.1 Soil Thrust
Soil thrust provides the tractive effort and is generated due to a complex physical phenomenon of 
adhesion and deformation at the wheel-soil interface of a powered wheel. Unpowered (towed) 
wheels cannot generate traction as there is no input torque to react to the tractive force needed to 
turn the wheel and propel the vehicle. The maximum tractive force (F) that can be generated by a 
vehicle is limited by the thrust (H) produced by the soil, which in turn is proportional to the 
mechanical strength of the soil. The maximum tractive thrust available from the soil over a 
vehicle contact area A is given by the Berastein-Beklcer equation [Bekker 1959, 1969]:
H  = AC0 + WjU = AC0 + W ta n 0  Eqn. (8)
Where, A = ground contact area (A  = -fb l)  
b = width of Wheel/Track
I = Length of Wheel/Track in contact with ground = 0.104d 
W = vehicle weight 
For ‘N’ wheeled vehicle, soil thrust as given by Bekker (1959):
H  = NblC0 + W  tan 0  Eqn. (9)
The wheel ground contact length is computed as 0.104 times the wheel diameter which is 
equivalent to the wheel sector making an angle of 6° with the ground in case of rigid wheels i.e. 3° 
on either side of the wheel-ground contact point. McCullough [1986] adopted a similar approach 
to compute motion resistance using the contact patch area divided into finite elements. This 
relationship was verified by actually measuring several cylindrical objects o f varying diameters 
on a flat hard surface without any deflections. Example: for a cylindrical bar of 0.136 m 
diameter, the ground contact length was measured as 0.01 m whereas the value obtained using the 
above equation is 0.0136 m. Thus the computed value is actually a near identical match with the 
actual measured value. This was the case of all other cylindrical objects too.
Wheels can be classified as rigid or flexible depending upon how much they deflect under static 
loading. A wheel is defined as rigid if its deflection 8 < 10% - this will generally be true if the
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wheel is constructed from metal (unless of mesh design) as the actual terrain will be 
comparatively compliant. Rigid wheels can retain a constant rolling diameter and cross-section 
under any loading or impact. Flexible wheels generally undergo deflection above 10% of the 
rolling diameter due to the elastic nature of wheelss by the virtue of thin walls made of metallic or 
non-metallic materials. Pneumatic wheels also fall under the flexible wheel category. However, it 
was observed during the investigation presented in this thesis that the equations for computing the 
parameter ‘b’ for wheel width in contact with the ground at a given time, if the given deflection 
(8) is zero i.e. for a rigid wheel, the ground contact patch width becomes zero.
Fig. 2-17: Wheel Schematic
Hence a new set of equations was formulated for computing the wheel width in contact with the 
ground using the allowable deflection in wheel width (for a flexible wheel). This equation can 
also be employed to represent the width-wise curvature on the wheel profile (e.g.: MER wheels). 
Incase of wheels with flat surface i.e. no curvature,, the contact patch width (b) will be equal to 
the wheel width (B) i.e. b — B . Similarly, the contact patch length mentioned above will have to 
be modified to incorporate the change in contact length due to diameteral deflection. Using the 
equations proposed by Apostolopoulos [2001] documented in Appendix-F of this thesis would 
give the contact patch length of zero for rigid wheels, hence a new set of equations was 
formulated for computing the contact patch length for both rigid and flexible wheels. The contact 
patch area for flexible wheels can be given as:
A  ~  b d e f  X  K i e f Eqn. (10)
Where, bdef =b(l + ^ S~b) and ldef = +
b = contact patch width in undeflected state i.e. unloaded contact width
8b = Deflection in width of flexible wheel (% of actual unloaded contact width)
Hence when the wheel is deflected fully, the contact patch width will be equal to the full wheel 
width (B) hence the expression (1+ V5b) as it expresses the increase over the existing undeformed
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width (b). The same holds true for the increased contact patch length [Dr. Lutz Richter & Dr. 
Alex Ellery - Private communication].
Example: Rigid Wheels
The wheel-ground contact-patch length can be computed as [Appendix F]:
1 = 2 T d S ^ S 1
Using this equation, for a rigid wheel (i.e. 8 = 0), the contact length becomes zero which is 
impossible. Hence, we adopt a new equation:
L f =i {i+V^T)
Using the above equation, for D = 0.136 m, the value of £ def — 0.014 which is identical to the
measured value of 0.01. Similarly, the parameter “bdef” will be equal to the undeformed wheel 
width “b” for a rigid wheel when replacing 8b as zero.
Eqn. 8 clearly points to the fact that the soil thrust is dependent on both - the wheel diameter and 
wheel width. However, reduced wheel diameter has a stronger effect on reducing the generated 
soil thrust than reducing the wheel width in spite of having identical wheel-ground contact areas. 
The increase in soil thrust can also be achieved by adopting an optimal value of grouser height to 
wheel width ratio (H/b). For ‘n’ grousers on a wheel, the generated soil thrust is given by the 
following equation [Bekker 1959]:
H  = ~  N(T0 + W  tan 0) Eqn. (11)
Where, Tn = Tr hb h 2 ^
v cos/?sin /?  cos (3 j
/? = 45 + *
Eqn. (12)
Eqn. (13)
2
T0 = Soil shear stress 
h = Grouser height
Tracks may be considered as wheels with a portable rail laid down continuously in front of the 
wheels to increase the ground contact area. For tracked vehicles, the soil thrust is determined by, 
the greatly increased ground contact area. For double tracks, soil thrust is given by [Bekker 1959]:
H  = 2(blC0 + W  tan 0) Eqn. (14)
Where, I = ground track length
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For double tracks with N grousers, the soil thrust is given by [Bekker 1959]:
( f, 2/T (h  , h'] \H -  2 NblCa 1+ — + W tan $ — cot —
V I b , [b  b )
Where, h = grouser height
Equation (15) denotes the fact that for tracked vehicles there is no effect on soil thrust through 
changes in drive sprocket diameter but an increase in track width increases the soil thrust due to 
the increased ground contact area.
Grousers are often provided on wheel surface across the wheel width in an effort to increase the 
achievable soil thrust to gain maximum traction over sandy slopes or loose soil. This is due to the 
increased grip of the wheels due to the “digging-in ” phenomena of the grousers on loose surfaces. 
Grousers effectively increase the wheel diameter from D to D’ where D’ = D+2h, and, more 
importantly, act as cutters into the soil. Grouser spacing and orientation along the wheel width are 
two most important factors to be modelled during initial wheel design phase to achieve maximum 
traction. If the space between the grousers becomes filled with soil, the effect is an increase in 
effective diameter of the wheel, but if there are large spaces between the grousers, the grousers act 
as cutting blades. However, it was realised during the computations that grousers on tracked 
vehicles have a significant effect on mobility performance. A reduction in grouser height as a 
ratio of grouser height (h) to track width - leads to a significant reduction in generated soil thrusts. 
This phenomenon has been illustrated in greater detail whilst discussing the performance 
evaluation of various tracked planetary micro-rovers in the latter part of this thesis [Chapter 5].
Effect of Grousers on ST and DP
Wheel Grousers Soil Thrust DP
Diameter
(m)
Width
(m)
Height
(m)
Width
(m)
Thickness
(m) Nos.
Mass
(kg)
(no slip)
(N) (N)
0.3 0.1 0 0.1 0.002 20 0 237.12 89.73
0.3 0.1 0.005 0.1 0.002 20 0.29112 255.88 100.86
0.3 0.1 0.01 0.1 0.002 20 0.58224 276.09 112.86
0.3 0.1 0.015 0.1 0.002 20 0.87336 297.77 125.73
0.3 0.1 0.016 0.1 0.002 20 0.931584 302.28 128.406
0.3 0.1 0.017 0.1 0.002 20 0.989808 306.85 131.117
0.3 0.1 0.018 0.1 0.002 20 1.048032 311.48 133.86
0.3 0.1 0.019 0.1 0.002 20 1.106256 316.164 136.64
0.3 0.1 0.02 0.1 0.002 20 1.16448 320.91 139.46
Table 14: Effect of Grousers on Soil Thrust and DP
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Table 14 draws a comparison for the generated soil thrust and the DP for the same wheel with 20 
grousers but with different grouser dimensions. The grouser height was varied from 0 -  0.02 m to 
study the achieved gain in soil thrust and hence the DP. Moreover the increase in mass of the 
wheel was also studied assuming the wheel along with grousers was made from Al. It can be 
noticed from the above comparison that although presence of grousers increase the soil thrust to 
some extent, there is a limiting threshold for the grouser dimensions. For the particular wheel 
studied here (ExoMars wheel), it can be seen that increasing the grouser height beyond 0.016 m 
does not provide enough gain in the resultant soil thrust and hence the DP to justify the resultant 
increase in wheel mass due to larger grousers. Moreover if the grousers are too closely spaced on 
a wheel, there are possibilities of getting the space between the grousers filled with soil particles 
(on wet cohesive soils). This nullifies the gain in traction achieved by the presence of the 
grousers.
2.6.2 Slippage
The soil thrust greatly influences wheel slippage. Slippage is due to internal resistance and leads 
to considerable power losses so it is advantageous to maximise vehicle/ground length (/) to 
minimise this. Since wheel slippage consumes energy without movement, it is extremely essential 
to minimise it. Accurate modelling of slippage is extremely difficult. Slip is a function of tractive 
force and is dependent on vehicle velocity -  the relation is linear for the low speeds to be 
encountered on planetary missions. At low velocity slip can be computed as [Wong 2001]:
Eqn. (16)
Where, H0 = Soil thrust without slip
ic = Shear deformation slip modulus
vx = Longitudinal motion of the vehicle
vr = rw = Rotational velocity of the wheel
lct = Tangential stiffness of wheel or track ~ 4000 kN/m2
Ji = surface adhesion ~ 1-100 N/m2
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However, Apostolopoulos [2001] offers a slightly different formulation thus:
H  = H q[^  1 - e " ^  Eqn. (17)
During the study it was realised that both these relations might be incorrect as they both yield 
effective stoppage of wheeled vehicles at very low slips -  indeed both formulations imply high 
resistance at low slip and reduced resistance at high slip (see example below). Instead an 
alternative formulation that provides the expected variation in resistance was realised in the form:
H  = H 0(e~s lu ) Eqn. (18)
The above equation points to the fact that the actual reduction in the generated soil thrust is 
represented by the exponent(e~slu) [Bekker 1956]. Hence, the reduced soil thrust due to slip will
the the product of slip-free soil thrust (H0) and the exponent (<?“s//* ) . This can be demonstrated by 
the example presented below. For equation (18) to produce effective results, the formulation has
to be of the form 7 /0 — H  = ^1 — e . This in effect is identical to the phenomenon 
demonstrated by equation (18).
Slip is a function of tractive force and the relation is linear for low speeds -  typical of planetary 
rovers. As the generated tractive force depends upon the nature of the terrain i.e. soil, slip should 
also account for the soil variations. However, slip formulations presented so far by Wong [2001], 
Bekker [1959, 1969] and Apostolopoulos [2001] do not account for variations in soil parameters 
especially the angle of repose of the soil. In an effort to eliminate this limitation, a new slip model 
(Fig. 2-20, Eqn. 22) has been formulated within the scope of this thesis that computes the slip 
based on a sigmoid function obtained by calibrating the model with the available MER slip data 
[MER -  Opportunity Slip Plot -  Appendix B]. The model accounts for the variation in slip values 
with the variations in the slope angle for sandy soil as found on Mars.
As slip is related to velocity, most of the authors have modelled slip as a constant in the limit for 
low velocities. For wheeled terrestrial vehicles, it is generally around 2-3% (as for the Apollo 
LRV) but the Lunalchods exhibited slippage in 0.05-0.07% range. The surface adhesion varies in 
the range 1-102 N/m2 for VL-1 site [Moore et al 1997]. The shear deformation slip modulus is the 
magnitude of the sheared displacement required to develop the maximum shear stress. Wong 
[2001] proposed that k can be taken as 1/3 of the shear displacement at stress x that is 95% of the 
maximum shear stress of the soil. In practice, k is fitted using experimentally calculated values of 
maximum shear stress, x, slip(.s’) and ground contact length (/). However, the value of k = 0.018m 
has been adopted in this theis from lunar data [Carrier 1991].
Example: Consider a vehicle with H0 = 100 N, ic = 0.018 m, I -  0.02m and s = 0.1
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Using equation (16), the value computed for the soil thrust equals to 5.5 N. From this it can be 
explained that if we consider a slip of 10% i.e. s = 0.1, substituting this value in equation (16), the 
resultant soil thrust will be 5.5 N which will effectively nullify all the soil thrust generated from 
the surface at a very low slip of 10%. This is clearly a non-realistic case as a mere slip of 10% 
cannot eliminate all the soil thrust generated from the wheel-ground interaction. On the other 
hand, using equation (17), the value of soil thrust with 10% slip (s = 0.1) computes to 11 N for a 
soil thrust of 100N without slip. This value of 1 IN soil thrust is again an unrealistic number for a 
very low slip of 10%. Finally using equation (18) to compute the resultant soil thrust 
incorporating 10% slip, the result is 89 N for a soil thrust of 100N without slip. This is a more 
realistic value thereby justifying the use of equation (18) against the other two. Similar values 
have been reported by several authors following experimental analysis [Janosi & Hanamoto 
1961]. Hence equation (18) is adopted in the investigation presented in this thesis.
— siUsing equation (18), a new formulation can be proposed. Taking log on both sides: logS = -----
K
M
Where, S —-----
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This can be further simplified to formulate the final equation as: S — e 1 Eqn. (19)
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Where, c —
k(K
From equation (19) it can be deduced that slip is directly related to the vehicle weight and the 
wheel/track -  ground contact area for a particular soil. Using the above expression one can relate 
wheel slip either directly to the vehicle configuration (weight) or soil parameters. This model can 
be further calibrated by using the MER data to judge the level of accuracy.
For tracks slip is reduced for larger contact areas so wheels slip more than tracks. Even a number 
of wheels of high width will generate more slip than comparable tracks unless the wheel diameter 
is high. However, vehicles with slack tracks will resemble wheeled vehicles and undergo greater 
slip than those with taut continuous tracks. However, although slip is expected to be reduced for 
tracked vehicles compared to wheeled vehicles, tracked vehicles will utilise skid steering for 
turning during autonomous navigation and obstacle avoidance which may comprise a significant
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portion of its trajectory. This mode of steering will generate high slip which may compromise the 
gain in soil thrust due to reduced slip during normal operation. During the course of the study in 
this thesis, it was noticed that the low slippage <0.1% computed for all the tracked vehicles is 
insignificant which would be expected at the low velocities of planetary rovers.
Angle o f repose is defined as the maximum angle at which an unconsolidated material is stable. 
This is particularly a case of sloped surface with sandy soil or loose grained sloped surface. The 
angle of repose is also a measure of the ability of a powered substance to flow. The lower angle of 
repose the better the flow properties. Technically, angle of repose is the angle (or, dimensionally 
speaking, the ratio) between the normal and resulting forces when soil rupture/failure occurs in 
response to a shear stress. The angle of repose is independent of the gravity conditions as the 
gravity terms in both the forces cancel each other out. However, it might be affected by the 
moisture content as the moisture will affect the pore pressure and hence the flow properties. Most 
of the soils on Earth have angles of repose varying between 23° -  40° [Wong 2001]. Table 15 
represents the angle of repose values for sand compared to other soil equivalents and a 
commercial compound Crex®.
Angle of Repose Values for Various Terrestrial Soil Type Materials
Material Angle of Repose (degrees)
Sand 23°
Sodium Carbonate (Heavy) 31°
Sodium Carbonate (Light) 41°
Crex® 30°
Talc 44°
Table 15: Angle of Repose Values [From www.brunnerniond.com1
The surface on which the MER-Opportunity encountered excessive slip was sandy and identical 
to loose sand surface found on earth. Opportunity had maximum slip i.e. 100% at 23° inclined 
slope and since, maximum slip is encountered at the slope angle equal to the angle of repose of 
the soil, it can be concurred that the angle of repose of the MER -  Opportunity operating site was 
23°. Hence, the model outlined by Fig. 2-20 holds good for predicting slippage for vehicles 
operating on sandy surfaces, both on Earth and Mars alike. This can also be verified by the fact 
that NASA MER team carried out controlled tests using the sand available from the California sea 
side to calibrate the Opportunity slip graph later used for guiding the rover over the Martian sandy 
slope on February 8, 2005.
During this investigation, an attempt was made to define a generalised model to determine wheel 
slippage as a function of slope angle (Fig. 2-19, Fig. 2-20 and Fig. 2-18). The model can be 
represented by a power law assuming a minimum slip of 5% (based on MER data) on flat surface
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(0 = 0°) and maximum slip of 100% at angle of repose (0 = 23°) for the slope, the equation can be 
given as:
S = abe Eqn. (20)
where, S = slip (%), a = constant = slip on flat surface (when 0 = 0), b = constant = 1.0893
Fig. 2-18: Slip v/s Slope Angle (Power Law)
However, using the ‘Power Law Model’, all the attempts failed to achieve the slope profile as 
experienced by the MER rover -  Opportunity on Mars. Despite this, the model still holds good for 
predicting slippages at low slope angles (upto 10°), however the model seriously underestimates 
the slip at slope angles higher than 10°. In order to eliminate this condition an attempt was made 
to retrive the data from the MER data and use the interpolation model to plot the data in terms of 
slip (%) against the slope angle of the surface on which the rover is navigating. Fig. 2-19 shows 
the slip v/s slope plot for the MER rover Opportunity. The trend followed by slip variation on 
sandy sloped surface was modelled using the cubic spline interpolation for minimum slip of 2% 
on flat surface and maximum slip of 100% at 23° slope. This can be represented by:
S = aO2 + b 6 2 + cO + d  Eqn. (21)
Where, 0 = Slope angle (deg); a, b, c & d are the coefficients of interpolation
Slip v/s Slope Estimation
S lo pe  (d e g )
Fig. 2-19: MER -  Opportunity Slip plot (Using Cubic-Spline Interpolation)
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In an attempt to replicate MER slope profile using the existing data, a slip model is proposed by 
the author based on sigmoid function (Fig. 2-20) which can be represented by an expression:
S =  ——— Eqn. (22)
1 + be{~c6)
Where, a = 100, b = 67 & c = 0.32; 9 = Slope Angle
Fig. 2-20 shows the near identical fit between the MER-Opportunity data (blue spots) and the 
dataset created using the slip model (represented by red line). This model clearly emphasises the 
fact that for a sloped surface with loose sand-like composition, the maximum slip (97%) will 
occur at the angle of repose i.e. 23°. The slip on flat surface is computed as 1.5 % (compared to 
2% actual slip). At any given point, the difference between the actual slip and predicted slip does 
not exceed by more than 2 %, which in itself is a very good correlation given the unknown and 
complex nature of problem.
S -  2.07910165 
1-0.99830418
Slope Angle (deg)
Fig. 2-20: Slip v/s Slope (Using Logistics Model)
It has become increasingly evident whilst attempting to develop a universal slip model that 
slippage computations are a very complex phenomenon that accounts for a numerous factors and 
without consideration of the involved wheel velocities, they are heuristic at best. Slip computation 
is a non-trivial problem and is more or less dependent upon the nature of terrain where the rover is 
operating. Nevertheless, the generated slip model will provide a realistic estimate of the resultant 
slip which can then be fine tuned using the in-situ data-sets available from different Martian sites.
Justification for using siemoid function to represent slip: The name sigmoid is due to the
sigmoid shape of its graph. The sigmoid curve shows early exponential growth, which slows to 
linear growth of slope in the middle stage, then approaches the end with an exponentially 
decaying gap. Thus, the function describes simple exponential growth dynamics with a linear 
limiting control. Many authors have tried to express slip using exponential function [Bekker 
1959] as shown by eqns. 17 & 18. However using these expressions, the loss of generated soil
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thrust due to slip becomes extremely high for medium slip values as demonstrated by an example 
earlier. On the other hand, several authors have tried to assume a constant value of slip on flat and 
sloped surfaces [Crenshaw 1972], which again, is not the case in actual scenario. In recent times it 
has been realised that slip does not follow exponential growth as exemplified by Mars Exploration 
Rovers -  Spirit and Opportunity [Kers 2005]. The slip grows exponentially during initial stages 
(0° -  9°) and then displays gradual transition from exponential to linear growth (9° -  18°), finally 
displaying an exponential decay (18° -  23°) as shown in Fig. 2-19. This is a typical characteristic 
of a sigmoid function as demonstrated by a very good fit with the MER results (Fig. 2-20).
Richter et al. [2004] has done considerable work studying the effect of gravity on behaviour of 
soil predominantly dealing with effects of variations in gravity on soil shear strength and 
consequently the traction for a given vehicle. According to him, the soil becomes weaker at under 
low gravity conditions such as Moon and a vehicle experiences increased Sinkage and 
consequently reduced DP. This is due to reduced soil strength i.e. reduced effective soil cohesion 
and reduced friction angle, which means the soil can likewise support only a smaller shear loading 
and thus wheel thrust because it is weaker. However Richter [2004] states that the degree to which 
strength of a soil is influenced by gravity depends on the relation between inter-particle “surface 
forces” (essentially cohesion) in a soil and soil particle “body forces” (essentially particle weight). 
This means that in soils such as clays and silts -  gravity will not have a large effect on soil 
strength because body forces are not dominating the soil behaviour. On the other hand, 
incompressible soils such as dry sand are strongly influenced by the gravity condition [RCET 
TNI]. This becomes critical when the grain size is larger than 100 pm [Richter et al. 2004]. 
However, if the planetary soil is more fine-grained throughout than the indicated limit, then it may 
be possible to neglect the gravity effects on soil since particle surface forces (cohesion) will 
dominate soil behaviour under deformation independent of the gravity condition [Richter et al. 
2004].
On the other hand, the slip prediction model generated using terrestrial sand by JPL engineers on 
Earth followed an identical profile on Mars. This model was generated by fitting the 
experimentally determined slip values to the curve using cubic-spline interpolation. The 
developed model worked perfectly for the Opportunity rover as if the rover was to operate on 
Earth showing a good correlation between the slip behaviour on terrestrial and Martian surface. 
This contradicts the results presented by Richter et al. [2004] as according to Richter et al. the test 
results on terrestrial sand under Earth gravity will not be same for identical soil under Martian 
gravity. Such behaviour on Earth and Mars alike irrespective of gravity may be attributed to 
certain unknown irregularities that may have balanced out the gravity components. This is an 
Occam’s razor situation i.e. not experimentally verified and the exact cause for such an 
uncertainty still remains unknown.
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The equation developed during this study (eqn. 22) follows the interpolation curve very closely 
and predicts the results within 10% of the accuracy for the soils/sands having an angle of repose 
of 23° (Fig. 2-20). Previous efforts to model slip using exponential function and power law (Fig. 
2-18) failed to generate a curve profile matching the JPL slip model profile as mentioned earlier. 
It can be visualised from the profile that the slip increases exponentially at low slope angles 
however becomes insensitive at higher slope angles and follows a near-linear growth. This is an 
area that requires further investigation and the presented approach can be taken as a starting point 
and refined further to achieve positive results. One of the reasons for such behaviour can be 
attributed to the fact that slip in real world follows a combination of exponential and linear growth 
rather than pure exponential and/or pure linear increment however the reason for such behaviour 
continues to remain unknown.
One possible explanation for such an irregularity can be presented via the concept of Self 
Organising Criticality (SOC) as presented by Per Bale through sand pile experiment [Bale 1996]. 
According to Bale, the sand pile represents an ideal case of self-organised critical (SOC) systems. 
These are systems that are neither motionless nor exhibiting chaotic memoryless motion, but 
rather poised on the edge and importantly, they self-organise themselves without any external 
tuning or organisation [Bak 1996]. This model was simple enough that he could run computer 
simulations, and discover the events that led to big avalanches. According to SOC model, there is 
a maximum limit to which a sand pile can maintain internal equilibrium. Any further addition to 
the pile will result into an avalanche and the pile will maintain its current height. Bak [1996] 
developed a probability model for predicting the movement of sand grains at the criticality point. 
He found that the occurrence of avalanche can be predicted by a power law. He found that at the 
time these events happened, they appeared no different from any other event - there was no 
indication of the enormous effect they were to have. And that is because the avalanche is caused 
not only by that event, but also by the entire history of the system as it self-organises into a 
critical state. The subject of SOC continues to stimulate a great deal of interest, however the 
extent of connection between the theoretical model and laboratory experiments still invite a great 
deal of debate.
The results obtained from the developed sigmoid-based slip model and real-time Mars data from 
Opportunity, suggest that the developed slip model can be made equally applicable on any 
planetary surface irrespective of the gravity conditions as the angle of repose and hence the slip 
seem to be an insensitive function of gravity. Technically, the angle of repose is the angle 
between the normal and resulting forces when soil rupture/failure occurs in response to the shear 
stress (dimensionally speaking the ratio of the two forces). This might account for the fact that the 
Slip model developed by JPL engineers based on measurements on Earth worked equally well for 
MER -  Opportunity on Mars. It was noticed from the recent MER soil analysis by the twin rovers
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operational at different landing sites on Mars that the Martian soil is almost similar everywhere in 
terms of their angle of repose showing that, like on the Moon, its composition is unrelated to the 
immediately underlying rocks. The study by MERs suggests that the soil has been mixed up by 
wind and impacts and that its make-up is roughly the same as that found at the landing sites of the 
two Viking landers in 1976 and the Mars Pathfinder Mission in 1997 [Kers 2005]. NASA 
revealed this fact with the soil data at the 2004 Lunar and Planetary Science Conference.
MARS LA N D IN G S  (1 9 7 6 -2 0 0 4 )
■s
LOWGROUND
Nasa Opportunity
25 /01/04*
landing date
Nasa Spirit
0 4 / 0 1 / 0 4 *
Pathfinder 0 9 9 /,
Beagle 2
25/12/0 3 *
HlOH
GROUND
Fig. 2-21: Mars Landing Site for Various Missions [From: Science 2005]
2.6.3 Motion Resistance
Acting in opposition to the soil thrust is the resistances to motion. There are a number of different 
sources of resistance to forward motion. Such a resistance is dominated by soil compaction and 
bulldozing of the soil -  it can absorb between 5-35% of gross engine power depending on the soil 
and vehicle speed. Additionally, there is rolling resistance at the wheel/soil interface.
2.6.3.1 Soil Compaction Resistance
Any vehicle is subject to sinkage, which depends on the properties of the soil and the properties of 
the vehicle. Compaction resistance can be analysed considering the mechanics of a wheel rolling 
into soft terrain and is equivalent to the vertical work per unit length in pressing a wheel into the 
ground to a depth of its maximum sinkage. Compaction resistance is the main source of loss of 
soil thrust in unprepared terrain. Using the wheel sinkage (z) proposed by Bekker [1969], the 
compaction resistance can be computed as:
R, =bj  \ L  + k , jz " d z  Eqn. (23)
k 2
k = —  + k0 = Modulus of soil deformation due to sinkage = (Soil consistency) (N/mn+~) 
b
kc= Modulus of cohesion of soil deformation
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k<j, = Modulus of friction of soil deformation 
n = Soil deformation exponent where 0<n<1.2 (assumed n = 1) 
z = sinkage
For an N wheeled vehicle, the above integral evaluates to:
R c =  M lS r )z " +‘ Eqn. (24)
The above equation considers equal load distribution on all ‘N’ wheels. The rationale behind this 
assumption comes from the fact that most mobility systems tend to achieve equal load distribution 
over all wheels to have superior mobility [Rover Team 1997]. Moreover as exact wheel loading 
cannot be determined until a fully resolved rover prototype is constructed is it difficult to create 
an individual load distribution profile for each set of wheels. This assumption will yield slightly 
greater sinkage and hence motion resistance for some wheels whereas lower sinkage and motion 
resistance than the actual for certain wheels thereby averaging off the irregularities to an extent. 
This model is based on the assumption that the normal pressure acting on the wheel tread of width 
‘b’ is equal to the normal pressure acting on a flat plate of width ‘b’ at the same depth ‘z’ [Bekker 
1956]. This has been successfully used to predict the resistance of the wheel diameters greater 
than 0.5 m (20 inches) and wheel sinlcages of less than 15% of the wheel diameter. However, 
experimental results have shown that in practice and for a variety of soil, the maximum of the 
normal pressure distribution does not occur at the lowest contact point of the wheel, but rather at 
the intersection of the soil flows (Fig. 2-22). Experimental work has also shown that the location 
of the maximum contact pressure is a function of wheel slippage [Wong 1993].
Fig. 2-22: Soil flow at the wheel-soil interface sustained driving (left), 100% slip (middle) and
breaking (right) [From: Apostolopoulos 2001]
For low slip values there are two distinct flows of soil beneath the wheel-ground interface. Soil is 
compacted in front of the centre of contact pressure, and pushed behind it. At 100% slip the wheel 
does not move forward, and soil is pushed from the front to the back. Finally, if the wheel is 
locked and is dragged forward there is a soil wedge formed in front of the wheel with a significant 
flow accumulation. Tracked vehicle experiences much lower soil compaction resistance -  around 
three orders of a magnitude difference, as sinkage is dependent on track area only as explained in 
the following section.
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2.6.3.2 Sinkage
Any robotic vehicle, may it be wheeled or tracked, traversing on an unprepared off-road terrain is 
subjected to sinkage. The amount of sinkage depends on the physical properties of soil and 
dimension, shape, stiffness and loading of the wheel. Wheel sinkage for a single rigid wheel is 
given by [Bekker 1959]:
_  —  f_JK _Y /n =  ( p V/w
\A(k /b) ) \k!b ) Eqn. (25)
Where, W = wheel load = pA
p = ground pressure load, A = wheel/track contact area = ( l \b )
I = wheel-ground contact patch length, n = soil deformation exponent (Assumed n = 1) 
Wheel sinkage z for an N-wheeled vehicle is given by [Bekker 1959]:
= J_( M.__
aA(3- n ) k f b r  ~  A / W d /Q - n ) k T b
Track sinkage for dual tracks is given by [Bekker 1959]:
7 — j_ (w_Y,n _  j_ Av \
^  2 \ k l  J 2 \ k l )
Eqn. (26)
Eqn. (27)
The above equations (eqn. 26 & eqn. 27) are valid for value of n = 1 only [Bekker 1956, pp. 191]. 
Both wheel diameter (D) and width (b) are inversely proportional to the compaction resistance 
with an increase in wheel diameter reducing compaction resistance at a greater rate than increased 
wheel width [Wallace & Rao 1993].
Example: Consider an ExoMars type vehicle with 200 kg mass operating on Earth (g = 9.8 m/s2) 
with six different variations in wheel sizes. The consequent implications of changes in wheel 
diameter and wheel width (along with the change in gravity condition) on the compaction 
resistance are tabulated in Table 16 below:
COMPACTION RESISTANCE (Using DLR MSS-B)
Diameter Width Sinkage (Earth) Sinkage (Mars) Rc (Mars) Rc (Earth)
1 0.4 0.2 0.0902 0.0474 38.50 139.52
2 0.4 0.15 0.1067 0.0561 31.35 114.47
3 0.4 0.3 0.0707 0.0371 51.17 185.83
4 0.5 0.2 0.0839 0.0440 33.20 120.72
5 0.3 0.2 0.0777 0.0408 41.25 149.63
6 0.25 0.15 0.0923 0.0489 37.60 133.97
Table 16: Compaction resistance variations with variations in wheel dimensions
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Combination 2 is considered to be the baseline wheel model with a compaction resistance of 
114.47 N with a wheel width of 0.15 m. On increasing the wheel width to 0.2 m for the same 
wheel diameter of 0.4 m, the resultant increase in compaction resistance is of 25.048 N. On the 
other hand, increasing the wheel diameter by 0.1 m i.e. for a wheel diameter of 0.5 m, 
combination 4 shows the reduction in compaction resistance of 18.802 N. Since the ideal wheel 
width to wheel diameter ratio (D/b) is 2.2 [Rover Team 1997], increasing wheel width by 0.05 m 
to achieve a reduction of 25.048 N is higher than the reduction of 18.802 N achieved by an 
increase of 0.1 m in wheel diameter. From all six combinations, it can be seen that narrow wheels 
with large diameter will have less compaction resistance as compared to wide wheels with smaller 
diameter for the same baseline combination. Combination 2 shows that inspite of having 
maximum sinkage it has the minimum compaction resistance of all other combinations whereas, 
combination 3 has minimum sinkage and maximum compaction resistance as compared to all 
other wheel combinations. The resultant variations in Sinkage values for Earth and Mars can be 
attributed to the Wheel load (W) variations due to changes in value of ‘g’ for identical wheel 
dimensions. This inturn affects the compaction resistance as Rc is directly affected by any changes 
in sinkage (z) as shown by equation (Eqn. 23).
Similarly, the motion resistance due to compaction of short, wide tracks is greater than that for 
long, narrow tracks due to width of the rut. Furthermore, for wheeled vehicles, rear wheels do not 
suffer from the same degree of compaction as they typically follow the deformation ruts formed 
by the front wheels -  a phenomenon called “multi-pass effect”. The adoption of tracks 
significantly reduces compaction resistance due to reduction in sinkage by more than an order of 
magnitude. Increasing the track width affects the modulus of soil deformation ‘k’ accounting for 
the advantage due to increased track-ground contact area as it is not dependent on the sprocket 
diameter. Thus, to reduce motion resistance due to sinkage, it is best to increase the track width in 
case of tracked vehicles and wheel diameter rather than wheel width for wheeled vehicles.
From the equations of sinkage, it is evident that larger wheel diameters and widths results in lower 
sinkage. The upper bounds on wheel dimensions are set by considerations of mass, volume, and 
functionality [Wallace 1993]. The sinkage of a very-low pressure pneumatic or a highly flexible 
metallic wheel is virtually independent of wheel diameter. A complete analysis of the effects of 
wheel dimensions on sinkage should take into account the changes in motion resistance and, in 
particular, compaction and bulldozing resistance as these will increase with the increase in wheel 
sinkage. The effects of sinkage on tractive performance have been discussed in the latter part of 
this thesis.
It has been noted that the sinkage values for mirorovers and nanorovers when analysed using the 
Bekker formulations, are considerably higher than expected confirming the findings of Richter & 
Hamacher [1999] that small diameter wheeled vehicles have excessively low predicted
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performance according to Bekker formulations, which makes assumptions concerning minimum 
wheel sizes. Wheel sinkage should generally be < 4cm preferably up to a maximum of 0.3D. 
These expressions are valid only for n < 1.3 and for moderate sinkages -  for wheels under 50 cm 
in diameter sinkage predictions are less accurate in dry, sandy soils. In such cases Wong [2001] 
and Bekker [1959] recommended that bulldozing resistances should be taken into account as well 
as compaction resistance to compensate through ‘kcoh’ but we have found that the bulldozing 
resistance has little compensatory effect [Ellery 2003]. It was noticed that in certain cases, the soil 
compaction resistance exceeded the soil thrust generating a negative drawbar pull suggesting that 
compaction resistance for small vehicles is over-estimated by Bekker formulations [Chapter 5].
2.6.3.3 Bulldozing Resistance
Bulldozing resistance occurs when a substantial compacted soil mass is displaced by the wheel 
forward and aft of the wheel. This type of resistance is very common when a wheel compresses 
the surface layers of the soil and pushes the compacted soil fore and aft of the wheel. The 
bulldozing resistance for wheeled vehicles is given by [Bekker 1960, Gee-Clough 1979]:
Bulldozing occurs for the front wheels only (n = 2) as the rearward wheels typically follow in the 
tracks made by the forward wheels -  the multi-pass effect. Narrow wheels suffer less from 
bulldozing as significant portions of the soil are pushed to the sides of the wheel. Bulldozing for 
wheeled vehicles involves all the terms but for tracked vehicles, only the first term is relevant.
For tracked vehicles, bulldozing resistance is given by the following expression [Bekker 1959]:
+ C J ,2 tan(45 + %) Eqn. (28)
Eqn. (29)
Eqn. (30)
cc — cos 1 (l — = approach angle
y = soil specific density = pg
Eqn. (31)
NC)Y= coefficients of passive Earth pressure
Eqn. (32)
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Earth pressure is the lateral force exerted by the soil defined by the ratio of horizontal stress to 
vertical stress ( G h = N EPcrv). Passive earth pressure Np~1.0-10.0 is always greater than active
earth pressure Na~0.17-1.0. We assume that the soil is at rest or in place, so neutral earth pressure 
coefficient, N0 ~ 0.4-0.6 is true for dry soils such as Martian soils. For soils at rest or in place, 
neutral earth pressure [Ellery 2003]:
N  = Eqn. (33)
Where, v = Poisson’s ratio=0.3-0.5
Thus, the values of v = 0.3 and N = 0.43 are selected for this study and its is assumed Nc = Nf= N,
i.e. the soil is assumed to be homogeneous. Earth pressure differences have a significant affect on 
bulldozing resistance -  a low coefficient of Earth pressure increases the bulldozing resistance. 
Bulldozing is a complex function of a number of different soil parameters, which are not 
examined here as the significance of bulldozing is not high for small vehicles. The soil bulldozing 
phenomenon is apparent in the case of wider wheels (width greater than 0.25 m) traversing very 
loose soils. However, for narrow wheels, it is mitigated by the fact that a portion of soil bulk is 
pushed to the sides of the wheel and hence, offers lower resistance to motion compared with 
compaction resistance for both wheeled and tracked vehicles.
BULLDOZING RESISTANCE (Using DLR MSS-B)
Diameter Width Rc (Mars) Rc (Earth) Rb (Mars) Rb (Earth)
1 0.4 0.2 38.50 139.52 0.952 0.975
2 0.4 0.15 31.35 114.47 0.820 0.843
3 0.4 0.3 51.17 185.83 1.195 1.195
4 0.5 0.2 33.20 120.72 0.960 0.960
5 0.3 0.2 41.25 149.63 0.812 0.812
6 0.25 0.15 37.60 133.97 0.672 0.672
Table 17: Bulldozing resistance variations with variations in wheel dimensions
Bulldozing resistance is affected by changes in both wheel/track diameter and wheel/track width -  
narrow wheels reduces bulldozing resistance significantly while a decrease in track width 
increases the bulldozing resistance to a much lesser degree. However, its effect is small in 
comparison with the simultaneous reduction in compaction resistance (Table 17). Thus, to reduce 
overall resistance, it is best to increase wheel diameters rather than wheel width.
2.6.3.4 Rolling Resistance
In addition to soil compaction and bulldozing, motion resistance is caused by the deflection of 
wheel and tread elements, and scrubbing at the wheel-soil interface. The combined effect of these
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forms of motion resistance is known as rolling resistance. The most common definition of rolling 
resistance is that it is the product between the vertical load applied on the wheel and an 
experimental coefficient [Bekker 1969]. However, Apostolopoulos [2001] provides the 
formulation as:
R r = f ,W w Eqn. (34)
Where, Ww = wheel loading, fr= coefficient of rolling resistance
The coefficient of rolling resistance is a complex function of design parameters and soil 
parameters. Coefficient of rolling resistance is nominally taken as 0.02 for rolled ground, 0.05 for 
unpaved road and 0.1-0.35 for fields (depending on water content) [Wong 2001]. We have 
adopted the value 0.05 as a representative value for the coefficient of rolling resistance equating 
the Martian surface to an unpaved road. Apostolopoulos (1996) asserts that the energy expended 
in overcoming surface roughness and rolling resistance is equivalent to climbing a 1.5° slope. 
However, comparing the values from equation (34) it can be asserted that the rolling resistance is 
equivalent to climbing a slope of approximately 3°. For the Apollo LRV rolling resistance 
accounted for 15% of the total energy losses with the rest being mechanical losses. Hence, rolling 
resistance is likely to be a minor factor in the actual losses incurred by the rover. It is nominally 
constant as it is a function of vehicle weight -  this is perfectly valid assumption as rolling 
resistance is essentially an inertia effect. This resistance value is second only to sinkage resistance 
but we suspect that the relation of rolling resistance is considerably more complex as it is tightly 
correlated with slippage and so wheel speed.
Example: Consider an ExoMars type vehicle with a mass of 200 kg on Earth (g = 9.8 no/s2), the 
rolling resistance using the above equation (Eqn. 34) can be computed to be 16.33 N. This is 
essentially a constant value as it is computed using two constant values i.e. wheel loading and 
coefficient of rolling resistance (0.05). According to Apostolopoulos [2001], the rolling resistance 
per wheel will be equivalent to climbing a slope of 1.5° i.e. (W/6 x sin 1.5). Using this 
formulation, the rolling resistance will be 8.54 N. For the same vehicle operating on Mars (g = 
3.73 m/s2), the rolling resistance will be 6 N. From the example it can be seen that Bekker’s 
formulation yields nearly twice as much a rolling resistance as compared to Apostolopoulous’ 
formulation. It is a highly subjective matter as to use which of the two formulations, nevertheless, 
both yield very high values of rolling resistance for planetary exploration rovers.
2.6.3.5 Gravitational Resistance
Ground slopes add a component to the motion resistance which is proportional to the component 
of the total weight parallel to the slope. In case of a rover driving on an uphill slope (0), the 
gravitational resistance is given as:
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R g = W  sin 6  Eqn. (35)
Assuming the random location of a robot’s centre of gravity and that the robot is negotiating a 
combined crosshill/uphill slope, the gravitational resistance force on each wheel can be estimated 
assuming that the magnitude of the gravitational load on a wheel is inversely proportional to the 
distance of the wheel contact from the projection of the centre of gravity to the contact plane 
(defined by the contact points of at least three wheels) [Apostolopoulos 2001]. If crosshill/ uphill 
performance is a critical design requirement, a detailed analytical investigation of the impact of 
the location of the centre of gravity, number and disposition of wheels on the optimal distribution 
of the gravitational load among the wheels is required. The maximum slopes that must be 
negotiable on Mars are the inner slopes of recent craters that may reach up to 30-40° but wheeled 
vehicles are generally limited to gradients < 25°. We have adopted a maximum value of 20°.
2.6.4 Drawbar Pull (D.P.) Metric
Drawbar- pull (DP) is generally considered to be the metric for tractive performance of a mobility 
system. Powered wheels produce traction and this traction must exceed the resistance forces for 
forward movement -  this is drawbar pull (DP) which can be defined as the difference between 
traction and motion resistance. Thus, drawbar pull is the force which is available to pull or push 
an additional payload until the maximum available traction is reached. Trafficability is defined as 
ability of a vehicle to traverse soft soils or hard grounds without the loss of traction. Trafficability 
represents a definite property of a vehicle and DP quantifies it. Thus DP is expressed as a 
difference between the available soil thrust ‘H’ and motion resistance ‘R’:
DP = H - R  Eqn. (36)
Where, R = Rc + Rb + R, + Rg
Rc = compaction resistance
Rb = bulldozing resistance
Rr= rolling resistance, Rg = Gravitational Resistance
Drawbar pull is the mobility performance metric that is used in this thesis. The total resistance to 
motion of tracks is always less than that for comparable wheels. However, the most important 
factor is the generated soil thrust: tracked vehicles by virtue of their ground contact area provide 
much greater soil thrust -  this illustrates the emphasis placed on ground pressure metrics as a 
measure of performance. The dominant source of resistance for wheeled vehicles is compaction
resistance however this is insignificant for tracked vehicles given their very high soil thrusts. The
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most effective means to reduce compaction resistance is to increase the wheel diameter as this 
directly influences wheel sinkage which inturn affects the compaction resistance.
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Example: Consider an ExoMars type vehicle with the mass of 200 kg with 6 wheels. Table 18 
documents the generated soil thrust and resultant drawbar pull values for various wheel 
combinations. The motion resistance values can be adopted from Table 16 and Table 17. The total 
soil thrust and the drawbar pull for an ExoMars vehicle are shown below:
DRAWBAR PULL METRIC (Using DLR MSS-B)
Diameter Width Soil Thrust 
(Earth)
Soil Thrust 
(Mars)
DP (Earth) DP (Mars)
1 0.4 0.2 737.720 208.383 581.225 162.720
2 0.4 0.15 730.986 203.676 599.671 165.296
3 0.4 0.3 751.188 217.796 548.163 159.243
4 0.5 0.2 877.607 228.022 739.929 189.672
5 0.3 0.2 574.837 188.772 408..394 132.516
6 0.25 0.15 480.704 158.793 330.062 114.327
Table 18: Drawbar Pull variations with variations in wheel dimensions
The DP numbers computed by using the Bekker theory outlined in this chapter are very much in 
line with the actual ExoMars computations presented in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
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2.6.5 Steering and Actuation
Steering requires more traction than straight-line driving. The lower the wheel sinkage, the greater 
the efficiency of steering motion and this typically requires increasing the wheel diameter. 
Ackermann steering is the standard used in wheeled planetary rovers, but tracked vehicles require 
skid-steering which has a significant power overhead and is difficult to model accurately. Turning 
resistance for a vehicle is a complex function of the dynamics of the vehicle and the soil 
characteristics. Turning capability will generally be dependent on the steering system adopted -  
skid steering is used for tracked vehicles and may be employed for wheeled vehicles to minimise 
the number of motors used. Furthermore, skid steering offers the capability for minimum turning 
radius close to on-the-spot turning. Use of the double Ackermann steering on forward and aft 
wheels of wheeled vehicles has been the general approach in the US in conjunction with their 
rocker-bogie system -  this has the advantage of lower power consumption than skid steering. The 
Lunar Rover Moclcup Chassis (LRMC) was a four elastic-wheeled lunar prototype built by VNII 
TRANSMASH with a total rover mass of 140 kg (including 30 kg of payload) [van Winnendael et 
al 1998]. Each elastic metal wheel is independently driven and steered by dedicated wheel motors. 
It was similar in design to the Nomad concept (except for the transforming chassis) and wheels 
can rotate about the longitudinal axis of the vehicle. It was capable of front axle and/or rear axle 
Ackermann steering.
The dynamics of turning only become important at speeds exceeding 10 km/h [Ellery 2003] as the 
resultant moments and reactions are of lower magnitude for lower veloicities. Since majority of a 
planetary rover traverse will be at much lower speed and will be close to rectilinear with periodic 
turns typically at close to zero velocity. These aspects of traction are not considered in the 
RMPET tool i.e. forward computation study as they will be dependent on too many variables, 
which are not subject to standardisation. However, they have been included in MobSyn tool i.e. 
Reverse approach to ensure a complete design procedure for obtaining an optimal computation 
with regards to performance.
Drawbar pull traction translates to a vehicle power requirement (to a first approximation). The 
maximum tractive effort required from the vehicle to provide the power is given as [Ellery 2003]:
Eqn. (37)
Where, r\ = transmission efficiency ~ 40% typically
n = gear ratio, S = wheel slip (%)
D = wheel diameter, v = wheel velocity
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x = motor torque - Y .R
D
For motion on sloped surfaces, the gravitational resistance comes into play and has to be 
accounted for whilst computing the required motor torque to negotiate the slope. This will 
consequently increase the power required to propel the vehicle over the slope simultaneously 
overcoming the resultant slip. The internal running resistance due to the running gear is 
dominated by the suspension elements. For a terrestrial tracked vehicle around 65-75% of power 
loss is due to the track itself so the power requirement for tracked vehicles is much higher than for 
wheeled vehicles at high masses -  for low mass vehicles, this is not necessarily the case as 
power/unit weight ratings become comparable (e.g. Nanokhod, Urban II, ELMS). The issue of 
power requirement in this thesis is considered as one of the important design metric indices.
2.7 Mean Free Path Metric
Mean Free Path: Expected distance that the vehicle can traverse in a straight line before it 
encounters a non-traversable hazard.
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Fig. 2-24: Cumulative Fraction of Rocks at the Martian Landing Sites [From: Rover Team 1997]
Mean free path is a metric used to determine the navigability of a terrain. Martian surface is very 
rocky with rocks occupying up to 16% of areal coverage for rocks over 3 cm in diameter [Moore 
1997]. However, the problem of reliance on such statistical models was exemplified by 
Sojourner’s difficulties in traversing the rock garden which had an areal coverage of 24.6% of 
rocks over 3 cm diameter. It is thus, recommended to adopt the Viking 2 Lander site in providing 
the most stringent rock distribution. The Martian surface rock distribution impacts on ground 
clearance and straight-line trajectory segments. Many of the rocks were 0.15-1.0m in diameter 
deposited during early catastrophic flooding. Rocks greater than 0.5 m diameter, comprise around 
0.7-3% of areal coverage according to VL1, VL2, Pathfinder and MER landing sites [Golombek
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et al 1997]. There is currently no published analysis on the rock distribution at the Pathfinder and 
MER landing sites, so we have adopted the terrain at the Viking landing sites (VL1 and VL2).
Fig. 2-25: Mars Pathfinder Rock Distribution [From: Science Vol. 278, pp. 1734]
Rock negotiation capability of 20-50 cm would be more than adequate to overcome a large 
percentage of obstacles but the lower end only is practical for a micro-rover, Wilcox et al [1997] 
suggests that there is a minimum mean free path for the Martian surface corresponding to a 
characteristic vehicle length of 30- 50 cm. Large rocks at VL2 were twice as common as those at 
VL1. The abundance of large boulders >3m diameter is estimated to be -0.1% by area. About 1- 
2% of the surface was covered in rock exceeding 20 cm in diameter indicating that VL1 and VL2 
were unusually rocky. A model of the Martian rock distribution is used to determine the mean free 
path (MFP) which is a function of both the rock distribution and the vehicle geometry. It is 
desirable to design rovers which have as large an intrinsic mean free path as possible for the 
expected terrain within mass and cost constraints.
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Fig. 2-26: Mean Free Path Schematic [From: Patel et al 2003]
Assume that the vehicle is resting on a hazard-free surface and moves forward by a distance “x”. 
It is desired to compute “x” such that the product of the expected number of non-traversable 
hazards in the swept area of the vehicle out to “x” is unity. At this stage, i.e. “x”, the vehicle is 
said to have reached its mean free path. Hazards are distributed randomly, uniformly and 
independently, so the distribution of hazard in any area of terrain is a Poisson’s Process, with 
expected value proportional to the area. Consider a vehicle with length (L) and width (B)
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preparing to move a distance (x). The number of rocks for Viking Landing sites -  1, 2 is given by 
Golombek & Rapp’s (1997) exponential law:
N(D)  = Le~sD Eqn. (38)
Where, L = cumulative number of rocks of all sizes/m2 
L v u = 5 . 6 1 ,  L Vl2 = 6 .8 4  
S v l i = 12.05, Svl2=8.30
The frequency of rock coverage for Viking Landing sites -  1, 2 is given by a similar relation,
F(D)  = K e ~ qD Eqn. (39)
Where, K = cumulative fractional area covered by rocks of all sizes 
K v l i = :0 - 0 6 9 ,  K v l 2 = 0 . 1 7 6 ,  q v u ^ . O S ,  q v L 2 = 2 . 7 3
This model represents the most accurate, predictive model available with a 96% correlation with
actual Mars data of rock size distribution [Golombek & Rapp 1997]. This exponential law
computes the frequency distribution of rocks according to diameter for both VL1 and VL2 sites. 
The rock frequency distribution may be utilised to compute the MFP - rocks of diameter D. Rocks 
are assumed to be distributed randomly according to a Poisson distribution. MFP may be defined 
as the product of the areal coverage of the rover’s trajectory of (x + D/2), and the areal density of 
rocks of diameter D [Wilcox et al. 1997]. For rocks larger than D0:
£  (x + D/2) (d,  + D )F(D).dD  = 1 Eqn. (40)
Where, F (D ) = Ke~qD Eqn. (41)
= probabilistic density of rock centres/m2 for rocks between D and D+8D.
MFP is determined by the rock vertical height rather than rock diameter due to embedding in the 
soil. The average rock height may be determined by Golombek & Rapp (1997) that can give a 
proper value of limiting rock diameter (D0):
H=0.365D+0.008 assuming that the rock height for VL1 is 3/8 the rock diameter 
H=0.506D+0.008 assuming that the rock height for VL2 is Vz the rock diameter
The largest diagonal of the vehicle is dt = -\l L2 + B 2 where L = vehicle length, B = vehicle width 
assuming that the vehicle can turn in place which may be related to the limiting rock size for 
negotiation. This is assumed to be the case with skid steering. The solution for MFP is given by:
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l - ( J , / 2 ) [ D F {D ) d D - Q I 2 ) [  D>F(D)dD Eqn m  
d, £  F(D)dD+ £  DF(D)dD
Given, F (D ) = Ke~qD, one can compute the proper integrals [Ellery 2003]:
^K e~ qD.dD = J^e~qD° Eqn. (43)
£ DKe~qD.dD = + Eqn. (44)
£  D 2Ke~q°.dD  = + + ^ 2 . )  Eqn. (45)
It was noted during the study that micro-rovers with lower mass have higher MFP values. This 
virtue can be attributed to their smaller dimensions, which enable them to follow narrower 
pathways between obstacles. However, such small micro-rovers are limited by range by virtue of 
the limited length of their tether obviating the need for such high MFP values.
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There are two different sets of equations used by the solver engine for computing the Mean Free 
Path for a particular vehicle roving on a Viking Landing Site 1 (VL1) or Viking Landing Site 2 
(VL2). Each site has its own rock distribution and scattering given by the exponential law 
(Golombek and Rapp 1997). VL1 and VL2 also have different sized rocks and the relationship 
between the rock height and diameter at both the sites is as mentioned above. Each of these 
aspects is considered while computing the MFP for the vehicle to eliminate any source of error in
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the results. A point to be mentioned here is the MFP computed by using this tool will differ from 
that reported by Wilcox et al [1997]. This is due to an error in computing the Mean Free Path by 
Wilcox et al. [1997]. They have computed the integrals in eqn. (42) without considering the rock 
diameter terms “D” and “D2” along with the term F(D) as one equation. The integrals are 
computed for the term F(D) with respect to rock diameter (D). Alternately they have weighted the 
evaluated integral for F(D) by the rock diameter terms “D” and “D2”. This has been rectified and 
the corrected equations referred to as proper integrals (eqns. 43 - 45) [Ellery 2003] in this tool to 
give more accurate and realistic results. This causes a significant variation in MFP values for both 
VL1 and VL2 from that reported by Wilcox et al. [1997]. Detailed computation of MFP equations 
using proper integrals [Ellery 2003] and comparison of computed MFP values with those reported 
by Wilcox et al. [1997] is presented in Appendix F [Section F.4]. Fig. 2-28 shows the plots for 
MFP on VL1 and VL2 sites documented in Table 19 for an ExoMars baseline vehicle.
Example: According to Wilcox et al. [1997], the MFP for a Sojourner type vehicle on VL1 terrain 
for a limiting rock diameter (D) of 0.3 m will be 11.12 m whereas the MFP computed using 
proper integrals (eqns. 43-45) will be 48.7 m. Similarly for VL2 terrain, the MFP will be 2.66 m 
according to Wilcox et al. [1997] whereas the values from proper integrals will be 7.97 m.
MFP Metric for ExoMars Type Mini-Rover (Based on Skid Steering)
Rock
Dia.
Rock 
Height VL1
Rock 
Height VL2 VehicleWidth
Vehicle
Length MFPJVLl MFP_VL2
(m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (km) (km)
0 0.008 0.008 1.1 1.4 0.032 0.0078
0.005 0.009 0.011 1.1 1.4 0.033 0.0079
0.03 0.018 0.023 1.1 1.4 0.036 0.0083
0.06 0.029 0.038 1.1 1.4 0.04 0.0089
0.075 0.035 0.046 1.1 1.4 0.042 0.0092
0.1 0.044 0.059 1.1 1.4 0.046 0.0097
0.13 0.055 0.073 1.1 1.4 0.051 0.0104
0.2 0.081 0.109 1.1 1.4 0.066 0.0122
0.22 0.088 0.119 1.1 1.4 0.071 0.0128
0.25 0.099 0.134 1.1 1.4 0.079 0.0137
0.3 0.117 0.159 1.1 1.4 0.095 0.0154
0.325 0.126 0.172 1.1 1.4 0.104 0.0163
0.4 0.154 0.21 1.1 1.4 0.136 0.0194
0.5 0.191 0.261 1.1 1.4 0.196 0.0245
0.58 0.219 0.301 1.1 1.4 0.263 0.0296
0.6 0.227 0.312 1.1 1.4 0.283 0.031
0.75 0.281 0.387 1.1 1.4 0.492 0.0443
0.8 0.3 0.413 1.1 1.4 0.592 0.0498
1 0.373 0.514 1.1 1.4 1.245 0.0805
2 0.738 1.02 1.1 1.4 54.331 0.9271
Table 19: Mean Free Path Metric for ExoMars Baseline Rover (Using Skid Steering)
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Fig. 2-29: RMPET -  Mean Free Path Results Page
Fig. 2-30: Ackermann Steering Schematic for MFP Computation
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However, if a vehicle is to be navigated on a rock laden surface using Ackermann steering, the 
approach for computing MFP is slightly more complicated as that for skid steering. Fig. 2-30 
demonstrates the turning maneouver by a vehicle adopting Ackermann steering. The vehicle, in 
order to have complete freedom of turning, must have an obstacle free space equal to the diameter 
of the turning circle traced by the outer wheels (2S2). This parameter can be considered as a 
driving factor whilst computing the MFP for such a vehicle. The diagonal ‘d f  in equation (42) can 
be replaced by this turn circle diameter (2S2) to compute the MFP of this vehicle.
Mean Free Path Metric for ExoMars Rover (Based on Ackermann Steering)
Rock
Dia
Rock Height Vehicle Dim. 45 deg out. Heading 60 deg out. heading
VL1
(m)
VL2
(m)
Width
(m)
Length
(m)
MFP_VL1
(m)
MFP VL2 
(m)
MFP VL1 
(m)
MFP VL2
(m)
0 0.008 0.008 1.1 1.4 15.409 3.75 15.385 3.744
0.005 0.009 0.011 1.1 1.4 15.706 3.797 15.681 3.791
0.03 0.018 0.023 1.1 1.4 17.281 4.04 17.253 4.034
0.06 0.029 0.038 1.1 1.4 19.381 4.353 19.351 4.347
0.075 0.035 0.046 1.1 1.4 20.527 4.519 20.495 4.512
0.1 0.044 0.059 1.1 1.4 22.591 4.812 22.555 4.804
0.13 0.055 0.073 1.1 1.4 25.343 5.188 25.305 5.18
0.2 0.081 0.109 1.1 1.4 33.157 6.19 33.107 6.181
0.22 0.088 0.119 1.1 1.4 35.806 6.511 35.752 6.501
0.25 0.099 0.134 1.1 1.4 40.183 7.025 40.123 7.015
0.3 0.117 0.159 1.1 1.4 48.705 7.976 48.633 7.964
0.325 0.126 0.172 1.1 1.4 53.624 8.499 53.546 8.486
0.4 0.154 0.21 1.1 1.4 71.582 10.286 71.48 10.271
0.5 0.191 0.261 1.1 1.4 105.251 13.274 105.103 13.255
0.58 0.219 0.301 1.1 1.4 143.31 16.28 143.114 16.258
0.6 0.227 0.312 1.1 1.4 154.812 17.133 154.601 17.110
0.75 0.281 0.387 1.1 1.4 276.352 25.129 275.988 25.096
0.8 0.3 0.413 1.1 1.4 335.293 28.552 334.856 28.515
1 0.373 0.514 1.1 1.4 727.201 47.581 726.294 47.523
2 0.738 1.02 1.1 1.4 35631.22 614.144 35594.43 613.522
Table 20: Mean Free Path Metric for ExoMars Baseline Vehicle (Using Ackermann Steering)
Ackermann Steering (Diagonal)
Fig. 2-31: Variations in Turn Diameter for Various Footprints (Ackermann Steering)
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The above chart demonstrates the variation in turn diameter for an ExoMars type vehicle with 
Ackermann steering for various footprint combinations. Each combination is assessed for a 45° 
outer heading and 60° outer heading whilst practising a full turn. Two additional turning angles 
(20° and 5°) were also assessed to evaluate the resultant MFP conditions.
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Fig. 2-33: MFP -  Skid Steering v/s Ackermann Steering (For VL2 Landing Site)
Table 20 shows the results for MFP computed by substituting ‘d j  by the outer turn diameter (2S2) 
in equation (42). Fig. 2-32 shows the plot of MFP values computed for VL1 site for the same 
vehicle with both -  skid steering and Ackermann steering. Fig. 2-33 compares the MFP values for 
VL2 sites for the same vehicle but with different steering modes.
Additionally, rover dimensions have also a great impact on obstacle failures, of which there are 
two characteristic types [Bekker 1969]; Hang-Up Failures (HUF) and Nose-in-Failure (NIF). In 
HUF, the bottom of the vehicle touches the obstacle during negotiation and ultimately hangs-up 
on the obstacle lifting the wheels up eliminating any wheel-ground contact, leading to a failure. 
HUF is a very peculiar occurrence in badly designed wheeled vehicles and are limited to wheeled 
vehicles only. Tracked vehicles do not suffer from HUF and are generally designed to prevent
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NIF occurrence under most conditions. In NIF, the front end of the vehicle interferes with the 
obstacle during negotiation particularly whilst crossing a crevasse or a ditch. The vehicle nose 
digs in the surface preventing any forward motion ultimately leading to a motion failure. Wheeled 
vehicles are not prone to the NIF due to their geometry, however if measures are not taken during 
the initial design phase, wheeled vehicles might face a danger of NIF too.
NIF
S '
HUF
Fig. 2-34: NIF and HUF
Ground clearance is defined as the distance between the belle of the vehicle and the highest point 
on the surface contour. It plays an important role in designing a vehicle to avoid HUF. The 
implications of these modes of failure on the vehicle design are much greater especially for 
vehicles designed to operate autonomously with little or no human intervention on distant planets 
or celestial bodies.
The HUF and NIF cannot be ignored whilst computing the vehicle dimensions for successful 
navigation on a particular terrain. This has a greater effect on the resultant MFP as it is a direct 
outcome of the obstacle negotiation capability of the vehicle without failing either by overcoming 
the obstacle by climbing over it or by steering around the obstacle without getting blocked. For 
successful obstacle negotiation without HUF, the minimum ground clearance is given by:
hg > 0.5 (D + D „ ) - J ( D  + D „ f - t Eqn. (46)
Where, D = wheel diameter
Dh = ground projected diameter of obstacles
I = distance between midpoint of front and back wheel axis
Similarly, for avoid NEF and executing successful obstacle negotiation maneouver the condition to 
be satisfied is given by:
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£' - £ <  7 rv Eqn. (47)
2sin {9 + 0 )
Where, T = distance between rear wheel midpoint to front end of vehicle 
6= inclination of vehicle from horizontal
O’ = angle between tangent to wheel position on the obstacle and the vertical
These computations are determined by the geometry of the vehicle illustrating the importance of 
rover geometry and sizing. Furthermore, the vehicle geometry will also impact the Mean Free 
Path of the vehicle.
Example: Consider an ExoMars type rover with following parameters:
Wheel diameter: 0.4 m, wheel width: 0.15 m, mass = 200 kg, vehicle length = 1.4 m, vehicle 
width = 1 m, / = lm and T ~ 0.8 m
Using equation (46), the minimum ground clearance to avoid HUF whilst negotiating an obstacle 
with diameter equal to wheel diameter can be computed as:
h >0 .5 (0.4 + 0.2) -  V(0.4 +  0.2)2 - ( 0 .6 ) : = 0.3
Similarly, in order to avoid NIF, using equation (47), the minimum value of axle factor (i.e. 
difference between the distance between the centre of the front wheel & rear of vehicle and 
distance between the front & rear axles of the vehicle) whilst negotiating an obstacle with 
approach angle of 25° with vertical can be computed as:
0.4 
£ - i <  T  r = 0.47 
2sin(0 + 25)
It can be visualised from the above two computation results that the equations give fairly close 
results for avoiding the two modes of failures whilst overcoming obstacles. This is very much 
verified by the design concepts investigated during the ExoMars study as documented in Chapter 
4. Although in some cases, they may represent a lower bound value and may require slight 
adjustment based on simulations or hardware testing as the design varies depending upon the 
misson scenario. This is a design factor that must be considered as it affects the maneuvering 
capabilities of a rover whilst operating on distant planetary surfaces.
Maneuverability can be defined as the capability of a vehicle to navigate around the obstacle and 
is an extremely important aspect of a design process as it has a direct impact on the range of 
exploration and as mentioned before, range is proportional to the square of the area available for 
exploration. Moreover, it affects the positioning and navigation capabilities of the rover.
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Maneuverability is directly concerned with steering the vehicle thereby making it imperative to 
adopt an effective and efficient mode of steering scheme. Generally, steering maneuvers require 
more traction and energy to perform than straight line driving. Several forces and moments are 
developed during the turning, which requires the vehicle chassis to be sufficiently strong to 
withstand the stress due to the resultant moment. There are several explicit steering schemes 
available for adoption on terrestrial surfaces where human intervention is possible however, for 
autonomous robotic operation on distant planets, it is essential to adopt a safe and flight-proven 
steering scheme. As a result, we have considered only two steering schemes that are generally 
adopted for planetary rovers i.e. skid steering and Ackermann steering for optimum rover 
configuration for maneuverability purpose.
Skid Steerins: Skid steering is performed by controlling the direction and magnitude of wheel 
velocities on the locomotion system, on either side of the chassis. In case of a symmetric chassis 
configuration, if the two sides are subjected to equal and opposite motion torques, the centre of 
turning coincides with the geometric centre and the vehicle performs a point turning operation. 
The turning radius depends upon the magnitude of wheel torque during the steering and in turn 
affects the power draw. Skid steering is generally employed on tracked vehicles however, can be 
easily employed for wheeled vehicles. Skid steering induces considerable stress on the chassis and 
imposes a constraint on the chassis design. This in turn affects the mass levels of the entire 
configuration due to stiff chassis design. In skid steering, one or more wheels on each side of the 
chassis must be powered to achieve a steering maneuver, and the wheels do not change 
orientation with respect to the chassis. Depending upon the method of steering to be employed on 
the vehicle, there are certain geometric constraints imposed on vehicle design. If skid steering is 
to be employed then, the length and width of the vehicle play an important role along with the 
overall system weight. For successful skid steering, the following condition must be satisfied:
(  \
Where, A = ground contact area of the vehicle 
R = longitudinal motion resistance 
B = vehicle width
pt = coefficient of lateral resistance ~ 0.5-0.6 depending on surface and track material
Example: To validate equation (48), consider an ExoMars type vehicle with following 
parameters: C0 = 441 kPa, mass = 200 kg, W = 1960 N, A = 0.0416 m2, cp = 22°, R = 706 N (from 
Table 16 and Table 17). Substituting these values in equation (48), we get
L < 2 lL R-— l- tan (b------
W
Eqn. (48)
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r
B
2
0.6
441
1960/
+ tan 22" -
2(0 .012)
706
1960
= 1.24
This means that for a vehicle 1.4 m long, the ideal width should be around 1.12 m which is nearly 
identical to the ExoMars rover concept-C chosen as a baseline for 2011 ExoMars Mission. Hence, 
the equation gives very acceptable results. The US MERs also had footprint fitting within a very 
close margin of the above computed value. Ideally, the vehicle length to width ratio is accepted as 
1.66 in terrestrial mobile robots -  both wheeled and tracked however, it is a point of open 
discussion if there is a standardised value for the ratio [Bekker 1969]. Several variations are seen 
with values of footprint ratio ranging from 1.4 to 2. Hence, it can be concluded that equation (48) 
once again represents a lower bound image of the required footprint ratio for successful 
manoeuvring using skid steering.
For skid steering, the power requirement increases over nominal power, typically Pskid = 2.5Pstr. 
However, this is dependent on the L/B ratio of the vehicle which, should be minimised to reduce 
the power overhead of skid steering. This emphasises the importance of rover sizing in planetary 
rover design. Equation (48) lays down the criteria for successful skid steering without the loss of 
traction on specific terrain. In the event of the above condition not being fulfilled, the wheels on 
the chassis sliding away from the centre of turning will experience excessive slippage and 
subsequent loss of traction.
Single-Axle Ackermann Steering: For road vehicles, the most common steering configuration is 
single axle steering in which two wheels are pivoted. However, this is not the case for six wheeled 
vehicles. Six wheeled vehicles employ double-axle Ackermann steering. In order to minimize 
lateral forces on the wheels during the turn, all wheels should be in a pure rolling condition. The 
wheels must follow curved paths with different radii originating from a common center. The 
relation between the steer angle of the inside front wheel and the outside front wheel can be 
obtained from geometry shown in Fig. 2-35. Since the outer wheels travel a longer path distance 
than the inner wheels, the velocity components must be distributed to match the path lengths.
Variables:
6, 
i “ ' A 5i = outside wheel heading |rad|
\ ' i / 5| = inside wheel heading |rad|
“i
/ V )
SI
R = vehicle radius |in| 
L = vehicle length |m|
L
1
^ R i \
r h
i
J
B = vehicle width |m|
O = turn center location
1 1 1
------
U J
► 1 -4
* 0
1
B S
Fig. 2-35: Single axis Ackermann steering geometry schematic
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From the geometry in Fig. 2-35, the turn centre location for a vehicle with single axis Ackermann 
steering can be given as:
Eqn. (49)
Similarly, using simple trigonometric principles, the inner and outer wheel heading (turn angle) 
can be represented by following expressions:
Double Axle Ackermann Steering: Four wheel steering offers greater maneuverability than two 
wheel steering by moving the turn centre closer to the vehicle centre. A four wheel steer vehicle 
accomplishes half the turn radius of a two wheel steer vehicle for the same change in wheel 
heading. For such a vehicle, the outer and inner wheel heading can be evaluated from the 
geometry in Fig. 2-36 and expressed by equations (52 & 53). Detailed description of Ackermann 
steering for meneuverability is documented with an illustration in section (2.8.2.2).
Eqn. (50)
S2 = tan
\ B  + S J
Eqn. (51)
Eqn. (52)
Eqn. (53)
5i/ I /
L o
B
Fig. 2-36: Double axis Ackermann steering schematic
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The limitation of MFP as a measure is that it requires an estimate of obstacle clearance capability, 
which requires more complex study in the form of simulation and/or experimental verification. 
This will be determined by a complex series of variables such as drive torque capability and 
geometric design.
Whilst computing the MFP of a vehicle, the obstacle negotiation capability should not be ignored. 
When a vehicle climbs an obstacle, there is a change in the normal contact force at the 
vehicle/obstacle interface. As the vehicle climbs the obstacle, the weight distribution of the 
vehicle over its wheels/tracks changes. This is also affected by the coefficient of friction of the 
obstacles and the centre of mass position of the vehicle. The coefficient of friction for obstacles is 
typically -0.8 compared to that of -0.3 on flat ground -  coefficient of sliding friction for Martian 
soil at VL-1 is 0.3-0.5 while the coefficient of adhesion varied in the range 1-102 N/m2 for VL-1 
site [Moore et al 1977].
However, the position of the centre of gravity may be varied by shifting the vehicle’s centre of 
mass whilst traversing obstacles to increase the drawbar pull. Sojourner’s centre of mass was 
close to the centroid of the vehicle such that it could withstand a 45° tip angle. Wheel torque 
during obstacle negotiation can be increased in a six-wheeled vehicle by having the middle 
wheels configured towards the rear with the centre of mass forward of the middle wheels -  
curiously, the Rocky 7 configuration [Appendix - A] has the opposite configuration in order to 
push the centre of mass forward of the vehicle’s longitudinal centroid [Volpe et al 1997]. 
Evidently, this is also dependent on the vehicle geometry -  it assumes that the obstacle height will 
lie below the centre of mass of the vehicle as it climbs. It requires dynamic analysis or 
experimental evaluation of the forward and aft track lengths from the centre of gravity during the 
climb (if these are equal, Grurder’s minimum coefficient becomes infinite). We suggest that these 
formulations are simplistic and do not take into account either the power available to the vehicles 
nor the capabilities offered by the mobility systems.
Fig. 2-37: NASA Obstacle Criteria for Planetary Surface Locomotion [From: Bekker 1969]
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It is worth mentioning here that the obstacle climbing ability can be determined by experimental 
evaluation as only experimental determination can accurately accommodate the complexity of the 
kinematics and dynamics of the involved chassis.
Fig. 2-38: Mars Rock-Laden Surface [Credits: NASA -  JPL]
2.8 Configuration Analysis: The Reverse Approach -  “Mobility 
Synthesis (MobSyn)”
Mobility Synthesis (MobSyn) focuses on the configuration of a wheeled robotic locomotion 
configuration through the formulation and systematic evaluation of analytical expressions called 
“Configuration Equations”. The tool MobSyn is in many aspects similar to Locomotion Synthesis 
(LocSyn) developed by Dr. D. Apostolopoulos at Carnegie Melon University, USA. Although the 
approach identified by both the tools is similar, there are certain alternations made to concepts 
utilised in evaluation of the configuration equations. The structure is totally independent of the 
precursor LocSyn as we have developed our own structure and interface, whilst maintaining the 
basic principle of evaluation of the configuration equations.
A well-designed robotic locomotion stabilises a robot’s frame, smoothes the motion of sensors 
and accommodates the deployment and manipulation of work tools. This can be achieved by 
systematic evaluation of analytical expressions called “Configuration Equations” [Apostolopoulos 
2001]. The configuration equations are mathematical functions, which capture quantitative 
relationships among configuration parameters (e.g., wheel diameter, chassis articulation location), 
performance parameters (e.g., drawbar pull, maximum gradeable slope) and environmental/task 
parameters (e.g. soil geophysical properties, density and size of the obstacles). Solutions to the 
configuration equations are obtained in parametric form to allow for comprehensive 
characterisation of variant locomotion concepts as opposed to searching for point designs 
[Apostolopoulos 2001]. Optimal configuration parameters are sought in the context of three
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indices of performance: trafficability, maneuverability and terrainability. MobSyn offers a 
practical approach to rationalising configuration design of robotic locomotion through 
quantitative studies.
Configuration is an early design phase during which concepts are developed from basic 
engineering principles and then evaluated against chosen design and performance criteria. Robotic 
locomotion is basically concerned with the design and evaluation of a robot’s propulsion (drive), 
steering, suspension and chassis subsystems. More precisely, configuration synthesis is thfe 
derivation and selection of the various subsystems’ geometric parameters that are essential to 
initiate detailed design [Apostolopoulos 2001]. Such parameters can be estimated from analytical 
models of the mechanics of vehicle-terrain interaction. MobSyn uses analytical models of 
performance and parametric analysis to estimate configuration parameters such as the size and 
type of wheels, geometry of the locomotion chassis, method of steering, etc.
The selection of optimal values for configuration parameters is based on optimisation with regard 
to performance criteria. There are three general metrics of performance considered 
[Apostolopoulos, 2001] (Fig. 2-7):
• Trafficability: Robot’s ability to traverse soft soils or hard grounds without loss of traction
• Maneuverability: Robot’s ability to negotiate through an operating environment
• Terrainability: Robot’s ability to negotiate terrain irregularities
To maximise the information gained from each analytical formulation, MobSyn implements 
optimisation on individual equations, rather than formulating multi-variable systems of equations 
and then solving for the critical configuration parameters. This is a similar approach to LocSyn 
[Apostolopoulos 2001]. MobSyn outputs The MobSyn architecture is very flexible and every 
effort has been made to maintain the general applicability of the tool for any wheeled or tracked 
robotic configuration. There exists a possibility of further addition of computation modules and 
can be done without any need to redesign the MobSyn architecture. Major emphasis was placed 
on creating or adapting Bekker-based terramechanical models of wheel-soil interaction to derive 
wheel and chassis performance in a particular operating environment and quantify the expected 
tractive performance of a configuration.
MobSyn requires as an input - information such as mission and environment of vehicle operation 
in order to compute dimensional and functional features for adequate locomotion. The impact of 
“environment” and “mission” to configuration is obtained from environmental/task parameters, 
which are input entities to the configuration process. Environmental/Task parameters are the 
constraints and specifications derived from requirements, such as the geophysical properties of the 
terrain to be traversed by the robot or the maximum available transport-stowage volume 
[Apostolopoulos 2001]. The wheel and vehicle dimensions are obtained by solving the
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configuration equations. The only underlining assumption is that configuration from analytical 
models can benefit the most, if a quantitative relationship between the physical configuration and 
performance is utilised.
Major aim of any robotic configuration is to generate sufficient traction to overcome the existing 
motion resistance, be it internal or external. If the traction generated is higher than the total 
motion resistance, the vehicle will propel itself forwards due to the thrust developed at the wheel- 
soil interface. In other words, the total drawbar pull, which is the difference between soil thrust 
and motion resistance, is a pivotal metric for robotic locomotion performance, because it indicates 
whether a configuration can propel itself or not without the loss of traction independently of how 
it is to be controlled. Thus, configuration for trafficability should consider factors that affect the 
locomotion performance by considering factors that maximise the soil thrust whilst minimising 
motion resistances. Maximising drawbar pull also improves the slope and obstacle-negotiating 
capabilities as discussed before as well as its response to immobilisation. Moreover, it is essential 
to consider the factors affecting power consumption. It is imperative to minimise power 
expenditure due to losses from soil compaction or other phenomena associated with motion 
resistance or wheel slip. This optimisation process eventually impacts the selection of the size and 
type of wheels and determining control system architecture.
2.8.1 Configuration for Trafficability
1$ MobSyn - Configuration For Trafficability a  m
MOBILITY SYNTHESIS [MobSyn] S U R R E Y
r t v r s e
Project Properties
Project Name |ExoMars_MobSyn
Current Path [C :\D A TA  (D)\Nil Docum ents'^ over SoftwareSRover S of t ware\R M PE T_ N
Project Options Mobility Options
Wheels 
p  Rigid Wheels 
p  E lastic/Flexible Wheels
(• Using Sinkage and W heel Loading Area
C  Using Soil Thrust/Max. Achievable Tractive Force
C  Tracks
No. of Wheels
C  4 wheels
C  Using D.PVAvailable Drive Torque
Fig. 2-39: MobSyn -  Configuration for Trafficability Main Options Page
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2.8.1.1 Configuration Based on Sinkage
Sinkage, to a great extent, depends upon the ground contact pressure and the wheel load. The 
relationship between contact pressure and wheel sinkage for a given soil and wheel loading 
provides a parametric equation of wheel sinkage as a function of the width of the loading area.
0L < tvnfii !©H
Soi Type
r  Luna Soil Simulant (LSS)
C Mahan Soi Samiant - B (MSS - B1 
C MabanSoiSim Jant-A (M SS-A) 
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r  Viang Landing Site (VL2 • Cloddy] 
C  Pathfindei Lancing Sle  (Drift) 
r  PaWndct Lotting S*e (Doddy)
<• MER-8 Landing Site (Sandy Loam) 
r  MER-B Landing Site (Slope Soi)
C Sandy Loam Surface 
r  Diy • Sandy Surface 
C Clayey Soied Suface 
C  Terrestnal Soi (Earth)
C User Defined Soi
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Soi Deformation Coefiaent (n] 
Gravity (g)
D/8 Ratio
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Diameter/Wicth - h 2
Desired Vehicle Parameters
Vehicle Mass (kg) ^00
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Deseed Performance Parameters
SHugeiz) [o«o
Contact Prewue J100
Wheel Material
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033
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The Luna Soi Simulant (LSS) is made Horn crushed basalt and has 
three different configurations dependmg upon the moistiae content and 
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rky/loose. mcast/loamy and moist/had The Martian Soi Simulant 
(MSS) also has the same consituents but of dtternt shapes and sizes 
depending upon the characteristics of Martian Soi. The Terrestrial Sol 
is the one found on earth. Specific values may be provided for User 
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£ancel
Fig. 2-40: Configuration for Trafficability - Sinkage Based (Data Input)
Nominally, the width of the contact area is equal to the wheel width (b) -  the relationship given 
by Janosi -  Hannamotto [Wong 2001]:
Eqn. (54)
Reece proposed another formulation for the pressure-sinkage relationship [Reece 1964] as:
Eqn. (55)p = (C0k c + JbkJ j
Equation (55) suggests that pressure increases linearly with the width of the plate, which was used 
for penetration testing for a given value of (z/b). According to Bekker [1969], Reece’s work 
although presents a greater insight into the pressure-sinkage phenomenon, it doesn’t improve the 
accuracy from the relationship presented by Janosi (equation 54).
Using the above equation in correlation with equation (26), the pressure-sinkage relationship 
given by equation (54) can be used to derive an equation for the maximum sinkage of a solid 
wheel:
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Eqn. (56)
This equation indicates the performance in terms of wheel sinkage as a function of soil parameters
n, kc, k<p and wheel dimensions (wheel diameter and wheel width) for a solid wheel and the wheel- 
ground contact angle (O’). Similarly for tracks, the maximum sinkage can be estimated from the 
fundamental pressure-sinkage relationship by solving for sinkage given by:
The fundamental equation for sinkage can be used as a basis for determining the configuration 
parameters such as wheel diameter and wheel width. Rearranging equations (56 & 57) to evaluate 
wheel diameter in terms of sinkage, we get:
Example-. Consider a vehicle with z = 0.02 m operating on DLR MSS-B having values of kc = 
18773 and k9 = 763600 with a ground pressure p = 1378 kPa (200 psi). Using these values in 
equation (57), the value of b can be computed as B = 0.025 m (2.5 cm). Assuming a wheel 
diameter to wheel width ratio (D/b) = 2.2, the wheel diameter (d) evaluates to 0.055 m (5.5 cm). 
Similarly, using the identical values of all other parameters and varying sinkage to 0.003 m (0.3 
cm), the resultant value of b changes to 0.026 m (2.6 cm), which limits the diameter to 0.0572 
(5.72 cm). These are very low values and the variation in computed dimensions (from 5.5 cm - 
5.72 cm) is very low in relation to the huge variation in sinkage values (from 2 cm - 0.3 cm). 
From equations (58, 59), it is evident that the larger wheel dimensions result in lower sinkage. 
However, the upper bounds on wheel dimensions are set by consideration of mass, volume and 
functionality [Wallace 1993],
slip along with wheel-ground contact angle in equation (14), the soil thrust (H) is given as:
It
7 I tracks Eqn. (57)
(For Rigid Wheels) Eqn. (58)
k,'C (For Flexible Wheels or Tracks) Eqn. (59)
2.8.1.2 Based on Soil Thrust
Assuming a uniform distribution of normal pressure on the wheel-soil interface and incorporating
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- s i  \
H = (c nA + Ww cos 6  tan 0 \ e K Eqn. (60)
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Fig. 2-41: Configuration for Trafficability - Soil Thrust Based (Data Input)
Assuming that the area of contact patch is elliptically shaped and / & b are the principal axes of 
the elliptical contact patch, for a rigid or flexible wheel, substituting these in equation (60) and 
rearranging to get wheel dimensions, we get:
H
b =
C J
( -A \
V
-  Ww cos O' tan 0 Eqn. (61)
Using the above expression, one can generate a suitable wheel design (using a predefined or a 
user-defined D/b ratio) from the desired performance fed to the solver engine in terms of slip, 
maximum available soil thrust (depending upon the nature of terrain to be traversed) and vehicle 
load (depending upon the vehicle mass and planetary gravity conditions) -  the reverse approach.
Example'. Consider an ExoMars type vehicle moving on a DLR MSS-B with an available soil 
thrust of 200 N, weight of 1960 N (200 kg on Earth), wheel-ground contact angle of 10° with 10% 
slip. For a wheel dimensions ratio of 2.0, wheel width can be computed using equation (61) as:
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b = ---------------------------- -  326 x  cos 10 x tan 20 = 0.145m
f  -0.1x0.04 \
441x0.04 e
V
0.018
Using the D/b = 2 relationship, the wheel diameter evaluates to 0.29 ~ 0.3 m. The wheel diameter 
adopted as a baseline for ExoMars was 0.35 m diameter and 0.15 m width.
2.8.1.3 Based on Motion Resistance
For locomotion on unprepared, off-road terrain the main mechanisms of energy losses are the 
wheel’s compaction, bulldozing and dragging of soil. On slopes, resistance due to the 
gravitational component parallel to a slope is an additional resistance to motion. However, for 
reversed computations, we have considered only the effect of bulldozing and compaction 
resistances for formulating a configuration equation.
Compaction Resistance: Substituting the appropriate equations of sinkage (equation 57) in 
equation (24) for the compaction resistance and reorganising, the configuration equation for a 
flexible wheel can be given as:
C (ii+i) ^
b (n + l) P '
R"c,„{n + l)"k,
i k- b  = —  Eqn. (62)
k.
Similarly, substituting equation (56) in equation (24), the configuration equation for a rigid wheel 
is given as:
r,0M-l)_ (31V„ cos 6)<2"+2)
— r, (2.1+1) / ,  \(2«+2)/ .\(2k+i)/. ) Eqn. (63)
R c .n . (3 - » )  '(n  +  l) ' '(/cc +W cJ
It can be visualised from the above equations that both - wheel diameter and wheel width are 
significantly affected by compaction resistance.
Example: Consider an ExoMars type vehicle moving on a DLR MSS-B with an available soil 
thrust of 200 N, weight of 1960 N (200 kg on Earth), wheel-ground contact angle of 10° with 10% 
slip. For a wheel dimensions ratio of 2.0 and n = 1, wheel diameter can be computed using 
compaction resistance of 139.5 N from Table 16 and substituting in equation (63) as:
2 _  (3x326 xcos io )4
(139.5)3 (2)“ (2)3 (18773 + 0.50(763600))
This gives a value of wheel diameter of 0.125 m. If using a wheel dimension ratio of 2, the wheel 
width would be 0.06 m. However, these values are extremely lower than the actual ExoMars 
wheel dimensions used to compute the compaction resistance used in this analysis.
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Fig. 2-42: Configuration for Trafficability (Motion Resistance Based)
Bulldozing Resistance: Bulldozing resistance is developed when a substantial soil mass is 
displaced by a wheel and can be computed by implementing the theory of bearing capacity of 
soils subject to various criteria of failure. It is given by equation (28) as:
bf ^ l £ \ { 2 C X z ^ rz r f L J .
2 sin a cos^ j
Where,
2 ^  ^  2 J  £
540 180 I 2
Rearranging the above equation for formulating a configuration equation, we get: 
2 s in a c o s ^b = Rh ~ L.T .
2 C0kcz + )Z2k sin(or + ^)
Eqn. (64)
Example: Consider an ExoMars type vehicle moving on a DLR MSS-B with an available soil 
thrust of 200 N, weight of 1960 N (200 kg) on Earth, wheel-ground contact angle of 10°, sinkage 
(z) of 0.02 m with 10% slip. For a wheel dimensions ratio of 2.0 and n = 1, wheel width can be 
computed using bulldozing resistance of 0.975 N from Table 17 and substituting in equation (64):
b = 0.975 -L .T . 2sin0.9cos0.31 x  7   = 0.2
(2 x 4 4 1  x 1 8773x 0.02) + ( 1 1 . 1 4  x (0.02)2 x 3.32 sin(0.9 + 0.31)
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For a wheel dimension ratio of 2, the resultant wheel diameter will be 0.4 m. This is exactly the 
case of ExoMars wheel used for computing the bulldozing resistance used for this analysis. 
Moreover the results would be identical in both cases as the equations are simply reversed and 
rearranged to output the wheel dimensions in this case.
As far as bulldozing is concerned, large-diameter narrow wheels would develop more traction 
than small-diameter wide wheels with the same contact-patch area and normal loading.
2.8.1.4 Based on Maximum Available Drive Torque/Power
Drawbar pull is the net force that drives the vehicle forward overcoming the motion resistance. 
This pull is produced due to the soil thrust generated due to reaction between the rotating wheel 
and the soil in contact with the wheel. The total soil thrust that can be generated depends upon the 
power that is available to the wheel from the vehicle prime mover.
The torque due to resistive forces is given by equation (37). Rearranging for formulating a 
configuration equation:
D =
2t
I f
Eqn. (65)
Drive power is the power required to be transmitted to the drive shaft of the powered wheels to 
sustain traction. The equation for maximum power required for overcoming the motion 
resistances at a velocity (v) is given by:
Fdrive = T
2/7 V
I d )
( 1 0 0 - 5 ) Eqn. (66)
I p  Configuration For Trafficability - Drive Torque Based (6 Wheels)
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Fig. 2-43: Configuration for Trafficability - Drive Torque Based (Data Input)
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Thus, the configuration equation in terms of maximum available drive power can be given as:
D = 7 L Z I ( ioO -S )  Eqn. (67)
Example: Consider an ExoMars type vehicle moving on a DLR MSS-B with an available soil 
thrust of 200 N, weight of 1960 N (200 kg on Earth), with n = 6 wheels, velocity of 0.2 m/s, 
maximum available drive torque of 17 Nm per wheel, max. drive power of 31.4 W (Table 35), 
with 10% slip and overall drive efficiency of 40%. Using these values, wheel diameter can be
2x0.5x0.2x17
computed using equation (67) as: D = ------- :------ :------- = 0.27m
0.4x31.4
If the wheel dimensions ratio (D/b) is 2, then the resultant wheel width will be 0.135 m.
Discussion: From the four trafficability configuration parameters discussed in this section, 
compaction resistance and available drive power are the two most important factors affecting 
wheeled vehicles. Since compaction resistance comprises a major portion of the total motion 
resistance experienced by wheeled vehicles traversing on soft soils, it should be considered as a 
driving parameter whilst running reverse computations module. On the other hand, the maximum 
available drive power is a measure of the drive motor’s capacity to deliver drive torque to the 
wheels in order to propel the vehicle on any surface. This in turn is restricted by the available 
power budget. Hence, power in combination with compaction resistance should be considered 
during optimisation and the wheel dimensions be optimised to achieve the required trade-off 
between the two criterions.
Fig. 2-44: MobSyn -  Configuration for Trafficability - Wheel Dimensions (Results) Page
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2.8.2 Configuration for Maneuverability
Maneuverability is the capability of a roving vehicle to change its heading thereby avoiding 
obstacles to its forward motion and navigating successfully on rock-strewn terrain. In this thesis, 
only two steering schemes are investigated with application on planetary rovers i.e. skid steering 
and Ackermann steering to generate configuration equations for determining a suitable rover 
configuration for successful maneuverability on rugged terrain.
P  MobSyn - Configuration For Maneuverability ! -  f □ ]
£  MOBILITY SYNTHESIS [MobSyn] SURR€Y
Project Properties
Protect Name !ExoMar*_MobSyn
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Fig. 2-45: MobSyn -  Configuration for Maneuverability Main Options Page
2.8.2.1 Skid Steering
Equation (48) computes the vehicle footprint ratio using the wheel-soil interaction model which 
ensures that the resultant vehicle will never encounter any loss of traction whilst skid steering. 
Wong (1993) outlines another model for evaluating vehicle turning radius using the differential 
velocities and slip involved for a vehicle with known dimensions.
This can be reversed to compute the vehicle wheelbase using the involved wheel/track velocities, 
slips and turning radius.
B < 2R (1 — ) — vf (1 — ^ )
_v0( l - 0 + v ,
Where, R = Vehicle turn radius
va = Outer wheel/track velocity 
v, = Inner wheel/track velocity
s„ = Outer wheel/track slip, s, = Inner wheel/track slip
Eqn. (68)
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Fig. 2-46: MobSyn -  Configuration for Maneuverability - Skid Steering (Data Input)
Example'. For a vehicle with d = 0.4 m, b = 0.2 m, v„ = 2 m/s, v, = 1 m/s, sa = 0.1, Sj = 0.05 and R 
= 2 m, using equation (68), we get,
B <  2 x 3 x 2 [1-0.1) - 1(1 - 0 .0 5 )
2 l 0 + 1 (1-0 .05)
< 1.89m
♦  i i C- mi «n*:>h 1 or M i n e n v i f i  a b i l i t y  S-Prd i mv: -.6 Rv,. jd  W G l s J y
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Info
Whedbase is defined as the distance between the front and rear axles of a car A longer 
whedbase gives more stability, but a shorter wheelbase gives quicker tuning and better 
acceleration as the weight of the vehicle is closer to the wheds in relation to the long axis.
gave
Fig. 2-47: MobSyn - Vehicle Dimensions for Skid Steering (Results Page)
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Ideally, L/B = x =1.66 [Bekker 1969], which means that the vehicle of wheel-track 1.89 m and 
wheel width 0.2 m will have an overall footprint width of 2.1 m whereas the wheelbase will be 
3.13m and overall footprint length of 3.5 m. The larger the vehicle turn radius, the greater are the 
vehicle dimensions for successful skid steering. Using equation (68), if the vehicle dimensions are 
known, the vehicle turn radius can be computed alternately.
2.8.2.2 Ackermann Steering
Sinsle-Axis Ackermann Steerins: Equations (50 & 51) compute the vehicle turn angle using the 
turn radius and vehicle footprint dimensions. This can be reversed and rearranged to compute the 
vehicle footprint dimensions using the turn centre location and vehicle turn angle.
L = S x tan“' <5j Eqn. (69)
OR
L = (B + S ) x  tan-1 S2 Eqn. (70)
Simplifying the above equation to eliminate ‘B’ by using L/B = x, we get: 
xS  tan-1 8,
L  = ----------r r i -  Eqn. (71)
x  -  tan o2
Using the geometry in Fig. 2-35, the outer turn radius (S2) and inner turn radius (Si) can be 
computed as:
5 1 = '\Il 2 + S  2 Eqn. (72)
5 2 =  •>/ l 2 +(B  + S’)2 Eqn. (73)
Double-Axis Ackermann Steerim: Using either of the two equations (52 or 53) and rearranging, 
the vehicle wheelbase can be computed as:
L < 2(tan"‘ Eqn. (74)
L < 2(tan“1 S2 f  ^  j  Eqn. (75)
Equation (75) can be further simplified to eliminate ‘B’ as:
xR  tan-1 8,
\
Using the geometry in Fig. 2-36, the outer and inner turn radii can be given as:
L <  — Eqn.  (76)
-  tan o.
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Eqn. (77) 
Eqn. (78)
Configuration For Maneuverability - Ackermann Steering (6 Rigid W.., _ IEU
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Fig. 2-48: MobSyn -  Configuration for Maneuverability - Ackermann Steering (Data Input)
Example: For a vehicle with turn centre located at 3 m, with an outer heading of 20° and vehicle 
turn radius of 2 m (assuming x = L/B = 1.27 for ExoMars baseline vehicle).
For single axis Ackermann steering condition, using equations (69 -  73) the maximum vehicle 
dimensions can be computed as:
Wheelbase (L) = 4.8 m, Wheel Track (B) = 3 m, Inner Turn Radius (Si) = 5.66 m, Outer Turn 
Radius (S2) = 7.68 m and the Inner wheel heading (80 = 1°.
For double axis Ackermann steering condition, using equations (74 - 78) the maximum vehicle 
dimensions can be computed as:
Wheelbase (L) = 2.57 m, Wheel Track (B) = 2.02 m, Inner Turn Radius (Si) = 1.62 m, Outer Turn 
Radius (S2) = 3.27 m and the Inner wheel heading (80 = 4°.
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f|4 MobSyn - Configuration For Maneuverability (Vehicle Dimensions)
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Fig. 2-49: MobSyn -  Vehicle Dimensions for Ackermann Steering (Results Page)
Discussion: Steering a vehicle is an extremely important task and requires maximum attention 
whilst computing vehicle dimensions using reverse computations. Steering affects the obstacle 
negotiation capabilities of a vehicle and in turn affects the MFP. Technically, any vehicle can 
adapt to skid steering by using differential velocity drive to turn on the spot. However, 
Ackermann steering requires larger turning radius thereby reducing the resultant MFP. Moreover 
the single Ackermann steering is applicable only to four wheeled vehicles thereby requiring a 
double Ackermann steering for conventional six wheeled planetary rovers. Thus, it is advisable to 
adopt double-axis Ackermann steering design criteria for evaluating a safe vehicle footprint, 
which can then be optimised for achieving other mission requirements. Moreover, the above 
values are to be treated with suspicion as the resultant numbers are extremely high and should be 
thus considered as an upper limit for the allowable vehicle footprint dimensions.
2.8.3 Configuration for Terrainability
Terrainability is defined as the capability of a vehicle to negotiate surface irregularities without 
failure. It is related to slope-gradeability, which may be defined as the maximum slope that a 
vehicle can negotiate without compensating its static stability or stalling its drive motors. Slope
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gradeability for a vehicle is dependent upon a number of parameters such as the maximum soil 
thrust that can be generated from the terrain on which the vehicle is operating; applied drive 
torque and power available.
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Fig. 2-50: MobSyn -  Configuration for Terrainability (Data Input)
There are two different gradeability criteria we have adopted for further analysis and generating 
optimum configuration for a robotic roving vehicle namely, downhill greadeability and crosshill 
gradeability. Apostolopoulos [2001] has related stability of a wheeled vehicle to gravitational 
stability margin, which is the minimum distance from centre of gravity projected on the ground 
plane to the edge defined by the contact points of two wheels. If the vehicle is driving parallel to a 
downhill slope the gravitational stability margin is the margin of longitudinal stability, and if it 
drives along a cross-hill slope it is the lateral stability margin, respectively.
2.8.3.1 Downhill Gradeability
At maximum greadeability the gravitational stability margin is zero and can be estimated from co­
ordinates of the centre of gravity with respect to ground and the contact point of the wheels is 
given as [Apostolopoulos 2001]:
tan -l f ro ,) ,
7
V c g  y
,tan r (Y c c) jN
z
V  c g  y
Eqn. (79)
Where, Y Cg = Minimum distance from the centre of gravity projected on ground to the wheel- 
ground contact point
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ZCg = Height of the centre of gravity from the ground plane
Odmax = Maximum downhill slope angle
In case of an axisymmetric configuration i.e. if the projection of the centre of gravity on the 
ground co-inciding with the geometric centre of a polygon with edges as the contact points of the 
wheels, the maximum stability margin is half the wheelbase given as:
ycc = b f -  Eqn. (80)
Where, Lww > 2Z CG tan 6d max (l + S M )
2.8.3.2 Crosshill Gradeability
Crosshill gradeability comes into picture when the vehicle is travelling normal to the downhill 
slope on a loose terrain. The maximum downhill slope on which the vehicle can execute a 
crosshill traverse is given by:
0cmax= min tan-1 , tan
7v cg y
Eqn. (81)
Where, XCg = Minimum distance from the centre of gravity projected on ground to the wheel- 
ground contact point (front or rear face)
ZCg = Height of the centre of gravity from the ground plane
6cmax -  Maximum downhill slope angle for crosshill traverse
For axisymmetric configuration, the maximum stability margin is half the wheel-stance given
as: X CG = Eqn. (82)
Where, B „  > 1 Z CG tan 0ctmx (l + SM)
SM is a configuration safety margin that accounts for uncertainties like the exact location o f the
wheel-ground contact point and centre o f gravity.
Example: Consider an ExoMars type vehicle with YCGf = 0.6 m, YCGr = 0.5 m, XCGf = 0.4 m, XCGr
= 0.3 m, and Zcg = 0.4 m, (assuming x  = 1.27) using above equations:
For downhill gradeability: 6dmax = 51°, Lmin = 1.5 m and Bmin = 0.9 m
For croshill greadeability: 0cmax = 36.8°, Lmin = 1.24 m and Bmin = 0.78 m
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The maximum slope values are very high and at times unrealistic however the vehicle footprint 
dimensions very well correlate to the actual ExoMars vehicle footprint finalised at the end of the 
ExoMars Phase-A study.
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Fig. 2-51: MobSyn - Vehicle Dimensions Based on Terrainability (Results Page)
Discussion: Although gradeability is an important issue - as it will affect the slope negotiation 
capability of a vehicle, the configuration based on gradeability will be greatly affected by the 
location of the centre of gravity of the vehicle. The centre of gravity is highly influenced by the 
payload mass and the mass distribution with the payload cab. The exact centre of gravity of a 
complete vehicle can only be determined after a fully resolved vehicle design is known. It is 
advisable that the configuration for gradeability be used to optimise the vehicle footprint 
computed using the configuration for maneuverability option. However, if it is desired to position 
the centre of gravity exactly at the known postion from the front or rear of the vehicle, then the 
configuration based on gradeability factor can be used to get a first footprint which can then be 
optimised by using configuration for maneuverability option. This enables to produce a vehicle 
footprint optimised to suit the requirements due to the parametric nature of the software tool.
2.9 RoverGen: 3D Simulator
In recent terrestrial off-the-road vehicle development and acquisition, especially in the military, 
the so-called Virtual Proving Ground (VPG) simulation technology has become essential. The 
integrated environments previously available to design engineers involved sophisticated hardware 
and software involving heavy monetary penalties. The experimentation and operational costs
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associated with the use of such instruments were even more alarming. The promise of VPG is to 
lower the risk and cost in vehicle definition and design by allowing early concept characterisation 
and trade-off’s based on high fidelity numerical models without having to rely on prototyping for 
concept assessment. A similar approach is proposed for future European planetary rover 
programmes and is to be enabled by RPET - RoverGen -  a 3D simulator for RCET suite of 
analysis tools. The RMPET (forward computation) software modules provide an overview of the 
system’s capability of performing on the chosen terrain via terramechanical analysis whereas the 
simulation tool provides a complete kinematic analysis complementing the generated performance 
metrics. Fig. 2-52 outlines the data flow within the RoverGen. An overview of some of the 
commercially available analytical and simulation tools for predicting tractive performance of off- 
road vehicles has been presented in Appendix-D.
Fig. 2-52: RoverGen Data Flow
Within the RPET structure having generated the performance metrics, a critical analysis is 
performed on the data obtained from the metrics to evaluate the suitability of a candidature 
mechanism for a rover. This is then followed by generating detailed 2D drawings of the system 
components followed by a complex 3D assembly using the in-built Solidworks® CAD tool. This 
assembly is then assessed further using the RoverGen simulator powered by ADAMS® solver 
engine. The same software -  Solidworks® was also used by NASA MER rover team for 
designing the rover components from scratch upto the production line. The COSMOS analysis 
tool used for the simulations documented in this thesis was also used by the MER team to design 
and evaluate the functioning of the robotic arm on the MERs.
Complex simulations are undertaken on a variety of terrain conditions (sloped, flat, soft, hard, 
rocky, bumps, crevasses) using a pre-defined set of operating torque values depending upon the 
rover geometry and the mission requirements (Fig. 2-53). These values are also affected by the 
size of the drive motors determined from the theoretical analyses using the RMPET which in-turn 
depends upon the available power budget.
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Fig. 2-53: RoverGen -  CAD Model Interface (For Loading Rover Assembly)
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Fig. 2-54: RoverGen -  Simulation Settings Page
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The choice of rover configuration and terrain type is made in the first step followed by specifying 
the wheel-soil interaction parameters along with the operating torque acting on each wheel. The 
simulator solver engine can also be fine tuned to suit the requirements of the simulation such as 
simulation time, integrator settings, gravity, and frame settings for animation (Fig. 2-54). These 
settings are then transmitted to the solver engine for a comprehensive simulation run. The results 
can be visualised graphically or in form of spreadsheets along with an extensive report describing 
each step and results from start till the end of simulation run (Fig. 2-55). In order to achieve a 
near-realistic performance out of the simulations, it becomes extremely essential to accurately 
model the operating environment in which the rover is expected to traverse autonomously during 
the mission operations. Hence, an effort was made to ensure the consistency o f the simulated 
terrain with the required operating conditions for calibration purposes. This was achieved by 
creating an interaction model between wheel (Aluminium) and hard soil surface.
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The interaction model converts the physical properties of two materials interacting with each 
other -  in our case wheel (Aluminium) and ground (Hard Soil). The simulation engine would not 
consider inputs similar to the RMPET analytical tool i.e. in terms of Bekker theory parameters. 
The solver engine being a multi-body simulation solver - requires an interaction model to 
compute the impact parameters such as impact damping, impact stiffness and impact penetration 
along with the coefficient of friction for the surface on which the wheels are translating. In theory, 
to compute the precise values of the interaction parameters, complex dedicated experimentation is 
required which was not feasible within the scope of the study documented in this thesis. Hence, a 
detailed investigation was performed analysing the interaction parameters for interaction between 
several materials existing in the solver library. Two new soil models were added to the existing 
solver library namely, ‘Hard Soil’ and ‘DLR MSS-B’ (Table 21). The values for physical 
properties of DLR MSS-B were provided by DLR as a part of the study. The physical properties
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of terrestrial hard (compacted) surface were obtained from existing civil engineering litereature 
[Heuscher et al 2005, Wiss 1997, Bryant et al. 2005].
3D SIMULATOR MATERIAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
ID MaterialName
Density
[kg/mm3]
Stiffness
[N/mm] PoissonsRatio
YieldStress
[N/mm2]
23 Rubber (Greasy) 9.929E-07 0.616930543 0.49 0.941199986
22 Rubber (Dry) 9.929E-07 0.616930543 0.49 0.941199986
25 DLR MSS-B 1.200E-06 437.50 0.35 0.05
24 Soil (Hard) 2.000E-06 484.593 0.35 0.5
20 Acrylic 1.175E-06 245.7526295 0.35 21.00621488
19 Aluminum (Greasy) 2.76E-06 7141.463451 0.3 5.606497781
18 Aluminum (Dry) 2.76E-06 7141.463451 0.3 5.606497781
16 Steel (Dry) 7.8E-06 21417.37516 0.3 21.00621488
21 Nylon 1.387E-06 842.5243226 0.28 14.16921067
17 Steel (Greasy) 7.8E-06 21417.37516 0.28 21.00621488
Table 21: 3D Simulator (COSMOS/Motion) Material Physical Properties
Based on the comparison between the interaction parameters for various existing interaction 
models in the solver library, an effort was made to generate an interaction model between 
Aluminium (wheels) and Hard Soil (ground) using the existing civil engineering literature values 
for impact parameters. The ‘Hard Soil’ represents the hard (compacted) terrestrial surfacewith 
minimum sinkage as compared to loose sandy soils. The hard (compacted) surface was created for 
simulation as the Solero field tests were also performed on a compacted soil slope of 15° for 
calibration purposes.
Table 21 outlines the materials in the COSMOS material database with their physical properties 
and a unique material ID. The fields highlighted in grey are for Aluminium (ID: 18), Hard Soil 
(ID: 24) and DLR MSS-B (ID: 25) in Table 21. Using this ID, an interaction model can be created 
between two materials as documented in Table 22. The Hard Soil material has a bulk density of 
2000 kg/m3 and stiffness of 484.59 N/mm for compacted granular fill [Gat et al. 1988]. The 
friction coefficient for the surface has to be fed to the solver engine while specifying the nature of 
contact (3D Contact in our case) before the simulation. The value of 0.5 was adopted for pstatic for 
all the simulations performed using the ‘Hard Soil’ surface for Solero as an average value. The 
maximum friction coefficient for Solero was determined as 0.7 as provided by EPFL. The friction 
coefficient values for terrestrial robotic vehicles generally vary from 0.3 -  0.7 [ExoMars TNI]. 
However these values will be different for different wheel-terrain interaction models depending 
upon the wheel dimensions and vehicle weight (i.e. wheel loading). These values can be provided 
as an input while setting up the simulation solver.
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Wheel-Ground Interaction Model (ADAMS)
ID Mat Mat Impact
Impact
Damp­
Impact
Pene­ Static
Dyna­
mic B- M-
1 2 Stiffness ing tration Vel. Vel. Static Dynamic
62 25 18 - 0.025 0.1016 0 0.4 0.285 0.19
61 24 18 24.23 0.025 0.1 0 0.4 0.5 0.45
60 24 19 24.23 0.025 0.1 0 0.4 0.5 0.45
58 23 22 291.2322 0.0581 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.5 0.43
57 23 21 291.2322 0.0581 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.15 0.1
56 23 20 291.2322 0.0581 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.15 0.1
55 23 19 291.2322 0.0581 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.05 0.03
54 23 18 291.2322 0.0581 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.25 0.2
53 23 17 291.2322 0.0581 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.08 0.05
52 23 16 291.2322 0.0581 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.3 0.25
51 23 23 291.2322 0.0581 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.5 0.43
50 22 21 291.2322 0.0581 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.13 0.09
49 22 20 291.2322 0.0581 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.15 0.1
48 22 19 291.2322 0.0581 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.05 0.03
47 22 18 291.2322 0.0581 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.25 0.2
46 22 17 291.2322 0.0581 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.08 0.05
45 22 16 291.2322 0.0581 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.3 0.25
44 22 22 291.2322 0.0581 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.7 0.55
43 21 20 368.8446 0.1551 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.13 0.09
42 21 19 388.4451 0.1551 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.05 0.03
41 21 18 388.4451 0.1551 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.13 0.09
40 21 17 388.4451 0.1551 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.08 0.05
39 21 16 388.4451 0.1551 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.13 0.09
38 21 21 388.4451 0.1551 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.13 0.09
37 20 19 117.2640 0.0695 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.15 0.1
36 20 18 117.2640 0.0695 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.15 0.1
35 20 17 117.2462 0.0695 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.08 0.05
34 20 16 117.2462 0.0695 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.15 0.1
33 20 20 117.2640 0.0695 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.15 0.1
32 19 18 3395.669 2.8552 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.05 0.03
31 19 17 3395.669 2.8552 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.05 0.03
30 19 16 3395.669 2.8552 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.05 0.03
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29 19 19 3395.669 2.8552 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.05 0.03
28 18 17 3395.669 2.8552 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.08 0.05
27 18 16 3395.669 2.8552 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.25 0.2
26 18 18 3395.669 2.8552 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.25 0.2
25 17 16 10197.20 5.0985 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.08 0.05
20 17 17 10197.20 5.0985 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.08 0.05
19 16 16 10197.20 5.0985 0.1016 0.1016 10.16 0.3 0.25
Table 22: 3D Simulator (COSMOS/Motion) Materials Interaction Model
The fields highlighted in grey in Table 22 represent an interaction model (ID: 62) between Hard 
Soil and Aluminium whereas ID: 63 represents an interaction model between DLR MSS-B and 
Aluminium. The impact penetration is essentially the allowable sinkage o f the wheel into the 
surface. This value o f sinkage can either be the maximum allowable value for a particular mission 
or can be computed analytically for a particular wheel design using the RMPET analytical tool.
Material damping is generally attributable to the energy loss due to hysterisis perhaps caused by 
internal sliding of soil particles [Amik & Gendreau 2000]. Material damping in soil is a function 
of many parameters including soil type, moisture content and temperature. Clays tend to exhibit 
higher damping than sandy soils [Wiss 1967]. Wet sand attenuates less than dry sand because the 
pore water between sand particles carries a significant portion of compressional energy and thus 
does not subject compressional waves to as much attenuation by friction damping [Richait et al. 
1969]. The impact damping coefficient can be computed using the general equation used in 
modelling the propagation of ground vibration from point ‘a’ - va (located at distance ra from the 
source) to point ‘b’- vb (located at a distance rb from the source) as [Amik & Gendreau 2000]:
v,, -  v.
r \  
Ll
\ h j
,v{ra-rb) Eqn. (83)
Where, X = Coefficient dependent upon the type of propagation mechanism 
T  = Material Impact Damping coefficient (Nsm1)
Rearranging the above equation to output the impact damping coefficient, we get:
¥  =
1
{ra ~ rb)
log
\ / a1/A
Eqn. (84)
Theoretical radiation models based on half-space formulation are generally used for determining 
the values for X. Several commonly accepted values of X are presented below:
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Source Wave Type Measurement Point A
Point on Surface Rayleigh Surface 0.5
Point on Surface Body Surface 2
Point at Depth Body Surface 1
Point at Depth Body Surface 1
Table 23: Theoretical Geometric Attenuation Coefficient Values [From Amik & Gendreau 2000]
Most construction settings involve surface (or near-surface) sources and receivers, and Rayleigh 
wave propagation is the most common [Dowding & Charles 1996]. There are two different ways 
in which equation (83) can be fitted to the field data. First approach is to neglect damping 
coefficient and fit geometric attenuation (X) curves to field data. This is not advisable in our case 
as we are interested in computing material damping coefficient. Hence, the second approach was 
adopted which assumes Rayleigh wave propagation and fits material (impact) damping coefficient 
curves (eqn. 84) to the measured data. In this case, the value of X is set to 0.5 and the value of 
impact damping coefficient is adopted based on the soil type. Table 24 summarises the published 
values of impact damping coefficient (ig) for a unit force applied to the ground for unit time.
Investigator Soil Type
Forssblad Silty gravely sand 0.13
Richart Compact granular fill 0.025
Woods Silty fine sand 0.26
Barkan Saturated fine grain sand 0.1
Saturated fine grain sand in frozen state 0.06
Clayey soil 0.04
Saturated clay with sand and silt 0-0.12
Dalmatov et al. Sand and silts 0.026 - 0.036
Clough & Chameau Dune sand 0.026 - 0.065
Peng Soft Bangkok clay 0.026 - 0.44
Table 24: Impact Damping Coefficient Values for Different Soils
Impact damping gives us an essential capability of imparting elasticity to the surface. The values 
for impact damping were adopted from existing geological data for terrestrial hard (compact) 
surface documented in the table above (0.025 for compacted granular fill). The value for impact 
damping o f a compacted granular fill (0.025) was adopted as it closely matches the desired 
nature o f simulated terrain (hard/compacted) and also the field test terrain.
The values for Impact stiffness for hard soil were gathered from the existing civil and 
biomechanical engineering documentation. According to Robinovitch et al [1991], the impact 
stiffness of terrestrial surface varies from 24 -  75 kN/m (24 -  75 N/mm) whereas this value on
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Mars is limited to 54 N/mm [Robinovitch 1991]. He computed the impact stiffness for a Titanium 
ball joint impacting the ground which in fact is very similar to the wheel impacting the ground. 
However, the impact magnitude in our case will be minor due to the low velocity motion. 
Mathews [1993] has presented a detailed insight in the procedure adopted to determine impact 
stiffness for chalks (weak rocks). It was realised that exact value of impact stiffness (Al -  Hard 
soil) can only be determined by dedicated testing using either external strain triaxial testing or 
penetration testing [Clayton et al 1994]. For the ‘Hard Soil’ terrain interaction model, an impact 
stiffness o f 24.23 N/mm was adopted as a lower bound value. Martian impact stiffness value was 
not used as the calibration o f the tool need to be done on Earth. Once the tool has been validated 
and calibrated, the wheel-soil interaction model can be created using Martian soil properties and 
gravity conditions. This model can then be used to conduct complex rover simulations and 
accurately predict the tractive performance on Mars.
Since, the exact value of impact stiffness for DLR MSS-B was not known the interaction model 
could not be completed for incorporating into the simulations. It was confirmed by Dr. Lutz 
Richter at DLR (Germany) that dedicated experimentation would be required to accurately 
determine the interaction parameters for MSS-B. Hence, the MSS-B soil model could not be used 
for simulations. The ‘Hard Soil’ surface developed using the interaction model documented above 
was used for performing detailed simulations for SOLERO -  as a part of RCET software 
calibration test. The simulations on this hard (compacted) surface showed good correlation 
between the field test data [From EPFL] conducted on a hard (compacted) sloped surface and the 
simulation results. The offset in the results was less than 10%. This has been documented in detail 
in Chapter 3 under software validation section.
This interaction model allows a user to create a continuous link between the detailed theoretical 
analysis using the Bekker theory based RMPET tool and more detailed 3D simulations which in 
turn have a good correlation with the field test results. The sinkage values can be included within 
the simulations using the Impact Penetration parameter, the ground elasticity can be incorporated 
using the Impact Damping parameter and the motion resistance parameters and wheel elasticity 
can be visualised in form of Impact Stiffness as it is the measure of the surface to sustain impact 
and avoid failure at the wheel-ground interface.
Additionaly, a tool was also developed for generating 3D Martian terrain (MarsGen) that enables 
a user to generate a terrain using the rock size and frequency distribution pattern using the 
exponential laws formulated by Golombek and Rapp [1997]. This distribution pattern is a typical 
of Viking landing sites 1 &2 (VL1 & VL2). However, it can be suitably modified to achieve a 
relatively accurate reflection of rock distribution pattern experienced at Pathfinder landing site 
and other Mars analogue terrain. Moreover, the same exponential law can be used to generate a
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random rock distribution pattern for suitably testing a mobility concept for satisfactory obstacle 
negotiation capability.
Fig. 2-56: MarsGen -  3D Terrain with VL1 Rock Population [From: Patel et al 2004]
The software tool uses the SolidWorks® engine same as the CAD tool for generating a 3D terrain. 
The generated terrain is a representative of Martian terrain on which the rover is expected to 
move. Using this 3D terrain in RoverGen simulator, allows to generate a near-realistic 
performance metric reflecting the true capability of a rover to traverse a ‘rock-garden’ thereby 
giving a true measure of the effectiveness of the mobility/suspension subsystem. Fig. 2-56 shows 
the display window with the terrain with the rock population using VL1 distribution pattern.
Fig. 2-57: (a) ExoMars Concept-C Type Vehicle Analysed for Performance Using RPET; (b) CAD 
Model of MER Wheel Used for Performance Evaluation using RoverGen
Some of the useful properties and capabilities of RoverGen include:
(i) Design Analysis
(ii) 2D-3D transition tools
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(iii) Assembly modelling
(iv) Data Exchange (CGR, HCG, Pro-Engineer, IPT, Mechanical Desktop, PAR, CADKEY, 
IGES, STEP)
(v) Multiple Supported Standards (ANSI, DIN, ISO, GOST, JIS, GB, BSI)
(vi) Application Programming Interface (API)
(i) Mechanism Animation
(ii) Moving Interference Detection
(iii) Contact Modelling
(iv) Force Driven Motion
Discussion: The COSMOS/Motion simulation engine does not use the soil properties for the 
ground surface in the similar way as used in direct Bekker calculations. These soil properties are 
to be converted into “wheel-ground interaction parameters” and placed within the solver engine 
material interaction database using Microsoft Access manually. All the efforts have been made to 
make the soil models as precise as possible and the preliminary field tests show extremely good 
correlation between the simulation and field test data. However the level of accuracy can be 
increased and the terrain model can be optimised by performing controlled tests using the testbeds 
under development at DLR. Space Simulations Department at DLR has been active in providing 
the soil interaction parameters for the soil simulants used for hardware testing. These results could 
then be used for fine tuning the soil models within the simulator material database. Having 
established an accurate methodology to generate interaction parameters, several different soil 
models can be added to the existing soil database.
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Chapter 3
3. Software Validation: Performance
Characterisation Using Testbeds
The RPET tool after a thorough investigation was implemented as a part of the Rover Chassis 
Evaluation Tool (RCET) developed for the European Space Agency (ESA) as a part of a contract 
under the Aurora program. The tool encompasses a combination of software and hardware 
modules for a completely integral system for rover performance evaluation, a versatile tool 
applicable to all categories of planetary rovers be wheeled or tracked. It is essential to validate 
locomotion performance estimates from the software modules - RPET (RMPET, MobSyn and 
RoverGen) in laboratory conditions to validate models by hardware testing. For this purpose, 
within the scope RCET, a single wheel testbed (SWT) and a rover system-level testbed (SLT) 
have been developed at DLR (Germany). Both testbeds feature soil bins filled with appropriate 
Martian soil simulant. The main testbed purpose is to measure vehicle tractive ability (i.e. DP) on 
simulated surfaces and under controlled conditions. Investigations of obstacle negotiation 
performance as well as of soil slope climbing can be easily accommodated in the system level 
testbed by rock placements and by preparations of appropriate slopes from the soil, respectively. 
The measurements will allow not only hardware characterisation but also validation of the 
mathematical models incorporated within the software part of the tool. This task is essential 
because theoretical prediction and corresponding sizing of the locomotion subsystem is 
intrinsically difficult since a number of uncertainties are involved whenever dealing with soil-like 
materials. This chapter outlines the validation process and the importance of the developed RPET 
tool that forms the core of the RCET application.
3.1 Introduction
Reports from the system level testbed and the single wheel testbed are stored in one global 
database and in identical format as that from the 3D simulator (RoverGen). The calibration and 
verification of the tool is then done in an iterative loop. Fig. 3-2 represents the data flow structure 
and the resultant interdependencies between the RCET software tools. It is of critical importance 
to verify the suitability of the proposed rover configuration against the outlined mission
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requirements, before steeping onto the detailed investigation using the 3D CAD and simulation 
tools followed by hardware testing. Several candidature concepts are to be analysed using the 
software tools over and over again with several possible alterations to the configurations to reach 
an optimal structure that can satisfy the desired functional and structural requirements. Having 
reached an optimal configuration, the next step is to construct a 3D assembly using the in-built 
CAD tool using the stress and buckling analysis for each component to avoid any possibility of 
failure during autonomous operation on distant planetary surfaces. Having attained a stable and 
structurally sound 3D configuration, it is to be assessed for its performance on several different 
terrain configurations representative of Mars or other planetary analogue depending upon the 
mission scenario. This entire process can be visualised in Fig. 3-2 via highlighted boxes.
Fig. 3-1: RCET - Hardware Architecture and Integration
The planetary terrain can be generated using the same CAD tool (SolidWorks - Fig. 3-2) using an 
add-on tool to RPET called MarsGen (Terrain Generator - Fig. 3-2) developed at Surrey Space 
Centre. The MarsGen tool allows a user to construct a terrain representative of the planetary 
surface on which the rover is to operate during the mission lifetime or representative of the 
hardware testbed terrain to validate the software results before further analysis. The MarsGen tool 
comes with several presets namely Viking landing sites 1 & 2 (VL1, VL2), Pathfinder landing site 
(PL), MER landing sites (MER 1 & 2) and an option to create a user defined terrain using random 
distribution of rocks of various sizes ranging from 0.01 m to 1 m diameter. Using the generated 
3D terrain of desired nature, the 3D rover assembly (CAD Model - Fig. 3-2) is to be simulated 
under different operating torque and velocity conditions (3D I/F - Fig. 3-2) to reach an optimal 
motor sizing for actual rover. Moreover, the near-realistic simulations provide an in-depth insight 
into the actual operations of the locomotion system linkages and suspension characteristics 
required for a smooth and steady ride for the scientific equipment aboard the rover. The 
simulation results can be analysed further to determine the actual impact of the operating torque 
on the movement of other components i.e. yaw, pitch and roll of the rover body to avoid any
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damage to structure or equipment. Having reached a satisfactory operating torque and velocity 
conditions it becomes an easy task to select an optimal drive system i.e. motors and related 
transmission for the most efficient configuration. This is followed by selecting an optimal wheel 
configuration using the RMPET -  MobSyn (Reverse Computation Tool - Fig. 3-2) such that it 
satisfies the wheel dimensions opted for during the initial analysis phase using the RMPET -  
Forward Computation Tool to get desired performance (Fig. 3-2).
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Fig. 3-2: RCET Software Tools and Interdependencies [Highlighted Boxes - Part of Developed RPET
Software Discussed in Chapter 2]
The results of forward computations are fed to the MobSyn solver engine to reach an optimal 
wheel-configuration. This is an iterative process and often done before the actual simulation 
process. However, it is very subjective whether to use MobSyn in combination with forward 
computation to reach an optimal configuration or to go with the wheel dimensions determined to 
suit the stowage space available within the descent module. Having determined the wheel 
structure, a prototype is created for single wheel testing using a particular soil simulant depending
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upon the mission scenario. This is followed by actual prototype testing using the system level 
testbed (Testbed - Fig. 3-2) with scattered rocks and craters to investigate the obstacle negotiation 
capability of the selected mobility/suspension system. The scaled prototype testing is not valid as 
there is no linear relation to soil properties. The hardware testbeds were developed by DLR 
(Germany) and are documented in greater detail in Appendix -  E.
3.2 Software Validation Using SOLERO: (R P E T  - R o v e r G e n )
The RPET software tool was validated using the SOLERO rover developed by EPFL. This section 
outlines the procedure adopted to validate the software tool using the results available from the 
SOLERO field tests and comparing them against the results from detailed simulation runs using 
the CAD model of SOLERO rover. The simulation runs were performed using the SolidWorks 
and COSMOS/Motion in combination as the back end engine to the RPET -  RoverGen tool. The 
results were also compared with the preliminary results available from EPFL’s 2D simulator and 
the output from the DLR single wheel testbed.
3.2.1 SOLERO -  CAD Model
Rover Configuration: SOLERO 
Mass: 12 kg
C O M :  X =  356 nun
Y = 1715 nun 
Z = 2 nun
(COM Measured from centre o j Rear Wheel)
© 2005 Nildeep Patel (N Patehf/ suri ev ac uk)
Ground Projected Footprint: 0.845 x 0.66 x 0.395 (Solar Panel Height from ground = 0.326)
Simulation Mass: 12 kg 
Wheel Mass: 750 grams 
Fig. 3-3: SOLERO CAD Data
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All efforts were made to ensure that the SOLERO CAD model was a near identical match to the 
prototype at DLR in order to eliminate any redundancy in the measured values. Typical values for 
vehicle footprint and wheel dimensions were adopted from the existing data for SOLERO at 
EPFL and ESA. For purpose of simulations, the mass of the rover was set to the value of 12 kg 
although the bare bone rover with its linkages only weights much less. However the focus lies on 
simulating the behaviour of a flight ready model on a variety of terrain using 3D simulator. All 
the simulations were run using this assembly weighting 12 kg under two different operating 
conditions:
(a) A constant operating torque acting on each wheel without any speed control
(b) A constant wheel translational velocity of 0.05 m/s without any torque control
The simulations were run with a constant translation velocity in order to ensure a direct 
comparison of the simulation results with the EPFL 2D simulator tool. This is attributed to the 
limitation of the 2D simulator to conduct simulations with constant operating torque.
Fig. 3-4: SOLERO on a Sloped Surface (15° inclination)
Fig. 3-4 represents the sloped test surface (hard surface) used for conducting simulation runs for 
evaluating the minimum torque requirements for SOLERO to overcome the slope without 
slipping back downhill. This surface was used in order to compare the simulation results with 
existing SOLERO field trial data for tests carried out on a hard surface with a 15° slope. The 
surface comprises of an initial flat strip (rover start up area) measuring 3 m x 3 m followed by a 5 
m long (3 m wide) strip of 15° inclined surface leading to the rover rest area measuring 3 m x 3 m. 
For all simulations the rover starts the simulation run from the rover start-up area and gain 
sufficient speed before coming in contact with the sloped part. This allows the rover to have a 
smooth transition from flat to inclined surface. This allows investigation of the effect of change in 
surface orientation when the rover heads up the slope. Simulations were conducted with an array
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of operating torque values starting from a minimum value incrementing until the rover is capable 
of overcoming the sloped surface successfully.
3.2.2 Constant Operating Torque Condition
Under this criterion, the simulations are conducted with constant operating torque acting on each 
wheel of the rover assembly. Once the simulation starts, there is no control over the rover motion. 
This allows to visualise the behaviour of a mobility system under impact conditions and allows 
the estimation of velocities that can be reached with a particular mass of a rover serving to be an 
index for chassis performance comparison. Moreover the constant operating torque allows 
judging the suitability of an operating torque value whilst negotiating a specific terrain. For 
instance if the operating torque is too high whilst negotiating a flat terrain, it might not pose any 
problem for the vehicle as it is able to rove at quicker speeds without any obstacles. However this 
might not be the case when the rover is moving over a rock laden surface as this will result in a 
very uneasy ride and due to the impact of the wheels with obstacles at high speeds, there is a 
greater displacement of the wheels and the attached linkages making the rover to fly off the 
surface or disintegrate indicating part failure. This calls for lower operating torque values 
however too low a torque might not allow the rover to sufficiently negotiate a rock obstacle or a 
sloped surface. This data from the simulations allow to size the drive motors required and the 
resultant power consumption for the rover under investigation.
Fig. 3-5: SOLERO without Solar Panel
The minimum value of operating torque required by a particular rover to overcome a slope or an 
obstacle represented by a rock/step/crevasse is an essential input to the 2D simulator. This data 
then can be co-related and models/tools can be validated.
3.2.3 Constant Wheel Velocity Condition
This condition is exactly the opposite of the ‘Constant Operating Torque’ condition. In this case, 
the vehicle is subjected to constraint that allows the wheels to have a specified constant translating
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velocity whilst moving on the specified surface. Once the simulation is started, there is no control 
over the motion of the rover and it stops either when it reaches the end of the surface or the end of 
specified simulation time whichever is first. This allows the user to identify suitable operating 
velocities for the rover whilst negotiating a particular terrain. Certain velocities might be too high 
and might cause a bumpy ride thereby damaging the chassis or the onboard instruments. On the 
other hand certain velocities might be too slow and cause a waste of time and energy whilst 
traversing an easy terrain. The operating velocities vary depending upon the complexity of the 
operating terrain and the nature of the obstacles to be negotiated or circumnavigated. Moreover 
the chassis configuration also influences the operating velocities. All these factors can be 
visualised by simulating a rover at a constant operating velocity. Moreover, from the motion 
generators, the force required to sustain a constant velocity motion can be identified along with 
the suitable value of operating torque. This again complements the data available from the 
constant operating torque simulations.
The rover is set to start on the flat strip to ensure that all the wheels are in contact with the ground 
at the instant of starting the simulation. If this is not the case, there are chances of error messages 
flagging indicating the simulation failure due to the inherent singularity in solving the equations 
of motion. This can be avoided by ensuring that all the wheels are in contact with ground at the 
time of starting the simulation run (Fig. 3-6). The contact between the wheels and ground is set to 
be “3D Contact” as it allows the wheel to loose contact with ground during simulation in reaction 
to an impact with an obstacle. This is extremely essential if the surface used for simulation has 
irregularities on the surface. We have used ‘Aluminium’ for wheels and ‘Hard Soil Surface’ 
(Table 21) for ground.
Fig. 3-6: SOLERO on the Rover Start-Up Area
This is then followed by sizing the motors i.e. setting a constant operating torque on wheels to 
create motion in the desired direction by selecting the direction of the moment. The simulation 
time and the integrator settings can be customised to suit the need for simulation. For this study,
3.2.4 Simulation Set-UP
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the operating torque is varied from 100 Nmm per wheel to 500 Nmm per wheel with increments 
of 100 Nmm. The simulation run lasted approximately 6 minutes in real time however it took 
longer than that to complete on a workstation due to the nature of the complexity involved with 
the 3D CAD designs.
On the other hand, if it is required to run a constant velocity simulation, the motion generators are 
to be specified, for each wheel that will allow constraining the wheels for executing only a 
constant velocity motion. This is followed by specifying the direction of motion and setting a 
constant velocity value. For the validation purpose, the rover was simulated using 0.05 m/s 
constant velocity for traversing the obstacle free surface documented earlier. These simulations 
are slightly quicker as compared to the constant operating torque simulations.
The simulation time and the integrator settings can be customised to suit the need for simulation. 
Also the desired accuracy level can be adjusted to balance the simulation time. The lower the 
accuracy level, the quicker the simulations and vice versa. The simulation times can also be 
reduced dramatically by simplifying the CAD models however at the expense of accuracy of 
simulated results.
3.2.5 Simulation Results: 4C o n s ta n t  O p e r a t in g  T o r q u e ’
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Fig. 3-7: SOLERO Wheel Velocity (a) Front Wheel; (b) Rear wheel
First simulation for SOLERO was performed with an operating torque value of 500 Nmm per 
wheel which was found to be too high as the rover was bouncing when approaching the flat 
surface, followed by the steep slope of 15°. Hence, the operating torque values were ought to 
begin from 100 Nmm per wheel in increments of 100 Nmm until a suitable value was identified 
for safe rover navigation on the test surface. After performing several simulations, it was noticed 
that an operating torque of 300 Nmm was sufficient to allow the rover to overcome the slope on 
the test surface. An operating torque of 250 Nmm was also adopted however was deemed 
insufficient as the rover slid back from half way up the slope as there was not sufficient energy to 
propel it upwards.
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Fig. 3-8: SOLERO Wheel Velocity (a) Left Wheels; (b) Right Wheels
Figures (Fig. 3-7 & Fig. 3-8) represent the plots for translational velocity component for all six 
wheels. Fig. 3-7(a) shows the plot for front wheel whereas Fig. 3-7(b) represents velocity plot for 
rear wheel. The plots look identical due to the scaling - the front and rear wheels will pass a 
marker point within l/6th of a second and even quicker for the middle wheels due to high resultant 
velocities under constant wheel torque. The following points can be concluded from these plots:
• The maximum velocity that was attained by the vehicle at any time during the simulation 
whilst moving up the slope was approximately 3 m/s for a fraction of time whilst the rover 
was on the flat surface.
• The sharp peak is the point of simulation when the wheel comes in contact with the ridge
marking the beginning of the sloped part of the test surface.
• After this stage, gradually the velocity drops as motion resistance due to gravity i.e.
gravitational resistance increases and more work/energy is spent in overcoming the motion 
resistance i.e. by expending more torque as compared to the flat surface. This is represented 
by the gradual but consistent drop in the velocity chart until the point at approximately 4.5 
seconds into the simulation time when it becomes minimal (1 m/s).
• At this point the rover has reached the top of the sloped part and is now coming in contact 
with the flat portion at the top of the sloped surface.
• From this point onwards the velocity values again start increasing due to very little motion 
resistance as the component due to slope has been eliminated. This is represented by the 
near identical incremental pattern as on the initial flat start-up strip.
• The velocity keeps increasing until the rover reaches the end of the flat strip at 5.75 seconds 
when the simulation has to be stopped or else the rover will fall off the surface due to 
inherent gravity.
• A similar trend is also displayed by the left and the right wheels indicating a good
correlation with the fact that there is almost an identical load distribution on each wheel 
(Fig. 3-8). The slight variation in velocity values in the plots for all wheels can be attributed
to the variation in wheel loads during the motion of the rover over the slope.
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Fig. 3-9: SOLERO Front Wheel Kinetic Energy (r = 0.3 Nm/Wheel)
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Fig. 3-10: SOLERO Rear Wheel Kinetic Energy (r = 0.3 Nm/Wheel)
A vehicle moves on the surface due to a net pulling force (Drawbar Pull) which is the difference 
between the achieved soil thrust and the motion resistances. This is the force responsible for the 
motion of the rover. This force is generated by the torque provided by the drive motors to the 
wheels through the drive axles. This force can be translated to the Kinetic Energy (KE) of the 
vehicle which may be defined as “the energy gained by a body by the virtue of its motion”. The 
K.E. is generally represented by an expression governed by mass and resultant velocity. For a 
given mass, KE is directly proportional to the square of the velocity.
Fig. 3-9 and Fig. 3-10 represent the plots for KE for SOLERO front and rear wheels for an 
operating torque (x) of 300 Nmm per wheel. The following points were observed from the plots in 
Fig. 3-9 and Fig. 3-10:
• The KE increases as the rover accelerates on the flat start-up strip until the point when the 
wheels come in contact with the ridge marking the beginning of the sloped area. This is 
marked by the peak (5 Nm) at approximately 1.6 seconds.
• Then as the rover climbs the slope overcoming the gravitational motion resistance, the 
rover decelerates and hence a fall in KE until the rover reaches the end of slope at 4.5 
seconds. At this point of time, the KE is minimum (0.5 Nm) barely sufficient to keep the 
rover moving. If the slope is longer than 5 m then it might even be insufficient.
• At this point the rover has reached the top of the sloped surface and continues its motion on 
the flat strip accelerating once again repeating the incremental pattern at the start of the 
simulation until the simulation is stopped at 6 seconds.
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Fig. 3-11: SOLERO Front Wheel Kinetic Energy (r = 0.25 Nm/Wheel)
Fig. 3-12: SOLERO Rear Wheel Kinetic Energy ( t  = 0.25 Nm/Wheel)
Fig. 3-11 and Fig. 3-12 represent the plots for KE for the same rover but with an operating torque 
(x) of 250 Nmm acting on each wheel. From the above two plots it can be visualised that the KE 
value becomes zero (‘0’) at 4.6 seconds meaning there is no velocity i.e. rover is stationary. This 
is due to the fact that at this point as there is not sufficient torque to generate positive drawbar pull 
(DP) to propel the rover upwards. This causes the motors to stop and the rover rolls back down 
the slope which is shown by the increase in velocity and hence the KE. However the trend is 
different as it is moving backwards downhill. This continues until the rover becomes stationary at 
the start-up position at 7.25 seconds.
It was observed that 250 Nmm (0.25 Nm) torque acting on each wheel was not sufficient to propel 
the rover up the slope of 5 m in length (nearly 6 times the vehicle length). Hence a simulation 
with i  = 300 Nmm (0.3 Nm) was adopted as a minimal value of the required operating torque for 
a sloped surface with 15° inclination and length of 5 m. If the length of the same sloped surface is 
to be increased, even the 300 Nmm torque might render itself insufficient to maintain motion on 
the rover.
3.2.6 Simulation Results: C o n s ta n t  W h e e l  T r a n s la t io n  V e lo c i ty
The first simulation for SOLERO under a constant velocity environment was performed with a 
velocity of 100 mm/s (0.1 m/s) which was found to be too high as the rover was bouncing when 
approaching sloped surface (15°) following the flat start up surface. Hence, the operating velocity
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value was set to 50 mm/s (0.05 m/s) which still caused a slight impact at the change of surface 
orientation. However it was identified for safe simulation on the test surface. It was noticed that if 
the rover was allowed to start moving with the operating velocity of 0.05 m/s directly it created a 
slight jerk similar to a wheelie hence, it was decided to create a stepwise increment of velocity 
from 0 to 0.05 m/s spread over the first 10 seconds of the simulation time. This smoothly 
increases the operating velocity from 0 to final value and then remains constant until the end of 
the simulation. The simulation was run for 100 seconds of simulation time (Fig. 3-13, Fig. 3-14). 
However it took longer than that to simulate it on a computer with following specification: DELL 
P4 3.1GHz Processor with 750 MB RAM.
Fig. 3-13: Translational Velocity (a) Rear Wheel; (b) Front Wheel
The above plots demonstrate the evidence of SOLERO running at a constant wheel translational 
velocity of 0.05 m/s. Fig. 3-13(a) represents the velocity plot for rear wheel whereas Fig. 3-13(b) 
represents the velocity plot for front wheel. The initial jerk phenomenon can be visualised as the 
sharp peak at the beginning of the plot at 1-2 seconds. Then the velocity smoothing step can be 
starts and the velocity gradually increases until 5 seconds thenafter remains constant throughout 
the duration of the simulation. Fig. 3-14 demonstrates the velocity plots for middle wheels.
Fig. 3-15 shows the plots for the resultant drive force from the constant velocity motion generator 
for front and rear wheels, respectively. The sudden increase in the force value from a constant 
value of 200 N can be seen at approximately 40 seconds into the simulation time. The sudden
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increase is seen at a point when the wheels come in contact with the change in surface orientation 
from flat to 15° slope. The plots show that the front wheels come in contact with the slope at 
approximately 37 seconds followed by the rear wheels at 40 seconds into the simulation time.
Fig. 3-15: Drive Force (a) Front Wheel; (b) Rear Wheel
Fig. 3-16: Mechanical Power/Torque Required for Sustaining Motion
Fig. 3-16 demonstrates the mechanical power/torque profile for the motion generator creating a 
constant velocity motion for the wheels i.e. drive motors. It can be seen from the plot that the peak 
value of operating torque is 0.320 Nm per wheel for a simulation time of 100 seconds on a slope 
of 15° inclination. The torque required for sustaining a constant velocity motion on a flat surface 
is 0.15 Nm per wheel. It was noticed from the constant torque simulation that the minimum 
operating torque for taking the rover over the sloped surface was found to be 0.3 Nm per wheel. 
This shows that a very good co-relation exists between the results obtained from both cases.
Fig. 3-17 shows the plot for the reaction force of the spring mounted on the front fork of Solero.
It was observed from the constant velocity simulation that the centre of mass velocity of 0.05 m/s 
was creating a power/torque requirement of 0.32 Nm per wheel for negotiating the sloped surface 
of 15°. This was found to be a very close result to the one obtained from simulations under 
constant operating torque condition. A constant operating torque simulation gives a greater 
insight into the operating capabilities of a rover by demonstrating a point of sliding back on the 
sloped surface or a point of loss of contact due to high resultant velocities. However, a 
combination of simulations under both operating conditions will enable a user to gain a complete 
and detailed insight into the operational capabilities of the rover mobility mechanism.
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Fig. 3-17: Front Fork Spring Reaction Force
3.3 Software Validation: C o m p a r is o n  w ith  2 D  S im u la t io n  R e s u l t s
Due to the nature of the parameters involved with 2D and 3D simulators and a great variation in 
individual outputs it is not trivial to make direct comparison between the results from the two 
tools. Some of the inputs to the 3D simulator (e.g.: p, operating torque) might be an output from 
the 2D simulator and some of the outputs from the 3D simulator (e.g.: velocity) might be an input 
to the 2D simulator. The process of validating both the tools whilst using the near-identical 
SOLERO models is detailed in this section. Fig. 3-18 shows the 2D SOLERO model used by 
EPFL in 2D simulator for validation. It is identical in dimensions to the 3D CAD model discussed 
earlier and the prototype at DLR for hardware testing in order to allow direct comparison between 
the results from all three tools.
Fig. 3-18: SOLERO -  2D Model Used at EPFL
A 2D terrain similar to the one used by 3D simulator (RoverGen) discussed earlier in this chapter 
was created to be used for 2D simulations (Fig. 3-19). However, the slope in 2D terrain was only 
lm long as compared to the 5m long slope in the 3D terrain. The 2D simulator requires the 
coefficient of friction (p) and wheel velocity as an input to conduct a simulation run. This will 
allow the simulation engine to compute the essential torque to sustain the motion on the reference 
terrain. This condition is identical to the ‘constant velocity’ condition of the 3D simulator.
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Fig. 3-19: Terrain Used by 2D Simulator for SOLERO
The output from the 2D simulations will be in terms of minimum torque required for propelling 
the rover over the simulated terrain. This can be compared directly to the results from the 3D 
constant velocity simulations. Moreover, the output torque is also an essential input to the 3D 
simulator under ‘constant operating torque’ condition. Hence, the computed torque can also be 
verified by running the rover over the same terrain under a constant torque computed by the 2D 
simulator or 3D 'constant velocity ’ simulation. Fig. 3-20 shows the 2D simulation screenshots.
Fig. 3-20: 2D Simulation Screenshots
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Using the above 2D model of SOLERO, several simulation runs were conducted at EPFL to 
enable a satisfactory comparison between the two software tools. These simulation runs were 
performed under ‘constant wheel velocity’ condition to evaluate a suitable and safe speed for 
SOLERO whilst traversing on the reference terrain. The following points were noticed from the 
results comparison between the 2D and 3D simulations:
• The results indicated that the safe speed for SOLERO was close to 0.045 m/s (45 mm/s) -  
a result nearly identical to the one obtained from 3D simulator of 0.05 m/s (50 mm/s) 
under ‘constant velocity’ condition.
• The output torque determined by the 2D simulator for safe motion was 0.27 Nm per 
wheel an identical result to the one from the 3D simulator.
• Moreover, the 3D simulator computed the resultant torque to sustain a constant velocity 
motion of 0.05 m/s as 0.3 Nm per wheel complementing the output from the 2D simulator 
and 3D ‘constant operating torque ’ simulation.
It was concluded from the results of 2D and 3D simulators that a very good co-relation exists 
between the results obtained from both the software tools. Minor variation between the results 
from the two tools can be attributed to the variations in the level of model complexity along with 
the level of accuracy desired for simulation results.
3.4 Software Validation: C o m p a r is o n  w ith  S O L E R O  F ie ld  T e s t  R e s u l t s
Having established that a good correlation exists between the two software tools, it was decided to 
compare the results from the 3D simulator (RoverGen) with the SOLERO field test data at EPFL 
conducted using an identical prototype SOLERO-B. Fig. 3-21 represents the graphical 
comparison between the 3D simulation results and the SOLERO -  B field test results conducted 
on a hard soiled sloped surface with 15° ground inclination as documented in Table 25.
Fig. 3-21: SOLERO - 3D Simulation Result v/s Field Test Results
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SOLERO Field Test Data
Pitch Power Speed(Encoder Mean Torque Back Wheel Torque Front Wheel Torque
(deg) (W) Units) (Nm) (Nm) (Nm)
16 30.52 1 0.306013867 0.345944064 0.276755251
15 31.03 3 0.311127467 0.331794432 0.299394662
15 33.39 5.5 0.3347904 0.360093696 0.333353779
16 34.23 3 0.3432128 0.38839296 0.333353779
16 33.48 4.5 0.3356928 0.38839296 0.322034074
16 33.06 3.5 0.3314816 0.374243328 0.310714368
15 30.52 5.5 0.306013867 0.345944064 0.299394662
16 33.43 5 0.335191467 0.374243328 0.344673485
16 32.92 4.5 0.330077867 0.38839296 0.333353779
17 30.94 5.5 0.310225067 0.360093696 0.310714368
16 30.7 6 0.307818667 0.345944064 0.333353779
16 31.36 6 0.314436267 0.374243328 0.344673485
16 31.41 7 0.3149376 0.38839296 0.333353779
16 30.94 6.5 0.310225067 0.360093696 0.344673485
16 30.56 8 0.306414933 0.360093696 0.333353779
16 30.94 9.5 0.310225067 0.360093696 0.333353779
16 30.75 9.5 0.30832 0.360093696 0.322034074
17 30.94 11 0.310225067 0.360093696 0.344673485
16 30 11 0.3008 0.360093696 0.310714368
16 30.75 11.5 0.30832 0.360093696 0.322034074
16 30.14 11 0.302203733 0.345944064 0.333353779
16 30.75 11 0.30832 0.360093696 0.35599319
16 30.56 11 0.306414933 0.360093696 0.333353779
16 30.94 12 0.310225067 0.360093696 0.333353779
16 29.95 11.5 0.300298667 0.345944064 0.322034074
16 30.7 10 0.307818667 0.402542592 0.333353779
16 30.75 10 0.30832 0.416692224 0.310714368
15 29.9 9 0.299797333 0.38839296 0.322034074
16 31.36 8.5 0.314436267 0.430841856 0.333353779
16 30.09 7 0.3017024 0.38839296 0.310714368
15 29.53 6 0.296087467 0.38839296 0.299394662
16 30.66 3.5 0.3074176 0.38839296 0.333353779
16 31.83 4 0.3191488 0.402542592 0.344673485
15 31.74 2 0.3182464 0.430841856 0.333353779
Table 25: SOLERO-B Field Test Data Sheet [Credits: EPFL]
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SOLERO Simulation Results -  Variance Analysis
Mean Torque (Nm) Variance Mean Simulation 
Results 
% ErrorField Test Values 3D Sim. Values (Sim. -  FT) Variance
0.306013867 0.32 0.013986 4.37
0.311127467 0.32 0.008873 2.77
0.3347904 0.32 -0.01479 4.62
0.3432128 0.32 -0.02321 7.25
0.3356928 0.32 -0.01569 4.9
0.3314816 0.32 -0.01148 3.58
0.306013867 0.32 0.013986 4.37
0.335191467 0.32 -0.01519 4.74
0.330077867 0.32 -0.01008 3.14
0.310225067 0.32 0.009775 3.05
0.307818667 0.32 0.012181 3.8
0.314436267 0.32 0.005564 1.73
0.3149376 0.32 0.005062
0.00787
1.58
0.310225067 0.32 0.009775 3.05
0.306414933 0.32 0.013585 4.24
0.310225067 0.32 0.009775 3.05
0.30832 0.32 0.01168 3.65
0.310225067 0.32 0.009775 3.05
0.3008 0.32 0.0192 6
0.30832 0.32 0.01168 3.65
0.302203733 0.32 0.017796 5.56
0.30832 0.32 0.01168 3.65
0.306414933 0.32 0.013585 4.24
0.310225067 0.32 0.009775 3.05
0.300298667 0.32 0.019701 6.15
0.307818667 0.32 0.012181 3.8
0.30832 0.32 0.01168 3.65
0.299797333 0.32 0.020203 6.31
0.314436267 0.32 0.005564 1.73
0.3017024 0.32 0.018298 5.71
0.296087467 0.32 0.023913 7.47
0.3074176 0.32 0.012582 3.93
0.3191488 0.32 0.000851 0.26
0.3182464 0.32 0.001754 0.54
Table 26: SOLERO -  Simulation Results (Variance/Error Analysis)
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There are three different torque values specified for each test run -  Front Wheel Torque, Rear 
Wheel Torque and the Mean Torque for all six wheels. However, in the simulations in order to 
satisfy the ‘constant operating torque’ condition, a constant value was adopted for each wheel. It 
can be seen from the ‘Mean Torque’ column in Table 25 that for all test runs, the mean torque is 
approximately 0.3 Nm. This is a near identical match to the results from the 3D simulator 
(RoverGen). The velocity values presented in Table 25 are in terms of encoder units and were 
provided by EPFL where the field trials for SOLERO-B were performed. It was not possible at 
the time of writing this thesis to convert the velocity values from encoder units to SI units due to 
the conversion data being unavailable from EPFL. Table 26 shows the variance analysis to 
estimate the mean and maximum variance between the simulation and field trial results. It was 
noticed from the above table that the maximum variance for any test run between the measured 
torque (during field trials) and estimated torque (using simulations) was 7.5%. This shows a good 
co-relation between the two values as demonstrated by the plot in Fig. 3-21.
The power consumption is computed using the measured torque values and the Maxon motors 
datasheet along with an estimation of the total efficiency (40% = 59% gearbox * 
-  80% motor * 90% wheel). The speed column indicates the speed values read directly from the 
encoder onboard the Solero-B rover. The data from EPFL did not indicate the method of 
measuring the velocity or torque values and the since most common method to determine the 
output torque is by measuring the input current draw at the motor-drive interface, it has been 
assumed so in this case. Since there are considerable losses in the process, the measured torque 
values are bound to suffer from measurement error. The nature and extent of this error although 
small cannot be accurately determined due to the lack of data from EPFL where the test runs were 
performed. Nevertheless, the results from field tests and 3D simulator are very closely laid as 
evident from the resuts plot (Fig. 3-21).
3.5 Conclusion
The RPET tool, analytical and simulation were used extensively over the period of past three 
years for conducting successful rover performance analyses for planetary rover design. The 
RMPET (Forward Computation, MFP and GP indices) tool was used extensively for computing 
the mobility performance parameters, assessing mean free path values and computing ground 
pressure indices for several mobility concepts whether a micro-rover or a mini-rover. These 
analytical results were extremely well complemented by simulation tool RoverGen to enable a 
realistic visualisation of performance of a robotic vehicle on an off-road type terrain typically 
representative of Mars or Moon. However, it was extremely critical to analyse these results in the
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context of laboratory testing to establish a co-relation between the analytical, simulation and 
actual prototype test result values.
Several simulations using the SOLERO CAD model were performed under two different 
operating conditions -  constant velocity and constant torque. After a careful consideration of the 
resultant velocities and the required operating torque values for successful navigation of the test 
terrain from the 3D simulator several points can be concluded from the study outlined in this 
chapter:
• On comparing the velocity and torque values from 3D simulator with that from 2D 
simulator, it was noticed that the results were very close (accuracy: 95%).
• Moreover, the results were also very much inline with the recent trends observed on Mars 
by the Mars Pathfinder Rover -  Sojourner which was nearly the same mass as that of 
SOLERO and had an operating torque of 0.3-0.5 Nm per wheel for rough terrain 
including slopes and a full operating torque of 1.0918 Nm per wheel for fastest navigation 
on a flat terrain free of obstacles. These numbers are very much alike the results obtained 
from the simulation run involving SOLERO on a hard terrestrial surface model.
• This was also verified by running a constant velocity simulation at 0.05 m/s that required 
an operating torque of 0.32 Nm per wheel.
• The results from the field test carried out using the identical SOLERO prototype also had 
the measured mean torque values of 0.29 -  0.33 Nm for a test on a hard 15° sloped 
surface. Hence, it can be said that a good correlation exists between the results obtained 
and real field test data.
• Although the results are very well complemented by the field test data, the exact accuracy 
can only be determined by comparing the simulation results with the controlled system 
level tests to be conducted at DLR. It is anticipated that these hardware tests shall be 
conducted soon and the results be made available within the team for further validation 
and fine-tuning of the software modules.
It can be concluded that there exists an extremely good correlation between the three results 
datasets namely - analytical performance metric, simulation performance metric and the scaled 
prototype test results. The errors encountered can be attributed to the experimental and manual 
errors in measurement recording. A system with an error factor o f 0.1 is an extremely good result 
achieved within the scope and duration o f this study.
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Chapter 4
RPET Case Study: ESA ExoMars Rover Chassis Analysis
4 .  Application of RPET -  A Case Study: ESA 
ExoMars Phase-A Study for Rover 
Chassis Analysis
ExoMars (2009) mission is the first ESA - Aurora flagship. The mission will exhibit Europe’s 
capability to land a large spacecraft on surface of Mars and perform in-situ analysis of the 
available resources to investigate any possible sources of extinct or extant life forms. The rover 
will obtain samples from down to 2-m depth, as well as from surface rocks, to conduct detailed 
analysis of the extracted specimens. These results will then be transmited to an orbiting satellite 
for transmission to Earth. As a part of the Phase-A study, a complete and detailed rover chassis 
analysis was undertaken using the analytical and simulation tools of the RPET. This chapter 
describes the methodology adopted for generating performance metrics and subsequent ranking of 
the chosen concepts on the merits of their individual performance over a variety of operating 
conditions.
4.1 Introduction
With the current focus set on detailed investigation of the Martian surface, it has been noticed that 
the current fleet of autonomous robotic explorers is facing a serious problem represented by 
highly hostile terrain. The uncertainty and unknown nature of the Martian terrain led the past 
Mars mission rovers Sojourner (1997) and MER (2003-4) to traverse distance much less than their 
anticipated daily travel. This calls for a systematic investigation into the mobility/suspension 
systems for the Mars robotic rovers. The ExoMars project is the first Flagship mission of the 
ESA/AURORA program. The search for life on Mars constitutes primary scientific objective of 
ExoMars, but given the uncertainty about the presence of life signs, the payload will also address 
objectives concerning the evolution of the planet and its atmosphere, and the survey of its 
environment, in view of future human explorations. The rover will be able to obtain samples from 
down to 2-m depth, as well as from surface rocks, to conduct detailed analysis of the extracted 
specimens, and transmit all the results to an orbiting satellite for transmission to Earth (Fig. 4-1).
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Also included in the scientific suite will be Mars environmental instruments to study meteorology, 
dust transportation, radiation environment and electric fields. A comprehensive imaging package 
will enable detailed surveys of the local area and support the navigation system.
Travel to next site 
(Locomotion & Navigation)
Target site selection 
(Pan Cam)
Subsurface sample 
acquisition 
(Drill)
Subsurface sounder 
experiments 
(GPR)
Subsurface sounder 
experiments 
(Permittivity Probes)
Possible additional 
sample acquisition 
(Corer/Grinder)
Sample
preparation
(SPHS)
Data return to Earth 
while traveling to next site 
(Communications)
Experiment measurements 
(Pasteur Package)
Fig. 4-1: The Rover Experiment Cycle Sequence [Credits: EADS -  Astrium]
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As a part of Phase-A study, 5 different mobility system concepts were investigated, one of which 
can be deployed on the ExoMars rover. It is known that the mobility system for unmanned robotic 
planetary exploration vehicles is the backbone of robotic planetary exploration. Sojourner and 
MER rovers were required to negotiate notoriously difficult terrain. The study here assesses the 
suitability of various wheeled mobility systems that can be deployed on a mini-rover category 
vehicle i.e. having mass within the range of 200-250 kg. The wheeled concepts investigated were 
the RCL concept C, D and E developed for ESA by the Rover Corporation Limited (RCL - 
Russia) along with the US rocker-bogie suspension and the EPFL -  Crab rover with double bogie 
parallel suspension. Each of these rover concepts was assessed for optimal mobility under 
identical sets of simulation parameters to draw up a performance metric giving a broad picture of 
their suitability for operating autonomously on Mars. The prime focus was on generating a 
performance metric that ranked each individual mobility system on the merits of performance and 
system level complexity using the analytical results obtained from the RPET -  RMPET, MFP and 
GP modules. This performance metric will also complemented by the one generated using the 
RPET -  RoverGen simulation tool. Finally, the baseline concept will have to be moulded into a 
scaled prototype and subjected to a series of hardware tests using the RCET Single Wheel Testbed 
(SWT) and System Level Testbed (SLT) documented in detail in Chapter 3. In order to achieve a 
total comparison between wheeled and tracked concepts, ELMS was also included in the Bekker 
analysis, however no simulations for ELMS (mini-rover) or any other tracked vehicle were 
performed.
4.2 Chassis Configuration
General chassis configuration aspects deal with the structural concept of the rover body and the 
basic arrangement of the the wheels. All the concepts investigated (Table 27) have the following 
characteristics:
• A rigid body without articulation capabilities in order to allow for the accommodation of 
a larger payload facility and to provide a platform with maximum stability for drilling 
operations
• A six wheeled vehicle chassis in a two track configuration
• A discrete frame linking the suspension system on both sides and carrying the payload as 
well as the support subsystems of the rover
Only wheeled vehicles with six rigid wheels were investigated during the ExoMars Phase A study 
and documented herein. This is due to the fact that four-wheeled vehicles have lower drawbar pull 
and hence lower obstacle/slope negotiating capability as compared to six-wheeled vehicles or
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tracked vehicles [Chapter 5, Section 5.3]. The four-wheeled chassis concepts are excluded a-priori 
for two major reasons:
(i) The number of wheels in a mobility configuration directly drives the tractive performance 
of a vehicle since the attainable drawbar pull scales per wheel. This represents a basic 
advantage in principle for larger wheel numbers. For peculiar locomotion situations, in 
particular driving on slopes with drift material with inclinations above 20° (as required), 
tractive locomotion performance will be critical. This is the reason why 4-wheeled 
concepts as compared to 6-wheeled concepts are not retained for further consideration for 
the baseline, confirming the results from earlier studies on micro-rovers documented in 
Chapter 5 of this thesis. However this was not the governing factor in ruling out the 4 
wheeled vehicles, the decision being governed by the second factor as mentioned below.
(ii) Similarly, the performance for climbing on obstacles also increases with the number of 
wheels. A higher number of wheels allow implementing lever mechanisms that smooth 
the chassis movement and, in particular, the shift of centre of mass, which will translate to 
power or propulsion torque needs on the wheels level. Furthermore, a higher number of 
wheels better suit the implementation of a load averaging chassis design, which in turn 
allows the use of attainable wheel torque in terms of traction capability most efficiently.
As another option, tracked concepts were also ruled out of the performance analysis for two basic 
reasons:
(i) Given the power constraints of the rover, special emphasis has been made to the power 
efficiency of the locomotion system. In this respect, a properly designed wheel chassis 
has the best potential in order to minimise power needs considering the model terrain. 
More specifically, the characteristic advantages of tracked mobility systems which are 
high traction performance for small vehicle sizes, good locomotion performance in fluffy 
and humid terrain, are not seen to overrule the mass and power penalties attributed to this 
type of technology.
(ii) The pre-requisite for the ExoMars rover calls for an approach that is technologically 
mature and one that allows for an implementation with minimum technological risk. This 
also favours the wheeled approach in contrast to the tracked one.
However, it seems appropriate to include the ELMS concept within the analytical analysis phase 
to enable a just and complete performance metric -  one representative of true mini-rover class 
vehicles.
Table 27 tabulates all the vehicle concepts considered within the scope of this study for both 
kinematic and Bekker analyses.
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Table 27: Suspension Concepts Climbing Step Obstacle
4.3 Performance Metric: Using Analytical Results
The design parameters for reference vehicle used for traction analysis are given in Table 32. For 
this reference design we have determined the ground pressure indices (Table 28), the drawbar pull 
and the limiting soil slope climbing capability on a number of different soils as may be found on 
the surface of Mars (Table 31 &Table 33). Soils considered for the analyses include those of the 
Viking, Pathfinder and MER-B landing sites (Table 2) as well as a laboratory Mars soil simulant 
produced and studied at DLR (Table 4). The soil simulant work involved measurements of 
deformation parameters at different compaction states and with near-zero water content as
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corresponding to surface conditions on Mars. Main criterion for adequacy of the used laboratory 
soil mixture in light of its representative nature was the grain size distribution and not the 
chemical and mineralogical composition.
4.3.1 Ground Pressure Metric
MMP [Section 2.5] consistently generates order of magnitude higher values than for NGP or VCI, 
which themselves are comparable. NGP and VCI are expected to correlate more closely to actual 
ground pressure than MMP [Section 2.5]. A quoted value for the average ground pressure for 
Sojournor wheels assuming 79 mm width is 1.65 kPa compared with our computed NGP of 1.45 
kPa suggesting the replicability of this measure.
Ground Pressure (GP) Metric for Vehicles Under Investigation
Vehicle No. of Axles Axle Factor NGP MMP VCI
M/heel Diameter (D = 0.4), Wheel/Track Width (b = 0.1)
6-wheel baseline 3 3.9 6216.66 22017.51 5006.028
Solero 4 4.35 6216.66 24557.99 5006.028
6-wheel baseline -  
Flexible wheels
3 3.9 6216.66 11008.75 2875.208
Baseline Tracked -N/A- -N/A- 3730 3217.733 5550.164
ELMS -N/A- -N/A- 3730 3009.631 5066.583
Wheel Diameter (D = 0.3), Wheel/Track Width (b = 0.1)
6-wheel baseline 3 3.9 7104.76 25671.95 5570.406
Solero 4 4.35 7104.76 28634.16 5570.406
6-wheel baseline -  
Flexible wheels
3 3.9 7104.76 12835.98 3199.358
Baseline Tracked -N/A- -N/A- 3730 3439.901 5933.375
ELMS -N/A- -N/A- 3730 3382.533 5694.343
Table 28: Ground Pressure (GP) Metric
MMP on the other hand does differentiate between variations in wheel width and wheel diameter 
and for wheel deflection. MMP is thus the most sensitive measure for wheeled vehicles despite its 
lack of physical interpretation -  the MMP computation for the baseline design of 22 kPa suggests 
that the wheel width must be increased to 0.25 m to fulfil the maximum MMP condition of 10.1 
kPa. The baseline geometry however is supported by the NGP measure of 6.2 kPa and the VCI 
measure of 5.0 kN/m3. The adoption of flexible wheels in the baseline geometry decreases the 
MMP from 22kPa to llkPa assuming a 20% deflection. MMP computations are more closely 
corresponding to the computed NGP measures and are based on determination of the stress 
concentration at the extremum of the wheel in contact with the soil. The adoption of tracked
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vehicles ensures that the MMP condition is satisfied offering an MMP of 3.2 kPa with the same 
track width of 0.1m, track length of lm and wheel diameter of 0.4m. Furthermore, the 
deformation due to the elasticity of the ELMS concept further reduces this MMP to 3.0 kPa 
assuming a 20% deflection.
4.3.2 Drawbar Pull (D.P.) Metric
For the preferred chassis architecture of a six-wheeled system, the following degrees of freedom 
can be identified that will have a pronounced effect on the tractive performance of the rover:
• Wheel diameter and Wheel width
• Height and shape of wheel grousers
• Wheel type: rigid vs. flexible.
The impact of wheel size on the traction capability as quantified by vehicle drawbar pull is 
indicated in the following table (Table 29), using Bekker theory to predict drawbar pull for the 
overall rover assuming a rigid wheel design. It is apparent that wheel diameter has a significant 
effect on drawbar pull suggesting that 0.35-0.40 m wheel diameter could be appropriate -  much 
smaller diameters would reduce drawbar pull to marginal levels. Although wheel width has a 
similar effect on drawbar pull, it is apparent that the large wheel diameter provides sufficient 
drawbar pull margin that narrow wheels can be accommodated -  this is necessary in order to 
ensure maximum volume utility with the descent module (DM).
Effect of Wheel Size on DP (Using DLR MSS-B)
Vehicle Mass
(kg)
Gravity
(m/s2)
Wheel 
Width (m)
Wheel 
Diameter (m)
Drawbar Pull
(N)
Narrow Wheels 220 3.73 0.05 0.4 205.28
Smaller Wheels 220 3.73 0.08 0.3 118.8
CDF report Baseline 220 3.73 0.08 0.4 226.17
Larger wheels 220 3.73 0.08 0.5 337.64
220 3.73 0.1 0.3 128.4
220 3.73 0.1 0.35 183.05
220 3.73 0.15 0.35 209.36
Wide wheels 220 3.73 0.15 0.4 270.15
220 3.73 0.2 0.4 299.79
Very Wide Wheels 220 3.73 0.4 0.4 413.38
Table 29: Predicted Draw Bar Pull for Different Wheel Configurations
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The beneficial effect of increasing wheel diameter on soil slope climbing ability, Mean Maximum 
Pressure and total sinkage (z) has been highlighted in Chapter 2. The addition of grousers 
increases the soil thrust - Sojourner wheels had 16 x 0.127 cm thick cleats per wheel that 
protruded 1 cm. The grousers improve drawbar pull with a minimal impact on mass overheads 
however at the expense of required torque and driving power. Their most important use is in 
improving performance in unfavourable soils. Grousers on tracks dramatically increase the soil 
thrust, more than doubling it from a smooth track. Table 30 shows the predicted drawbar pull 
comparison for an ExoMars-type wheeled vehicle with the footprint of 1.5 m x 1.2 m and 
weighting 220 kg with 6 wheels, with and without grousers (of varying heights).
Effect of Grousers on DP for Baseline Vehicle (Using DLR MSS-B)
Wheel Grousers
Soil Thrust 
(no slip)
DP
Diameter
(m)
Width
(m)
Height
(m)
Width
(m)
Thickness
(m) Nos.
Mass
(kg) (N)
0.3 0.1 0 0.1 0.002 20 0 237.12 89.73
0.3 0.1 0.005 0.1 0.002 20 0.29112 255.88 100.86
0.3 0.1 0.01 0.1 0.002 20 0.58224 276.09 112.86
0.3 0.1 0.015 0.1 0.002 20 0.87336 297.77 125.73
0.3 0.1 0.016 0.1 0.002 20 0.931584 302.28 128.406
0.3 0.1 0.017 0.1 0.002 20 0.989808 306.85 131.117
0.3 0.1 0.018 0.1 0.002 20 1.048032 311.48 133.86
0.3 0.1 0.019 0.1 0.002 20 1.106256 316.164 136.64
0.3 0.1 0.02 0.1 0.002 20 1.16448 320.91 139.46
Table 30: Predicted D.P for Wheels with Different Grouser Configurations
Fig. 4-2: Effect of Grouser Height on DP for Baseline Vehicle
Investigating the optimal number of required wheels and traction analysis by Bekker theory -  on 
DLR soil simulant ‘B’ using the RMPET module - suggest that four wheels are insufficient and
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that 8 wheels would significant improve drawbar pull. However, given the mass and power 
imposition of an extra pair of wheels, this option was discarded. A tracked version of the rover 
with track dimensions equivalent to the baseline wheeled design was also included in this analysis 
-  this vehicle offered a considerable enhancement of drawbar pull (more than an order of 
magnitude increase over the baseline). The primary advantage that the tracked option gives is a 
large drawbar pull margin for coping with challenging soils such as those found at the Viking 
Lander 1 site. However, this option was discarded due to its high power consumption as compared 
to the power budget outlined in the mission requirement scenario (Table 31)
Effect of No. of Wheels On Predicted DP (Using Mars Gravity)
Vehicle Number of wheels Drawbar pull (N)
Wheeled Baseline Type
4 40.42
6 128.40
8 201.77
T racked 2 (track loops) 1414.27
Table 31: Predicted DP for ExoMars Wheeled/Tracked Concepts on DLR soil simulant ‘B \
Conclusion: For a rigid design, a wheel with 0.3m diameter, having a width o f 0.1m and 
equipped with grousers o f 16 mm height are regarded as suitable for the 6-wheeled rover chassis.
Baseline Vehicle Dimensions Used for Traction Analysis
No. of 
Wheels
Wheel
Width
(m)
Grouser
Height
(m)
Wheel
Diameter
(m)
Vehicle
Width
(m)
Vehicle
Length
(m)
Vehicle
Mass
(kg)
G
(m/s2)
6 0.1 0.016 0.3 1.2 1.5 220 3.73
Table 32: Vehicle Parameters for Traction Analysis Using Bekker Theory
Table 33 outlines the drawbar pull of the baseline vehicle on a number of reference soils. The 
vehicle parameters used for the traction analysis in different soils are given in Table 32. The soils 
assumed were: DLR Mars soil simulant A, DLR Mars soil simulant B, VL1 drift soil, VL1 blocky 
soil, VL2 crusty-cloddy soil, PL drift soil, PL cloddy soil, terrestrial dry sand, terrestrial sandy- 
loam, and terrestrial clayey soil. It is evident from the above table that the current baseline chassis 
dimensions and configuration are robust for all Martian soil types and for all terrestrial soils. The 
poorer performance on clay is due to the exceptionally low frictional properties, which are 
unlikely on Mars. It was noted during the analysis that the Martian drift soil gives worst case soil 
(with marginal performance), while VL2 crust-cloddy represents the common soil type (more 
favourable than terrestrial sandy loam). DLR soil simulants (MSS-A & B) give a good 
approximation to worst case performance - this is apparent through comparison of the soil 
cohesion and friction angles (Table 4) and the resultant DP values.
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DP Metric for 6-Wheeled Baseline Vehicle
Soil Slip Soil 
Thrust
(N)
Sinkage
(z)
(m)
Comp.
Resistance
R c
Bulldozing
Resistance -  
Rb
Rolling
Resistance
-Rr
DP (N)
DLR MSS-A 393.53 0.044 194.77 1.48 1.074 196.208
DLR MSS-B 290.19 0.016 49.47 0.430 1.074 239.214
VL1 Drift 293 0.0149 56.14 0.64 1.074 235.146
VL1 Blocky 492.59 0.0149 56.14 2.541 1.074 432.835
VL2 Crusty- 
Cloddy
560.344 0.0149 56.14 0.917 1.074 502.208
PL Drift 367.411 0.0149 56.14 0.236 1.074 309.956
PL Cloddy 609.77 0.0149 56.14 0.358 1.074 552.192
Dry Sand 444.911 0.012 42.578 0.422 1.074 400.835
Sandy Loam 461.634 0.0043 52.76 0.266 1.074 407.518
Clayey Soil 224.596 0.0036 72.27 0.607 1.074 150.642
Table 33: Predicted Drawbar Pull of the Baseline Vehicle on Different Reference Soils
4.3.3 Mean Free Path Metric
A given rock distribution can be turned into the Mean Free Path (MFP) for a given vehicle design 
representing the average path length of a straight line drive before an insurmountable obstacle (in 
the planetary case, a rock) is encountered which would necessitate a change of heading. It is a 
function of the chassis design (wheel diameter for a wheeled vehicle, number of axles, ground 
clearance, vehicle width) and of the obstacle (rock) spectrum.
Fig. 4-3: 3D Martian Terrain (5m x 15m) Generated With VL2 Rock Distribution Using RPET -
MarsGen Module
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Variations in M FP (V L 1 ) F o r Various Footprints
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Fig. 4-4: Variations in VL1 MFP for Various Vehicle Footprints
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Fig. 4-5: Variations in VL2 MFP for Various Vehicle Footprints
Table 34 shows the computed values of MFP for VL1 and V12 terrains (Fig. 2-28) for the baseline 
vehicle. Fig. 4-4 shows the variations in the MFP values for VL1 terrain with the variations in the 
vehicle footprint. Several candidature configurations were studied with length varying from 1 -  
1.5 m and corresponding widths varying from 0.6 to 1.2 m. Fig. 4-5 displays the variations in 
MFP values for VL2 terrain for the same set of vehicle configurations. It was observed from the 
plots that the variations are of very small magnitude for the chosen vehicle range for study. The 
optimum configuration footprint has to be chosen using the other metrics (GP and DP) in 
combination with the MFP and Simulation metrics. Further kinematic and dynamic analysis is 
performed using the advanced simulations using RPET-RoverGen module. MFP analysis for 
MER gives MFP of 24.5 m (assuming an obstacle negotiation capability of 0.25 m; flight rules
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however assume 0.20 m as permissible obstacle height) compared to 29.6 m for ExoMars 
(assuming obstacle negotiation capability of 0.3 m).
MFP Metric for ExoMars Type Mini-Rover (Based on Skid Steering)
Rock
Dia.
Rock 
Height VL1
Rock 
Height VL2 VehicleWidth
Vehicle
Length MFP_VL1 MFP_VL2
(m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (km) (km)
0 0.008 0.008 1.2 1.5 0.032581136 0.007825911
0.005 0.009825 0.01053 1.2 1.5 0.03316089 0.007912964
0.03 0.01895 0.02318 1.2 1.5 0.036222909 0.008364224
0.06 0.0299 0.03836 1.2 1.5 0.040284074 0.008942665
0.075 0.035375 0.04595 1.2 1.5 0.042486995 0.009247859
0.1 0.0445 0.0586 1.2 1.5 0.0464367 0.009781538
0.13 0.05545 0.07378 1.2 1.5 0.051676719 0.010465627
0.2 0.081 0.1092 1.2 1.5 0.066384227 0.012266807
0.22 0.0883 0.11932 1.2 1.5 0.07132549 0.012839449
0.25 0.09925 0.1345 1.2 1.5 0.079450255 0.013751612
0.3 0.1175 0.1598 1.2 1.5 0.095144857 0.015425709
0.325 0.126625 0.17245 1.2 1.5 0.104141188 0.016341219
0.4 0.154 0.2104 1.2 1.5 0.136672565 0.019442183
0.5 0.1905 0.261 1.2 1.5 0.196718853 0.024551349
0.58 0.2197 0.30148 1.2 1.5 0.263600563 0.029624869
0.6 0.227 0.3116 1.2 1.5 0.283658393 0.031053957
0.75 0.28175 0.3875 1.2 1.5 0.492660338 0.044291398
0.8 0.3 0.4128 1.2 1.5 0.592640577 0.049887333
1 0.373 0.514 1.2 1.5 1.245221041 0.080511678
2 0.738 1.02 1.2 1.5 54.33069386 0.927098258
Table 34: Mean Free Path Metric for Baseline ExoMars Rover
An important fact that came out of the above comparison (Fig. 4-5) is that the vehicle footprint 
ratio plays a major role in the decisive MFP for a given configuration. It can be observed from the 
above plot that the vehicle with footprint ratio of 1.66 (L = 1, B =0.6) has the greatest MFP of all 
the other chosen configurations. The configuration with footprint ratio of 1.5 (L = 1.5, B = 1) has 
the least MFP value. The footprint ratio of 1.66 is the optimum for a vehicle for successful 
steering and navigation avoiding NIF or HUF as mentioned in the earlier part of the thesis 
(Chapter 2, section 2.7). This shows a good correlation between the achieved and theoretically 
desired results.
4.3.4 Power Consumption Metric
Engine power is related to engine torque -  the maximum torque to the wheels must be greater 
than the moment of all resistance forces about the centre of the wheel. Energy consumption 
depends on motor efficiency, transmission, drive train and resistance to motion. Power 
consumption computations were performed for different velocities starting from 20 m/h (100 m/d
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similar to the US MERs). Power requirements were computed on flat terrain as well as different 
slope angles (5°, 10°, 15°, 20° and 23°). The power requirement is maximum for negotiating 23° 
slope as it is the angle of repose of the Martian Soil as explained in Chapter 2 (section 2.6.2).
Power Consumption Metric for Baseline Vehicle on Flat and Sloped Surface
Slope
(deg)
Slip
(%)
Motion
Resistance
(N)
Slip Soil 
Thrust
(N)
DP
(N)
Torque
(Nm)
Velocity
(m/s)
Power
(W)
Velocity: 20 m/h
0 2 194.72 393.53 198.81 29.208 0.005 2.4
5 4.5 266.151 393.53 127.3784 39.923 0.005 3.3
10 23.7 337.04 393.53 56.48995 50.556 0.005 4.2
15 66.8 406.84 393.53 -13.3165 61.027 0.005 5.1
20 92.2 475.04 393.53 -81.5102 71.256 0.005 5.9
23 98.6 514.96 393.53 -121.436 77.245 0.005 6.4
Velocity: 72 m/h
0 2 194.72 393.53 198.81 29.208 0.02 9.7
5 4.50 266.15 393.53 127.3784 39.923 0.02 13.3
10 23.7 337.04 393.53 56.48995 50.556 0.02 16.8
15 66.8 406.84 393.53 -13.3165 61.027 0.02 20.3
20 92.2 475.04 393.53 -81.5102 71.256 0.02 23.7
23 98.6 514.96 393.53 -121.436 77.245 0.02 25.7
Velocity: 100 m/h
0 2 194.72 393.53 198.81 29.208 0.0277 13.5
5 4.50 266.15 393.53 127.3784 39.923 0.0277 18.4
10 23.7 337.04 393.53 56.48995 50.556 0.0277 23.3
15 66.8 406.84 393.53 -13.3165 61.027 0.0277 28.1
20 92.2 475.04 393.53 -81.5102 71.256 0.0277 32.9
23 98.6 514.96 393.53 -121.436 77.245 0.0277 35.7
Velocity: 110 m/h
0 2 194.72 393.53 198.81 29.208 0.0305 14.9
5 4.5 266.15 393.53 127.3784 39.923 0.0305 20.3
10 23.7 337.04 393.53 56.48995 50.556 0.0305 25.7
15 66.8 406.84 393.53 -13.3165 61.027 0.0305 31
20 92.2 475.04 393.53 -81.5102 71.256 0.0305 36.2
23 98.6 514.96 393.53 -121.436 77.245 0.0305 39.2
Table 35: Power Consumption Metric for Baseline Vehicle on Flat and Sloped Surfaces
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Fig. 4-6: Power Requirement For Slope Negotiation At Different Velocities
Table 35 outlines the computed power requirements at different rover velocities on DLR MSS-B 
for cumulative system efficiency of 40%. From Fig. 4-6, it can be seen that for the baseline rover 
travelling at 20 m/h, the power consumption on flat terrain is 2.4 W. This increases to 5.1 W and 
6.4 W on a 15° and 23° slopes respectively (assuming it maintains the same speed of traverse). At 
the recommended required speed of 100 m/h, power consumption increases to 13.5 W on flat 
terrain (28.1 W and 35.7 W on 15° and 23° slopes respectively). The rover drive system (not 
including navigation functions) will be one of the principal drivers for the design of the power 
system. It was noticed during the power consumption analysis that the power consumption 
overhead was too high for a lOOm/h and/or 110 m/h traverse. Therefore the operating velocity 
was limited to the maximum of 72m/h with a power consumption of 9.7 W on flat terrain, 20.3 W 
on 15° slope and 25.7 W on 23° slope. Table 36 shows the power budget for the baseline ExoMars 
rover. It can be seen from the power budget that the peak power available for rover locomotion 
and navigation combined at any time is limited to 137 W whereas the average power consumption 
will be limited to 27.65 W. This justifies the lower operating velocities (< 72 m/h) due to the low 
power requirement to drive the vehicle. However sorties with higher velocities on relatively flat 
terrain can be executed momentarily as power from scientific (Pasteur) package can be utilised to 
propel the motors. This is due to the fact that when the rover is moving there will not be any 
scientific experimentation cycles. The power reserved for these experiment cycles can be routed 
to the locomotion subsystem.
ExoMars Rover Power Budget
Subsystem/ Instrument Average 
Power (W)
Peak Power
(W)
Energy Per 
Cycle (Wh)
Locomotion and Navigation 27.65 13.7 664
UHF Communications 21 21 168
X-Band Communications 47 47 Variable
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Drilling 16 80 208
Pancam 6 6 6
SPDS 10 20 6
Microscope 10 15 30
Raman 10 20 90
LIBS 10 20 23
Sample Crushing 20 40 10
MOI 5 5 5
XRD 10 10 5
MOD 22 25 22
GCMS/AD -  MALDI 28 46 70
LMC 9 25 23
Electrical Heating 4 4 793
Processor 3.5 10.5 1120
Subsurface Sensor Package (SSP):
• Ground Penetrating Radar 8 20 Variable
• Neutron Scattering Sensor 1 2 Variable
• Radon Exhalation Sensor 1 2 Variable
Mars Environment Survey Package (MESP):
• Ionizing Radiation Sensor Package 3 3 Variable
• UV Sensor Package 0.1 0.1 Variable
• Dust Instrument Suite 12.5 12.5 Variable
• Environment Package 1.75 1.75 Variable
Complementary Arm Suite
• Arm 1 1 Variable
• Surface Rock Corer 18 18 Variable
• Close UP Imager 3 3 Variable
• Moessbauer Spectrometer 2 2 Variable
• APXS Sensor 6 6 Variable
Total Power Consumption 3240
Table 36: ExoMars Rover Power Budget [From: ExoMars TN4]
4.4 Performance Metric: 3D Simulation Results
The most fundamental rover design process usually starts with the definition of the environment 
the rover will function in. Hence, the first step was to model the terrain characteristics, based on
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which several conceptual designs were developed and compared. The parametric evaluation of the 
several rover concepts leads to a selection of one or two suitable designs depending upon the 
generated simulation metric. These selected concepts are then evaluated in greater detail using the 
RoverGen - 3D simulation tool before developing the prototype for hardware testing.
We used SolidWorks® for solid modelling of the components and subsequently, the assembly of 
the entire planetary vehicle. All the simulations were carried out on three different terrains i.e. flat 
terrain, sloped terrain and representative Martian terrain. Simulations on each type of terrain were 
carried out using a range of torque values to determine the optimal operating conditions in a 
specific operating environment. Again, each rover concept was evaluated for two different weight 
classes i.e. with payload and without payload to generate a comprehensive performance metric 
truly representative of a system’s capability to perform on rugged Martian terrain. Simulations 
were conducted for five different wheeled concepts namely, RCL Concept -  C, D & E; Solero -  a 
scaled up version of Shrimp; and Crab with parallel suspension (Table 27). All the simulations 
were carried out under the ADAMS simulation environment and were engineered to give results 
for a range of operating torque values acting on the drive wheels. All the vehicles under 
simulation had a similar ground projected footprint -  this was the basis for our standardisation in 
the ADAMS models. The masses varied slightly due to variations in the locomotion linkage 
configurations between the chosen concepts. Masses varied according to the specific designs of 
mobility system configurations and general vehicle configurations -  hence it was considered 
unrealistic to standardise on vehicle mass. The masses are incorporated based on the data obtained 
from original manufacturers, design documentation and/or engineering estimates.
ExoMars Rover Mass Budget
System
No. of 
Units Unit Name
Nominal
Mass
(kg)
Maturity
Margin
(%)
Predicted
Mass
(kg)
Structure
1 Service Module Structure 8.832 15 10.157
1 Suspension Attachment Structure 0.559 15 0.643
Sub-Total 9.391 15 10.8
Thermal Subsystem
2 RHU Cans 0.214 15 0.492
2 RHU 1 15 2.3
1 Internal Insulation 0.715 15 0.823
1 Insulation Support Studs 0.084 15 0.097
1 External Thermal Finish 0.068 15 0.079
1 External Radiators 0.562 15 0.646
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6 Fluid Loop Heat Pipes 0.5 15 3.6
1 S/A Underside Insulation 0.363 15 0.418
1 S/A Insulation Support Pads 0.01 15 0.011
Subtotal 7.23 17 8.465
Power Subsystem
1 Solar Arrays 5.596 15 6.436
1 Batteries 9.25 15 10.638
1 Regulation and Distribution 2 20 2.4
Subtotal 16.846 16 19.473
Data Handling Subsystem
1 SM Electronics 2.88 20 3.456
Navigation Subsystem
1 Haz Cam System 0.4 15 0.46
1 Nav Cam 0.4 10 0.33
1 Sun Sensor 0.1 15 0.115
1 Inertial Measurement Unit 0.6 20 0.72
Subtotal 1.4 16 1.625
Locomotion Subsystem
6 Wheel 2 15 13.8
4 Corner Wheel Motor, Gear, Wheel Walk 3.8 15 17.48
2 Centre Wheel Motor and Gear 2.5 15 5.75
2 Suspension System (Levers) 6.6 15 15.18
1 Suspension System (Differential) 4.4 15 5.06
1 Cable Harness 1.7 15 1.995
1 Embedded Sensors 1 15 1.115
Subtotal 52.5 15 60.375
Communications Subsystem
1 Transceiver 1.75 15 2.013
1 DTE Antenna 2 20 2.4
1 UHF Antenna 0.6 15 0.69
Subtotal 4.35 17 5.103
Harness
1 Harnessing 2 20 2.4
TOTAL ROVER MASS 96.567 15.63 111.696
Table 37: ExoMars Rover Mass Budget [From: ExoMars TN4]
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All the efforts were made in order to ensure that the vehicles simulated matched the desired flight 
model as closely as possible to maintain realism. Table 37 outlines the rover mass budget for the 
baseline ExoMars rover.
4.4.1 RCL Concept-C
The baseline design consists of a synchronised torsion mechanism. The chassis is connected to the 
payload cab by means of two flanges in the middle of the central yokes at both sides. One degree 
of freedom is the coupled rotation of the yokes with respect to the rover body around pivot points 
located in the centre of the connecting flanges. The synchronisation mechanism connects both 
sides of the chassis in such a way that the inclination angle around the pivot points is equal in 
amplitude, but in opposite direction. The relative movement of the various components is around 
a transversal axis defined by the two pivot points. The beams to which the wheels are connected 
can rotate with respect to the end points of the yokes. The movement of this 4 bar linkage 
provides one additional degree of freedom at each side, bringing the total to three.
Fig. 4-7: RCL Concept - C Model -  (a) Complete CAD Model with Solar Array; (b) Concept-C
Configuration Used for Simulations
The four outer wheels are mounted on levers, the position of which can be adjusted by means of 
‘walking motors’. This enables the load to be distributed evenly when going up or down a slope, 
or traversing a sideways slope but also a wheel-walking mode. This drastically reduces the chance 
of failure thereby considerably reducing the possibility of continuous wheel slippage on an 
inclined surface.
Parameters Values
Ground Projected Footprint (m) 1.587 (L) x 1.1 (W) x 1.0(H)
Ground Clearance (m) 0.5
Overall Vehicle Mass -  Without Payload (kg) 85
Overall Vehicle Mass -  With Payload (kg) 200-240
Table 38: RCL Concept-C Design Parameters
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4.4.2 RCL Concept-D
With the design and development of the concept-C, it was realised that ideally, the non-flexible 
rocking lever suspension should have ensured uniform loading of all the wheels not only on the 
even surface but on the surface with complex relief as well. However, this was not the case. It was 
seen that surmounting of an obstacle on the homogenous soil provided with uniform loading of 
the wheels, but is possible only if the friction coefficient of the wheel with soil is more than 0.7. 
However, the suspension of the concept C and similar suspensions like rocker-bogie or Solero do 
not completely equalise the wheel loads while moving over a rough terrain [ESROL Report].
This is due to the fact that suspension kinematics of those locomotion systems is such that when 
moving over the obstacles the wheels have a longitudinal movement component. This causes the 
negative redistribution of the wheel loads that is entirely undesired. For certain obstacles with 
particular frictional parameters, the rover can climb up the obstacles, but cannot climb off them 
(bump effect), just because it “looses” two wheels of six.
Fig. 4-8: RCL Concept -  D Model Used for Simulations
Parameters Values
Ground Projected Footprint (m) 1.5 (L) x 1.1 (W) x 0.9 (H)
Ground Clearance (m) 0.4
Overall Vehicle Mass -  Without Payload (kg) 96
Overall Vehicle Mass -  With Payload (kg) 200 -  240
Table 39: RCL Concept-D Model Parameters
After making suitable changes to the concept-C design, the resulting configuration was termed 
concept-D. The locomotion system of concept-D is a wheeled chassis with wheel formula 6x6x4 
i.e. six wheels, all six driven and four steered. The wheels are attached to the payload cab through 
the fork shaped brackets and multi-leverage suspension system. The suspension ensures constant 
contact of all wheels with soil and full utilisation of the tractive effort generated by each wheel 
whilst moving on the surface. The wheels on each side suspension unit are connected with each 
other and with the rover frame by means of a hinge-lever suspension. Kinematics of the latter 
provides rather accurate vertical displacement of all three wheels over their full displacement
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range. The two three-wheel suspension units are connected with each other by means of an 
averaging linkage (body link), which provides rotation of these modules to identical angle in 
opposite directions relative to the frame.
4.4.3 RCL Concept-E
The concept-E is a wheeled chassis with 6x6x4 + 4W i.e. 6 wheels, all 6 driven, 4 comer wheels 
are steered and the same 4 wheels are provided with wheel walking drive to enable extra mobility 
over difficult terrain. The design consists of three modules, independent and each having two 
wheels i.e. Left module (front and middle wheels), Right module (front and middle wheels) and 
Rear module (two rear wheels, one on each side). The design is much simpler as compared to 
concepts C and D whilst having 3 degree of freedom and provides near vertical displacement of 
all wheels. It does not require any averaging linkage unlike concepts C & D, which allows 
simplification of the locomotion system design for the rover assembly. The mass of the 
locomotion system of concept E is much lower than that of concepts C & D.
Fig. 4-9: RCL Concept -  E Model -  (a) Concept -  E Negotiating A Step Obstacle; (b) Concept -  E
CAD Model Used for Simulations
The Rear module contains two wheels that are attached to the transverse-lever locking suspension. 
The lower lever is the load-bearing beam for the wheels whereas the upper two levers link the 
respective wheels. The levers are hinged around a bracket that is attached to the rear of the rover 
PLC (PayLoad Cab). It is to be visualised that on the rotation of the levers, the contact points 
between the wheels and ground move very close to the vertical line with respect to the PLC. The 
steered wheels are provided with the rotation axis directed towards the contact point of the wheel 
and ground. The output shafts of steering drives are connected to the wheel walking drive.
The Right and Left modules are suspended from the rover PLC in the similar manner to the Rear 
module. Right module is the mirror copy of the Left module. The lower lever is the load-bearing 
beam for the wheels whereas the upper two levers link the respective wheels. The levers are 
hinged around a bracket that is attached to the Right and Left of the rover PLC (PayLoad Cab) 
respectively.
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Parameters Values
Ground Projected Footprint (m) 1.41 (L) x 1.14 (W)x 0.77 (H)
Ground Clearance (m) 0.32
Overall Vehicle Mass -  Without Payload (kg) 78.5
Overall Vehicle Mass -  With Payload (kg) 200 -  240
Table 40: RCL Concept-E Model Parameters
4.4.4 Solero
Solero is an innovative rover concept with 6 motorised wheels developed at the Swiss Federal 
Institute for Robotics (EPFL). Using a rhombus configuration, the rover has a steering wheel in 
the front and the rear, and two wheels arranged on a bogie on each side. The front wheel has a 
spring suspension to guarantee optimal ground contact of all wheels at any time. The steering of 
the rover is realised by synchronising the steering of the front and rear wheels and the speed 
difference of the bogie wheels. This allows for high precision manoeuvres and even turning on the 
spot with minimum slip. The use of parallel articulations for the front wheel and the bogies 
enables to set a virtual centre of rotation at the level of the wheel axis. This insures maximum 
stability and climbing abilities even for very low friction coefficients at wheel-ground interface.
Fig. 4-10: Solero Rover -  (a) CAD Model Used for Simulations; (b) Solero Prototype Vehicle
[Credits: EPFL]
Parameters Values
Scale 1:2
Ground Projected Footprint (m) 0.7 (L) x 0.5 (W) x 0.25 (H)
Ground Clearance (m) 0.15
Overall Vehicle Mass -  Without Payload (kg) 12
Overall Vehicle Mass -  With Payload (kg) 20
Table 41: EPFL Solero Model Parameters
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This rover is able to passively overcome unstructured obstacles of up to two times its wheel 
diameter and can climb stairs with steps of over 20 cm. With a rhombic configuration, the rover 
has one wheel mounted on a fork in the front, one wheel in the rear and two bogies on each side. 
Although the bogies have a special geometry, it is the same basic principle as used for a train 
suspension: a couple of two wheels mounted on a support, which can freely rotate around a 
central pivot. In a nutshell, the idea of the front fork is useful to shift the centre of mass at the 
beginning of climbing operations. Another positive feature is the suspension of the central wheels 
in a parallelogram double lever suspension allowing to compensate for terrain features without 
centre of mass movements. However, the fixed back wheel is a problematic feature, which in 
outdoor tests caused the most locomotion failures (Estier et al 2002). Introducing a second fork 
for the back wheel could certainly improve the situation, however at the price of additional 
complexity. Furthermore, the rhombic arrangement of wheels results in three wheel tracks, which 
would lead to slightly higher power requirement for straight paths in sandy environments. Finally, 
spot-turning performance is lower due to the inherent slip (skid steering).
4.4.5 Crab
Due to an inherent disadvantage of Solero rhombic configuration, a direct implementation of the 
Solero suspension kinematics for an ExoMars-type rover was kinematically not possible. 
However, the application of the double bogie concept (in parallelogram configuration) was 
implemented on a normal 6-wheeled chassis resulting into Crab concept.
The Crab suspension concept is a consequent application of the parallelogram kinematics 
introduced with the Solero rover, however modified in order to achieve a two track foot print and 
a symmetric suspension design. The front and the back axles are linked with the middle axle with 
a parallelogram double rocker lever. Each pair of rockers is linked to the rover body at a dedicated 
pivot point, which allows for very smooth body posture averaging.
Fig. 4-11: Crab CAD Model Used for Simulation
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Parameters Values
Scale 1:2
Ground Projected Footprint (m) 0.79 (L) x 0.735 (W) x 0.431 (H)
Ground Clearance (m) 0.228
Overall Vehicle Mass -  Without Payload (kg) 12.554
Overall Vehicle Mass -  With Payload (kg) 20
Table 42: EPFL Crab Model Parameters
4.4.6 Design/Performance Comparison
A comparison was drawn between the designs created during the ExoMars phase-A study (Table 
43). These sets of comparison data are presented here to allow a clear understanding of the design 
concepts and to distinguish between their performances under similar sets of operating conditions. 
The Crab and Solero parameters are projected values from the prototype micro-rover dimensions. 
The values were scaled up by a factor of 2 to make the values comparable to the mini-rovers 
being investigated under ExoMars activity.
Rover Design Comparison Metric
Model
Overall Footprint L.U.
Mass
(kg)
Payload Box (PLC)
Length
(m)
Width
(m)
Height
(m)
Grd CIr.
(m)
Mass
(kg)
Mass
(kg)
Lengt
h(m)
Width
(m)
Height
(cm)
Concept -  C 1.587 1.10 1.0 0.5 200 85 10 1.1 0.6 0.5
Concept -  D 1.5 1.10 0.9 0.4 200 96 10 1.1 0.6 0.5
Concept -  E 1.41 1.14 0.77 0.32 200 78.5 10 1.1 0.6 0.5
Crab 1.58 1.47 0.862 0.456 - - - - - -
Solero 1.4 1.0 0.5 0.3 - - - - - -
Table 43: CAD Models Design Data Comparison
The following points can be rationalised from this comparison metric:
• All five vehicles have nearly the same ground-projected footprint of approximately 1.5m x 
1.1m. The overall vehicle varies as a direct consequence of other design parameters such as 
linkage configuration and chosen wheel type.
• The Concept-C rover has the maximum height of 1 m at the same time having the 
maximum possible ground clearance enabling to have greater MFP due to greater obstacle 
negotiation capability.
• The Concept-D type rover is the heaviest in terms of locomotion system with an overall 
mass of 96 kg (without payload) i.e. 9 kg more than the Concept-C and 17.5 kg more than
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the Concept-E type vehicle. Concept-E has the simplest design configuration amongst the 
chosen five designs with a minimum mass due to minimum locomotion linkages.
• Crab with its parallel bogie articulation is similar to the Concept-D in terms of mass and 
complexity.
• Solero is complex in terms of control, however has a higher obstacle negotiation capability 
as evident from its scaled down version Shrimp documented in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
• Each of these designs also have the same size of a payload box (1.1 m x 0.6m x 0.5m) made 
from space grade aluminium and hence having an identical mass of 10 kg. The payload cab 
is designed as hollow with wall thickness of 0. lm.
• Each vehicle has its own locomotion system and depending upon the design variables, the 
masses of the locomotion units (LU) vary from design to design
• The chosen mobility concepts were simulated on a variety of surfaces including a flat, 
sloped and a representative Martian terrain with VL2 rock distribution. The surfaces were 
similar to the hard (soil) surface. Sloped surface can have varying inclinations with the 
horizontal (1° -  25°). Representative Martian terrain with crevasses and obstacles was 
created using the RPET -  MarsGen module
Mobility Sub-System Comparison Metric
Model
LU
Mass
(kg)
Wheels Grousers Grouser
Ratio
(H/B)Qty. Diameter(m)
Width
(m)
Mass
(kg)
Qty. Width
(m)
Height
(m)
Thick
(m)
Concept -  C 85 6 0.4 0.15 2 20 0.15 0.01 0.005 0.066
Concept -  D 96 6 0.4 0.15 2 20 0.15 0.01 0.005 0.066
Concept -  E 78.5 6 0.4 0.15 2 20 0.15 0.01 0.005 0.066
Table 44: Mobility System Comparison Metric
• The results obtained from the simulations for the three RCL designs on a flat surface/level 
ground are summarised in Table 45
• The simulation results for Solero are documented in detail in Chapter 3
• Crab as a concept emerged towards the end of the ExoMars activity. However, due to the 
inherent complexity involved in the mechanism, the concept was not investigated beyond 
the initial analytical phase. Certain basic simulations were performed for assessing Crab’s 
mobility system within the scope of this thesis and results documented in detail in Chapter 5
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Crab being a scaled (1:2) prototype, the results cannot be directly compared with the other 
RCL concepts and hence is included with the micro-rovers to allow direct comparison with 
other similar sized micro-rover concepts
The sizes of rocks and craters were identified from the existing documentation on the 
Martian terrain at the Viking Landing (VL1 and VL2) sites.
(c) 2003 Nildeep Patel ml pateK2>kinston ac uk
EXOMARS'09 Type Rover on a Flat Surface
Torque 4000 NmmAeheel 
Mass 85 Kg
Fig. 4-12: ExoMars Concept-C Vehicle -  (a) On Sloped Surface (Mass 200 kg, 21° Slope Angle);
(b) On Flat Surface (Mass 85 kg); (c) On Simulated Martian Terrain (Mass 200 kg)
• A statistical analysis of rock size and frequency distribution was also undertaken during the 
development of RPET for MFP and MarsGen modules. The same was used to determine the 
rock distribution on the representative Martian surface created and used for simulating 
wheeled micro-rovers.
• The performance parameters used for comparison are translational velocity, translational 
acceleration, angular velocity, angular acceleration and kinetic energy (KE) of the wheels.
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All the mini-rover designs were subject to the four common values of operating torques: 5, 
10, 15 and 18 Nm. A common representative value of the operating torque used for 
evaluating the designs was selected to be 10 Nm as the rovers cannot be operated above this 
torque level on an irregular surface. This results in much higher translational velocities 
leading to a very bumpy ride and hence a failure of simulation as the vehicle flies off the 
surface while crossing an obstacle of a considerable size at such high speeds. Hence, the 
value of 10 Nm is adopted as a reference value to allow for direct performance comparison.
On comparing these parametric values obtained as a post-processing result at the end of 
simulation, a direct indication of the system performance can be visualised.
For instance, the higher the values of the above quantities for a particular system, the better 
the performance of the system. Larger values of velocities indicate that for the same value 
of the operating torque applied to the drive wheels, the vehicle achieves a higher velocity, 
i.e. the system has an advantage of being operated at lower operating torque and hence 
resulting in a considerable amount of power savings. The same is the case for acceleration 
and kinetic energy. The higher the kinetic energy of the vehicle for the same vehicle mass, 
the greater is the velocity obtained for the same value of operating torque.
Fig. 4-13: Concept-E Type Rover (a) On Sloped Surface (Mass: 210 kg, Slope: 21 deg); (b) On Flat
Surface; (c) On Simulated Martian Terrain
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• Since, we have adopted the designs having an identical vehicle ground projected footprint
rather than vehicles with identical mass the design with the lower mass for the same 
footprint has an advantage in terms of performance. This is attributed to the fact that a 
vehicle can achieve higher velocities and hence higher KE at a comparative lower operating 
torque.
• The difference in kinetic energy achieved between vehicles is directly proportional to the
difference in vehicle masses and proportional to the square of the difference in vehicle 
velocities. Hence, lowering of the mass of a vehicle can result in a considerable increase in 
the values of attainable velocities, accelerations and kinetic energy. For this reason, the 
kinetic energy of a vehicle or any part of a vehicle (especially wheels or tracks) is to be
accepted as the datum for comparing the performance of the vehicle.
Table 45 shows a direct comparison between the rovers in terms of previously outlined 
performance parameters. These figures are obtained from the simulations conducted for 
each design on a flat surface and the figures can be confirmed in the plots below (Fig. 4-14).
Simulation Performance Metric (Flat Surface)
Model Torque (Nm) CM Velocity 
(m/s)
Angular Velocity
(deg/s)
K.E (Wheels) 
(Nm)
Concept-C 5 0.92 800 27
10 4.5 1200 112
Concept-D 5 0.54 600 21
10 3.8 900 68
Concept-E 5 0.67 750 25
10 4.0 1000 85
Table 45: Performance Comparison on Flat Surface
Fig. 4-14(a) shows the plot for translational velocity of the front wheels operating under 
constant torque of 4 N-m for a Concept-C type vehicle. The resultant velocity as evident 
from the plot after a simulation duration of 4 seconds is 4.45 m/s. The rover has no payload 
and weighs 85 kg with the bare chassis and the locomotion system linkages. The plots are 
identical for both the front wheels and differ slightly for the middle and rear wheels, 
desspite identical operating torque and flat terrain. This can be attributed to slightly unequal 
load distribution amongst the middle and front/rear wheels.
Fig. 4-12(b) shows the Concept-C type rover operating on a flat hard surface. The rover 
weights 200 kg with the payload. However simulations were also carried out without the 
payload when the rover weights merely 85 kg to study the suspension characteristics.
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Fig. 4-14: Concept-C Translational Velocity on Flat Surface (a) For Torque: 4 Nm, Mass: 85 Kg;
(b) For Torque: 10 Nm, Mass: 200 kg
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Fig. 4-15: Concept-C Kinetic Energy on Flat Surface (T= 10 Nm) -  (a) Left Wheels; (b) Right Wheels
• Fig. 4-14(a) represents the plot for wheel velocity on flat surface when the rover is light i.e. 
without the payload (85 kg) for an operating torque of 4 Nm acting constantly on each 
wheel. During the 4sec simulation, the velocity reaches 4.4 m/s when it becomes constant as 
all the motion resistance have been compensated with the net soil thrust generated from the 
torque acting on the wheel at the wheel-ground interface.
• Fig. 4-14(b) shows the plot for translational velocity of the wheels when the rover is 
operating in heavy mode i.e. with payload (Mass: 200 kg) with a constant operating torque 
of 10 N-m per wheel. All the other rover components move according to the reaction from 
the motion of the vehicle. The resultant velocity realised after 4 sec of simulation time is 
about 4.5 m/s.
• The Concept -  C mobility system weights about 85 kg without the PLC. The vehicle weight 
was made up to a value of 200 kg by increasing the mass of the PLC. This assumption is 
perfectly valid, since the instruments will be placed inside the PLC. It is assumed that there 
is an equal load distribution within the PLC as the payload arrangement remains unknown.
• Fig. 4-16 represents the wheel velocity for Concept-E rover at 10 Nm operating torque. It 
can be seen from the plot that the velocity gradually increases until it starts to become 
constant at 5.5 sec into simulation time. The velocity reached at this stage is 4 m/s which is 
greater than that achieved by Concept-D (3.8 m/s). However this is lower than the velocity
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achieved by Concept-C rover (4.4 m/s) for the same operating torque of 10 Nm. Fig. 4-17 
shows the translational wheel velocity for Concept-E rover at 5 Nm operating torque.
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Fig. 4-16: Concept-E Trans. Velocity on Flat Surface (T=10Nm) - (a) Front Wheels; (b) Rear Wheels
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Fig. 4-17: Concept-E Tans. Velocity on Flat Surface (T=5Nm) -  (a) Front Wheels; (b) Rear Wheels
• The KE of Concept-C (112 Nm) is greater than both Concept-D (68 Nm) and Concept-E 
(85 Nm) at an operating torque of 10 Nm per wheel on flat (hard) surface [Section 2.9]. Fig. 
4-18 represents the KE of Concept-E rover on flat surface at 10 Nm operating torque 
whereas Fig. 4-19 represents the KE of Concept-E on flat surface at 5 Nm operating torque.
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Fig. 4-18: Concept-E Kinetic Energy on Flat Surface (T=10 Nm) -  (a) Left Wheels; (b) Right Wheels
• Fig. 4-15 shows the Kinetic Energy (KE) plots for the Concept-C vehicle on a flat surface 
with lONm operating torque. It can be seen that the maximum KE reached after the end of 
4sec simulation run was about 112 Nm.
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Fig. 4-19: Concept-E Kinetic Energy on Flat Surface (T=5Nm) -  (a) Left Wheels; (b) Right Wheels
• Simulations for all three RCL concepts were carried out on the simulated Martian Terrain 
created using the MarsGen tool based on Golombek & Rapp’s exponential law [Golombek 
& Rapp, 1997]. These simulations were performed at a relatively low operating torques of 5 
Nm and 10 Nm per wheel on Hard Soil [Chapter 2] in order to prevent high resultant 
velocity and subsequent impact with the encountered obstacle/rock.
Simulation Performance Metric (Simulated Martian Terrain)
Model Torque
(Nm)
CM Velocity 
(m/s)
Angular Velocity
(deg/s)
K.E (Wheels) 
(Nm)
Concept-C 5 0.6 700 56
10 2.5 627 70
Concept-D 5 0.4 500 40
10 2.0 424 54
Concept-E 5 0.5 650 55
10 2.3 592 61
Table 46: Performance Comparison on Irregular (Representative Martian) Surface
• Fig. 4-20 shows the KE plots for Concept-E rover moving on a Martian terrain with a VL2 
rock distribution profile with a constant operating torque of 10 Nm per wheel. The resultant 
wheel velocities for the left and right side wheels can be realised from Fig. 4-21 (a) & (b) 
respectively.
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Fig. 4-20: Concept-C Kinetic Energy on VL2 Terrain (T=10 Nm) -  (a) Left Wheels; (b) Right Wheels
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Fig. 4-21: Concept-C Wheel Velocity on VL2 Terrain (T=10 Nm) -  (a) Left Wheels; (b) Right Wheels
It was noticed that the velocity achieved by Concept-C was 2.5 m/s as compared to 2.3 m/s for 
Concept-E and 2.0 m/s for Concept-D, all operating at an identical wheel torque of 10 Nm on an 
identical Martian surface with VL2 rock distribution profile. This was also the trend in the KE 
values evident from Table 46.
Simulation Performance Metric (Sloped Surface -  Minimum Torque Requirement)
Rover Concept 15° Slope 21° Slope
Concept -  C 8Nm/Wheel 16 Nm/Wheel
Concept -  D 11 Nm/Wheel 20 Nm/Wheel
Concept -  E lONm/Wheel 19 Nm/Wheel
Table 47: Minimum Torque Requirement to Overcome Sloped-Surface
A sloped surface with 1° increments starting with 15° ranging upto 21° was used for 
assessing the torque requirements of various concepts for negotiating a particular slope.
The sloped surface used for simulation comprises of an initial flat startup area of 2m length 
and 2.5 m width followed by a 5 m sloped surface. Two basic slope values (15° and 21°) 
were selected for comparing simulation results for each rover concept. This serves to 
determine and compare the minimum value of wheel torque required to overcome the slope 
by each rover concept under investigation. This gives us an insight into the performance 
capability of a particular rover concept. The lower the required torque to overcome the 
slope, the lower will be the power requirement and hence better performance.
Fig. 4-22 represents the KE of Concept-C type vehicle on a sloped surface with 21° 
inclination with the horizontal. Fig. 4-22 (a) represents KE for an operating torque of 15 
Nm whereas Fig. 4-22 (b) represents the KE for an operating torque of 16 Nm. It can be 
seen from the plots that 15 Nm torque is not sufficient to propel the rover all the way up the 
slope. This is evident from the droping KE values until it becomes zero (red line) at 2.7 sec 
into simulation time. At this point the rover momentarily halts as there is not sufficient 
torque to overcome the resistances and create a positive drawbar pull to achieve a forward
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thrust. Hence, the rover slides downhill -  however in a reverse direction and thus a gain in 
KE (area beyond the red line) until it comes to a rest at its intial starting point. However, 
Fig. 4-22 (b) shows a successful case of slope navigation as the rover achieves the 
maximum KE of 80 Nm (red line) at the point when it encounters a change in surface 
orientation i.e. from flat to slope. Then the KE slightly decreases due to the increase in 
motion resistance attributed to the gravitational component. The KE then tend to become 
constant towards the end of simulation (3 sec) at 2.5 Nm.
Fig. 4-22: Concept-C Kinetic Energy on 21° Slope -  (a) Torque: 15 Nm; (b) Torque: 16 Nm
Fig. 4-23: Concept-C Wheel Velocity on 21° Slope -  (a) Torque: 15 Nm; (b) 16 Nm
• A similar trend can also be visualised in the wheel velocity plots shown in Fig. 4-23 (a) for 
an operating torque of 15 Nm. The wheel velocity becomes zero at 2.7 sec when the KE is 
zero and rises again as the rover slides down the slope. Fig. 4-23 (b) shows the plot for 
wheel velocity at 16 Nm operating torque. The rover achieves maximum velocity of 3 m/s 
(0.6 sec). This is the point when the front wheels come in contact with the slope. The 
velocity gradually decreases until it becomes nearly constant towards the end of the 
simulation at 3 sec.
• Fig. 4-24 represents the plots for KE of Concept-E type rover moving on a 21° slope.From 
the plot (Fig. 4-24 a) it can be seen that the KE is insufficient for propelling the rover up the 
slope as it becomes zero at 4 sec into simulation time. At this point the rover slides 
downwards and comes to rest at its intial startup postion at 8 sec before starting another
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simulation run until the simulation is manually ended. The trend followed by the resultant 
wheel velocity can be visualised from Fig. 4-25 (a).
Fig. 4-24: Concept-E Kinetic Energy on 21° Slope -  (a) Torque: 18 Nm; (b) Torque: 19 Nm
Fig. 4-25: Concept-E Wheel Velocity on 21° Slope -  (a) Torque: 18 Nm; (b) Torque: 19 Nm
Fig. 4-24 (a) demonstrates that 19 Nm torque is just sufficient to propel the rover over the 
slope. The KE is maximum (60 Nm) at a point when the wheels come in contact with the 
slope (1.2 sec). This point onwards, the KE starts decreasing gradually as the rover moves 
up the slope until 4.5 sec when it becomes constant at 20 Nm. The wheels loose contact 
with the surface as the rover reaches the top of the slope thereby a slight increase in the 
wheel KE and wheel velocity after 5sec. If the simulation is not stopped at this point, the 
rover will fall off the top of the sloped surface due to the inherent gravity of the simulator.
Fig. 4-26: Concept-D on 21° Slope (T = 20Nm) -  (a) Wheel Kinetic Energy; (b) Wheel Velocity
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• Concept-D required slightly higher operating torque than the Concept-E vehicle whilst 
moving up a 21° incline. The operating torque required was 20 Nm per wheel to negotiate 
the 21° slope as compared to 19 Nm for Concept-E and 16 Nm for Concept-C.
• Similar results were also noticed for simulation runs on a 15° inclined surface. The 
Concept-C had the best performance with the minimum required torque of 8 Nm per wheel 
followed by Concept-E with a minimum torque requirement of 10 Nm per wheel. Finally 
Concept-D with the worst performance of all three with a minimum torque requirement of 
11 Nm per wheel.
Fig. 4-27: Concept -  C Negotiating a Rounded Step Obstacle (0.2 m Obstacle Height)
• The baseline vehicle was also simulated for negotiating a rounded step obstacle with a
height (radius) of 0.2 m (Fig. 4-27) with a constant operating velocity of 0.2 m/s. The ' 
velocity was slightly higher than the actual operational velocity nevertheless the simulation 
was quite satisfactory with minimum loss of wheel-ground contact on impact with the step 
obstacle. (Fig. 4-28) shows the simulation result plots for the front wheels.
• The rover was simulated under a constant velocity (0.2 m/s) condition whilst traversing the
surface with a 0.2 m high rounded obstacle. The velocity was allowed to increase evenly 
from 0 to 0.2 m/s in 5 seconds and then remaining constant as evident from Fig. 4-28a.
• The peaks from 1 2 - 2 0  seconds in the velocity plot show the velocity fluctuations whilst
the wheel traverses over the rounded step. The velocity first drops at 11 seconds (sudden 
drop prior to the peak) when the wheel impacts the obstacle and tries to move over it. The 
velocity then rises as the wheel moves down the slope finally reaching the flat surface at 18 
seconds into the simulation time. At this stage, the front wheels have to do more work to 
drag the middle wheels over the obstacle and therefore a small dent at 20 seconds on the
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plot. Once the middle wheel is receding off the obstacle, the front wheels achieve a state of 
constant velocity again and remain in that state until the end of simulation run.
Fig. 4-28: Concept -  C on a Rounded Step Obstacle (a) CM Velocity; (b) Driving Force
• Fig. 4-28b shows the plot for the drive force required to maintain a constant velocity motion 
whilst traversing the flat surface with a rounded obstacle. It is evident from the plot that a 
force of 150 N is required to drive the vehicle with a constant velocity of 0.2 m/s on a flat 
surface. However, this force increases upto 500 N whilst negotiating the step obstacle. This 
force can be directly related to the Drawbar Pull required to propel the vehicle computed 
analytically using the Bekker analysis documented in earlier part of this chapter. However, 
the exact correlation can only be established by performing scaled prototype testing.
• This provides a very good tool for estimating the required drive force and hence the torque 
required for driving an autonomous rover over an obstacle with precise control. This utility 
can also be incorporated within the navigation system to have a slip based motion control.
4.5 Summary and Conclusion
• Bekker analysis [Bekker 1961] was initiated simultaneously with simulations to ensure that 
there were no discrepancies in either results. Having done that it was noticed that the power 
requirements for a rover to be able to move on a particular terrain were quite in line with the 
simulation results.
• It is apparent that wheel diameter has a significant effect on drawbar pull suggesting that
0.3m wheel diameters are appropriate -  smaller diameters would reduce drawbar pull to 
marginal levels. Although wheel width has a similar effect on drawbar pull, it is apparent 
that the large wheel diameter provides sufficient drawbar pull margin. The impact of wheel 
size on the baseline is indicated in Table 31.
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• Since, all the concepts selected here have nearly identical ground projected footprint and 
same number of driven wheels with comparable size, performance metric based on drawbar 
pull would not suffice in ranking them according to their performance.
• For this purpose the analytical results were complimented by the performance metric 
generated using the simulation results from the RPET-RoverGen module.
• The impact of wheel size on the baseline is indicated in.
• From the generated analytical and simulation performance metrics it was noticed that the
vehicles with 6 wheels were more efficient with higher obstacle negotiation capability as
compared to 4 wheeled vehicles. Moreover, it was also deduced that increasing the wheel
width increases the tractive performance of the vehicle, however only up to a certain limit.
• It was noticed that wheel width of 0.15 m and wheel diameter of 0.4 m gives optimum
performance as compared to the smaller diameter, narrower wheels. Moreover, the torque 
values computed using the analytical RMPET tool using the Bekker Analysis, were very 
much inline with the required simulation torque values.
• Minimum torque required to negotiate a 21° slope for a concept-E type vehicle - weighting 
200 kg, as calculated using the Bekker analysis was found to be 18 N-m for each powered 
wheel. This was very much verified with the simulation of the vehicle using the RoverGen 
simulation tool documented in detail in Chapter 2 of the thesis.
• Concept-C with the double lever mechanism with a symmetric design has the best
performance with respect to both flat terrain traversing and obstacle negotiation. The
chassis allows for very smooth centre of mass shifts resulting in equal wheel torque 
requirements for climbing obstacles. This is clearly evident from identical translational 
velocity plots for each wheel during the simulations. At the same time, the symmetry in the 
chassis design allows to climb obstacles in forward and reverse movement of the vehicle 
with nearly the same performance. However, the system has an inherent disadvantage in 
terms of increased system complexity due to several moving linkages as compared to the 
Concept-E type vehicle.
• Concept-D is the most complex in terms of kinematics and locomotion system control. This 
is one of the factors contributing to the lowest performance amongst the three RCL 
concepts chosen for the study outlined in this thesis. It lags behind from both Concept-C 
and Concept-E on all types of terrain -  flat, sloped and Martian under identical conditions.
• Concept-E represents the simplest in terms of kinematics and has a distinct orientation of 
front and rear modules. The chassis performance or load averaging and centre of mass 
orientation characteristics are closely matched with Concept-C whilst operating on a flat
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terrain or negotiating smaller obstacles. The situation is however different in case of 
obstacle negotiation that would offer similar conditions over the entire width of the vehicle, 
and in particular for the left and right wheel of the same axle. The two front axles can move 
identical as for Concept-C. For the rear wheels, the kinematics in such a case is however a 
rigid link between the axle and the rover body. This in turn causes the need to directly shift 
the mass residing on the back wheels without any rigid lever support. This situation is even 
worse in case such an obstacle (i.e. interacting equally on the left and right wheel of the 
same axle) would need to be negotiated in reverse.
Fig. 4-29: Dragging Rear Module in Concept-E during Step Climbing
In such a situation, the climbing characteristics for the first two wheels would be close to a rigid 4 
wheeled chassis. This could result in situations where the rover can be blocked after having 
climbed the obstacle in forward direction such as in case of a Nose-in-Failure (NIF). Moreover, 
the rear lagging module of Concept-E creates a considerable drag whilst negotiating a wide step 
obstacle whereby the front (i.e. left & right) modules have to pull the entire vehicle forward along 
with the drag caused by the lagging rear module. This was visualised by means of 3D simulations 
of Concept-E type rover (Fig. 4-29) using step obstacles of various heights and widths. Similar
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results were also observed by a team at EPFL (Switzerland) where they observed a considerable 
dragging of the rear module of Concept-E type vehicle as shown below (Fig. 4-30):
Fig. 4-30: Dragging Rear Module in Concept-E during Step Climbing [Credits: EPFL]
• For the Solero chassis, the idea of the front fork useful for shifting the centre of mass whilst 
negotiating obstacles represents a very attractive feature for an autonomous planetary rover 
along with the suspension of the central wheels in a parallelogram double lever suspension. 
This allows to compensate for terrain contours without requiring centre of mass movements. 
However, it is extremely critical to have the correct centre of mass position to have the 
desired obstacle negotiation. A major factor attributable to this condition is the fixed rear 
wheel and it was noticed in the field tests that most of the locomotion failures occurred due 
to this problem. Introducing a second fork can solve this problem however it will incur 
higher mass penalties, increase system complexity and power consumption. Furthermore, 
the rhombic configuration of the wheels causes the vehicle to have three tracks -  one for 
each side (left & right) bogie wheels and third for the front and rear wheels. This results in
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increased motion resistances resulting in lower drawbar pull and consequently higher drive 
torque (i.e. greater power) requirements, especially under loose soil or sandy terrain 
conditions or whilst negotiating slopes. Moreover, it will result in reduced slope climbing 
ability. Spot turning performance is also lower due to the inherent slip due to skid steering. 
All these factors make Solero unsuitable for employing as an ExoMars rover especially 
under completely autonomous operating conditions.
• Crab is still in conceptual phase and emerged as a possible concept towards the end of the 
ExoMars study. However, due to a highly complex locomotion linkage mechanism (greater 
complexity than Concept-D), the concept was not pursued beyond the analytical phase for 
the ExoMars activity.
Fig. 4-31: ExoMars Baseline Vehicle on Martian Surface [Credits: EADS Astrium, University of
Wales -  Aberystwyth]
Having investigated the wheeled concepts in great detail using the analytical (RMPET, MFP & 
GP) tools and simulation (RPET- RoverGen) tools, a comprehensive performance metric was 
developed -  a true representative o f a capability o f a mobility concept to perform on a variety of 
terrain conditions under a range o f operating torque values, creating an environment that can he 
encountered on an actual planetary exploration mission, especially Mars. Using this performance 
metric and performing a comparative analysis study, it was noticed that Concept-C had the best 
performance with lower system complexity amongst all other wheeled concepts. However later 
prototype testing showed that the middle wheels whilst negotiating an obstacle would not lower 
down thereby rendering a vehicle with only 4 wheels. Hence, Concept-E was chosen as a baseline 
concept for further investigation under the ExoMars Phase-B studies.
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Chapter 5
5. Application of RPET -  A Case Study: 
Performance Evaluation of Micro-Rovers
Micro-rovers represent the most favourable class of mobile exploration rovers due to their 
capability of successfully circumnavigating the obstacles and larger mean free path as compared 
to their larger counterparts. Moreover the mass and power constraints involved are much lower 
than the larger mini-rovers. This chapter investigates the suitability of micro-rovers for a 
planetary exploration mission typical of Mars. Several mobility concepts were researched and 
finally three were investigated in detail within the scope of this study. The study was performed as 
a part of European Space Agency (ESA) contract. The mobility concepts investigated belonged to 
three different categories namely wheeled, rigid tracks and suspended/elastic tracks. This chapter 
explains in detail the concept of comparative locomotion study adopted for evaluating the 
performance capability of the three mobility concepts chosen for the study.
5.1 Introduction
This chapter investigates rover mobility configurations classified under the micro-rover category. 
The study concerned investigating a novel mobility concept -  Elastic Loop Mobility System 
(ELMS), a flexible endless loop-track configuration, comparing its performance against that of 
other prominent micro-rover concepts existing at the time of study. The study investigates the 
Elastic Loop Mobility System (ELMS) as a prospective mobility system for a Mars micro-rover 
with regards to a detailed study of its drive system and traction capabilities as compared to other 
wheeled concepts (rocker-bogie springless suspension, parallel bogie suspension, articulated 
chassis with conical wheels). The tracked vehicle configuration used for comparison during this*'" 
study was that of Nanokhod employing rigid metal (aluminium) lockable tracks. The ELMS 
employs an endless elastic loop/band i.e. a single piece track with elastic properties that serves the 
dual purpose of supporting the vehicle weight on the ground and also providing the 
suspension/damping action by the virtue of its elasticity. This greatly enhances the performance 
of the vehicle while retaining all the major advantages of the tracked concept. On the other hand, 
the ELMS track, being a single-pieced structure, eliminates all risk of point failure associated with
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the conventional linked tracks. The system is quite simple in construction and has power 
consumption significantly lower than the conventional tracked system and slightly higher than the 
wheeled systems. Increase in power consumption can be compensated by higher obstacle 
negotiation capability, greater slope climbing capability (36° for ELMS, 21° for wheeled micro­
rovers) and the capability of crossing wider crevasses (twice the lateral dimension of the loop). 
The greater slope climbing capability can be attributed to the greater traction obtained due to 
larger ground contact of the tracks as compared to point/line contact by the wheels. Moreover, 
greater structural stability is realised as the weight of the vehicle is supported over a larger 
footprint by the tracks. All these issues were investigated and suitable performance metrics were 
developed for future references whilst looking for an optimal configuration for a planetary 
exploration mission to suit the desired set of requirements.
This was achieved using the RPET tool modules (Chapter 2), RMPET, MFP & GP modules for 
analytical configuration analysis whereas the RoverGen for computerised simulations and results 
analysis. The RPET tool proved to be an invaluable resource whilst evaluating and ranking the 
micro-rover mobility concepts according to their performance under identical set of operating 
conditions.
5.2 Micro-Rover Concepts Investigated during the Study
Several candidature mechanisms were studied before selecting the concepts for further analysis. 
Only wheeled and tracked concepts were selected for analysis as legged and hybrid mechanism 
represent larger chances of failure and complicated control mechanisms during autonomous 
operation on distant planetary surfaces. Wheeled concepts represent mature technology and have 
advantage of being flight proven. Several tracked rover configurations have also been developed 
for planetary rovers. The wheeled concepts selected for comparative analysis study within the 
scope of the project were:
(a) Rocker-Bogie Suspension (e.g. Sojourner)
(b) Parallel Bogie Suspension -  Hexagonal configuration (e.g. Shrimp)
(d) Double Averaging Linkage (e.g. Crab)
(c) Articulated Chassis -  Conical wheels (e.g. Marsokhod)
The tracked concepts investigated were:
(d) Suspended Tracks -  Flexible-Continuous tracks (e.g. ELMS)
(e) Rigid Metal Tracks (e.g. Nanokhod)
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5.2.1 Rocker-Bogie Springless Suspension (e.g. Sojourner)
Rocker_Sojoumer_2
Fig. 5-1: Rocker-Bogie Suspension -  Sojourner [(a) Rover CAD Model Used for Simulation; (b) 
Rocker-Bogie Springless Suspension Skeleton]
Fig. 5-1 shows the ‘Sojourner’ model used for simulations. The rover chassis is a very basic 
skeleton of the rocker-bogie suspension consisting of a “rocker”, “bogie-link”, locomotion 
linkages and 6 wheels. The components are considered to be solid and are in real dimensions. 
The vehicle ground projected footprint is 0.7 m x 0.5 m x 0.233 m. Overall system mass was 
modelled as 14.365 kg to ensure a realistic configuration resembling the flight model. All the 
wheeled locomotion concepts were modelled using the SolidWorks® CAD software and 
simulated using COSMOS/Motion® developed by ADAMS® for SolidWorks assemblies. Several 
simulations were conducted under a variety of operating conditions for each locomotion system.
Parameter Values
Ground Projected Footprint (m) 0.7 (L) x 0.5 (W) x 0.233 (H)
Ground Clearance (m) 0.13
Overall Vehicle Mass -  Without Payload (kg) 11.365
Overall Vehicle Mass -  With Payload (kg) 20
Table 48: Sojourner CAD Model Parameters
This design was simulated on sloped surfaces ranging from 15° to 21° to generate a performance 
metric from the simulation results. The maximum slope that can be negotiated by such a design 
was found to be 21° at maximum torque of 1.0918 Nm per wheel [Rover Team 1997] which, was 
verified by the quasi-static force analysis [Thianwoon 2001 ] of rocker-bogie suspension described 
in latter part of this chapter.
5.2.2 Parallel Bogie (Hexagonal) Suspension (e.g. Shrimp)
Shrimp is a 6-wheeled vehicle with parallel bogie architecture having each wheel placed at the 
vertex of a hexagon. Fig. 5-2 shows the CAD model used for simulations under identical
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conditions as Sojourner and Marsokhod. The vehicle has a ground projected footprint of 0.62 (m) 
x 0.42 (m) x 0.23 (m) with an overall system mass of 20 kg with payload.
Fig. 5-2 Shrimp CAD Model Used for Simulation
Parameter Values
Ground Projected Footprint (m) 0.65 (L) x 0.45 (W) x 0.23 (H)
Ground Clearance (m) 0.13
Overall Vehicle Mass -  Without Payload (kg) 10
Overall Vehicle Mass -  With Payload (kg) 20
Table 49: Shrimp Configuration Parameters
This design represented by the CAD model in figure above was simulated under identical 
conditions to that of the Sojourner to enable a systematic comparison for proportionately ranking 
the configurations on the basis of their performance. The maximum operating/drive torque was 
limited to 1.0918 Nm per wheel i.e. the maximum torque used by Sojourner to visualise the 
capability of each configuration to perform at the same value of drive torque acting at each wheel.
5.2.3 Double Averaging Linkage (e.g. CRAB)
Fig. 5-3: Crab CAD Model Used For Simulation - (a) Without PLC; (b) With PLC
The crab concept emerged towards the early 2005 from the Autonomous Robotics Laboratory at 
EPFL (Switzerland). The concept was proposed as a possible candidate for the ExoMars rover
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study under the Phase-A activity. The system comprises of a double bogie design similar to the 
RCL Concept-D design documented in detail in Chapter 4. However the difference between the 
two design lies in the arrangement of the top averaging linkages coupled to the front, middle and 
rear wheel brackets. Two sets of averaging links are mounted to the front half of the rover on both 
sides. Front link has its front end coupled to the front wheel suspension whereas its rear end 
pivoting freely to the middle support beam. Similarly, the second of the front links has its rear end 
coupled to the middle wheel bracket and the front end pivoting freely with the middle support 
beam. In order to have the similar averaging advantage on the rear half of the rover, there is a long 
averaging link with its frond end coupled to the middle wheel bracket and its rear end coupled to 
the rear wheel suspension.
R o ve r C onfiguration C R A B
Mass: 12 554 kg
C O M :  X = 41 38 mm
Y =  83.64 mm 
Z =  25.6" nun
(COM Measuredfrom global co-ordinate system)
W h eel D im  (D ) =  160 111111 
(B ) =  90 111111
©20015 M/deep Patel (NPatel@ surrey ac.uk)
Fig. 5-4: Crab Rover Model Data Sheet
Theoretically, this arrangement allows to average off the resultant PLC deflection thereby allow 
maintaining the onboard instruments much more steady as compared to the other proposed 
concepts. However, the resultant system complexity due to large number of moving parts closely 
coupled to each other present greater chances of failure whilst operating autonomously on 
unknown and rugged terrain typical of Mars.
Parameter Values
Ground Projected Footprint (m) 0.79 (L) x 0.735 (W) x 0.431 (H)
Ground Clearance (m) 0.228
Overall Vehicle Mass -  Without Payload (kg) 12.554
Overall Vehicle Mass -  With Payload (kg) 20
Table 50: Crab Configuration Parameters
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5.2.4 Articulated Chassis with Conical Wheels (e.g. Marsokhod)
(c) 2000 Nkteep Patel ml palefcgS jngston ac.uk
Fig. 5-5: (a) Marsokhod Chassis Prototype Vehicle; (b) Small Marsokhod CAD Model
The actual Marsokhod rover chassis measures 1.5 m (L) x 1.0 m (B) with the locomotion 
subsystem mass of 35 kg. However, for the purpose of making a micro-rover performance metric, 
the Marsokhod chassis was scaled down to fit the footprint envelope similar to that of Sojourner 
and Shrimp. The scaled down version measures 0.7 (m) x 0.5 (m) x 0.25 (m) with an overall 
system mass of 20 kg with payload.
Parameter Values
Ground Projected Footprint (m) 0.7 (L) x 0.5 (W) x 0.25 (H)
Ground Clearance (m) 0.15
Overall Vehicle Mass -  Without Payload (kg) 12
Overall Vehicle Mass -  With Payload (kg) 20
Table 51: Marsokhod CAD Model Parameters
The Marsokhod comprises of three pairs of independently driven 13 cm diameter titanium wheels 
attached to a three degree of freedom articulated frame, the three axes connected by two hinge- 
coupled frames. Hence, each axle can move relative to each other. Two degrees-of-freedom allow 
the frame to twist, while the third allows it to pitch. This design enables the rover to conform 
passively to very rugged terrain. The shape of the wheels provide low ground pressure and 
minimise the risk of high centring the rover by enclosing most of the frame.
5.2.5 Suspended Tracks - Elastic Loop Mobility System (ELMS)
The ELMS concept employs a continuous elastic loop-track with elastic properties. The elastic 
loop serves the dual purpose of supporting the vehicle weight on the ground and providing the 
suspension/damping action by the virtue of its elasticity. This greatly enhances the performance of 
the vehicle while retaining all the major advantages of the tracked concept. Furthermore, the 
ELMS track as a single-piece continuous structure eliminates any risk of single-point failures 
associated with link fractures of conventional tracks. The ELMS track is constructed from a single
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continuous track of highly elastic material. The material has traditionally been Ti (3III alloy (Ti 
with 11.5% Mo, 6.5% Zr and 4.6% Sn) which required a complex fabrication process of welding 
flat strips, bulge-forming, age-hardening and roll-forming [Costes & Trautwein 1973].
It was envisaged to use shape memory alloy (SMA) as the track material. Shape memory alloys 
exhibit thermoelastic behaviour changes such that they can exist in two temperature dependent 
crystal phases separated by phase change transitions. The first such metal alloy discovered was 
Cu-Zn in 1938, but subsequent emphasis has been on Nitinol (Nickel Titanium Naval Ordnance 
Laboratory). The martensite phase exists at the lower temperature and the austenite phase at the 
higher temperature. On heating from the martensite phase, the alloy is transformed into the 
austenite phase which starts at the austenite start temperature As and is completely transformed at 
the austenite finish temperature Af. If the austenite phase is cooled, it is transformed back into the 
martensite phase which starts at the martensite start temperature Ms and is completed at the 
martensite finish temperature Mf. The temperature range As to Af is higher than that for Ms to M,. 
Thus, SMA exhibits hysteresis with a 30-40° temperature differential typically, though this can be 
tailored. NiTi has essentially three forms: austenite, superelastic and martensite phases. In the 
martensite form, the material is soft and ductile due to its complex rhombic crystal structure; in 
the superelastic phase, it is highly elastic; and in the austenite phase, it is strong and hard due to 
its simple cubic crystal structure. The superelastic phase is a property of the material from just 
above As to Md where Md > Af which defines the maximum temperature of superelasticity. 
Specifically, properties of prime interest were of super-elasticity and high damping for use as the 
elastic loop. Nitinol (49/51) has the required properties -  it has a density of 6.45 g/cm3 with 
corrosion resistance similar to stainless steel and Ti alloy. NiTi alloy may be manufactured with 
the required elastic properties at the required operational temperature by variations in the alloy 
composition, the amount of cold working and the heat treatment process.
ELMS ASSEMBLY (WITHOUT TRACKS)
S U P P O R T IN G  L IN K S
Fig. 5-6: ELMS CAD Model -  (a) ELMS Assembly without Tracks in Solid Works; (b) ELMS 
Assembly with Elastic Tracks in ADAMS-ATV
However, a major obstacle was encountered during the design phase of tracked vehicles in the 
form of modelling a single piece track suitable for simulation purposes. SolidWorks® is a 3D
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design software for rigid bodies. Hence, it was not possible to model elastic/flexible bodies such 
as tracks where there is a constant change in the material contour properties. This made the above 
design (Fig. 4a) unsuitable to be simulated using COSMOS/Motion for SolidWorks. Hence, an 
alternative simulation tool -  ADAMS Tracked Vehicle Toolkit (ATV) was investigated and 
adopted that can model and simulate both, rigid and flexible tracks.
ATV doesn’t allow the sprockets to be attached to any body other than the hull as all the 
components of a track system are referenced with respect to the hull. So a modification was made 
to the design of ELMS (Elastic Loop Mobility System) from the design mentioned in Fig.5-6(a). 
The design adopted is very similar to the actual ELMS chassis suspended wheel design as adopted 
by NASA in 1960s. The drive sprocket is directly connected to Hull or the Payload Cab. The load 
wheels are evaded as the software itself doesn’t allow the separation of track from the sprockets 
(drive wheels). Hence the mass of the load wheel is added to the sprockets to account for their 
mass in the simulated model. The purpose of the load wheels is served by the inherent property of 
the software to not allow the track separation during vehicle motion. This modification doesn’t 
alter the overall footprint of the vehicle and it remains the same as for the Nanokhod and the 
Sojourner.
The overall vehicle footprint for all the designs varies in a very small range of: Length (620 -  
660mm) and Width (500 mm). The elasticity of the track is modelled by substituting the 
calculated belt stiffness and belt damping for a track 1 cm thick made of Nitinol material for a 
vehicle weighting 13 kg. This is an effort to model the elasticity of the loop having the same 
wrapping pattern as any other tracked vehicle. The major obstacle is to model the unusual 
curvature of the loop (both transverse and lateral). To account for any extra damping obtained due 
to these curvatures, the vertical displacement of the belt was considered while calculating the belt 
stiffness and belt damping. Having substituted the values in the belt parameters, the results 
obtained were very similar to the non-elastic track. Other components retain the same dimensions 
and mass. The modified components are:
(i) Chassis/Payload Box = Hull (6 kg)
(ii) Load wheel (« 1 0 0  gm) + Wheel (900 gm) = Sprocket (1 kg)
Parameter Values
Ground Projected Footprint (m) 0.66 (L) x 0.45 (W) x 0.30 (H)
Ground Clearance (m) 0.15
Overall Vehicle Mass -  Without Payload (kg) 11.19
Overall Vehicle Mass -  With Payload (kg) 20
Table 52: ELMS Configuration Parameters for ATV Model
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5.2.6 Rigid Metal Tracks (e.g. Nanokhod)
Nanokhod is a 4 kg tracked instrument deployment device with a payload capacity of 2 kg 
[Bertrand & van Winnendael 2001]. This Nanokhod had an obstacle climbing capability of 0.1m 
and a speed of 5 m/h drawing power and data from a tether. Two locomotion units housed drive 
wheels which drove tracks mounted around the locomotion units to provide a speed of 0.94 m/s. 
The outer locomotion units were connected to a central payload cab through two levers which 
could orient the payload cab. The whole track can be rotated through 90° to act as a wheel and this 
allows the vehicle to be maintained in a horizontal attitude. The locomotion units and payload cab 
may be moved in sequence to perform a walking mode. It has a payload capacity of 1.1 kg 
compared to its own mass of 1.45 kg plus 20-30 m of thin tether -  a total mass of 3.3 kg. The 
tracks are constructed from thin stainless steel foil with metal cleats attached. Each track is driven 
by the powered front wheel with a single idler wheel at the aft end of the track both residing in the 
locomotion unit. The single drive motor of each track is implemented with a planet and worm 
gear assembly. The locomotion units are connected by a mechanical bridge at the rear of the 
vehicle, which contains the two tether spools for deploying the two tethers. The payload box can 
be rotated through near ±180°. This enables climbing obstacles by moving the payload cab over 
the obstacle. The Nanokhod tracks being bound around the locomotion units are rigid and provide 
the response of a rigid body over obstacles, offsetting much of the mobility advantage of tracked 
vehicles. Ideally tracks increase the ground contact area which is maximised if the tracks follow 
the contours of the terrain.
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Fig. 5-7: Nanokhod CAD Model without Tracks in Solid Works
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Parameter Values
Ground Projected Footprint (m) 0.66 (L) x 0.45 (W) x 0.25 (H)
Ground Clearance (m) 0.15
Overall Vehicle Mass -  Without Payload (kg) 39
Overall Vehicle Mass -  With Payload (kg) 40
Table 53: Nanokhod Configuration Parameters for SolidWorks Design Model
In order to simulate the Nanokhod concept using ATV, a modification to the design was required. 
The PLC (Payload Cab) and the TU (Tether Unit) were merged to form a single HULL. The mass 
and width of the HULL are identical with the combined mass of TU and PLC along with the 
width of the TU. This modification doesn’t alter the overall footprint of the vehicle and it remains 
the same as for the ELMS and the Sojourner. The rest of the components remain the same in 
dimensions and mass.
Fig. 5-8: Modified Nanokhod with Rigid Metal Track in ADAMS-ATV
Tether Unit (5.28 kg) + Payload Cab (720 g) = Hull (6 kg) 
Wheel = Sprocket (2 kg)
Parameter Values
Ground Projected Footprint (m) 0.63 (L) x 0.50 (W) x 0.25 (H)
Ground Clearance (m) 0.13
Overall Vehicle Mass -  Without Payload (kg) 18
Overall Vehicle Mass -  With Payload (kg) 20
Table 54: Modified Nanokhod Configuration Parameters in ADAMS-ATV
5.3 Simulation Environment
Our approach broadly followed that recommended by Schid (1999) who suggested that for 
modelling terrain-vehicle systems, there are three separate components required:
(i) Rigid multi-body dynamics simulation (e.g. ADAMS)
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(ii) Finite element modelling of elastic suspension systems (e.g. ABACUS)
(iii) Vehicle-terrain interaction modelling
Modelling the kinematics of vehicles for control purposes without consideration of the dynamics 
of motion is inadequate [Muir & Neumann 1987]. During the course of the entire investigation, all 
the simulations were performed using Mechanical Dynamics Inc. ADAMS modelling software for 
the provision of the first component -  the multi-body dynamics simulation. In its simplest form, 
ADAMS represents a vehicle as a multi-bodied system with constrained degrees of freedom 
modelled through the application of Newton-Euler equations beyond simple quasi-static force 
analysis models [Yamakawa et al 1999], Although ADAMS has been recommended for vehicle 
analysis by Durrant-Whyte (2001) and Schid (1999), it was not sufficiently flexible for providing 
the full spectrum of requirements for modelling small planetary vehicles. ADAMS/ATV which 
was used for simulations of tracked vehicles includes a Bekker theory component to model track- 
soil interactions. The ADAMS/View software did not permit modelling of soil-terrain interactions 
for wheeled vehicles, so an independent analysis in the form of spreadsheets generated from the 
RPET tool to model the soil-terrain interaction for all the considered vehicles is included. This 
allows making direct comparison between the wheeled ADAMS/View models and the 
ADAMS/ATV tracked models difficult. The wheeled vehicle models were simulated whilst 
traversing hard ground while the tracked vehicles were modelled traversing soil. The 
ADAMS/View kernel offered no facility for soil interaction for wheeled vehicles while the 
ADAMS/ATV module offered no facility for hard ground traverses for tracked vehicles. 
However, the results-spreadsheet generated using RPET based on the Bekker equations does 
provide for such direct comparison.
ADAMS/ATV used to model the tracked vehicles is based on Bekker theory. This formulation 
assumes that sinkage is low in comparison with wheel diameter which may not be the case for 
small micro-rovers (the estimated minimum wheel diameter for validity is around 50 cm) [Richter 
& Hamacher 1999]. However, it does predict low performance values in comparison with actual 
performance data so it may be used as a lower bound predictor adequate for comparison purposes. 
This does not invalidate the study but merely suggests caveats for its application. The primary 
purpose of the thesis is to develop software models in order to rank several mobility systems -  all 
things being equal, we assume that the biasses associated with Bekker theory will apply to all 
mobility systems equally. The finite element model is required for simulating elastic components, 
particularly related to ride quality, which is determined by the surface roughness and external 
loading such as turning at speed, etc. This generally means modelling of the suspension system 
and tyre elasticity. Tyre elasticity and suspension are primarily important for manned vehicles for 
ride quality and is generally irrelevant for robotic rovers travelling at low speeds. However, this 
aspect of vehicle performance will have critical importance for future manned rovers that will be
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required to support human missions to Mars. We have however included elasticity aspects in the 
analytical performance metrics generated using the developed software tools (RMPET).
The basic entity in ADAMS/ATV that is used to build a track model is the “Hull”. In 
ADAMS/ATV it is defined as the part where the wheels in the track system are connected. This is 
the case when the “Track System” is built. When a track system is created, a hull is associated 
with it and all the wheels in the track system will be automatically connected to this hull. The 
reference hull is created when the track system is defined and cannot be changed later on without 
deleting the complete track system and recreating it. The track system is the parent entity to the 
wheels and the track, and all ground contact parameters are defined in the track system. This 
means that each track system can have its own “Road” with its own ground properties. Several 
types of wheels can exist in a track system. A sprocket is connected to the hull with a revolute 
joint and can have a motion function or torque acting relative to the hull. Finally there is a “Belt” 
that in general consists of several segments connected to each other through flexible elements (in 
case of Dynamic Track) whereas the string track models the track as a single piece structure. 
Both, the road profile and road contact parameters are unique for each track. This allows the 
model to run, for example, with one track on hard road and one on the soft soil during a 
simulation. However, for our purpose, we have kept the same type of road for both the tracks to 
get an identical output from both the tracks during the simulations. We have used two different 
types of surfaces with hard soil -  flat and irregular for simulation purposes.
5.4 Performance Metrics: Using RPET Analytical Results
Whereas in the ADAMS simulations, the engineering parameters were adjusted to make realistic 
comparisons with equivalent-sized Sojourner, large Nanokhod, small Marsokhod, Shrimp, Crab 
and ELMS, the spreadsheets generated using the RPET tool enabled us to perform direct 
comparisons based solely on mobility parameters without engineering constraints. For instance, 
the masses of each vehicle may be assigned the same value, though this would be unrealistic in 
practice, as different mobility systems would incur different mass penalties. However, the analysis 
of this section has value in determining the direct performance effects for comparing mobility 
performance with variations in the mobility system parameters without the complexities of real 
vehicles. All values are quoted in SI units -  all tabulated results assume that all other parameters 
not represented in the tables are constant. We adopt Sojourner as our baseline wheeled vehicle. 
All other vehicles used for comparison are scaled accordingly so that most of the vehicle 
parameters are identical (unless specified) so that direct comparisons can be made. Nanokhod in 
this report refers to a tracked version of Sojourner (or equivalently, a scaled up version of the true 
Nanokhod). The ELMS is defined similarly with similar parameters. This enables explicit
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comparison between the effects of mobility system parameters on performance. The ADAMS 
simulations standardise on footprint and wheel torque as these involve the fewest arbitrary 
assumptions. The RPET results-spreadsheets standardise on mass and dimensions.
Vehicle Mass 
(kg)
Wheel 
Diameter (m)
Wheel/Track 
Width (m)
Vehicle Length
(m)
Sojourner 11 0.13 0.06 0.65
Shrimp 13 0.13 0.06 0.65
Crab 12.5 0.14 0.06 0.79
Marsokhod 16 0.13 0.15 0.7
Nanokhod 18 0.12 0.1 0.63
ELMS 14 0.1 0.11 0.62
Table 55: Vehicle Parameters used by RPET solver for Analytical Run
5.4.1 Ground Pressure (GP) Metric
The ground pressure metric relates to the pressure exerted by a vehicle on the ground. A common 
means for determining the suitability of a vehicle for soft ground is the mean maximum ground 
pressure (MMP). Traditionally, nominal ground pressure (NGP) was used as a measure of 
resistance to sinkage but assumed that the distribution of weight across all wheels is even. We 
have assumed Earth gravity in our models which represents the worst case gravitational loading 
for rover deployment. The soil shear strength must exceed NGP of the vehicle -  typical bearing 
values for terrestrial soils are given in Chapter 2 (Section 2.4.3).
The importanceof MMP as a ground pressure metric rather than NGP combined with VCI has 
been outlined in Chapter 2 (section 2.4.3). MMP consistently generates order of magnitude higher 
values than for NGP or VCI, which themselves are comparable. NGP and VCI are expected to 
correlate more closely to actual ground pressure than MMP. The trends in the values of each are 
all consistent as they essentially quantify similar attributes. A quoted value for the average ground 
pressure for Sojournor wheels assuming 79 mm width wheels is 1.65 kPa as compared to our 
computed NGP of 4.6 kPa with a wheel width of 60 mm. Increasing the number of wheels on the 
Sojournor vehicle decreases the NGP, MMP and VCI as expected, and similarly, decreasing the 
number of wheels increases NGP, MMP and VCI. All values record proportionate decreases in 
response to decreases in vehicle mass as expected. NGP is the least sensitive metric to changes in 
vehicle properties, as it does not account for variations in axle number, or wheel deflection. 
Moreover, it makes no differentiation for variations in wheel width and wheel diameter for a 
constant ground contact area.
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Ground Pressure (GP) Metric
Vehicle NGP (kPa) MMP (kPa) VCI (kN/m3) Q = MMP/NGP
Sojourner 4.6068 126.4849 25.583 27.45
Shrimp 4.1883 114.9862 23.257 27.45
Crab 4.1800 116.5191 24.297 27.87
Marsokhod 2.6800 84.4339 17.878 31.50
Nanokhod 1.4700 0.9947 6.304 0.67
ELMS 1.0393 0.8019 4.846 0.77
Table 56: Ground Pressure Metric
Like NGP, VCI takes no account of axle number. VCI similarly makes no differentiation between 
wheel width and wheel diameter with a constant ground contact area but does account for wheel 
deflection changes. MMP on the other hand does differentiate between variations in wheel width 
and wheel diameter and for wheel deflection. MMP is thus the most sensitive measure for 
wheeled vehicles despite its lack of physical interpretation.
For tracked vehicles, Q (MMP/NGP ratio) has no apparent utility as with wheeled vehicles. MMP, 
NGP and VCI give similar values within an order of magnitude unlike in the wheeled vehicle 
cases. Once again, NGP is the least sensitive metric being insensitive to wheel diameter. NGP, 
MMP and VCI indicate that an increase in track width decreases ground pressure. Similarly, NGP, 
MMP and VCI indicate a reduction in ground pressure with an increase in track length. Neither 
NGP nor VCI are sensitive to changes in track rigidity but MMP illustrates the improved mobility 
incurred by increasing track elasticity. This sensitivity of MMP to track parameters suggests why 
MMP is the preferred measure of vehicle performance for tracked vehicles. Table 56 outlines the 
ground pressure metric for the chosen mobility concepts both - wheeled and tracked. It is clear 
from the results that for all values of NGP, MMP and VCI; tracked vehicles (Nanokhod, ELMS) 
offer significantly reduced ground pressure in comparison with similarly sized wheeled vehicles 
(Sojourner) as expected. NGP and VCI are insensitive to the effects of track elasticity but MMP 
indicates clearly the significant superiority of elastic tracks over rigid tracks in reducing ground 
pressure. On the basis of MMP, it is wise to expect the Elastic Loop Mobility System to yield 
superior mobility performance than any other type of ground traversing mobility system.
5.4.2 Drawbar Pull (DP) Metric
Drawbar Pull is the net pull a vehicle can get to propel itself on a terrain. In other words it is the 
difference between the generated soil thrust and the total motion resistances acting on the vehicle 
to resist its motion. It was assumed that there is no wheel deflection i.e. the wheels are rigid and 
there is no sinkage to a first approximation (sinkage is accounted for in computing motion
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resistances). The wheel width-to-diameter ratio commonly selected is 1:2.5, though Sojourner 
wheel width-to-diameter ratio was closer to 1:2.2, i.e. favouring increased width. The overall soil 
thrust generated depends upon the number of powered wheels. It was found that the soil thrust 
value for an 8-wheeled vehicle was twice than that of a 4-wheeled vehicle.
No. of 
Wheels
Wheel 
Diameter (m)
Wheel Width
(m)
Soil Thrust
(N)
Drawbar Pull
(N)
4 0.13 0.06 24.799 10.97
6 0.13 0.06 37.655 22.16
8 0.13 0.06 49.598 32.136
Table 57: Driven Wheels - Soil Thrust Dependency for Sojourner-Type Vehicle (On DLR MSS-B)
Table 57 shows the soil thrust values computed for a Sojourner type vehicle for a variety of driven 
wheels. Additionally, the soil thrust generated from the wheel-soil contact patch also depends 
upon the wheel/track dimensions as it drives the available wheel/track-ground contact patch area. 
This can be visualised from Table 58.
Vehicle Width(B)
(m)
Diameter(D)
(m)
H/B Contact 
Area (m2)
Soil Thrust
(N)
Sojourner-1 0.06 0.065 0.3333 0.0117 18.8278
Sojourner -2 0.03 0.13 0.6666 0.0117 37.5975
Nanokhod -1 0.06 0.065 0.3333 - 981.0233
Nanokhod -2 0.12 0.13 0.1666 - 1466.7306
Nanokhod 0.06 0.13 0.3333 - 981.0233
Table 58: Effect of Wheel/Track Dimensions on Generated Soil Thrust (On DLR MSS-B)
It was observed from the above table that the soil thrust is dependent on the both - wheel diameter 
and wheel width for wheeled vehicles. However, reduced wheel diameter has a stronger effect on 
reducing the generated soil thrust than reducing the wheel width (through the grouser height to 
wheel width ratio -  H/B) although the contact areas are the same in both cases. For tracked 
vehicles, there is no effect on soil thrust through changes in the wheel diameter but an increase in 
track width increases the soil thrust due to the increased ground contact area as expected. 
Adopting grousers also results in an increase in generated traction.
Wheel 
Diameter (m)
Wheel Width
(m)
Grouser Height
(m)
H/B Soil Thrust
(N)
0.13 0.06 0.02 0.3333 37.655
0.13 0.06 0.01 0.1666 37.571
0.13 0.06 0.00 (Smooth) 0 37.504
Table 59: Effect of Grousers on Generated Soil Thrust for Wheeled Vehicles (On DLR MSS-B)
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Thus, it can be seen from the above table that the presence of grousers did not create a 
considerable increase in the achievable soil thrust and hence traction in case of micro-rovers with 
smaller wheel-diameter.
Sprocket 
Diameter (m)
Track 
Width (m)
No. of 
Grousers
Grouser 
Height (m)
H/B Soil Thrust
(N)
0.1 0.11 26 0.01 0.1666 1759.79
0.1 0.11 13 0.02 0.3333 1164.18
0.1 0.11 0 0 0 235.34
0.1 0.11 26 0.02 0.3333 2096.15
Table 60: Effect of Grousers on Generated Soil Thrust for Tracked Vehicles
Table 60 outlines the effect of grousers on the performance of tracked micro-rovers. Smooth 
tracks have significantly degraded performance over grousered tracks. Furthermore, the greater 
the number of grousers, the greater the soil thrust generated. A reduction in grouser height as a 
ratio of grouser height (H) to track width (B) leads to a significant reduction in generated soil 
thrust. It can be clearly visualised from the above two tables that the tracked vehicles produce soil 
thrust by a magnitude greater than the wheeled vehicles of the same dimensions even without 
grousers.
Vehicle Wheel 
Diameter (m)
Wheel/Track 
Width (m)
Sinkage
(m)
Compaction 
Resistance (N)
Sojourner 0.13 0.06 0.00762 7.77828
Sojourner-1 0.26 0.06 0.00508 4.02231
Sojourner -2 0.13 0.13 0.00431 5.23681
Shrimp 0.13 0.06 0.00691 6.63116
Crab 0.14 0.09 0.00916 6.32589
Marsokhod 0.13 0.15 0.00391 4.98432
Nanokhod 0.13 0.06 0.00111 0.031075
ELMS 0.11 0.06 0.00111 0.031075
Table 61: Effect of Wheel/Track Dimensions on Sinkage & Compaction Resistance
Both wheel diameter and width are inversely proportional to the compaction resistance with an 
increase in wheel diameter reducing compaction resistance at a greater rate than increased wheel 
width [Wallace & Rao 1993]. Similarly, the motion resistance due to compaction of short, wide 
tracks is greater than that for long, narrow tracks. Furthermore, for wheeled vehicles, rear wheels 
do not suffer the same degree of compaction as they typically follow in the deformation ruts 
formed by the front wheels. As expected, sinkage and compaction resistance decreases with 
decreasing wheel width and the adoption of tracks significantly reduces sinkage by more than an
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order of magnitude -  indeed, track width affects the modulus of soil deformation k counteracting 
the advantage of ground areal increase of increased wheel width. Thus, to reduce compaction 
resistance, it is best to increase wheel diameters rather than wheel width. Tracked vehicles 
experience much lower soil compaction resistance -  around three orders of magnitude difference 
as sinkage is dependent on track area only. The ELMS experiences same sinkage as the wheel 
diameter/ track curvature has no effect on sinkage as a tracked vehicle.
0.7
Soil Exponent (n)
Tracked Vehicles- ELMS
0.7
Soil Exponent (n)
Fig. 5-9: Sinkage and Compaction Resistance Dependency on Soil Exponent -  (a) For Wheeled
Vehicles; (b) For Tracked Vehicles
The soil parameters can make a significant difference to sinkage and compaction -  we have used 
lunar values for kc and kv with a variable exponent of 0.7< n <1.2 which define the range for 
common soils -  a low exponent reduces soil sinkage and compaction resistance significantly. 
Hence, we have defined our baseline as n = 1 which is representative of extraterrestrial soils. 
Another important factor is k<p, which must be high to keep sinkage and compaction resistance low 
for both types of vehicle. As expected, compaction resistance dominates the resistance to motion. 
Wheel sinkage should generally be < 4cm preferably up to a maximum of 0.3d. These expressions 
are valid only for n < 1.3 and for moderate sinkage -  for wheels under 50 cm in diameter, sinkage 
predictions are less accurate in dry, sandy soils. In such cases, Wong (2001) and Bekker (1959) 
recommended that bulldozing resistances should be taken into account as well as compaction 
resistance to compensate through kcoh but we have found that the bulldozing resistance has little 
compensatory effect. However, it is apparent from the analytical results tabulated here that in 
some cases, the soil compaction resistance exceeds the soil thrust generating negative drawbar 
pull suggesting that compaction resistance for small vehicles is over-estimated using Bekker 
theory.
Bulldozing resistance offers negligible resistance to motion compared with compaction resistance 
for both wheeled and tracked vehicles. Indeed, for the small vehicles considered here, Bekker 
theory suggests that it acts to marginally compensate for over-estimated sinkage resistance. 
Bulldozing resistance for tracked vehicles is much lower than that for wheels as expected since 
there are more wheels than tracks on a vehicle. However, for tracked vehicles, bulldozing
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resistance is comparable in magnitude to compaction resistance, both being of minor significance. 
Bulldozing resistance is affected by changes in both wheel/track diameter and wheel/track width -  
narrow wheels reduces bulldozing resistance significantly while a decrease in wheel diameter 
increases the bulldozing resistance to a much lesser degree. The bulldozing resistance for ELMS 
is much the same as for conventionally tracked vehicles. Grousers have little effect on bulldozing 
resistance, marginally increasing it.
Rolling resistance is nominally constant as it is a function of vehicle weight -  this is intuitively 
correct as rolling resistance is essentially an inertia effect. This resistance value is second only to 
sinkage resistance but we suspect that the relation of rolling resistance is considerably more 
complex as it is tightly correlated with slippage and so wheel speed.
Vehicle Bulldozing
Resistance (Rb)
Rolling Resistance
(Rr)
Sojourner 0.9589 2.6105
Sojourner-1 3.8221 2.3367
Sojourner -2 0.9609 2.3367
Nanokhod 0.6809 2.3367
ELMS (with Grousers) 0.67 2.3367
ELMS (w/o Grousers) 0.6809 2.3367
Shrimp 0.9586 2.3367
Crab 1.1233 2.3367
Marsokhod 0.9614 2.3367
Table 62: Bulldozing and Rolling Resistance Values for Wheeled and Tracked Vehicles
The dominant source of resistance for wheeled vehicles is compaction resistance but this is 
insignificant for tracked vehicles -  indeed, for tracked vehicles, compaction resistance becomes 
comparable to bulldozing resistance, both of which are negligible. The superiority of tracks over 
wheels is clearly evident in drawbar pull assuming that all other variables are identical. However, 
it was noted that soil compaction resistance was overestimated by Bekker theory resulting in 
negative drawbar pull values for some of the conceptual study, particularly those involving 
alterations in wheel diameter and wheel width. However, assuming that these effects are 
systematic, it can be clearly visualised that the ELMS system provides far greater mobility 
performance (approximately double) than that of a traditional tracked system which in turn is 
more than two orders of magnitude superior to a wheeled vehicle.
Drawbar pull per vehicle weight DP/W is the vehicle design parameter, which quantifies 
efficiency of the mobility system. To increase DP/W, a reduction in ground pressure is required -  
thus justifying the use of MMP (mean maximum pressure) for single parameter performance
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quantification. Drawbar pull per unit weight as given in Table 63, provides a starting point for 
assessing the optimal mobility configuration within performance, mass, power and complexity 
constraints.
Drawbar Pull Metric
Vehicle
Soil
Thrust
(N)
Sinkage
(m)
Comp.
Resis.
(N)
Bull.
Resis.
(N)
Rolling
Resis.
(N)
Drawbar
Pull
(N)
DP/W
Sojourner 12.604 0.00762 7.778 0.958 2.6 1.268 0.1152
Shrimp 11.618 0.00691 6.663 0.958 2.33 1.667 0.1282
Crab 14.735 0.00976 6.325 1.123 2.33 4.957 0.3956
Marsokhod 15.819 0.00391 4.984 0.961 2.^3 7.544 0.4715
Nanokhod 1137.90 0.00111 0.031 0.687 2.33 1129.063 6.3941
ELMS 2433.58 0.00111 0.031 0.687 2.33 2426.721 17.669
Table 63: Drawbar Pull Metric
5.4.3 Mean Free Path (MFP) Metric
Mean free path is a metric used to determine the navigability of a terrain. The Martian terrain is 
typically rocky characterised by loose soil, slopes which can reach 30-40° at crater edges and an 
array of obstacles of different sizes. A grade of 30" is generally regarded as the acceptable 
requirement for a planetary rover -  this is in excess of that negotiable by a terrestrial automobile. 
The surface rock distribution impacts on ground clearance and straight-line trajectory segments.
The value of MFP obtained for Sojourner at VL1 is 66.3 m compared with their value of 9.6 m, 
and our value for MFP for Sojourner at VL2 is 14.9 m compared with their value of 2.4 m. Our 
MFP results however are consistent in that they reflect the more rocky terrain of VL2 over VL1 
and the trend of MFP with different mobility characteristics. The high MFP values of the micro­
rovers of lower mass are attributable to their small dimensions, which enable them to follow 
narrower pathways between obstacles. A large macro-rover must have an obstacle climbing 
ability of 1.0 m to match the MFP of a small micro-rover with a much smaller obstacle 
negotiation capability such as the small Nanokhod. However, such small micro-rovers are limited 
in range by virtue of the limited length of their tethers obviating the need for such high MFP 
values.
Table 64 presents comparative values of MFP based on estimated obstacle negotiation capabilities 
of the candidate vehicles based on a normalised wheel diameter of 0.13m and a Sojourner sized 
vehicle which take into account published obstacle capabilities:
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(a) Sojourner has a nominal obstacle negotiation capability equal to its wheel diameter and a 
maximum obstacle negotiation capability of 1.5 times its wheel diameter [Matijevic et al 
1996, 1997];
(b) Nanokhod has an estimated obstacle negotiation capability of 2 times its wheel diameter;
(c) Shrimp with an obstacle negotiation capability of 0.22 m is included for comparison 
[Estier et al 2000];
(d) The ELMS has an estimated obstacle negotiation capability of 2.5 times its wheel 
diameter [Costes & Trautwein 1973];
(e) Small Marsokhod has an estimated obstacle negotiation capability of 2 times its wheel 
diameter.
MFP Comparison Using Moore & Golombek Exponential Laws
Rock Dia.
(m)
Rock Height
(VL1)
Rock Height
(VL2)
MFP
(Moore) (m)
MFP (VL1)
(m)
MFP (VL2)
(m)
0 0.008 0.008 57.09605 13.09799
0.03 0.01895 0.02318 33.4102 59.09851 13.48022
0.06 0.0299 0.03836 26.1485 61.1777 13.87603
0.075 0.035375 0.04595 24.1248 62.247 14.07917
0.1 0.0445 0.0586 21.7074 64.07452 14.42572
0.13 0.05545 0.07378 19.6714 66.34463 14.85508
0.2 0.081 0.1092 16.6306 71.98673 15.91704
0.3 0.1175 0.1598 14.1584 80.96079 17.5919
0.5 0.1905 0.261 11.1424 102.6998 21.58516
0.75 0.28175 0.3875 9.0405 138.9239 28.07657
1 0.373 0.514 7.6481 188.8017 36.7654
3 1.103 1.526 2.9256 2461.746 368.4621
Table 64: MFP Values for a Sojourner Type Vehicle Using Moore and Golombek Laws
Table 65 shows that the MFP increases as expected with greater obstacle negotiation capability. 
Furthermore, it can be seen that increasing the obstacle negotiation capability gives an increasing 
return in MFP, so that increased obstacle negotiation capability is a important and valuable design 
parameter. The limitation of MFP as a measure is that it requires an estimate of obstacle clearance 
capability which requires more complex study in the form of simulation and/or experimental 
verification. This will be determined by a complex series of variables such as drive torque 
capability and geometric design. Furthermore, as Sojourner’s traverse of the “rock garden” 
indicates, there will be localities with higher rock distribution densities -  however, flood outflow 
regions such as the Pathfinder landing site are likely to represent the highest rock fractions on the
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Martian surface. The results of this section suggest that emphasis should be placed on small 
micro-rovers capable of independent mobility without reliance on tethers, and that emphasis on 
obstacle negotiation capability enhances mean free path of traverse with increasing rather than 
decreasing returns.
Mean Free Path (MFP) Metric
Vehicle Max. Obstacle 
Limit (m)
Mean Free Path 
VL1 (m)
Mean Free Path 
VL2 (m)
Sojourner 0.13 66.3 14.9
Shrimp 0.22 73.7 16.2
Marsokhod 0.20 72.0 15.9
Nanokhod 0.25 76.3 16.7
ELMS 0.325 83.4 18.04
Table 65: Mean Free Path Metric
5.4.4 Power Consumption
The simulation results were verified by theoretical calculations using the pre-established empirical 
relationships for calculating torque and power requirements to drive the vehicles over the variety 
of terrain used for simulations. The maximum torque used by the Sojourner rover was 1.13 Nm 
(10 in-lb) whereas, that required for driving the ELMS vehicle over the maximum slope (35°) was 
3.93 Nm (34.78 in-lb) and that required by Nanokhod to negotiate its maximum slope (30°) was 
6.61 Nm (58.5 in-lb). The Torque requirements are computed for the tracked vehicles using the 
relation [Costes & Trautwein 1973]:
R *W * SinO XT
= ------------------- Nm Eqn- (85)
V
Where, Rc = Effective radius of the track curvature
W = Vehicle weight
0 = Maximum negotiable slope angle
r\ = Efficiency of the drive system (= 0.7)
The expression used for computing the torque required for step/crevasse negotiation is given by 
[Costes & Trautwein 1973]:
JU{\ +  JU)* R * W  A7
T =    Nm Eqn. (86)
( 1 +  JU  )
Where, p = Coefficient of Friction (= 0.5)
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The maximum value of torque from the above computations is adopted as the limiting torque for 
the drive motors of the vehicle. This value of limiting torque is then used for calculating the 
maximum power required for driving the vehicle under a certain set of operating conditions.
Power Consumption Metric
Vehicle Temp.
(°C)
Max. 
Torque -
Tmax (Nm)
Current
Required
(I) (mA)
Power/Wheel
( P )
(Watts)
Number
of
Wheels
Total Power
Ptotal
(Watts)
Sojourner/
Shrimp/Crab
-40 1.13 30.85 0.48 6 2.86
-10 1.13 32.51 0.50 6 3.02
0 1.13 33.13 0.51 6 3.08
10 1.13 33.79 0.52 6 3.14
40 1.13 36.01 0.56 6 3.34
ELMS -40 3.39 70.55 1.09 4 4.37
-10 3.39 75.54 1.17 4 4.68
0 3.39 77.4 1.20 4 4.79
10 3.39 79.37 1.23 4 4.92
40 3.39 86.03 1.33 4 5.33
Nanokhod -40 6.61 127.11 1.97 4 7.88
-10 6.61 136.86 2.12 4 8.48
0 6.61 140.48 2.18 4 8.70
10 6.61 144.31 2.23 4 8.94
40 6.61 157.32 2.44 4 9.75
Table 66: Drive Power Consumption Metric
Table 66 shows the comparison between the wheeled and tracked models in terms of electrical 
input power required to operate drive motors at 5 different operating temperatures. The power 
consumption was computed using the following expression [From Maxon Motors]:
P = V x I  Eqn. (87)
Where, P = Power
V = Voltage 
I = Current
Similarly, T  = Y(l -  x ) Eqn. (88)
Where, T = Drive torque
Y = 0.4518 — (0.0013 Xt)= Constant based on operating temperature
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x  ~ 9 to 13 mA (Assumed x  = 11 mA)
t = operating temperature
The above power rating for the vehicles can then be used to select the appropriate drive motors for 
driving the rovers. The motors used by Mars Pathfinder rover -  Sojourner were Maxon RE-16 
with an actuator stall torque of 13 Nm. The same actuators can be used for the other vehicles used 
for simulation as their maximum operating torque is well below the stall torque limit of the 
Maxon RE-16 motors with actuators. This allows us to use the data for the Maxon RE-16 motors 
for calculating the power requirements of each of the three vehicles. As seen from Table 66, the 
Sojourner, being a wheeled vehicle has the minimum power requirement at a particular operating 
temperature (0°C) for the mobility system (3.08 W). ELMS being a tracked vehicle still has fairly 
low power requirement (4.7 W) as compared to the conventional tracked vehicles or vehicles with 
rigid tracks like Nanokhod (8.7 W). The above power equation (Eqn. 88) was calibrated for 
Sojourner rover using Martian operating environment by the manufacturer -  Maxon Motors AG.
5.5 Performance Metric: Using RPET -  RoverGen Simulation Results
The simulations were conducted for several different mobility design configurations, citing a few, 
the rocker-bogie suspension (as adopted on Sojourner), the elastic loop mobility system (ELMS), 
Shrimp, Marsokhod and Nanokhod. All the simulations were carried out under the ADAMS 
simulation environment that included both - flat, sloped and irregular terrain models. The 
simulations were also engineered to give the results for a range of operating torque values acting 
on the wheels or the sprockets in case of the tracked vehicles. All the vehicles under simulation 
had a similar footprint (overall width and length) -  this was the basis for our standardisation in the 
ADAMS models. The masses varied according to the specific designs of the mobility system 
configurations and general vehicle configurations -  hence it was considered unrealistic to 
standardise on vehicle masses. The masses are incorporated based on the data obtained from the 
original manufacturers, the design documentation or where this where detailed design 
specifications were not available (e.g. for Sojourner and Nanokhod), we made estimates. All the 
efforts were made in order to ensure that the vehicles simulated matched the flight models as 
closely as possible to maintain realism. A comparison was drawn between the designs created 
during the design phase and the results of the simulation during the simulation stage. These sets of 
comparison data are presented here to allow a clear understanding of the design concepts and to 
distinguish between their performances under similar sets of operating conditions.
Table 67 draws a comparison between the five designs constructed for simulation. All five 
vehicles have nearly the same ground-projected footprint of approximately 0.65m x 0.5m except 
Crab which was added later to this study. The overall vehicle varies as a direct consequence of
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other design parameters such as wheel diameter and track thickness. The Nanokhod has the 
maximum height of 0.28 m, at the same time being the heaviest model with a mass of 18 kg, i.e. 4 
kg more than the other three designs by virtue of its being scaled-up from the original Nanokhod. 
The Marsokhod also weights 18 kg due to the nature of its conical-Ti wheels. The Sojourner with 
its rocker-bogie suspension has a height of 0.25 m with a ground clearance of 0.13 m (the highest 
ground clearance of all systems except Marsokhod) and weighed 14 kg. The Crab model with its 
double averaging linkage mechanism has a height of 0.435 m with a ground clearance of 0.228 m. 
It would not be fair to make a direct comparison with the other five micro-rovers due to a slightly 
increased footprint for the proposed Crab concept. However, it has been included in this study to 
provide an insight into the preliminary analysis of the concept to judge its suitability for 
consequent detailed studies.
Rover Design Comparison Metric
Model
Overall Footprint L.U.
Mass
(kg)
Payload Box (PLC)
Length
(cm)
Width
(cm)
Height
(cm)
Grd Clr
(cm)
Mas
(kg)
Mass
(kg)
Length
(cm)
Width
(cm)
Height
(cm)
Nanokhod 63 50 28 8 18 12 6 60 30 20
ELMS 62 50 26 6 14 8 6 60 30 20
Marsokhod 70 50 25 15 18 12 6 - - -
Shrimp 62 42 23 13 15 9 6 - - -
Crab 79 73.5 43.5 22.8 12.54 11 1.54 77 50 20
Sojourner 65 50 25 13 14.36 8.36 6 60 30 20
Table 67: CAD Models Design Data Comparison
The ELMS rover has a height of approximately 0.26 m (given the variability resultant from the 
loop elasticity) with a ground clearance of 0.6 m due to the inherent dependency of the height and 
ground-clearance on the loop curvature or the bulge radius of the loop. The bulge radius depends 
upon a number of other design parameters, some of which can only be determined by an actual 
hardware replication of the rover. However, from the design calculations and the resulting bulge 
radius, it can be deduced that the height of the ELMS vehicle will lie in the range of 0.20 to 0.30 
m. Shrimp model weights about 15 kg and is an extremely lightweight configuration with lateral 
dimensions nearly identical to Sojourner with a ground clearance of 0.13 m.
Each of the above mentioned designs also have the same size of a payload box (60cm x 30 cm x 
20 cm) made from space grade aluminium and hence having an identical mass of 6 kg. The 
payload boxes are designed as hollow with wall thickness of 0.5 cm. Each vehicle has its own 
locomotion system and depending upon the design variables, the masses of the locomotion units 
(LU) vary from design to design. To simplify the designs in order to reduce the simulation times,
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the designs of the Nanokhod and ELMS were simplified and made almost similar except for the 
mobility system as mentioned in the earlier sections of this chapter. The PLC (payload cab) and 
the TU (Tether Unit) of the Nanokhod were combined to form a single representative hull with 
the same mass as a combined mass of TU and PLC -  this was considered to be acceptable as a 
scaled-up Nanokhod would not utilise a tether. Hence the representative hull has the same width, 
height and length as the combined dimensions of the PLC and the TU. Moreover, the above 
mentioned changes were incorporated due to the inflexibility of the simulation software to attach 
the drive wheels/sprockets to any other body than the central Hull. However, the modifications to 
the design do not affect the performance analysis as the PLC and TU do not move independently 
of the Nanokhod vehicle while it is traversing terrain.
The ELMS also has a similar design with a central hull and four drive wheels attached to the four 
corners of the hull. The dimensions of the drive wheel and tracks are different from those of the 
Nanokhod as a direct result of the other design parameters -  the ELMS does not incorporate 
enclosed locomotion units in its design which impose high mass penalties. The original Nanokhod 
is a small rover but for an equal and fair comparison and for the performance analysis of the three 
mobility concepts, we have modified the Nanokhod to have an identical footprint to the ELMS 
and Sojourner rovers. The ELMS tracks are single piece structure made from a super-elastic 
Nitinol material (a shape memory alloy). The track has a bulge curvature but due to the 
inflexibility of the simulation software to model a bulged track, we have incorporated the 
elasticity of material into the track through stiffness and damping parameters. The resulting 
vertical displacements due to the bulge curvature of the elastic tracks have been considered while 
making the calculations for the belt damping and belt stiffness. The simulations for the ELMS are 
not as precise as they could be for a super-elastic track. The results of the simulations mentioned 
here for an ELMS rover are actually on the lower limit of the performance capability.
Mobility Design Comparison Metric
Model
LU
Mass
(kg)
Wheels/Sprockets Tracks
Grouser
Ratio
Qty. Diameter
(cm)
Width
(cm)
Mass
(kg)
Qty. Width
(cm)
Thicknes
(cm)
Mass
(kg)
Sojourner 8.36 6 13 7 1 0 - - - 0.3
Shrimp 9 6 13 7 1 0 - - - 0.3
Crab 11 6 14 9 0.5 0 - - - 0.3
Marsokhod 12 6 13 15 1.5 0 - - - 0.3
ELMS 8 4 10 10 1 2 10 1 1 0.5
Nanokhod 12 4 12 10 2 2 10 2 2 0.125
Table 68: Mobility System Comparison Metric
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The Nanokhod and ELMS tracks are 10 cm wide resulting in an even load distribution because of 
the greater ground contact area than the wheels -  this is an artefact of the scaling. In the 
theoretical calculations using the Bekker Theory, we have assumed the same track and wheel 
thickness to allow direct comparisons. The resulting traction from tracked vehicles is much 
greater than that resulting from a wheeled vehicle with the same wheel width due to the greater 
ground contact area. The stability of a tracked vehicle is much greater than that of a wheeled 
vehicle for the same reasons. The tracks are wrapped around two drive wheels/sprockets with 
teeth extending across the entire width of the sprocket -  we have assumed all wheels are driven 
(although the original Nanokhod tracks had one drive wheel and one idler per track) to provide a 
more direct comparison with the Sojourner rocker-bogie in which all six wheels were powered. 
Hence, for the tracked systems, all four wheels were drive wheels. Each sprocket wheel of the 
tracked systems had eight teeth and each tooth was 1 cm high with a flank angle of 10°. The teeth 
engage in the grooves on the underside of the track and drive the track over the wheels. For 
analysing the performance of each of the mobility systems, a range of torque values were applied 
to the wheels on a variety of terrain conditions. A comparison between all five mobility system 
designs simulated on variety of terrain during the study is presented in Table 68.
As can be seen, the estimated masses of the chassis are broadly comparable to generate a suitable 
performance metric. The Nanokhod and Marsokhod chassis are the most penalising at 12 kg, 
followed by the Sojourner chassis mass at 8.4 kg, Shrimp chassis at 9 kg and the lightest being the 
ELMS chassis at 8 kg -  these assume that all the wheels are constructed from solid aluminium 
alloy. The ELMS chassis comprises four 0.576 kg wheels plus two 1 kg tracks plus associated 
gears, motors, electronics, etc to give a total mass of 8 kg.
The tracked vehicles were simulated on ground with same parameters as terrestrial soil. The 
ground with terrestrial soil parameters was adopted so that the simulation results can be actually 
be verified by the hardware testing. The wheeled concepts were simulated on a variety of surfaces 
including a flat and a sinusoidal surface, all of them hard -  none of these surfaces were 
representative of soil (the Bekker theory soil surfaces of ADAMS/ATV could not be imported 
into the Soli works-AD AMS kernel). Moreover, they were also simulated on a sloped surface with 
varying inclinations with the horizontal (1° -  25°). Additionally, the wheeled concepts were also 
simulated on a representative Martian terrain with crevasses and obstacles created using the RPET 
-  MarsGen module. The results obtained from the simulations for each of the five designs on a 
flat surface/level ground are summarised in Table 69. All the micro-rover designs were subject to 
the following common values of the operating torques: 500, 800, and 1019.8 Nmm. The common 
representative value of the operating torque used for evaluating these designs was selected to be 
500 Nmm as the Sojourner and other wheeled rovers cannot be operated above this torque level 
on an irregular surface. This results in much higher translational and angular velocities leading to
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a very bumpy ride and hence a failure of simulation as the vehicle flies off the surface while 
crossing an obstacle of a considerable size at such high speeds. Hence, the value of 500 Nmm is 
adopted for the performance evaluation of wheeled micro-rovers on an irregular surface 
comprised of a flat or sinusoidal surface incorporated with rocks and craters of appropriate 
diameter. The sizes of rocks and craters were identified from the existing documentation on the 
Martian terrain at the Viking Landing (VL1 and VL2) sites. A statistical analysis of rock size and 
frequency distribution was also undertaken during the development of RPET for MFP and 
MarsGen modules. The same was used to determine the rock distribution on the representative 
Martian surface created and used for simulating wheeled micro-rovers.
The performance parameters used for comparison are translational velocity, translational 
acceleration, angular velocity, angular acceleration, kinetic energy of the wheels, kinetic energy of 
the tracks (only in case of tracked vehicles). On comparing these parametric values obtained as a 
post-processing result at the end of simulation, a direct indication of the system performance was 
obtained. For instance, the higher the values of the above quantities for a particular system, the 
better is the performance of the system. Larger values of velocities indicate that for the same 
value of the operating torque applied to the drive wheels, the vehicle achieves a higher velocity,
i.e. the system has an advantage of being operated at lower operating torque and hence resulting 
in a considerable amount of power savings. The same is the case for acceleration and kinetic 
energy. The higher the kinetic energy of the vehicle for the same vehicle mass, the greater is the 
velocity obtained for the same value of operating torque.
Simulation Performance Metric (Flat Surface)
Model Torque
(Nmm)
CM
Velocity
(m/s)
Aug.
Vel.
(deg/s)
Acceleration
(m/s2)
Ang.
Accln.
(deg/s2)
K.E
(Wheels)
(Nm)
K.E.
(Tracks)
(Nm)
Nanokhod 500 0.22 220 0 27 4 0.035
800 0.43 700 0 62 50 0.32
1019.8 0.57 570 0 84 30 0.28
2000 1.3 1350 0 175 170 1.7
ELMS 500 0.13 200 0 0 3.6 0.25
800 0.3 450 0 0 18 1.35
1019.8 0.42 590 0 0 32 2.5
2000 1.3 1200 0 0 130 10.5
Sojourner 500 0.7 969 0 0 5.07 N/A
Shrimp 500 1.01 1648 0 0 6.3 N/A
Marsokhod 500 3.1 2010 0 0 51.5 N/A
Table 69: Performance Comparison on Flat Surface
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Since, we have adopted the designs having an identical vehicle ground projected footprint rather 
than vehicles with identical mass, the system/design with the lower mass for the same footprint 
has an advantage in terms of performance. This is because it can achieve higher velocities at a 
comparatively lower operating torque and hence a higher kinetic energy. The difference in kinetic 
energy achieved between vehicles is directly proportional to the difference in vehicle masses and 
proportional to the square of the difference in vehicle velocities. Hence, lowering of the mass of a 
vehicle can result in a considerable increase in the values of attainable velocities, accelerations 
and kinetic energy. For this reason, the kinetic energy of a vehicle or any part of a vehicle 
(especially wheels or tracks) is to be accepted as the datum for comparing the performance of the 
vehicle. Table 69 shows a direct comparison between the rovers in terms of previously outlined 
performance parameters. These figures are obtained from the simulations conducted for each of 
the designs on a flat surface and can be confirmed in the plots shown below (Fig. 5-10).
The plot is similar for all the six wheels and hence, the plots of only two wheels are shown here. 
The plot represents the kinetic energy for Sojourner wheels moving on the simulated Martian 
terrain at 500 Nmm operating torque. It can be noticed from the plots that the maximum kinetic 
energy achieved by the left-rear wheel is 10.5 Nm. This is when the wheel is actually in air i.e. no 
load after bumping from the impact with the rock. Apart from that, the kinetic energy for the 
wheels is about 2.6 Nm. Hence for the same mass of the vehicle i.e. 14 kg, the ELMS has 1.4 Nm 
kinetic energy of the tracks. It can be noticed that the ELMS performance is very close to that of 
the Sojourner while moving on an irregular surface. Moreover, the inferior performance of the 
ELMS against Sojourner can be accounted by the surface conditions used during the simulations 
for each of the designs.
Fig. 5-10 Sojourner Performance Plot
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Fig. 5-11: Kinetic Energy (Track 1) -  ELMS on a Flat Surface
Fig. 5-12: Kinetic Energy (Track 1) -  Nanokhod on a Flat Surface
Sojourner operated on a very hard terrain where the sinkage is zero and hence the resulting 
traction is more and the energy dissipation due to the soil resistance is also zero. The same is true 
for other wheeled concepts -  Shrimp and Marsokhod. On the other hand, the tracked concepts - 
ELMS and Nanokhod operate on a terrain representative of a terrestrial surface with elasto-plastic 
characteristics. Such a terrain has some sinkage for the tracks and also bulldozing resistance 
comes into play. Hence the soil resistance results in considerable energy dissipation and thereby 
resulting into an inferior performance as compared to Sojourner operating on a hard terrain. 
Moreover, the elasticity of the track is not up to the standard in the simulations due to the inability 
of the software to model the bulge curvature of the track. Due to this the vertical displacement of 
the track while traversing on an irregular terrain is not accounted for in the simulation thereby 
incapacitating the track of its vertical damping characteristics. Hence, it can be visualised from 
the results presented so far, that the ELMS can perform to the level of the wheeled vehicles like 
Sojourner and Shrimp with the same levels of power consumption but with much higher obstacle 
negotiation capabilities by the virtue of possessing a tracked mobility system.
From the above plots it can be clearly visualised that the Sojourner has a better performance on a 
flat surface as it is a wheeled concept and wheels require much less power than the tracked 
vehicles for locomotion. For the torque of 500 Nmm, the Sojourner achieves the translational 
velocity of 0.7 m/s whereas the Nanokhod and ELMS achieve 0.22 m/s and 0.13 m/s respectively.
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All the above mentioned values are considered for the maximum or the upper limit of the 
parameters. These are the maximum values reached at any point during the simulation. The 
kinetic energy of the wheels achieved by the Sojourner is 5.07 Nm whereas that achieved by the 
Nanokhod and ELMS is 4 Nm and 3.6 Nm respectively. However, this value of kinetic energy is 
not representative for Nanokhod and ELMS as it is the kinetic energy of the tracks that present the 
performance parameter and not the driving sprockets. Hence, the kinetic energy of Sojourner has 
to be compared with the kinetic energy of the tracks of Nanokhod and ELMS. The kinetic energy 
of tracks for Nanokhod and ELMS is 0.035 Nm and 0.25 Nm. From this it can be clearly seen that 
the Sojourner has an upper hand while performing on a flat surface. The ELMS can be ranked 
second in terms of performance as the kinetic energy of the ELMS tracks is 0.25 Nm at 500 Nmm 
torque whereas that of Nanokhod is 0.025 Nm. This is an indicative of the capability of a system 
to perform at a given value of operating torque under the chosen operating environment i.e. flat 
surface with no irregularities.
If the two tracked concepts are evaluated against each other then it can be seen that the ELMS is 
superior over the Nanokhod even on a flat terrain. The kinetic energy of the ELMS tracks at 500 
Nmm torque is 0.25 Nm whereas that of Nanokhod is 0.035 Nm. Similarly, for the operating 
torque of 800 Nmm, the values of kinetic energy of Nanokhod and ELMS tracks are 0.32 and 1.35 
Nm respectively. The kinetic energy of tracks at the maximum operating torque of 2000 Nmm 
was found to be 1.7 and 10.5 Nm respectively for the Nanokhod and ELMS rovers. Similarly 
whilst comparing the three wheeled concepts, it was noticed that the Shrimp has superior 
performance over the Sojourner under identical operating conditions. Moreover, both have a near 
identical mass and ground projected footprint dimensions. This gives a true indication of the 
capability of Shrimp to outperform Marsokhod and Sojourner, especially with high obstacle 
negotiation capability. The Marsokhod is also capable of negotiating higher obstacles as verified 
by the RMPET analytical results documented in the previous section. However, the system is 
heavy by the virtue of its Ti conical wheels.
Simulation Performance Metric (Irregular Surface)
Model Torque
(Nmm)
CM
Velocity
(m/s)
Ang.
Vel.
(deg/s)
Acceleration
(m/s2)
Ang.
Accln.
(deg/s2)
K.E
(Wheels)
(Nm)
K.E.
(Tracks)
(Nm)
Nanokhod 500 0.05 325 0.6 27 10 0.06
800 0.75 600 2.4 450 32.5 0.38
1019.8 0.78 750 3 300 50 0.43
2000 1.55 1200 7.5 400 130 1.9
ELMS 500 0.15 500 1 0 22.5 1.4
800 0.75 800 4.2 0 66 7
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1019.8 0.83 850 3.5 0 66 7
2000 1.3 1050 9.5 0 110 12.5
Sojourner 500 1.3 1887 20.2 28 10.5 N/A
Shrimp 500 2.1 2500 - - 5 N/A
Marsokhod 500 5.2 3016 - - 10 N/A
Table 70: Performance Comparison on Irregular Surface
Table 70 shows the comparison between the performance parameters for the simulations of the 
vehicles on an irregular terrain. The values can also be verified from the plots shown below for 
tracked vehicles traversing at an operating torque of 500 Nmm applied to all the wheels of the 
vehicles. From the plots it can be observed that the translational velocity achieved by the 
Sojourner is 1.3 m/s whereas that achieved by the Nanokhod and ELMS are 0.05 m/s and 0.15 
m/s respectively. The resulting Kinetic Energies for the Sojourner, Nanokhod and ELMS are 10.5 
Nm, 0.06 Nm and 1.6 Nm respectively. Here, again, the Sojourner ranks above the ELMS, which 
in turn can be ranked above the Nanokhod in terms of performance over an irregular terrain.
If a comparison is drawn between the two tracked concepts i.e. Nanokhod and ELMS, it can be 
deduced that the ELMS outperforms the Nanokhod. This is clearly evident from the results of the 
simulation expressed in terms of the kinetic energy of the tracks. The resulting kinetic energy for 
the Nanokhod tracks is 0.06 Nm as compared to 1.6 Nm for that of ELMS for the same operating 
torque of 500 Nm acting on the sprockets. Similarly for all other values of operating torques the 
ELMS has higher kinetic energy of tracks than the Nanokhod for the same overall footprint of the 
vehicle. For the operating torque of 800 Nm, the values of kinetic energy for Nanokhod and 
ELMS are 0.38 Nm and 7 Nm respectively. For the operating torque of 1019.8 Nm, the kinetic 
energy values are 0.43 Nm and 7 Nm respectively for Nanokhod and ELMS. Finally, for the 
operating torque of 2000 Nm, which is twice than the maximum operating torque for the 
Sojourner, the kinetic energy values for Nanokhod and ELMS are 1.9 Nm and 12.5 Nm 
respectively.
Fig. 5-13: Kinetic Energy (Track 1) -  ELMS On A Sinusoidal Surface
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Fig. 5-14: Kinetic Energy (Track 1) -  Nanokhod On A Sinusoidal Surface
The difference in the kinetic energy values can be accounted by the heavier locomotion unit (LU) 
of the Nanokhod as compared to the lighter locomotion unit of the ELMS rover. While making 
the performance comparison, it is to be kept in mind that the ELMS tracks are considered to be 
elastic during the simulation but the bulge curvature could not be modelled due to the inflexibility 
of the simulation software. The bulge curvature plays an important role in enhancing the 
performance of the ELMS on any type of terrain, especially on an irregular terrain.
It is to be stressed that the numbers for the performance of the ELMS are nearer to the lower limit 
of performance rather than at par with the ultimate performance of the system. We attribute the 
apparent reduced performance of the tracked vehicles as compared to the rocker-bogie model in 
ADAMS to the differences in surfaces used for each. The ADAMS kernel environment used for 
the wheeled vehicle simulations is limited in flexibility in that it restricts the ground type to very 
hard, solid materials -  its primary use is in modelling the dynamics of reciprocating devices. The 
ADAMS/Track environment used for the tracked vehicles is similarly limited to terrestrial soil- 
based ground described by Bekker theory. ADAMS/Track did not permit vehicle models without 
tracks. Neither ground types can be imported into the other software modules. Furthermore, our 
experience with ADAMS/Track suggests that it over-penalises the performance of small vehicles 
as it was designed for modelling large military tracked vehicles of high tonnage -  indeed, the 
most difficult early problem was the excessive sinkage causing rut generation experienced by the 
tracked vehicles. For this reason, we have backed the simulation analysis by the analytical results 
using RPET tool documented in earlier sections using Bekker theory.
5.6 Summary and Conclusion
From the simulation results, it was visualised that ELMS has a superior performance over the 
Nanokhod amongst the tracked micro-rovers. This is evident from the plots of CM velocity and 
the Kinetic Energy of the Tracks. The ELMS is capable of achieving higher values of kinetic 
energy of the tracks, which is a measure of the performance capability of the vehicle. The higher 
the kinetic Energy, the higher is the velocity attained by the vehicle at a particular value of the
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operating torque. ELMS also has an advantage over the Nanokhod in terms of the simplicity of 
the design and having a lighter locomotion unit (LU). Also, the number of moving parts is 
comparatively less in ELMS and hence presents a reduced risk of failure during the autonomous 
operation. However, the efforts to model the bulge curvature of the loop have not been successful 
and hence the performance of the ELMS obtained during the simulation is actually an 
underestimate of the actual capability of performance by the ELMS. Hence, the results are to be 
optimised by an actual hardware modelling of the mobility system incorporated in the rover. 
Similarly, in the wheeled micro-rover category, the Shrimp outperforms the other two -  Sojourner 
and Marsokhod. The latter by the virtue of its heavy chassis and LU, suffers penalties in form of 
higher operating torque required to reach the same velocity levels thereby resulting in higher 
power consumption.
A major problem with simulation models of vehicle mobility over rugged terrain is the need for 
experimental validation. Vehicle-terrain interaction in particular is notoriously difficult to model. 
It requires computation of the vehicle traction and a number of resistive soil forces such as soil 
compaction, soil bulldozing, rolling resistance, etc. There exists no commercially available 
software package for such terrain-vehicle modelling which can yield quantitatively accurate 
predictions. We have used Bekker theory and MMP computations to evaluate different types of 
micro-rover class mobility systems normalised to a standard mass and dimensions. It was noticed 
that in both the cases that tracked vehicles have much superior tractive capabilities than wheeled 
vehicles.
Furthermore, the ELMS mobility system offers significantly superior performance to conventional 
tracked vehicles. However, the analysis is likely to understate the performance of each vehicle as 
Bekker analysis yields excessively high sinkage for small vehicles -  given that this effect is 
systemic, the performance evaluation in relative terms should be valid. The concept of MFP was 
further analysed to be found that as mobility capability translates to obstacle negotiation 
capability, tracked vehicles offer greater MFP than wheeled vehicles (assuming the same vehicle 
dimensions).
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Chapter 6
6. Summary and Conclusion
With a growing focus on solar system exploration, an emphasis has been placed on investigating 
the distant planets using autonomous robotic rovers. Several efforts were made by roboticists 
around the world to propose an ideal locomotion model for autonomous rovers however, each 
focussed on a specific planetary environment. It was realised that there exists a need for a 
comprehensive and yet integral architecture that can serve the needs of robotic designers and aid 
in generating a rover mobility model using the outlined mission requirements and operating 
scenario. This thesis describes an effort to develop such a computational tool equipped with 
analytical modules capable of assessing mobile performance of a concept complemented by 
complex 3D simulations and finally verified by hardware test beds.
This chapter summarises the work presented so far throughout this thesis and draws conclusions, 
finally providing certain directions for further work.
6.1 Summary
Chapter 1 provides an insight into the problem of developing an effective mode of locomotion 
for autonomous planetary exploration rovers. Contributions of the other robotic groups around the 
world were critically analysed and a clear approach for the research outlined in this thesis was 
identified. An overview of development of the field of planetary rovers and of classical soil 
mechanics was also presented. The chapter then provided an understanding of planetary rover 
classification and current trends observed in development of locomotion systems for planetary 
exploration rovers. It was here the chapter provides an explanation of the concept of comparative 
locomotion study adopted for rover performance analyses in this thesis.
Chapter 2 forms the core of the thesis with a detailed investigation into the classical 
terramechanics theory outlined by Bekker (1956). Important vehicle and soil parameters that 
affect the design and motion of a planetary rover were discussed. A mathematical description of 
their interrelationships was presented along with the Bekker theory. The chapter than discussed 
the physical wheel-ground and track-ground interaction and the effect of soil properties on the 
vehicle wheels/tracks and their motion. Each factor affecting the net force (drawbar pull) acting
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on the vehicle, and its relationship to soil parameters was detailed. These considerations resulted 
in a set of mathematical equations describing the vehicle motion. The performance metrics that 
can be generated using these equations were explained. The chapter then provides an insight into 
how this investigation was transformed in development of a software tool (RPET) that would 
allow users to create or evaluate a rover mobility concept -  wheeled or tracked to operate 
successfully under a predefined set of operating conditions outlined by the mission requirements. 
The developed tool had three major modules each responsible for a specific analysis. A forward 
computation module (RMPET) allows a user to predict the performance parameters for the rover 
concept under investigation. A reverse computation module (MobSyn) allows a user to predict the 
dimensions of the rover using the desired performance as input. Finally, the third module is a 
multibody dynamic simulation tool (RoverGen) that allows the user to develop complex and 
detailed 3D CAD models and simulate them using a variety of terrains -  flat, sloped or Martian 
surface.
Chapter 3 began with the software tool documented in chapter 2 followed by a description of the 
hardware testbeds developed at DLR in Germany for validating the RPET software tool. The 
chapter than focuses on Solero model used for performing the validation process involving a 2D 
simulator at EPFL, 3D simulator (RoverGen) and the hardware testbed at DLR. Several 
simulation test results on hard soil surface are presented and compared to the existing field test 
data and the results from the EPFL 2D simulator to establish a good correlation between the three. 
The chapter finally concludes with a note that a good correlation exists between all three tools.
Having established the fact that the software tools are very well capable of predicting the rover 
performance and having known the results are very closely matched to the actual data, the tools 
were employed in conducting several conceptual studies as a part of ExoMars Phase-A study. 
Chapter 4 documented the results achieved from the simulations for the chosen ExoMars mini­
rover concepts. A detailed analysis was presented here for the chosen concepts for the study and 
an exhaustive comparison metric to rank the concepts in merits of their performance under an 
identical set of operating conditions. This was followed by a detailed simulation study assessing 
the kinematic capabilities of the linkage mechanisms whilst traversing over a range of terrains 
under a range of operating torque values. Thenafter the results from analytical and simulation 
tools for each mini-rover are critically analysed and compared to generate a detailed performance 
metric. This performance metric then enabled to rank the rover concepts in merits of their 
achieved performance.
Chapter 5 presented simulation studies for several micro-rover concepts including the US Mars 
Pathfinder -  Sojourner rover. The simulations revealed the feasibility of any particular micro­
rover concept to achieve the required performance target. The simulations also compared the 
performance of wheeled micro-rovers with two tracked micro-rovers -  one with continuous
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elastic track (ELMS) and other with continous metal track (Nanokhod). This allowed visualising 
the gain in performance by using wheeled or tracked mobility option for identical operating 
scenario. It was observed that continuous elastic tracks have greater performance capability as 
compared to their wheeled counterparts but with slighter higher power requirement.
6.2 Contributions
This thesis makes a number of contributions towards the modelling and performance analyses of 
wheeled and tracked planetary vehicles.
(i) The most significant contribution of this thesis is the developed computational framework 
outlining a systematic methodology that allows detailed analysis of various locomotion 
configurations of conceptual or actual vehicle models proposed for autonomous planetary 
exploration using well-defined terrain models incorporating various planetary 
environments such as Mars, Moon and Earth.
(ii) Generating generalised performance metrics for detailed system performance analysis 
based on analytical, simulation and hardware test results thereby ranking the individual 
concepts on the merits of their respective performance.
(iii) Implementation of the developed computational framework on a prototype vehicle for 
experimental validation and software calibration thereby making it suitable for analysing 
any mobile robotic configuration universally.
(iv) Another significant contribution of this thesis is the new slip model documented in 
section 2.6.2. The existing slip models [Bekker 1956, Wong 2001] did not account for the 
soil properties in greater detail, especially the angle of repose whilst negotiating the 
sloped terrain. Several authors even assumed a constant slip value both on flat and sloped 
terrain. The slip model presented here computes accurate slip (%) and accounts for terrain 
inclination. The slip model has been calibrated using the actual MER (Opportunity) slip 
data on Martian sandy soil having the angle of repose of 23° which is identical to the 
terrestrial sand. Having known that Maitain surface soil has similar composition 
everywhere on Mars [Kers 2005], the model will have great versatility for predicting 
accurate slip values for any rover whilst traversing on both flat and sloped terrain onMars.
(v) Another major contribution is the incorporation of terrestrial hard soil model in the 
ADAMS material database that accounts for actual sinkage computed using Bekker 
analysis. Moreover, it includes the ground elasticity (damping) and the ground stiffness 
properties for interaction with aluminium alloy wheels. This makes the simulations ever 
more realistic in terms of performance prediction [Chapter 2, Section 2.9],
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(vi) A study of effects of various soil parameters on the robotic locomotion has been made 
and these effects incorporated into a comprehensive computational architecture for 
successful performance prediction. The development of a suitable model of wheel/track- 
soil interaction incorporating wheel/track-slip, vehicle slip-angle and forces on the 
wheels/tracks. This approach qualitatively and quantitatively describes the relationship 
between the forces acting on the vehicle, the vehicle parameters and the soil properties. 
The wheel/track-soil model augments and extends the current knowledge and 
understanding of robotic vehicle behaviour pertaining to terrain interaction due to motion.
(vii) The developed models of tracked and wheeled vehicle motion that can be easily adapted 
for legged and hybrid motion. The models developed incorporate equations describing 
motion of the vehicle and dependence of this motion on a number of key soil parameters. 
Emphasis is placed on understanding the effect of these parameters on the performance of 
the vehicle whilst varying the wheel/track configuration coupled with the locomotion 
configuration.
(viii) The study outlined in this thesis and the tools developed were extensively used for 
ExoMars (2011 -  ESA Mission to Mars) Phase-A study which itself is a significant 
contribution of this thesis. Additionally, the RCET tool documented here will be used by 
ESA and its contractors for all future rover feasibility analyses and rover locomotion 
study projects. This has been a major achievement and a significant contribution of this 
thesis to the field of autonomous robotic locomotion design.
6.3 Future Directions
The work documented in this thesis has identified a few areas that appear to invite productive 
future work and are summarised in this section.
6.3.1 Autonomous Traction Control
Predicting slip accurately has always been a challenge especially for autonomous rovers operating 
on distant planets. The wheel encoder data proves be incompetent in predicting slip on unknown 
terrains as exemplified by the recent MER -  Opportunity on Mars. Having developed ,an 
analytical slip prediction model calibrated using actual MER -  Opportunity slip data it provides a 
substiantial tool to build an autonomous traction control model. This can be augumented by 
detailed (constant operating velocity) simulations to determine the actual force/torque to enable 
the rover to negotiate an obstacle whilst accounting for the occurring slip. This model can still be 
further modified and investigated in detail to achieve greater accuracy for slip based motion 
control. Yoshida et al (2002) have introduced a slip-based traction control method for minimising
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wheel slip to ensure that rovers do not sink beyond their traction limit. Slip is determined from the 
measured rotation rate of the wheels and the forward velocity, which is determined as a function 
of drawbar pull DP/W from the wheel torques. The wheel speed is adjusted online by a PI 
controller to ensure minimum wheel slippage.
The present techniques assume that Bekker theory represents an accurate model of soil/vehicle 
interactions. However, it is not clear if these model-based control methods would be robust 
enough for greater efficiency. However, the inclusion of adaptive methods and the experimentally 
based Russian approach could provide the basis for a highly effective and robust vehicle control 
strategy. This still remains an open issue for further investigation.
6.3.2 Software Modules: Legged and Hybrid Locomotion
The RMPET analytical tool has only wheeled and tracked modules for conducting traction 
analysis. This invites an attention for developing software modules for Legged and Hybrid 
locomotion modes for detailed traction prediction. With a current trend focussing on smart 
materials and biomimetic approach to robotics, having legged and hybrid locomotion modules 
will certainly add to the completeness of the developed suite of RPET tools.
6.3.3 Software Validation: Comparison with DLR Testbed Results
Within the frame of the RCET project, two testbeds were fabricated at DLR for performing 
controlled tests both at wheel level and at system level. Inspite of having established a good 
correlation between the simulation results and the existing field test data, it is advisable to validate 
the RoverGen using the DLR testbeds in order to eliminate any inconsistency between the 
hardware and software results. The major advantage of performing controlled tests is that an 
identical operational environment can be created as in the simulations. The result comprison also 
allows establishing a margin of error or a correction factor to compensate for the difference 
between the measured quantities and the simulation results. At the time of writing, the tests were 
being performed at DLR and the comparison results shall be made available soon.
6.3.4 Development of a Single Wheel Testbed
A single wheel testbed allows testing several wheel designs without an effort of developing an 
entire vehicle fully equipped with drive system and locomotion linkages. This shortens the testing 
time as only a single wheel is required for conducting controlled tests. Moreover several wheel 
designs can be assessed before selecting the best design and manufacturing the rest of the wheels 
and locomotion linkages. This enables a considerable savings during the intial design stages. The 
test results can be directly compared to the results from Bekker theory based analytical tools as
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they can output performance parameters for single wheel. Using the combination of analytical and 
hardware tools, several wheel designs can be studied in a minimal timeframe.
6.3.5 Prototype Rover with Exchangeable Chassis
Several rover concepts ranging from nano-rovers to mini-rovers both wheeled and tracked were 
analysed within the scope of this thesis. Although a Solero wheeled prototype was used to 
validate the software tool, there is still an area that invites attention -  development of a tracked 
rover with elastic tracks. Further work is necessary to develop a fully operational autonomous 
tracked vehicle that can navigate accurately using its on-board sensors to assess the robustness of 
the mobility system and to calibrate the software tool for tracked concepts. Much work has been 
done on tracked vehicle with linked tracks however very little work has been done with continous 
elastic tracks (ELMS). The concept offers a great promise but can only be justified by building a 
hardware prototype and carrying out field tests to justify the analytical results.
An autonomous prototype can be built which has an exchangeable chassis to interchange wheels 
and tracks for performing detailed traction analysis. Peforming several controlled tests using the 
testbeds and field tests for both -  wheeled and tracked prototype will provide a great insight into 
the wheel/track-soil interaction phenomenon and will enable to finetune the developed suite of 
RPET software tools.
6.3.6 Detailed Traction Analysis Using Flexible Wheels
For several millennia, all of the wheels used by man -  both on prepared and unprepared terrain 
have been rigid wheels which have only been augmented by pneumatic tyres i.e. flexible wheel 
elements at the end of 19th century. The US Mars Pathfinder Sojourner rover also had 6 rigid Al 
wheels and so did the Marsokhods. However, Lunakhods and US Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) 
had flexible wheels. The recent trend in planetary exploration vehicles is gradually shifting from 
rigid to semi-rigid and flexible wheels as exemplified by US MERs which employed 6 semi-rigid 
wheels. A softer flexible wheel on a soil surface will reduce the peak ground pressure and will 
therefore reduce sinkage and compaction resistance. On the other hand, the resistance due to 
hysterisis during deformation of the flexible wheel tyre is higher for a softer wheel as compared to 
a stiffer semi-rigid wheel. These issues require considerable attention and dedicated research to 
determine the suitability of each of the three wheels -  rigid, semi-rigid and flexible for a particular 
mission with outlined mission requirements. Richter and Hamacher (1999) have performed 
considerable work on flexible wheels, however the work was based on planetary micro-rovers 
with small wheel diameters and smaller wheel loads. It is known that flexible wheels will have
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better performance on rough terrain as compared to rigid wheels due to their ability to deform and 
absorb a portion of resultant strain, thereby giving a flatter wheel footprint.
If larger amounts of soil thrust can be generated by a smaller dimension flexible wheel as 
compared to the larger dimension rigid counterpart, it can result in a considerable mass and power 
savings for a planetary exploration mission. This is still an open area as not much work has been 
done on flexible wheels apart from the early Lunakhod wheels.
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Appendix - A
A. Overview of Recent Advances in Robotic 
Locomotion
A .l Introduction
Several mobility concepts have been proposed so far by several robotic groups around the world. 
Some of these are wheeled concepts whereas some are tracked. Recent trends have also shown a 
keen interest in legged and hybrid modes of locomotion. In this appendix, a comprehensive study 
of existing robotic locomotion concepts has been summarised. We review current concepts in 
vehicle mobility commonly adopted for planetary rovers. All these concepts have been broadly 
categorised under four different headings namely -  wheeled, tracked, legged and hybrid 
locomotion. In particular, an attempt has been made to show the major methods for overcoming 
the limitations of wheeled vehicle that have been adopted by employing ingenious wheel designs, 
body articulation and wheel-walking. The appendix also considers vehicle suspension as a further 
enhancement of mobility capabilities that has yet to be incorporated in most planetary vehicles 
(though body articulation accomplishes much the same effect).
A.2 Wheeled Locomotion
Wheels and tracks are limited in terms of terrain adaptability but are effective on relatively level 
ground and represent mature technologies involving simple, lightweight drive mechanism of high 
efficiency. Wheels are generally sized with a radius of 1.25 times the negotiable obstacle height 
but mobility mechanism designs can improve on this limitation. Wheeled vehicles offer the 
maximum design simplicity but are limited in trafficability over rugged terrain. Wheels may be 
monocoque in construction, or wire-mesh or loop spring [Wallace and Rao, 1993].
Wheeled vehicles are suited to cloddy material due to high angle of internal friction of 25-40° and 
low rolling resistance ~ 1.2-1.6 kg/dm3 but not to drift material due to low angle of internal friction 
<20° and low density ~1 kg/dm3 due to high rolling resistance. Typically, either one of four, six or 
eight wheels are adopted (4 for nano-rovers and lunar rovers, and 8 for large Lunakhods) for good 
traction. Six wheels give an advantage over four wheels in requiring lower motor torques to 
provide a given locomotion performance and superior obstacle negotiation capability. They offer
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the best compromise between the number of wheels and performance. Eight-wheel configuration 
does not offer significant increases in mobility for the additional complexity.
Wire Mesh Monocoque Loop Spring
Endurance Fair Good Good
Maintainability Fair Fair Good
Inspectability Excellent Poor Fair
Dust Mitigation Good Poor Poor
Traction Good Excellent Good
Complexity Fair Good Good
Table 71: Wheel Configurations and their merits
It has been a common practice to employ rigid wheels in recent times due to the advantage of 
being flight proven on US Mars Pathfinder -  Sojourner rover. However, the tradition is being 
rapidly changing to employing semi-flexible wheels as exemplified by Mars Exploration Rovers -  
Spirit and Opportunity. Wheels may have asymmetric ground contact such as conical wheels 
which, experience variable slip across the width profile. Wheel geometry may take one of the 
following forms:
Criteria Spherical Hemispherical Tyre Conical
Contact Area Excellent Good Fair Excellent
Contact Profile Fair Poor Excellent Fair
Response to 
Steering
Poor Fair Excellent Poor
Efficiency Good Fair Good Poor
Complexity High Fair Good Poor
Table 72: Wheel Geometry -  Features Comparison [From: Wallace & Rao 1993]
Rigid Wheels: Those wheels that cannot undergo any temporary deformation to incorporate 
surface irregularity are termed as rigid/non-flexible wheels. Usually rigid wheels are adopted for 
locomotion as they are simple, well investigated and mature as a technology. Spherical contour 
wheels provide more traction than flat contour wheels. Pneumatic tyres cannot be used due to the 
risks of deflation and decomposition of rubber at low temperatures. Furthermore, skid and explicit 
steering with pneumatic tyres require more power and torque than skid and explicit steering with 
rigid tyres. Rigid wheels were adopted for the first planetary rovers, the Lunakhods [Braun et al, 
1994]. The 0.5m diameter Lunakhod wheel was rigid comprising a rim constructed from three Ti 
alloy hoops connected by grousers to generate a wheel width of 0.2m. The rims were connected 
by spokes to the central hub of each wheel - the spokes being helical ribbon springs. The extreme
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hoops were slightly smaller in diameter to the middle hoop to generate a graded soil track. The 
external surface of the rim was sheathed in a steel net.
Fig. A-l: Sojourner Wheel -  Flexible variant (left); Flight model rigid wheel (right) [Credits: NASA/
Moreover, the Sojourner rover on US Mars Pathfinder lander had 6 rigid wheels hollowed out 
from a solid Al bar. Each wheel was 0.16 m in diameter and 0.07 m in width with 20 metal cleats 
approximately 5 mm high, attached on the surface for added traction. However, the rigid wheels 
face certain limitations towards gained traction whilst traversing certain terrain especially loose 
ground. An alternative for overcoming this limitation is to employ ingenious wheel designs, body 
articulation and wheel walking.
Flexible Wheels: Certain wheel designs allow wheels to undergo temporary deformation to 
incorporate surface irregularities and thereby provide a softer ride to instruments aboard the rover, 
these are termed as flexible wheels. Despite their mechanical simplicity, rigid wheels when 
operated in soils -  as is the case for planetary rovers -  have the major drawback of exhibiting 
rather high ground pressures and subsequently higher sinkage with associated higher soil 
compaction resistance. This leads to higher motion resistance and can be counteracted by using 
larger diameter stiff or completely rigid wheels for off-road applications. If volumetric constraints 
argue against excessively large wheel diameters for rigid wheel architecture, the wheel thrust can 
be increased by implementing suitably high grousers to compensate for high rolling resistance of 
a comparatively small rigid wheel, but that is at the expense of required torque and driving power 
and is thus inefficient. If instead a properly designed flexible wheel is considered, this offers the 
advantage of a flattened wheel footprint -  due to wheel deformation under load - which causes a 
reduction in the maximum ground pressure underneath the wheel which is beneficial. It is always 
desired to have the Mean Maximum Pressure (MMP) lower than the ultimate soil shear strength. 
On hard surfaces such as roads, motion resistance generally decreases with increasing stiffness of 
a flexible wheel (e.g. increasing inflation pressure of a pneumatic tyre), but ride comfort is then 
lower (irrelevant for unmanned vehicles such as planetary rovers). Conversely, a "softer" flexible 
wheel on a soil surface (corresponding to lower inflation pressure of a pneumatic tyre) will lessen 
peak ground pressure and will therefore reduce sinkage and compaction resistance. The resistance
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caused by hysteresis during deformation of the flexible wheel is higher for a "softer" wheel than 
for a stiffer one. For a flexible wheel on a soil surface, there thus exists an optimum stiffness, 
which minimises the sum of soil compaction resistance and tyre hysteresis resistance. On soil 
surfaces, a properly designed flexible wheel will always have a lower total motion resistance than 
a rigid wheel of the same dimensions predominantly due to lower sinkage and increased ground 
contact area leading to greater traction. In other words, for the same traction performance a 
flexible wheel will require less input power than a rigid wheel of similar size, a strong argument 
in favour of flexible wheels for off-road locomotion.
Fig. A-2: Semi-Flexible Wheels (a) MER wheels with orange Solimide filling; (b) LRV mesh wheel
The Apollo Lunar Rover Vehicle (LRV) wheels were constructed from elastic steel wire mesh 
coated in Zn for corrosion resistance to form a toroidal tyre. The tyre was connected to the hub by 
spring-like spokes. Unloaded, the LRV wheel had a diameter of 0.8m which, deformed by 0.075m 
under full load. It was capable of negotiating obstacles up to 0.3m in height at a velocity of 14 
km/h. Wire mesh wheels are sensitive to load concentrations induced by small rocks. In order to 
eliminate excessive vibrations due to flexible wheels, new innovations were implemented in MER 
wheel design. The MER wheels are semi-flexible in nature with spiral flectures on the outer face 
which act as shock absorbers. The Solimide filling (orange in colour) in the flectures prevent 
rocks and debris from interfering with the driving and steering actuators. Each wheel has its own 
drive and steering actuators, which control movement and direction. The unique shape of the 
wheel bears the load continuously from inside to outside and prevents it from riding up on its 
outside edge. Each wheel is 0.26 m in diameter and 0.15 m in width with around 30 cleats for 
additional traction for climbing in soft sand and scrambling over rocks.
A.2.1 Four (4) Wheeled Concepts 
A.2.1.1 Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV)
The Apollo lunar rover employed 4 non-inflatable woven wire mesh tyres with 0.82 m diameter 
and 0.23 m width in a 5.4kg package. The Lunar rover had a 2.29m wheelbase, overall length of
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3.1m within a 708 kg (including 490 kg payload). Each wheel was powered by an electric motor 
in conjunction with harmonic drive gearing. The Apollo lunar rover was limited to slopes of 19- 
23°. Its average energy consumption was 35-56 Wh/km or 0.05-0.08 Wh/km/kg for each kg of 
mass carried -  wheel slip was ~2-3% [Carrier et al 1991].
Fig. A-3: Lunar Roving Vehicle [Credits: NASA]
Fig. A-4: US Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) [From: Carrier et al 1991]
Under unloaded state, the LRV wheel had a diameter of 80 cm, which deformed by 7.5 cm under 
full load. It was capable of negotiating obstacles upto 30 cm in height at a velocity of 14 km/h.
A.2.1.2 Nomad
Nomad is a 725 kg four-wheeled vehicle capable of covering long-distance traverses in extremely 
adverse conditions such as ones on the Poles. It was tested on a 200 km trek across the Atacama 
desert, Chile and subsequently deployed in Antartica in search of meteorites [Wethergreen et al 
1999]. Nomad rover uses a double Ackermann steering system for its four wheels of diameter 
71.5cm and width of 41 cm. Nomad used all-metal tyres constructed from thin Al shell in the
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shape of a pneumatic tyre. It had grousers of 2cm height to increase traction (which also requires 
increased drive power). Each wheel had its own drive unit whereby a brushless dc drive motor 
(with torque constant of 0.56 Nm/A) transmitted torque through a harmonic gear drive with a gear 
reduction of 218. It could travel at 0 .15m/s.
&
Fig. A-5: Nomad Transforming Chassis [From: Apostolopoulos 2001]
Its transforming chassis expands and contracts by driving two pairs of four-bar linkages with a 
single electric motor on each side of the robot. The transforming chassis comprises two motorised 
pairs of four-bar linkages, which allow shifting of the centre of gravity for enhanced obstacle 
negotiation capability. [Shamah et al 2000]. Nomad can use this chassis articulation for explicit 
steering which alters the direction of the wheels -  such explicit steering provides better odometry 
with lower power consumption than skid steering at the expense of a higher number of actuators, 
parts count and volume sweep. It required half the power for explicit steering than for skid 
steering.
A.2.1.3 Lunar Rover Mock-up Chassis (LRMC)
Fig. A-6: Lunar Rover Mock-Up Chassis (LRMC) Rover [Credits: ESA, VNII-Transmash]
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The Lunar Rover Mock-Up Chassis (LRMC) was developed by Russian VNII-Transmash for the 
European Space Agency as a part of LRM testbed setup. The LRMC rover is four-wheeled rover 
with articulated chassis for active suspension movement thereby adjusting the centre of gravity of 
the body for efficient and increased obstacle negotiation.
The rover is 1.2 m in length and is 0.9 m wide. Each of the four wheels is driven and has a 
dedicated traction and steering motor. The entire assembly weights around 120 kg along with a 
provision of 60 kg for payload. The rover nominal speed on flat sandy terrain was measured to be 
varying from 440 -  480 m/hr. LRMC wheels are made of flexible spring-loop made of thin metal 
foils arranged in a radial pattern over a central hub. Grousers are mounted on the wheel surface to 
achieve extra traction for increased slope climbing capability in loose sand conditions. The wheels 
are cross-coupled i.e. left/right and forward/aft for ease of control. The rover has very limited 
climbing ability on loose soil/sandy slopes [Winnendael et al 1998].
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Fig. A-7: LRMC Transforming Chassis -  Schematic [From: Winnendael et al 1998]
A.2.1.4 Muses-C Nanorover
The MUSES-C nanorover was developed for a joint sample return mission by NASA in co­
operation with Japanese space agency (JAXA). The nano-rover has four wheels, each of 6.5cm 
diameter. The total weight of the rover was 2 kg and had a footprint of 28 cm x 28 cm. The rover 
can position its body in any orientation to perform various tasks. Moreover, it is equipped with a 
self-righting mechanism in case of flipping over. Wheels are independently actuated on dedicated 
movable 7cm struts for mobility. The greater the number of wheels the greater the stability of the 
vehicle, particularly during obstacle negotiation, but each wheel imposes a mass and power 
penalty. It employs active suspension through control of relative angle of the two wheels on one
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side. Passive suspension can also be implemented by considering differential between the two 
wheels on each side.
Fig. A-8: MUSES -  C Nano-rover [Credits: NASA-JPL]
Most wheeled vehicles employ some form of articulation to adapt to surface irregularities. 
Sojourner used a springless rocker-bogie suspension mechanism to allow it to overcome obstacles 
up to 17 cm in height (1.5 times the wheel diameter) -  however, its onboard control system 
invoked avoidance behaviour for any obstacle exceeding 10 cm in height. It could negotiate 
slopes of up to 25 degrees. The nano-rover has extremely limited slope-climbing capability even 
with active suspension. Moreover, controlling the suspension and the vehicle guidance is 
extremely complex.
A.2.1.5 Mobile Instrument Deployment Device (MIDD)
MIDD is a 5 kg - four-wheeled microrover in form of a rigid 40cm x 25cm x 20cm package with 
a payload capacity of 1.5 kg. It is designed for 2.0 - 2.5h traverses with a cruise speed of 5m/h 
[Richter et al 1998c; Richter & Hamacher 1999, Richter 2000]. The front wheels are mounted on 
folding levers allowing the payload cab to touch the soil for instrument pointing. The folding 
lever provides self-righting capability by shifting the vehicle’s centre of mass. The levers on the 
actuated cab add two additional motors to the rover. It would be desirable to be able to shift the 
centre of mass of the rover for enhanced obstacle avoidance negotiation capability -  this is the 
purpose of an expandable chassis.
Fig. A-9: MIDD Rover -  Schematic and Instrument Layout [From: Richter et al 1998c]
However, it may be accomplished with levers to move the chassis or through the use of 
manipulator arms. A manipulator arm can alter the centre of gravity of the vehicle and/or provide
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a reaction force against the ground. A manipulator will be required for handling moles, cabling, 
and the positioning of scientific instruments. A robotic arm can also be used for the clearing of 
dust from solar arrays. The rover employs skid steering for turning and manoeuvering purposes.
Fig. A-10: MIDD Wheel Configuration [From: Richter et al 1998c]
There is in addition a MIDD2 of smaller size but similar in design, both of which are compared in 
the table below:
MIDD - 1 MIDD- 2
Vehicle Mass (kg) 8.6 5
Wheel Diameter (mm) 192 128
Wheel Width (mm) 42 28
Wheel-Base (mm) 275 140
Ground Clearance (mm) 52 -
Vehicle Stance (mm) 465 130-190
Vehicle Height (mm) 245 -
Wheel Load on Mars (N) 7.9 2.68
Vehicle Sinkage (mm) 3.8 -
Max. Step Height (mm) 223 60
Table 73: MIDD Configurations -  Comparison Table
The 60m power and data supplying tether is spooled on the vehicle within a conical cavity. The 
MIDD tether comprises flexible printed circuits with a mass per unit length of 2.22 g/m capable of 
withstanding a tension force of < 1 N. MIDD comprises a payload cab mounted on actuated 
levers, which support the two rigid front wheels (of 19.2 cm and 4.2cm width). These can be 
rotated upwards for compact stowage and lowered for increased ground clearance of 5.2cm. This 
also enables MIDD to “kneel” and point its instruments at targets. This is similar to Nanokhod’s 
capability of pointing its payload box. The wheel stance in front is wider than that at the rear. 
While the two front wheels are actuated on the levers, the rear wheels are mounted directly onto 
the payload cab -  both front and rear wheel pairs - are connected by a dedicated axle. Steering is
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accomplished by differential driving of the wheels, all four of which are individually driven by dc 
micromotor/gear assemblies with 10 mNm torques. All motor drives are mounted within the 
thermal enclosure of the payload cab (designed to withstand -120°C). MIDD2 is a smaller version 
which sports levers on all four wheels rather than just the front pair.
A.2.1.6 Hybtor Platform
The centaur “Hybtor” (hybrid tractor) - Work Partner developed at Helsinki University of 
Technology which combines four legs, each of which ends in a lockable wheel rather than a foot 
[Lepannen et al 1998; Hamel et al 1999]. Each leg has three degrees of freedom with a 
mammalian structure with hip, thigh and knee joints. It has a controllable body joint in its 
articulated body, which performs its steering function. It can move using its legs only, wheels 
only or both in combination. In walking mode for soft, off-road terrain, the wheels are locked. In 
the hybrid mode, the wheels are locked initially to increase the drive pull and then the wheels are 
actively rolled to a ski-walking style of mobility. This mode of locomotion allows “feeling” of the 
terrain using force sensors.
Fig. A-ll: Hybtor -  Work Partner Platform [Credits: HUT, Finland]
Fig. A-12: Hybtor - Wheel-Leg Configuration [From: Hamle et al 2000]
The combination of legs with wheels provides the basis for high cross-country capability and high 
speed of 12 km/h over favorable terrain or 5 km/h over rugged terrain. Work Partner has a total 
mass of 160 kg with a payload capacity of 60 kg, each leg having a mass of 21 kg. The vehicle
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has a power consumption of 3 kW provided by an internal combustion engine to drive each leg, 
which could generate a force of 700 N and a stride length of 0.7m.
A.2.1.7 Sample Return Rover (SRR)
Fig. A-13: Sample Return Rover [Credits: NASA -  JPL]
The Sample Return Rover (SRR) is a small autonomous four-wheel Rover that employs 4-wheel 
independent drive and steering. A parallel linkage on the suspension enables simultaneous 
operation of articulated shoulder, passive rocker and steering. It is capable of speeds up to 
lOcm/sec. The rover is equipped with a "micro-arm” consisting of 3 degrees-of-freedom with an 
actuated gripping end-effector. A forward-looking stereo camera pair (120-degree FOV) is used 
for obstacle detection. In addition, there is a manipulator-mounted goal camera (20-degree FOV) 
and manipulator-mounted stereo color pair (45-degree FOV).
A.2.1.8 RCL Option -  B
Fig. A-14: RCL -  Option B Configuration [Credits: RCL, ESA]
The wheels of each board (i.e. each lateral side of the rover) are installed in pairs on the 
longitudinal levers connected with each other by means of an averaging link (synchronising 
mechanism) which provides rotation of the levers to identical angle in opposite directions relative 
to the frame. All wheels are provided with individual steering drives. The longitudinal dimension 
in stowed configuration (1.2 m) limits (for the accommodation reasons) the wheel diameter D to 
the value of about 0.06 m that allows to estimate the maximum height of a surmountable obstacle 
at 0.24 m (0.4 D). This is less than the value of 0.3 m specified in the requirements’ criteria for
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development of ExoMars Martian rover by ESA -  for which this is to be developed. The 
steepness of a sandy slope surmounted by such a rover can be estimated at 15°, which is also less 
than the required value of 25°. Each of the wheels of RCL option-B is provided with the walking 
drive, which allows the wheel to perform walking movement.
The utilisation of the wheel-walking mode can allow such a rover to climb sandy slopes with 
angles of up to 22 degrees. Furthermore, theoretically, RCL concept - option B provides a 
possibility to surmount higher obstacles than those of LS concept - option A [Kucherenko et al 
2003]. In case of using an actively controlled obstacle negotiation whereby redistribution of the 
wheel loads with the help of walking drives is performed in real-time whilst negotiating the 
obstacles. In practice, such a method requires an intelligent control system to fully supervise and 
govern the loads and positions of the wheels, as well as the 3-D position of the rover itself in 
order to keep its stability.
Chassis Parameters RCL Option-B
Rover Total Mass 240
Chassis Mass 68-75
Wheel Diameter (m) 0.4
Wheel Track (m) 1
Wheel base (m) 0.7-1.3
Ground Clearance (m) 0.28
Max. Surmountable Step (m) 0.15
Max. Negotiable Sandy Slope (deg.) 22
Table 74: RCL Option-B Parameters [From: Kucherenko et al 2003]
A.2.1.9 Lunar Polar Ice-Breaker
Deployed Solar Array
O o o n
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Fig. A-15: Icebreaker’s Rocking Axle Suspension System
The four-wheeled Icebreaker rover proposed for traversal of the lunar South Pole - Aitken basin is 
capable of speeds of up to 0.5 m/s over lunar terrain. It has an alternative approach to suspension 
through a rocking-axle suspension system somewhat similar to that employed on terrestrial
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vehicles which use a torsion bar - the Apollo lunar rover similarly employed wheels mounted onto 
its chassis by suspension arms attached to a torsion bar [Tomkins & Stroupe 1999].
Fuke et al (1994) favoured a locomotion system for a lunar rover based on arm linkage suspension 
which acted to average the pose of the rover. It was very similar to the rocker-bogie architecture 
but incorporated an averaging bridge frame between the two sides of the rover. The chassis was 
linked with two pivot arms, two side arms and an averaging linkage, which provided greater 
terrain mobility with low body oscillations. He suggested that the addition of compliance to some 
of the linkages would improve the performance of the vehicle.
A.2.1.10 Rocker-Bogie Suspension: Cliffbot
NASA has developed an all-terrain Vehicle system for Mars-robotic rovers. The Cliff-bot is 
perceived to operate near cliff-edges on Mars to rapel down cliff faces in search of water sources.
Fig. A-16: Cliffbot - Articulated Rocker-Bogie Mechanism [Credits: NASA -  JPL]
Two anchor-bots pay out cable to the rapelling cliff-bot in a co-operative but decentralised 
manner up to distances of 5-25m. All three robots are four-wheeled. Dante II was such a rapelling 
robot that used a rapelling tether anchored and unwound from a winch at the top of the active 
volcano Mt. Spurr in Alaska in 1994 [Apostolopoulos & Bares 1995]. Its pantographic legs gave 
good ground clearance and good stability over rough terrain. Each cliffbot team comprises of 
three rovers that work together. As two of these rovers anchor themselves to the edge of a steep 
cliff, a third one drives on slopes of more than 60 degrees using coordinated tethers from the 
anchors.
A.2.2 Six (6) Wheeled Concepts 
A.2.2.1 Marsokhod
Marsokhod rover has an articulated chassis comprised of three separate modules each connected 
to the other by three degree of freedom -  ball and socket joint. Marsokhod rover was developed
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for Mars 96 mission that unfortunately failed. Marsokhod chassis had the following characteristics 
[Bogatchev et al 2000a,b; Kemurdjian 1992; Kovtunenko et al 1993]:
Fig. A-17: Small Marsokhod Configuration [From: Kemurdjian 19921
Parameter Small Marsokhod (Mars-96) Large Marsokhod
Mass (kg) 70 200+
Paylod (kg) 15 100
Speed (km/hr) 0.5 1.6
Wheel Diameter (m) 0.35 0.51
Wheelbase (m) 0.7 (min) 1.4 (min)
Extension (m) 0.3 1.1
Obstacle Height (m) 0.5-0.75 1.0
Max Slope (degrees) 20 (30-35) 20 (30-35)
Wheel-Walking Yes Yes
Table 75: Marsokhod Rover -  Features/Parameters Comparison
pMnxramc.
Fig. A-18: Marsokhod: Micro-Rover Configuration [From: Kovtunenko et al 1993]
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The mass of the small Marsokhod was dominated by the undercarriage (31 kg) and the control 
apparatus (35 kg). Its power consumption was high at 25-30 Wh/km. The Russian Mobile Vehicle 
Engineering Institute (VNIITRANSMASH) has developed rigid cylinder-conical wheels of 
titanium for planetary rover locomotion that is adopted in their Marsokhod rover chassis 
[Kemurdijan et al 1993, Bogatchev et al 2000a,b]. The Marsokhod rover chassis is 1.5 m in length 
by 1.0 m width within a mass of 35 kg. The Marsokhod comprises three pairs of independently 
driven 35 cm diameter wheels attached to a three degree-of-freedom articulated frame, the three 
axes connected by two hinge-coupled frames. Hence, each wheel axle can move relative to each 
other. Marsokhod has longitudinal degrees of freedom in the front and rear axles. Each wheel 
comprises a tapering conical segment mated to a cylindrical segment, which offers excellent 
traverse over hard and loose soil. Each wheel shell of maximum diameter 0.35m and width 0.7m 
incorporates grousers for traction. Each of the six wheels of the chassis is driven independently by 
a motor, planetary gearbox and brake within the wheel hub. Mounting inside the wheel keeps the 
centre of gravity of the vehicle low in profile. The axles are hollow to allow for cabling. Such 
wheels increase the tractive-cohesive characteristics of rover locomotion on soft soils by 
increasing the contact area with the soil and decreasing slippage -  the wheels occupy almost all 
the undercarriage volume of the rover vehicle. This prevents the chassis from sticking due to 
underlying obstacles while traversing the terrain. Each wheel can turn independently about their 
vertical axes to give better rough terrain maneouverability.
The Marsokhod chassis is capable of robust locomotion over demanding terrain -  it was 
specifically designed for boulder climbing and hostile terrain traversal at the expense of payload 
mass, volume and power consumption. All these enhancements introduce design complexity, 
mass and power requirements. Furthermore, it incoiporates complex control algorithms for the 
autonomous control of the multi-degree of freedom wheels, frame articulation, and modes of 
locomotion.
Fig. A-19: Mars-96 Rover Configuration Layout [From: Eremenko et al 1993]
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Inspite of its inherent advantages such as addition of peristaltic capability to vehicle motion, 
articulating the vehicle body introduces high pitch/roll motion on negotiating obstacles [Littman 
et al 1993]. This places a great deal of complexity and degrees of freedom to the traction system, 
which detracts from payload. Furthermore, a single body provides for easier thermal insulation 
and provides fewer single-point failure mechanisms. The mechanical complexity of body 
articulation precludes its use on planetary micro-rovers.
A.2.2.2 LAMA/EVE
The CNES Lama is a 6-wheeled articulated Marsokhod chassis, each pair of independently driven 
wheels is mounted onto the axles so that they can move relative to each other [Chatila et al 1997, 
Lacrois et al 2000]. As a mini-rover class vehicle, Lama is 1.6m wide with a variable length from 
1.6-2.2m depending on the axle configuration (1.9m nominal). It has a mass of 160 kg (of which 
70 kg is payload) and a maximum speed of 0.2 m/s. Each wheel is fitted with an optical encoder 
and potentiometers to determine the chassis configuration; inclinometers and optical gyroscopes 
to measure the chassis attitude, two stereo-cameras (one pan/tilt unit atop a 1.8m mast for 
landmark tracking and one at front for terrain modelling). Its articulated chassis provides a means 
for “wheel walking” but this introduces considerable mechanical complexity. It can climb over 
obstacles up to 0.56m in height and can negotiate slopes of 30-40°. Crawling and stepping can 
also overcome wheel slippage to cope with the steepness of slopes.
Fig. A-20: Acatel LAMA and EVE rovers (Marsokhod Based)
Parameter EVE LAMA
Mass (kg) 120 165
Payload Capacity (kg) 50 90
Speed (km/h) 0.49 0.65
Wheel Diameter (m) 0.35 0.45
Wheelbase (m) 0.9-1.3 1.1-1.72
Slope (degrees) - WheelWalking 25 25
Table 76: EVE/LAMA -  Parameters Comparison
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A.2.2.3 Rocker-Bogie Suspension: Sojourner
It is known that most wheeled vehicles are limited to an obstacle negotiation capability 
determined by the wheel diameter. Neither wheels nor tracks can climb vertical steps with a 
height higher than ~ 1/3 wheel diameter. However, the use of suspension mechanisms to 
accommodate obstacles can overcome this limitation -  the rocker-bogie is designed precisely for 
this purpose and represents one of the simplest (mechanically) approaches to increasing obstacle 
negotiation capability. The rocker-bogie comprises of two pairs of rocker-arms (bogies). Each 
pair comprises of a main rocker arm and a secondary arm whose pivot point was at the front end 
of the main arm. Adjustable mechanical stops limit the rotation of the secondary arm. The two 
rocker-arm assemblies are connected through a differential gear at the centre of gravity. The main 
arms pivot relative to the body and each other at the centre of gravity. The main body of the rover 
is suspended between left and right sides through differential linkages. This allows the body to 
pitch up to half the pitch angle of the wheel rocker. Its principal mode of operation comprised of 
following the terrain contours, stressing the need for effective suspension and contour-following 
in mobile rovers for field operations.
Fig. A-21: Rocker-Bogie Chassis - Schematic
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) has a strong commitment to the spring-less Rocker-Bogie 
suspension. It comprises of a free-rocking bogie in front of a master-bogie, exemplified by the 
Rocky series of rover-testbeds [Bickler 1993]. It was designed to cope with both step obstacles 
and bump obstacles (bump obstacles are more difficult to negotiate than steps). Suspension 
systems involving springs were avoided as in wheel climbing, the spring is deflected producing an 
upward reaction which reduces the traction of the other wheels which assist in climbing. Free 
pivoting linkages were preferred to maintain the weight distribution over all the wheels. The free 
pivot - on the front two wheels allow obstacle climbing while maintaining a distributed wheel 
load. The first mechanism adopted included on each side of the vehicle a half-bogie and a full 
bogie connected by a master bogie, which pivoted on the single rigid body. This mechanism had 
limited steerability so a system of parallel links (the “pantographs”) was adopted to elevate the 
linkage above the wheels creating virtual pivots at the middle wheel. This mechanism could
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negotiate step heights of 1.5 times the wheel diameter and cross crevasses up to 40% of vehicle 
length. Bumps were difficult to negotiate as the pantograph exerted traction forces against 
obstacles. By placing a bogie at the end of the master bogie, bump negotiation was improved in 
the final Rocker-Bogie design.
The Mars Pathfinder rover -  Sojourner was the only autonomous robotic rover to have operated 
on Mars until early this year when twin MER rovers -  Spirit and Opportunity landed on Mars 
[Shirley & Matijekic 1995]. Sojourner (1997) was a micro-rover with dimensions 64 cm (length) 
x 48 cm (width) x 18 cm (height) with a mass of 11.2 kg. Sojourner had 6 wheels and a ground 
clearance of 13 cm -  the 4 outer wheels were steerable. Each wheel of 13cm diameter and 7 cm 
width was constructed of aluminium with stainless steel treads and cleats for traction. The most 
representative of all the micro-rovers is the Sojourner rover. Sojourner was equipped with 6 
wheels, each with a dedicated traction motor. Additionally, four additional motors for steering 
were mounted -  one on each comer wheel for steering. Driving typically drew 4W to drive the 
wheels plus 1W for the micro-controller and 1W for on-board navigation. Sojourner had 13 cm of 
ground clearance with its centre of mass close to the centroid of the vehicle such that it could 
withstand a 45° tip angle. It had a top-speed of 0.6 cm/s (nominal speed of 0.4 cm/s) with a wheel 
torque of 1 Nm in motion and 12 Nm stall torque. Each wheel was independently driven by a 
Maxon RE-16 motor through 2000:1 gear transmission for the wheels to run at 0.9rpm (or 
equivalently 0.4m/min). The stall torque at -80°C was 110 in-lb (8.2 or 12.4 Nm) drawing 255 or 
196 mA at 15.5 V. A motor at 1 Nm torque output applies a force of 15.4 N at 0.065m. Two front 
wheels produced 9 in-lb (1 Nm, ie. 30.8 N force), two rear wheels produced 4.5 in-lb (0.5 Nm, ie. 
15.4 N force) and the two mid- wheels operated at no load (total 46.2 N force while the rover 
weight is 38.6N)) -  hence, 8.5 W were required to drive the vehicle (compared with 2W at room 
temperature). Sojourner could turn in place with a 37 cm turning radius with a top steering speed 
of 7 degrees/s with steering angle feedback provided by potentiometers. Each of Sojourner’s 
wheels was independently actuated and geared (2000:1) to provide robust traction. This 
overcomes the need to use belt or chain drives for mechanical synchronisation rather than 
electronic synchronisation, which is not affected by mechanical degradation.
Fig. A-22: Mars Pathfinder Rover -  Sojourner [From: Shirley et al 1995]
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Sojourner traversed 106 m of the Martian terrain within 10m of the Pathfinder lander in 1997. 
This has led the rocker-bogie system to become the US standard mobility concept [Hacto et al 
1998, Thianwiboon et al 2001]. Several variants of rocker-bogie were proposed based on the 
Rocky series of rover test-beds discussed in this section.
A.2.2.4 Rocker-Bogie Suspension: Rocky III
The first prototype was Rocky III, later replaced by a lighter (weight) version, Rocky IV. The 
Rocky III testbed rover had its tyres constructed from steel mesh with helical cleat patterns to 
provide superior traction.
beam detector gyrocompass
Fig. A-23: Rocky III with Rocker-Bogie Mechanism [Credits: NASA -  JPL]
The current rocker-bogie mechanism on the MERs -  Spirit and Opportunity are a modification of 
the rocker-bogie mechanism on the Pathfinder rover -  Sojourner, which, in-turn was an 
improvement on the Rocky III -  rocker-bogie suspension. The current mechanism is a six­
wheeled chassis, which maintains all wheels in contact with the ground and maintains even 
weight distribution over the wheels during obstacle negotiation. It was designed to cope with both 
step obstacles and bump obstacles upto 1.5 times its wheel diameter and cross crevasses upto 40% 
of the vehicle length. Sojourner had only four corner wheels steered. Addition of steering to the 
centre wheels to improve crabbing would have imposed additional mass, volume and complexity, 
and cost. Ackermann steering requires the axes of all wheels to coincide at a point along the 
centreline of the middle wheels.
The rocker-bogie chassis on Rocky III comprises two pairs of rocker-bogie arm assemblies. Each 
pair consists of a main rocker arm and a secondary arm whose pivot point lies at the front end of 
the main arm. The rocker-bogie has front and centre wheels joined by bogies -  each bogie pivots 
at the front of a rocker link. The rocker has an aft wheel at its rear end. The rockers pivot at the 
midpoints where they are attached to the hull body. The body pitch is maintained at an average 
pitch of the two rockers through a differential gear at the centre of mass. The frame comprises two 
sets of dual rocker-arms connected to the vehicle body -  the primary arm is the rocker and the
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secondary arm is the bogie for each rocker-bogie duo. The wheels attach to each end of the bogie
arm -  one end of the rocker arm is connected to the pivot of the bogie arm and the other end has a 
wheel attached. Adjustable mechanical stops limit the rotation of the secondary arm. The rockers 
are connected to the body using differential joints, which maintain the average pitch angle of the 
body between the two rockers.
Fig. A-24: (a) First Rocker-Bogie Concept [From: Bickler 1993]; (b) Rocky III Rocker-Bogie Design
The rocker-bogie uses no elastic components such as springs -  spring suspension on obstacle 
climbing wheel reduces the weight distribution over the remaining wheels, which reduces the 
climbing ability. The spring deflection generates a downward force on the raised wheels, which in
possibility of mid-wheel hang-up on obstacles. The rocker-bogie maintains weight across all six 
wheels with increased traction. In traversing obstacles, the front wheels are pushed against the 
obstacle by the rearward wheels. The front wheel rotation lifts the vehicle over the obstacle and 
then the middle wheel is pushed against the obstacle by the rear wheel and pulled by the front 
wheel until it also is lifted over the obstacle. Finally, the rear wheel is pulled over the obstacle by 
the front two wheels. The rocker-bogie can overcome obstacles up to 1.5 times the wheel diameter 
and can accommodate slopes up to 32°.The obstacle-climbing abilities of the rocker-bogie work 
only in the forward direction. Fuke et al (1994) have suggested that the rocker-bogie performance 
might be enhanced if some of the links incorporated compliance.
A.2.2.5 Rocker-Bogie Suspension: Rocky IV
Rocky IV had a springless rocker-bogie suspension system comprising of two pairs of rocker- 
bogie arms. Each pair consisted of a main rocker arm and a secondary arm whose pivot point was 
at the front end of the main arm. The two rocker-arm assemblies were connected through a
turn produces an upward force on the other wheels reducing their traction. This is the principle for 
tracked vehicles in which the middle wheels have reduced suspension rigidity to eliminate the
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differential gear at the centre of mass on which the main body is mounted. Rocky IV was 61 cm 
(length) x 38 cm (width) x 36 cm (height). Go-For based on this design was a 40 cm long by 40 
cm high micro-rover of 3.5 kg. Its fork-wheel design allowed traversal over rough terrain 
[Weisbin 1993]. Four wheels were mounted on the forks, which were pairs of struts, which could 
rotate together on each of an arch through the body. Around 80% of the vehicle weight is 
distributed on the rear wheels which enables the front wheels to be lifted over obstacles. If the 
vehicle overturns, the forks could right the vehicle.
Fig. A-25: Rocky IV Prototype [Credits: NASA-JPL]
A.2.2.6 Rocker-Bogie Suspension: Rocky VII
Rocky VII has an improved rocker-bogie mechanism. Steering is included on the rear two wheels 
while the forward rocker wheels are closer together -  this allows control of the front two wheels 
together at the expense of the loss of turning in place capability. A variable speed motor controller 
has been adopted with superior performance to the bang-bang controller of Sojourner. Rocky VII 
possesses a manipulator with a 2 DOF shoulder and an end-effector, which can pitch 
continuously. The flight model of Sojourner rover was developed from Rocky VII rover. The 
rocker-bogie mechanism and its variants are the basis for a large number of wheeled concepts for 
planetary rovers. Both Rocky 7 and Rocky 8 are US prototypes which have developed the rocker- 
bogie mechanism beyond the simple mechanism used on Sojourner.
Fig. A-26: Rocky VII Prototype Rover [Credits: NASA-JPL]
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Rocky VII is about 15 kg in mass and is 48 x 64 x 32 cm in dimensions. It is powered by solar 
panels and has a 32 cm long manipulator arm with two degrees of freedom. The arm is mounted 
on the front of the vehicle and can reach 10 cm below the surface. A scoop is used to dig and to 
carry samples. A point reflectance spectrometer is mounted on the arm's end. Rocky VII also 
possesses a 1 m tall jointed mast. This mast has 3 degrees of freedom. The end of the mast has 
stereo multispectral imagers and a cylindrical volume about the size and shape of a soda can. The 
mast's two stereo multispectral imagers acquire 3-dimensional panoramic images for navigation 
and science analyses. At a science target site (i.e., a rock), the mast becomes a deployment system 
for placing the "can" against the target, thus obtaining close-up imaging of a rock face or detailed 
data from the Mossbauer spectrometer.
I f n f
Fig. A-27: Rocky VII Configuration -  Schematic [From: Volpe et al 1997]
Dimensions (cm) Mass (kg) Power Requirements (W)
61x49x31 Sensors -  1 Computer -  28
Chassis Volume (cm) Computer -  2.5 Sensors -  6
41x27x15 Motors -  2 Motors -  8 (nominal)
Ground Clearance (cm) Structure -  4 Power Conditioning -  6
16 Batteries -  2 Total -  48
Max Speed (cm/s) Solar Panel -  2
30 Total -  11.5
Table 77: Rocky VII -  Physical Parameters [From: Volpe et al 1997]
A.2.2.7 Rocker-Bogie Suspension: Field Integrated Development and 
Operations (FIDO)
The Field Integrated Design and Operations (FIDO) Rover is JPL's advanced technology 
prototype rover designed to support the NASA/JPL Mars Exploration Rover (MER) Project. In 
particular, the FIDO rover conducts mission relevant field trials that simulate mission operations 
scenarios and validate rover technology in the areas of rover navigation and control, instrument 
placement, remote sensing, scientific data collection, intelligent behaviours, telemetry processing,
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data visualisation, and mission operations tools. FIDO mounted with the ATHENA scientific 
payload acted as the flight experimentation model (MFEX) for the MER rovers.
Fig. A-28: FIDO -  MER Prototype [Credits: NASA -  JPL]
A.2.2.8 Mars Exploration Rovers (MER): Spirit and Opportunity
The latest generation of planetary rovers is being developed to pick up where Sojourner left off 
and return to the Surface of Mars. The result is the Mars Exploration Rovers (MERs)- Spirit and 
Opportunity. These are robotic geologists, equipped with a robot arm, a drill, three spectrometers 
and four pairs of cameras, which allows it to have a human-like, 3D view of surrounding terrain. 
The Mars Exploration Rover can travel as far as 100 meters in one day. The two twin rovers 
landed on Mars earlier last year (Spirit -  4Ih January 2004, Opportunity -  25th January 2004) on a 
dedicated lander. Ever-since, there has been no looking back for each of them. Unlike Sojourner, 
MERs are completely self-sustained with their dedicated power supply and direct-to-earth and 
orbiter relayed communications. Each rover carries a scientific package ATHENA, focussed on 
geochemistry and mineralogy investigations of surface materials with an objective of searching 
for any aqueous materials.
Fig. A-29: Mars Exploration Rover (MER) -  (a) Spirit on Mars; (b) MER Lego Model
Both the rovers have identical mobility system each weighting about 180 kg including the 
payload. Each rover is 1.4 m long and 1.2 m wide. In deployed configuration, with solar panels 
open, each rover is 1.5 m long and 2.25 m wide. With the mast deployed, each rover is 
approximately 1.5 m tall with a ground clearance of 0.3m. The rovers have six-wheeled springless
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rocker-bogie suspension with all six wheels driven and four corner wheels steered. Wheel 
diameter is 0.25m and width of 0.16m. The rover centre of mass is located at the pivoting point of 
the rocker-bogie chassis and the body link holding the payload cab passes through it. This allows 
the vehicles to withstand an inclination of 45 degrees in either direction without flipping over. 
However, the safety stops prevent the body inclination exceeding 30 degrees during the traverses. 
The rocker bogie suspension allows the vehicles to overcome an obstacle of the height of wheel 
diameter i.e. 0.25 m.
The wheels are hollow and are made from a solid aluminium rod by hollowing out the structure to 
prevent any stress accumulation -  that might lead to a point failure during the mission. The 
wheels are fitted with grousers -  metal cleats to increase traction and grip on Martian surface 
during traverse and are independently actuated and geared for climbing in loose soil-like 
materials, overcoming rocks or like obstacle or traversing slopes. The top speed is 0.04 m/s (4 
cm/s) however, the actual traverse velocity is much lower due to autonomous navigation and 
control with hazard avoidance.
A.2.2.9 Nexus-6 (Tohuku University, Japan)
*— —w—I 1
M i
Fig. A-30: Nexus-6 Rover Testbed [From: Yoshida and Hamano 2000]
Nexus-6 is a rover test bed developed at Tohoku University, Japan. Nexus-6 has following 
footprint dimensions - 0.4 m (length) x 0.4 m (width) x 0.4 m (height) and weighs 5.8 kg in total. 
It has 6 wheels connected by a Rocker-Bogie type suspension link system. Each wheel, has a 
diameter of 0.09 m, and is covered by soft rubber surface with small rubber spikes. Front and rear 
wheels have active steering degree of freedom (DOF). The rocker-bogie is a springless suspension 
mechanism and is used here to connect wheels by free-pivot links. The suspension mechanism of 
Nexus-6 test bed uses parallel links unlike the one used on the Pathfinder rover - Sojourner, 
however the functionality remains unchanged. The right and left rocker links are connected by a 
differential mechanism. The centre of gravity lies at the pivoting point of the rocker and bogie and 
the body link supporting the payload cab passes through this point. Nexus-6 is a slight 
improvement over its predecessor Nexus-5 [Yoshida and Hamano 2000].
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A.2.2.10 Helios V (TITech, Japan)
Helios-V is equipped with 4 low-pressure tyres, of which the surface rubber has some cuts, on the 
outside and 2 high-pressure tyres on the inside. The low-pressure tyres are termed as “Slitted 
Tyres”. The Slitted Tyre exerts higher grip forces on the edges of obstacles than does a normal 
low-pressure tyre of the same size. These tyres are connected by active links with prismatic screw 
mechanism. It can change the positions of 6 tyres to adjust to the terrain condition as shown in 
fig.A-31. It can realise efficient locomotion on flat and/or irregular ground.
Fig. A-31: (a) Helios-V Prototype on Steps; (b) Helios-V Suspension System Schematic [From: Uchida
et al 1999]
By lifting the outer tyres and supporting most of the weight with the middle tyres, the turning 
resistance is reduced on flat ground. It is equipped with a single main motor and two continuously 
variable transmissions. These transmissions have a capability to control the reduction ratio 
actively in order to control the rotation speed of right and left tyres independently. Power is 
transmitted from the middle tyre to the front and rear tyres through rims with gears. Three tyres 
on each side were driven by the gear train at the same speed. By using this mechanism, the 
driving system can easily change the velocity and the steering direction in narrow spaces.
flat ground
rough terrain across the slope
Fig. A-32: Postures on Flat Ground and Rough Terrain
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The drive train mechanism is compact, simple and lightweight. HELIOS-V has demonstrated the 
ability to ascend and descend stairs, and is capable to negotiate a step as high as 1.5 cm. Further 
details are as follows:
Parameters H e lio s -V
Length (m) 0.808
Width (m) 0.58
Height (m) 0.419
Weight (kg) 50
Wheel Diameter (m) 0.256
Wheelbase (m) 0.28
Payload Capacity (kg) 50
Max. Torque (Nm) 112 (x2)
Max. Velocity (km/h) 4.36
Table 78: Helios-V Parameters [From Uchida et al 1999]
A.2.2.11 Solero/Shrimp (EPFL)
Fig. A-33: (a) Solero/Shrimp Rover Prototype [Credits: EPFL]; (b) Shrimp - Obstacle negotiation; (c) 
Shrimp Schematic Lateral View [From: Seigwort et al 2000]
Shrimp is an innovative rover concept with 6 motorised wheels developed by EPFL. Using a 
rhombus configuration, the rover has a steering wheel in the front and the rear, and two wheels 
arranged on a bogie on each side. The front wheel has a spring suspension to guarantee optimal 
ground contact of all wheels at any time. The steering of the rover is realised by synchronising the 
steering of the front and rear wheels and the speed difference of the bogie wheels. This allows for 
high precision manoeuvres and even turning on the spot with minimum slip. The use of parallel 
articulations for the front wheel and the bogies enables to set a virtual centre of rotation at the 
level of the wheel axis. This insures maximum stability and climbing abilities even for very low 
friction coefficients between the wheel and the ground. This rover is able to passively overcome 
unstructured obstacles of up to two times its wheel diameter and can climb stairs with steps of 
over 20 cm. Using a rhombus configuration (Fig. 6), the rover has one wheel mounted on a fork in
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the front, one wheel in the rear and two bogies on each side. Although the bogies have a special 
geometry, it is the same basic principle as used for a train suspension: a couple of two wheels 
mounted on a support, which can freely rotate around a central pivot.
\ i resulting  m o v e m e n t
Fig. A-34: Principle of Front Fork
The front fork has two roles: its spring suspension guarantees optimal ground contact of all 
wheels at any time and its particular parallel mechanism produce an elevation of the front wheel if 
an obstacle is encountered (fig. 34, 35a). The parallel architecture of the bogies and the spring 
suspended fork provides a non-hyperstatic configuration for the 6 motorised wheels whilst 
maintaining a high ground clearance. This insures maximum stability and adaptability as well as 
excellent climbing abilities. The rover is designed to keep all its 6 motorised wheels in contact 
with the ground on a convex ground up to a minimal radius of 30 cm and on a concave ground up 
to a minimal radius of 35 cm.
Fig. A-35: (a) Shrimp -  Operation in Concave Terrain; (b) Shrimp -  Crossing a Peak
The steering system allows the rover to carry out a pure rotation even in these extreme situations. 
The six wheels are motorised by motors of 1.75 W driven with constant PWM. The total weight is 
3.1 kg including 600 g for the battery (12V/2000 mhA). The bogies are the first key components 
of the rover. They provide the lateral stability during the motion even on very rough terrain. To 
insure good adaptability of the bogie, it is necessary to set the pivot as low as possible and in the 
same time to keep a maximum ground clearance. This problem is solved by using the parallel 
configuration showed in fig. 36 that brings the virtual centre of rotation of the bogie at the height 
of the wheel axis.
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Fig. A-36: Shrimp -  Parallel Bogie Architecture
Shrimp measures 62 cm (length) x 42 cm (width) x 23 cm (height). A Shrimp prototype 
developed to operate solely on solar power -  Solero is currently operational at ESTEC’s Mars 
testbed platform at European Space Agency (ESA) in Holland.
Fig. A-37: Shrimp Schematic and Layout [From Estier et al 20001
A.2.2.12 Crab
Concept [Credits: EPFL]Fig. A-38: Crab Double Rocker Suspension -
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The Crab suspension concept is a novel concept still in its development stage at EPFL. It is a 
consequent application of the parallelogram kinematics introduced with the SOLERO rover, 
however modified in order to achieve a two track foot print and a symmetric suspension design. 
The front and the back axles are linked with the middle axle with a parallelogram double rocker 
lever. Each pair of rockers is linked to the rover body at a dedicated pivot point, which allows for 
very smooth body posture averaging. Wheel displacement while climbing over obstacles is close 
to vertical. The Crab concept is currently being considered as a close candidate for ESA-ExoMars 
rover mobility system.
A.2.2.13 SpaceCat
SpaceCat is an innovative tri-wheeled nanorover comprising of 6 independently driven wheels 
mounted on two triangular wheel frames on either side of the rover [Lauria et al 1998, Siegwort et 
al 1998]. It employs a hybrid wheel-walking concept -  the stepped triple wheel. It comprises six 
independently driven wheels arranged in two triangular wheel frames on either side of the rover. 
This provides a stepping capability for obstacle negotiation. The three wheel sets on each of two 
wheel frames can be driven independently about the 2 kg main payload cab body to lift wheels 
onto obstacles This stepping triple wheel assembly requires only four motors on each side. The 
frames on each side can rotate independently around the main body housing the payload so that 
the wheels can be lifted onto obstacles. This stepped triple wheel thus allows “wheel walking”. 
An additional motor in the centre of the main body payload provides the means for rotating the 
main body independently to point instruments.
Fig. A-39: Space Cat Stepping Triple-Wheel Configuration [Credits: EPFL]
The central payload frame between the two wheel frames allows pointing of the payload cab 
instruments. There are thus only eight motors incorporated, four motors per side. The central 
payload cab in fact comprises a double module with a single degree of freedom joint for 
instrument pointing. Slip rings provide electrical interconnection between the frames.
The vehicle can recover from tip-over by moving its centre of mass outside of the base formed by 
the three wheels. The payload cab can thus be moved with respect to the wheel frame to adjust
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SpaceCat’s centre of gravity outside of the frame to re-right itself. This shift of centre of gravity 
can also aid in step climbing by shifting the centre of gravity towards the step.
Fig. A-40: SpaceCat Self-Righting Mechanism [From: Seigwort et al 1998]
A.2.3 Eight (8) Wheeled Concepts 
A.2.3.1 Octopus (EPFL)
Octopus is able to crawl over very rough terrain and can also negotiate steps that are taller than 
the tiny rover itself. It uses an ingeniously simple tactile wheel sensor array. Using IR sensors 
placed around the inside of the wheel, it can detect the direction of a contact force.
Fig. A-41: Octopus Rover [Credits: EPFL -  Autonomous Systems Lab (ASL)]
The payload support and the two bodies on each side are linked in a passive differential 
configuration. The 2 arms and the body on each side of the robot are linked in a motorised 
parallelogram configuration. The forearms are linked to the arms by a motorised joint. Each 
forearm has 2 touch sensitive motorised wheels attached to it. Total of 8 wheels, 6 motorised 
articulations and 1 passive articulation, therefore a 15 Degrees of Freedom system. However, 
looking at the geometry of the rover, its is extremely difficult to organise a payload cab for 
mounting the suite of scientific equipment. Also it will be extremely difficult to maintain thermal 
control for the equipment. Eight wheels increase the overall mass of the system as compared to a 
similar system with 6 wheels. Although, a little difficult to suit the requisites for planetary 
exploration, it exhibits a promising technology for several terrestrial applications.
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A.2.3.2 Lunakhods (VNII-Transmash)
The first mobile vehicle that operated on the surface of a planetary body other than the Earth was 
the Soviet unmanned Lunakhod-1 rover on Earth's Moon in 1970/71. It was followed 2 years later 
by a second, nearly identical, vehicle, Lunakhod-2. Both rovers were comparatively large with 
masses above 700 kg. Development of the Lunakhod vehicles was the result of a combined effort 
of terrestrial off-road vehicle experience and general space engineering while utilising reliable 
data on the surface properties of the Moon. Based on the experience available from terrestrial off- 
road vehicles, the Soviets quickly narrowed their choice of locomotion principle to wheels and 
tracks. To aid in selection the locomotion principle and for supporting the detailed design, the 
Luna 13 small lander, dispatched to the Moon in December 1966, carried several devices for 
measuring the lunar soil mechanical properties, namely a penetrometer, a dynamograph and a 
radiation densitometer. The penetrometer was used to determine the bearing strength of the soil. 
The obtained data subsequently served to derive the trafficability parameters of the soil and 
helped to prepare soil simulants for development testing for Lunakhod.
Fig. A-42: Lunakhod: (a) Lunakhod Prototype Rover [Credits: Lavochkin]; (b) Lunakhod Rover
Dimensions [From: Kemurdjian 1993]
Eventually, wheels were chosen for the rover, mainly based on considerations of reliability and 
simplicity once it could be ensured that adequate tractional performance on the soil could be 
achieved. Furthermore, the load-supporting and tractive properties of wheeled systems were 
shown to be enhanceable to approach those of tracked systems by certain design measures.
These 8-wheeled vehicles based on torsion-bar suspension were highly effective and had mission 
lifetimes of 3 months traversing 10 km with two speed levels -  1 km/h and 2 km/h -  capable of 
negotiating obstacles up to 0.4m in height. Both had 51 cm diameter, 20 cm width rigid wheels 
with spokes. Each wheel-rim was constructed from metal mesh reinforced by three hoops 
corrugated with transverse cleats. Lunakhod 1 (Lunal, 1970) had a mass of 780 kg while 
Lunakhod 2 (Luna21, 1973) had a mass of 840 kg, but both were similar in all aspects 
[Kovtunenko et al 1993]. The PROP device measured the load-carrying capacity and shearing
Lunokhod dimensions
(in millimeters)
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strength of the lunar soil by measuring the penetration and resistance to a rotating 4-blade conic 
penetrometer. Each of the eight wheels was independently powered, based on torsion bar 
suspension systems teleoperated from Earth-based ground station. The front wheel suspension had 
a static deflection of 21 mm compared with 60 mm for the middle wheels to enable good obstacle 
traversing capability. Lunakhod 1 performed over 500 soil tests using the PROP device. Two 
Mars rovers were proposed based on the knowledge gained from the Lunakhods.
All 8 principal wheels of Lunakhod were individually powered for reasons of mobility during 
obstacle negotiation and for redundancy considerations. In particular, it was possible to 
disconnect a failed actuator from the wheel axle by a pyrotechnic element to ensure continued 
locomotion in case of actuator failure. For each wheel, the actuator was installed inside the wheel 
hub, which in turn was a pressure vessel to ease thermal control and lifetime problems; 
correspondingly, the motorised wheel hub involved static and dynamic pressure seals and 
pressurised connectors. As dynamic dust seals, labyrinth seals with alternating layers of 
fluoroplastics and metal elements were employed. Each wheel drive included a rotation angle 
transducer on the wheel output shaft and a temperature transducer on the motor stator. The motor 
itself was an internally redundant brushless DC actuator with different switchable windings 
allowing for two different, discrete rover drive speeds of 0.8 and 2.0 km/h. Heat dissipated by the 
motor was transferred into the hub structure, from there to the external wheel suspension, and 
finally, from there radiated away to space. Each wheel hub on the motor shaft contained a friction 
disk brake with an electromagnetic drive, which was used for emergency stopping and as a 
parking brake when stopping on slopes.
Based on testing of chassis mock-up's and taking into account terrestrial experience, 8-wheeled 
configuration was chosen since it could offer an obstacle negotiation capability superior to both 
(rigid chassis) 4-wheelers and to 6-wheelers. Also eight-wheeled configuration was selected due 
to the fact that it would allow for a smaller wheel size than would have been needed for a device 
with fewer wheels. The Lunakhods employed the skid steering principle as employed by 
terrestrial tracked vehicles, due to simplicity considerations and because it allowed to achieve a 
turning radius of nearly 0 (zero). However, skid steering implied the wheels to be designed to 
withstand the lateral forces incurred by displacement of the soil during turns. In the rear of the 
vehicle, a 9th wheel was installed which was free-trailing (no slip) to measure the actually 
traversed distance, from which also slip of the powered wheels could be derived.
The Lunakhod chassis used a suspension system to improve wheel ground contact particularly 
when climbing over obstacles and to ensure a rather uniform normal load distribution to the 
wheels. Each wheel was mounted to a lever arm, which, due to a torsion spring attachment to the 
main structure, was able to swing in the longitudinal plane. This arrangement of the suspension 
levers had the advantage that during deflection, the wheel driving track width of the rover did not
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change. Each torsion spring was realised in the form of a bundle of three torsion bars made from 
titanium alloy. Oscillations in the suspension were damped through friction in the lever guide 
hinges and by torsion spring hysteresis.
A rigid wheel design was selected with the wheel rim formed of three titanium rings connected 
with each other by titanium grousers riveted to the rings. The centre ring had a larger diameter 
than the two outer ones, causing the wheel to have a point-like contact on hard ground. Each of 
the three rings was connected to the wheel hub - containing the actuator and brake as described 
above - by way of steel bicycle spokes. The outer circumference between the three rings - i.e. the 
‘running surface’ of the wheel - was not continuous but instead was formed by a steel wire mesh. 
Wheel overall diameter (including the grousers) was 0.5 m, and the width was 0.2 m. Due to the 
principle of skid steering, involving lateral forces acting on the wheel during turns, the wheel was 
designed for adequate stiffness in the lateral direction. The grousers were attached to the rim at 
angles of 20°, sized for adequate skid steering performance. Because of an absence of closed disks 
on the wheel side, a free flow of soil over the internal surface of the rims and the steel net was 
possible. The free space inside the wheel and the avoidance of closed spaces contributed to a good 
cleaning of the running surface from the soil even at high slippage. The reason for having a steel 
mesh - i.e., an "open" ground contact - as the running surface of the wheel instead of a continuous 
surface was that meshes with cleats of any shape (flat or stand-off grousers, etc.) attached to them 
could be shown to deliver a higher pulling force than closed running surfaces, since they involve 
more soil volume in the shearing process. Moreover, for the same normal load, sinkage (and thus 
rolling resistance) may be reduced by utilising a wire mesh. The largest share of the shear force 
exchanged between the soil and the Lunakhod wheel (causing the wheel gross pull) was delivered 
by the grousers that sheared the soil upon wheel rotation.
Parameters L u n a k h o d -1 ,2
Total mass 756 kg
Mass of chassis 105 kg
Nominal speeds (switchable) 0.8 km/h & 2.0 km/h
Locomotion principle 8x8 wheels
Maximum wheelbase 1705 mm
Wheel track width 1600 mm
Wheel diameter 510 mm
Wheel width 200 mm
Ground clearance 380 mm
Angles of static stability longitudinal: 43° 
transversal: 45°
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Maximum height of negotiable rock 350 mm
Maximum height of negotiable step 400 mm
Maxmimum negotiable soil slope on 
Moon
20°
Table 79: Lunakhods Parameters [From: Kemurdjian 1993]
The overall configuration of Lunakhod involved a central, load carrying pressure vessel of a shape 
of a truncated cone onto which the chassis was mounted by way of four interfaces. Inside the 
pressure vessel, electronics, a rechargeable battery and a radioisotopic heat source were installed. 
A deployable solar array - forming a hinged circular panel on top of the pressure vessel - provided 
power during daytime. The internal heat source, interacting with heat pipes and fans in the 
pressure vessel, provided thermal control (cooling as well as heating), enabling in particular a 
repeated survival of the 14-day lunar night which was a high-level mission requirement. Front- 
looking TV cameras provided an operator on Earth with a sufficiently high frame rate to enable a 
near real-time remote control. A number of scientific instruments were accommodated on the 
vehicle, allowing measurements of soil mechanical properties, soil composition and of the 
radiation environment.
The first of the two Lunakhod rovers delivered to the surface of the Moon, Lunakhod 1, was 
launched on Luna 17 on November 10, 1970. The lander touched down at the planned site in 
Mare Imbrium seven days later, carrying the rover on its top deck. After deployment of rail-like 
ramps, Lunakhod 1 was driven to the surface, becoming the first mobile vehicle on another world.
A.3 Tracked Locomotion
Wheels have traditionally been favoured over other modes of locomotion due to their mechanical 
simplicity and simple control strategy requirements [Becker 1963, Hirose et al 1995]. However, 
tracks are generally preferred for general off-road applications as they offer low vehicle sinkage, 
and so low resistance to motion. Tracked vehicles have similar properties to wheeled vehicles and 
are generally favoured for their higher tractive effort over more rugged terrain. This is due to the 
fact that they spread the load over a much wider area. A tracked vehicle will almost invariably 
offer higher drawbar pull than a four, six, or eight-wheeled vehicle of the same mass. Mobility of 
a wheeled vehicle is less sensitive to changes in vehicle weight than tracked vehicles, but 
increases in the track dimensions (length or width) yield greater performance increases than 
similar increases in wheel dimensions. However, increasing track width reduces static stability of 
the vehicle. Tracks employ skid-steering by differentially driving the tracks for turning. This 
relies on track slippage so vehicle odometry on such vehicles is lost, though this is not a major
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disadvantage as wheel odometry is very inaccurate and must be augmented with external sensing 
modalities.
Fig. A-43: Typical Tracked Configuration [From: Bodin 1999]
Tracked vehicles generally comprise a tread, a driver sprocket, an idler wheel, and usually a 
number of supporting bogie wheels. Overlapping bogie wheels in tracked vehicles between the 
end wheels provide more continuous support for the track and reduce the peak ground pressure. 
This increases the load uniformity across a flexible track but imposes a high power requirement. 
Tracks have difficulty in steering around a sharp corner without skid-steering -  skid-steering 
consumes a significant amount of power and ploughs through the ground sideways. The centipede 
is a tracked/legged variant in which sprung legs are operated along a chain track -  the legs may be 
implemented with feet. This is an extension of the track with large grousers. Tracked locomotion 
involving grousers and the screw motion of a rotary drill are essentially similar mechanically 
whereby the screw has a circular cross-section as opposed to the rectangular cross-section of the 
track [Bekker 1963]. The screw suffers higher frictional losses and represents a less efficient form 
of propulsion than the track. Tracks offer large contact surface area resulting in low ground 
pressure for good mobility over soft soil, sand and slope climbing. Tracks generally suffer from 
high power consumption due to inefficiency from friction between the track and the ground, and 
friction between the large number of bogie wheels which maintain the track profile against the 
ground. They are often augmented with hydraulic damper suspension units to ensure that the 
tracks follow the contours of the ground. Tracks can be heavy and vulnerable to debris between 
the wheels and the track. Tracked vehicles are the result of the need for high mobility over rough 
terrain. Maximum speed that can be generated is dependent upon the roughness of the terrain and 
the efficiency of the suspension system. Although not often considered for planetary vehicles, 
speed has a strong impact on the accessibility of scientific targets, particularly if mobility phases 
are restricted to near-noon segments of the day. In particular, suspension will become an 
important facet of rover vehicle design for future manned rovers.
Conventional tracks comprise of inter-connected steel links with pads on the inner and outer 
surface. The track is extended around the wheels by the drive sprocket and the idler hard-mounted
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to the vehicle hull. The vehicle suspension system comprises a torsion bar, road-arm, inclined 
spring-based shock-absorber and bump stops.
Fig. A-44: Typical Tracked Vehicle Suspension [From: Bodin 1999]: (1) road wheel; (2) swing arm;
(3) coil spring; (4) damper; (5) bearing housing
Each wheel is attached to the hull by the road arm splined to the transverse torsion bar. The shock 
absorbers are mounted between the hull and the road arms at an inclined position. Road arm travel 
is limited by the upper and lower bumper stops. The interaction between the hull wheels (drive 
sprocket and idler) and terrain is similar to that of road wheels. Torsion bar stiffness is determined 
by the bar diameter -  they are massive, of high volume and offer only a fixed spring rate. A shock 
absorber of low damping provides better obstacle crossing capability.
Hydrogas systems have low mass, compact design and offer nonlinear spring characteristics in a 
single unit. Hydrogas suspension comprises hydraulic fluid and compressed gas separated by a 
piston or diaphragm. Damping is provided by the flow of hydraulic fluid through valves at 
orifices while the gas provides stiffness restoring forces through compression of the piston. It 
replaces both the torsion bar and shock absorber. The hydrogas suspension system replaces both 
the torsion bar and inclined shock absorber and is mounted at the axle arm pivot in an inclined 
orientation similar to the conventional shock absorber.
Fig. A-45: Hydrogas Suspension System [From: Dhir & Sankar 1995]
Electrorheological (ER) and magnetorheological (MR) fluids may be adapted to vehicle 
suspension though MR fluids offer the best approach as they can operate on battery voltages while
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ER fluids require high voltage electric fields. It is assumed that although suspension is not critical 
for low speed micro-rovers, it will be so for larger rovers travelling at greater speeds. It can be 
seen that the ELMS offers a novel approach to suspension due to the nature of its elastic tracks 
that is a fundamental part of its design.
Based on the above discussion, the tracked vehicles are classified into two different classes 
namely ones with rigid/non-flexible tracks and the other with flexible/elastic tracks for further 
discussion.
A.3.1 Rigid Tracks: Nanokhod
The Micro-RoSA (Robot for Scientific Applications) Nanokhod developed by 
VNIITRANSMASH, Max Planck Institut fur Chemie and von Hoerner & Sulger GmbH was a 4 
kg tracked instrument deployment device with a payload capacity of 2 kg [Bertrand & van 
Winnendael 2001]. This Nanokhod had an obstacle climbing capability of 0.1m and a speed of 5 
m/h drawing power and data from a tether. Two locomotion units housed drive wheels which 
drove tracks mounted around the locomotion units to provide a speed of 0.94 m/s. The outer 
locomotion units were connected to a central payload cab through two levers which could orient 
the payload cab. The whole track can be rotated through 90° to act as a wheel and this allows the 
vehicle to be maintained in a horizontal attitude. The locomotion units and payload cab may be 
moved in sequence to perform a walking mode. Nanokhod was initially baselined for the 
Mercury-bound BepiColumbo mission.
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Fig. A-46: Nanokhod Nano-Rover [From: Bertrand et al 1998]
The Nanokhod nano-rover has a payload capacity of 1.1 kg compared to its own mass of 1.45 kg 
plus 20-30 m of thin tether -  a total mass of 3.3 kg. It was derived from the Russian IDD rover 
which, was a tumbling micro-rover. Nanokhod is a tracked vehicle with the tracks enclosed for 
dust sealing [Bertrand & van Winndael 2001, Bertrand et al 1998, 2000].
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Fig. A-47: Nanokhod Locomotion Unit [From: Bertrand & van Winnendael 2001]
The tracks are constructed from thin stainless steel foil with metal cleats attached. The sealing 
was plastic sealing but did not prevent small particles entering the track body but additional 
sealing of motors, bearing, etc could readily be achieved. The two locomotion units contain the dc 
brush motors, planet/worm gears and rover support subsystems for power distribution, 
communications and control mounted onto the inner wall of the locomotion units. Each track is 
driven by the powered front wheel with a single idler wheel at the aft end of the track - both 
residing in the locomotion unit. The single drive motor of each track is implemented with a planet 
and worm gear assembly.
The locomotion units are connected by a mechanical bridge at the rear of the vehicle, which 
contains the two tether spools for deploying the two tethers. Each spool comprises 30 subwires 
each for power and communication with the lander -  the tether is paid out as the rover traverses. 
Nanokhod has a smaller payload cab than MIDD and it does not include thermal insulation. The 
payload cab is suspended on two actuation levers which can position it -  one motor drives the 
actuation levers and another motor powers the orientation of the payload cab giving two degrees 
of freedom for positioning the payload cab. Scientific instruments are mounted within the payload 
cab pointing through both ends.
Fig. A-48: Nanokhod Payload Cab Mobility [From: Bertrand & van Winnendael 2001]
The payload box can be rotated through near ±180° -  this enables climbing obstacles by moving 
the payload cab over the obstacle. The Nanokhod tracks being bound around the locomotion units 
are rigid and provide the response of a rigid body over obstacles, offsetting much of the mobility
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advantage of tracked vehicles. Ideally tracks increase the ground contact area which is maximised 
if the tracks follow the contours of the terrain.
A.3.2 Urban II
Fig. A-49: URBAN II Tactile Robot [Credits: IS Robotics]
The Urban II robot consists of two main tracks along its body, which are used for driving and 
steering. In the front of the vehicle, there are two articulated arms, which are equipped with 
tracks too. These two articulated tracked arms are used for obstacle negotiation confronted by the 
robot. It can travel at the speeds of 80 cm/s and weighs about 20 kg with the specifications 
similar to those of Sojourner. The tracked articulated arms at the front of the robot can be rotated 
360 degree continuously to enable the robot to cross curbs, climb stairs or to pass any obstacle in 
the path. The track is the same as used in conventional tanks but employs different grades of 
materials for tracks to optimise its performance. Tracked articulations in the front of the robot can 
do continuous 360° rotation and enable crossing curbs, climbing stairs, and scrambling over 
rubble. A 3 kg NiCad battery pack provides about lOOWh of energy; peak driving speed is 
currently 80 cm/sec on flat ground.
A.3.3 Elastic Tracks: Elastic Loop Mobility System (ELMS)
The elastic loop mobility system (ELMS) is a novel track approach that offers much promise -  
trials with a prototype indicate twice the step height negotiation of traditional tracked systems 
with the same geometry, and three times the same for 4 x 2 wheeled configurations with wheel 
diameters equated to the loop height [Costes & Trautwein 1973; Costes et al 1973]. It can 
negotiate slopes of -35° on soft soils and crevasse negotiation of 90% of its length. The 
continuous track eliminates many of the disadvantages associated with high internal friction and 
mechanical complexity of traditional tracks: there are no bogie wheels (and so reduced internal 
friction losses characteristic of most tracked vehicles) nor are there track links (and so no 
catastrophic link breakage problem) [Costes & Trautwein 1973]. It was originally developed from 
an English patent as a backup to the Apollo LRV programme. The elastic loop comprises a single 
continuous band around two end wheels, one the drive wheel, the other the idler wheel (though
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there is no reason why both wheels may not be powered). The loop elasticity is due to a pre­
formed longitudinal and transverse curvature. The highly elastic metal band curls over its width so 
that the sections between the end wheels are flat and taut.
Fig. A-50: Elastic Loop Mobility System: (a) Concept -  Vehicle weight W is transmitted by the load 
wheel while moment Ma keeps the drive drums in contact with the loop, and the spring deflection x 
causes arm rotation a [From: Costes & Trautwein 1997]; (b) ELMS Lunar Rover Prototype at
The ELMS elastic loop due to its high rigidity ensures that it requires no bogie wheels. This 
substantially reduces the power requirement of ELMS in comparison with tracks -  even so, two 
motors are required in comparison to the six motors for a six-wheeled vehicle. Its parts count is 
thus expected to be much lower than alternative mobility designs. Rotary seals may be used to 
protect exposed parts from dust. The loop elasticity provides suspension while shock absorbers 
provide damping. The chief advantage of the track is retained in that ELMS distributes load over a 
large footprint. It has a further advantage in that its elasticity provides spring suspension from the 
two loop bends over the roller wheels. The two drive motors within the drive rollers provide 
locomotion and steering. The tight fit between the two end roller wheels and the track is limited to 
the upper third portion of the loop which reduces the possibility of jamming by soil and rock 
particles.
NASA-WES
Fig. A-51: ELMS -  based Lunar Rover Concept [From: Costes & Trautwein 1997]
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This wheel/track contact is maintained by the suspension arms under variable loads aided by the 
one-way damping action of the shock-absorbers. The forward and aft wheels are raised above the 
ground so that rocks and dust can fall to the ground and prevent jamming. The track acts as a 
spring suspension system. Two lightweight shock absorbers between the chassis and the drum 
support arms provide the basis for damping to reduce vertical oscillation and pitching to within 
±45°. The track stiffens longitudinally along straight ground due to a pre-formed transverse 
curvature, which uniformly distributes the load over the large footprint. The installation of large 
area grousers provides almost uniform ground pressure across the complete width of the loop. 
Grousers with narrow spacing intervals and spacing to grouser-width ratio of 1.0 for a 50% track 
coverage provides maximum traction performance.
Obstacle climbing involves driving the chassis into the obstacle, which pitches the nose up, 
deflecting the rear part of the loop. The front wheel climbs the obstacle along the vertical section 
of the loop independent of the obstacle’s friction coefficient. Step obstacles as high as the loop 
length can be negotiated. Although we are evaluating a dual track system, Costes et al (1973) 
favoured a tri-track system, which they tested extensively.
Fig. A-52: ELMS Obstacle Negotiation [From: Costes & Trautwein 1997]
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A.3.4 Rocking-Elastic Loop Mobility System (R-ELMS)
During the course of this investigation, a novel approach was proposed for the Endurance micro­
rover for Mars. R-ELMS is a hybrid between Rocker-Bogie and the ELMS, which combines the 
advantageous features of both the systems and eliminates the disadvantageous features of the 
ELMS. The mass of the system is approximately same as that of the rocker bogie mechanism due 
to the reduction in number of the wheels which is compensated by the increase in weight due to 
the incorporated elastic tracks. However, the performance of the system is improved due to the 
greater obstacle negotiation capability of the tracks and also greater stability of the vehicle over 
low ground pressure surfaces along with greater traction as compared to the wheeled vehicles.
There can be several variations in the design i.e. the tracks can be mounted in such a way that they 
lie underneath the PLC thereby reducing the width of the vehicle or tracks can be outside the PLC 
as shown in the above fig. The modifications can be made easily by changing the mounting of the 
drive wheels. If they are mounted to the rocker with left face then the tracks will be under the 
PLC whereas if they are mounted with the right face then the tracks will be outside the PLC. 
Moreover, the Load Wheels can also be either mounted with the bracket connected to the rocker 
or can be mounted on the PLC directly. However, it is not favourable to mount the Load Wheels 
directly to the PLC as this will not ensure continuous contact of the Elastic Loop with the Drive 
Wheel due to the loss of pressure from the Load Wheels under excessive deflection of the rocker.
Fig. A-53: Rocking Elastic Loop Mobility System [From: Patel et al 2003]
Advantages of the “R-ELMS”:
i) It eliminates the use of “soft” suspension by eliminating the spring dampers. At the same 
time, it also avoids using “stiff’ suspension as the wheels are not directly connected to the 
chassis. This eliminates the problem of low frequency vibrations of the body due to 
springs and that of excessive deflection of body due to wheel deflection.
ii) Tracks provide the required damping due to their inherent elastic properties and ability to 
take up the strain when subjected to stress.
(c) 2003 NHdaap Patel, nil.pat.IQklngtton.ac.uk
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iii) The wheels are mounted on the body-link, which is connected to the body pivotally. This 
allows the equal distribution of load, and therefore equal traction on all the four wheels.
iv) The body/chassis is supported on a central pivot passing through the center of gravity of 
the vehicle. This arrangement enables the body/chassis to remain in the equilibrium 
position even when there is deflection of either of the wheels. This eliminates excessive 
deflection of body resulting from the use of “stiff’ suspension. Also the problem of low 
frequency vibration of the body resulting from the use of “soft/spring” suspension is 
eliminated.
v) The system has greater stability and traction as the track spreads the vehicle load over a 
larger footprint as compared to the wheeled vehicles.
Thus the “R-ELMS” retains all the advantages of the “ELMS” and combines the advantages of 
the “Rocker-bogie suspension” and yet retains its simplicity with minimum number of moving 
parts.
A.4 Legged Locomotion
Although there are approaches to bipedal walking in robotics (such as the Honda P3) and four­
legged vehicles (such as the Sony AIBO), generally, planetary exploration concepts have been 
based on six-legged vehicles. Legged robots can cross more rugged terrain than most other forms 
of mobility as they do not require continuously traversible paths but require only discrete, 
distributed ground contact points between steps. Walking is more economical than rolling 
locomotion such as wheels or tracks as motion resistance due to soil compaction is negligible -  
this is determined by the ratio of foot length to stride length which may be made small. The 
footprint may be made large in area to reduce the vehicle ground pressure. The traction is 
determined by the coefficient of adhesion between the foot and the soil. The legged vehicle 
velocity is limited by the dynamic interactions with the vehicle. The foot contacts are discrete and 
may be selected to avoid obstacles offering high adaptability to rough terrain without slippage. 
The footpad may be allowed to swivel up to, say 30°, on a universal joint to match the uneven 
terrain. In fact, legged locomotion effectively isolates the vehicle from the terrain variability. 
Steering and turning while walking is difficult - indeed, turning on the spot is not possible. 
Statically stable support requires a minimum of three legs so at least four legs are required for 
statically stable locomotion, e.g. the 19 kg 12 degree-of-freedom Titan VIII vehicle with a 
maximum velocity of 0.3-0.9 m/s.
Legs may vary in complexity from simple hexapod type designs to complex articulated legs. 
Hexapod vehicles function in a statically stable mode while others have active balancing for 
dynamic stability. Frame walking uses two parallel planar frames, which undergo relative motion
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to generate vehicle motion. Pantographic linkages are popular and were adopted for Dante II 
[Apostolopoulos & Bares 1995]. Dante II was a eight-legged pantographic mechanism-based 
frame walking robot with a total mass of 800 kg for investigating volcanic craters. The walking 
frame had two groups of four legs on the inner and outer frames. The pantographic legs amplified 
the hip motions at the foot and provided large vertical foot strokes.
Fig. A-54: (a) Titan VIII Four Legged Robot; (b) Dante II [From: Apostolopoulos & Bares 1995]
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Fig. A-55: (a) Dante II Locomotion Sequence [From: Bares & Wettergreen 1999]; fb) Pantographic
Leg Schematic
Pantographic legs amplify the hip motion at the foot and allow large vertical foot strokes. Control 
of the leg motions is non-trivial. The most robust control strategy is a distributed one where each 
leg is controlled independently. Many legged robots employ co-ordination of two groups of legs 
cyclically. Insects typically adopt two types of gait, the tripod gait and the tetrapod gait. The 
tetrapod gait retains at least 4 legs on the ground at any time and is adopted for slow speeds. The 
tripod gait in which the front and back legs on one side and the middle leg on the other side of the 
body move forward simultaneously is used for higher speeds. Hexapods often adopt a tripod gait 
where there is a 180° phase difference between the legs. This mode of walking is inflexible.
Ambler is a 2.5 tonne six-legged orthogonal robot whose legs decoupled horizontal and vertical 
motions [Krakov et al 1995]. Ambler’s legs are arranged in two stacks on central shafts which are 
connected to a central body. Each leg comprises a rotational and prismatic joint for horizontal
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motion and an orthogonal vertical link. Power is transmitted to the legs through multiple slip- 
rings. Each foot has a six axis force/torque sensor though foot rotation is passive in securing 
footholds while the vertical links adjust to the terrain. Body inclinometers adjust the body 
orientation to maintain a horizontal stance. Ambler adopts a unique “circular” leg motion for 
mobility consuming 1.4 kW minimum to generate an average walking speed of 40 cm/minute.
Fig. A-56: Ambler Legged Rover [From: Krakov et al 1995]
The other type of walking is animal-like legged locomotion, which in general requires extensive 
force feedback capabilities for terrain reactivity. Animal-like legs generally result in poor 
mechanical efficiency -  legs must generally be powered at rest as well as during locomotion. Six 
legged walkers -  either insect-type or omni-directional three degree of freedom configuration - 
are a common design approach [McTamaney et al 1988].
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Legs suffer from high complexity in terms of mechanical parts count and control algorithm 
requirements to maintain static/dynamic stability, maintenance of platform orientation, large 
number of actuators required for multiple degree-of-freedom motion and the sensory requirements 
for footfall trap detection [Waldron 1985]. Both force and kinematic sensing at high sample rates 
-20-100 Hz is required for legged locomotion with active suspension [Waldron 1995]. Each foot 
requires a contact sensor and rotary position sensors are required at each leg joint. Almost all legs 
require a two degree-of freedom hip joint plus one single degree-of-freedom knee parallel to the 
hip axis for full terrain adaptability. Generally, any reciprocating motions in propulsion systems 
causes power loss at a rate proportional to the reciprocating mass and square of the peak velocity 
unless the system oscillates at its natural frequency. For this reason, legs should swing at their 
natural pendulum frequency but legged locomotion still requires high power input. A larger 
number of legs provides greater stability, payload capacity and locomotion speed but with 
increased control complexity. Legs are complex in terms of mechanical overhead and in terms of 
control computation -  they require considerable onboard autonomy. It is not a mature technology 
and thus would be unsuitable for planetary exploration. The requirement for complex control 
strategies, mechanical complexity and lack of technological maturity generally exclude legged 
vehicles from consideration for planetary rover applications. Indeed, walking robots were 
eliminated early in the pre-Apollo lunar exploration programme due the complexities of balancing 
and poor mechanical efficiencies [Bekker 1985]. Furthermore, animal obstacle negotiation 
capability results primarily from the flexibility of the backbone rather than the legs themselves. It 
is this articulation that allows animal legs to follow ground contours. Legged locomotion 
(typically with 6 legs with insect-like gaits) although highly suited to highly variable terrain is 
very difficult to control, slow in performance, and requires a larger number of motors than 
wheels. This adds significant additional mechanical complexity.
Legged rovers are not out perse, but they are an undeveloped technology with a chequered history 
[Nehzmow 2001]. Space engineering practice favours tried-and-tested techniques and 
unestablished technologies without a reliable pedigree are highly disfavoured. Further, the legged 
robot Dante’s maiden voyage does not inspire confidence for a very expensive mission. There is 
thus a trade-off between mobility with reliability.
f
A.5 Hybrid Locomotion: Half Track Mechanism
The “Half-Track” rover as the name implies is a hybrid of Wheeled and Tracked concepts. The 
Wheeled concept used here is Shrimp and the Tracked concept is ELMS. The importance of the 
mobility system is such that close attention must be paid to its design and testing. Several of such 
“Half-Tracked” vehicles were developed during the World Wars and used by the military to
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negotiate highly uneven terrain with quite a great success. Fig. 29(a) shows the Bull Half-Track 
tank that was used by the German army as a field vehicle. Several of such vehicles were 
manufactured in varying sizes due to the great success they had in negotiating the unknown 
terrain in the battlefield. Fig. 29(b) shows a motorbike named TUSCAN, which incorporates the 
“Half-Track” concept.
Fig. A-58: (a) Bull Halft-Track Tank; (b) Tuscan Half-Track Motorbike
The concept proposed here is a variation of the “Shrimp” design augmented by military explosive 
ordnance robot design. This combines the advantages of both the systems. The principle behind 
this mobility system is - initial negotiation by the first set of wheels is critical and the two front 
wheels (two rather than one for greater stability, tractive effort and distribution of load) must 
engage the obstacle to gain a “foothold”. The rest of the wheels are tracked in order to ease the 
rover onto the obstacle and smoothly shifting the centre of gravity of the rover onto the obstacle. 
It is very important that the rover does not become unstable during these critical manoeuvres. 
Successful negotiation of obstacles is limited by the necessity of maintaining the centre of gravity 
forward of the rear wheel axle. An additional rear wheel might act as a stabiliser for decamping 
from the obstacle and to provide an even broader platform of stability. Furthermore, the wheels 
can still provide odometry. The addition of a front wheel pair to a tracked system, which can be 
lowered to provide a variable footprint. The tracked system to be employed here is ELMS, which 
is very simple, less heavy and low on power consumption as compared to rigid tracks (Nanokhod) 
or conventional tracks (Military Combat Tanks).
Fig. A-59: Half-Track Shrimp-ELMS Hybrid CAD Model
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A.6 Wheel-Walking Phenomenon
A tracked vehicle offers simplicity of control attributed to wheeled vehicles while offering some 
of the traction and obstacle negotiation capability offered by legs. The adoption of “wheel- 
walking” mode further enhances the mobility performance of the conventional wheeled approach 
by combining wheeled locomotion with walking capability. Wheel-walking provides the robot the 
ability to climb slopes at the angle of soil repose. Most wheel walking concepts are based on 
walking without taking the wheels off the soil so the wheel is actively rolling. Wheel walking 
involves locking wheels to provide reaction to movement. Wheel-walking depends on whether the 
robot is rigid or articulated. In both cases, the leading and braking conditions of wheel operation 
provides the basis for generating traction. For a rigid frame, it involves consecutively moving the 
wheels relative to the rigid frame of the robot body and then moving the robot body relative to the 
fixed wheels, e.g. The Chebyshev mechanism [Bogatchev et al 2000a]. For an articulated robot 
body, it involves consecutively moving each section of the robot. Mobile robots with suitable 
designs can engage in wheel-walking, eg. Marsokhod, Work Partner.
>4w/Ltf
Fig. A-60: Marsokhod [From: Bogatchev et al 2000] (a) Articulation Mechanism (l=motor wheel, 
2=lever, 3=walking mechanism, 4=articulated frame, 5=Iongitudinal hinge); (b) Axle Movement of 
Modules Generates Wheel-walking; (c) Wheel-walking Mode
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Each of the six wheels is independently steerable with three rotatable axes allowing it to wheel- 
walk. Aft and rear wheel axles are mounted onto suspension levers to provide the independent 
movement of the vehicle body with respect to the wheel/terrain contact points. Thus, the levers 
allow the wheel axles to “walk” by a reciprocating motion of the wheel axles. The wheel axles 
move in a given sequence, typically the wheel transfer stage followed by the body transfer stage. 
The wheel-walking mode is capable of exhibiting a number of gaits similar to those fore pure 
legged motion but with the addition of wheel rotation capability -  in many ways an emulation of 
Work Partner. The uniform interrupted gait involves moving all the wheels sequentially during 
the wheel transfer stage while the phase-interrupted gait involves moving two groups of wheels 
alternately. In Marsokhod, the combination of cylinder-conical wheels, articulated chassis and 
wheel-walking considerably enhances its all-terrain locomotive capability [Kermurdjian et al 
1992].
A.7 Suspension Systems
For an all terrain vehicle, effective suspension is required for soft ride and successful obstacle 
negotiation. Suspension design generally imposes a limit on the speed of the vehicle. If travelling 
at high speeds, it is necessary to include some form of suspension to avoid transmission of any 
high frequency irregularities of the terrain to the platform body. Conventional vehicles utilise 
passive suspension such as springs and dampers to isolate the vehicle from terrain-induced 
vibrations. External loads are limited to low frequency components while surface roughness may 
be characterised by random displacements represented by a power spectral density with both high 
frequency and low frequency components -  the high frequency components must be filtered by 
the suspension system. The Apollo Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) incorporated hydraulic shock 
absorbers, however, exhibiting poor vibration damping at speeds above 9 km/h and on downhill 
slopes.
Traditional automobile suspension involves springs that are not generally problematic, as the 
vehicle weight is much greater than the wheel and the spring restoring force. The most common 
are coil springs placed around a damper housing shock absorbers filled with oil. Leaf springs 
which comprise of arched sections of carbon steel or composite fibre are the most versatile in that 
they do not require suspension control devices. Anti-roll bars are lateral springs, which give 
resistance to lateral roll, but this is unlikely to occur in robotic rovers due to their low speeds. 
Torsion bars are constructed from alloy spring steel and are commonly used for front suspension 
with coil/leaf springs for rear suspension. The most common suspension axle systems are 
designed to keep wheels on the ground during chamber changes. The simplest is the I-beam axle 
in which a long-short arm suspension axle connects the wheels with a longer lower control arm
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and a shorter upper control arm. The McPherson strut suspension has the wheel spindle attached 
to the bottom of the vertical/damper strut that controls chamber through the angle of the strut from 
vertical. These automobile suspension concepts are not generally applicable to low-speed 
unmanned rovers, though they may be of relevance to larger, faster manned rovers in which ride 
comfort is an issue.
Suspension may be active or passive -  conventional vehicles generally use spring/damper 
components, which is sufficient for locally flat terrain. Active suspension requires proprioceptive 
sensors, often augmented by exteroceptive sensors for a closed loop feedback control system of 
high bandwidth -  this approach is essential in legged locomotion at the expense of control 
complexity [Waldron 1995]. Terrestrial vehicles, particularly those for off-road applications, 
have recently incorporated semi-active passive suspension in which variable dampers adjust 
between binary “soft” or “firm” damping modes [Hvorak 1997]. Generally, soft damping is used 
in some 80% of a typical terrestrial traverse and hard damping only 20% of the time. Semi-active 
systems involve energy-dissipation while fully active suspension involves external energy input. 
Such semi-active suspension can provide great advantages in obstacle-crossing -  as the first axle 
crosses the obstacle, the front dampers should be “o ff’ while the rear dampers are “on”. The 
reverse pattern may be adopted as the rear axle crosses the obstacle [Nell & Styn 1998]. Other 
advanced vehicle approaches such as four-wheel steer, all-wheel drive, and acceleration profiles 
also contribute to ride quality.
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Appendix B
B. Rocker-Bogie Springless Suspension
B.l Rocker-Bogie Springless Suspension: The Concept
This appendix discusses the design of a lightweight, high-torque wheel drive of a rocker-bogie 
based locmotion mechanism -  of a kind deployed by NASA on all its Mars Exploration Rovers -  
Sojourner, Sprit and Opportunity. NASA adopted planetary gearing for drive mechanism due to 
the compact nature and high torque capability. The input stages were fitted with ball bearings to 
survive extreme temperatures ranging from -100 °C to 40°C typical of Martian atmosphere with 
extremely light lubrication. Due to the stowage limitation, in order to reduce length, instead of a 
conventional output shaft with bearings, the last-stage planetary shafts were mounted directly on 
the wheel hubs. A single "X"-type main ball bearing that takes radial and axial loads as well as 
offset moments support each wheel along with its involved gearing. The ball-bearings are 
specially manufactured for space applications with the balls made of an acetal plastic and require 
no lubrication. To reduce weight, hard-anodised, aluminium races were machined directly into the 
affected structure; after machining, the races were hard-anodised and coated with 
polytetrafluoroethylene. The motor and the gear assembly are mounted on the inside of the main 
bearing to have a compact structure [Shirley et al. 1997].
Fig. B-l: ‘Sojourner’ -  Stowed on a Lander [Credits: NASA -  JPL]
Mars rovers are designed to operate under highly hostile conditions on a distant planet 
autonomously -  nearly 125 million miles from Earth. The Sojourner rover had demonstrated what 
was required of an autonomous exploration rover -  being very reliable and highly mobile to 
explore the Martian surface. Shrouded in air bags that formed its landing system, the Mars 
Pathfinder hit the surface of the Red Planet—hard—on July 4, 1997. Some 90 minutes after,
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bouncing around and finally coming to rest, the craft removed its cocoon to reveal a lander and 
the Sojourner rover vehicle. The rover in its deployed state cannot be mounted on to the lander in 
the Descent Module (DM). In order to mount the rover, aboard Pathfinder, the rover was squat 
down by breaking the rocker links where they pivot on the body. The locking spring that enabled 
the rover to reach its full operational height is shown in the bent position in Fig. B-l.
Long before the time of writing this document, the Sojourner rover had completed its successful 
mission exploring the red planet. During its three months of travel the rover explored the vicinity 
of the lander in the Ares Planitia, probing the Martian surface and photographing its rocky 
outcrops. The rover was functional for more than 12 times its designed operational life time. 
Sojourner analysed the chemical makeup of the soil and various rocks, scrapped the surface to 
measure the soil strength and other physical properties. The 630-millimeter-long, 10.5-kilogram 
Sojourner has done all that was expected of it and more, paving the way for future missions to 
Mars [Shirley et al. 1997].
B.1.1 Merits of Rocker-Bogie Mechanism
Since the Mars rovers were to operate semi-autonomously on rugged Martian terrain, the rover 
mobility system had to be designed to handle the harsh Martian surface. The JPL rovers were 
provided with mobility far in excess of conventional all-terrain vehicles. Sojourner had to be a 
semiautonomous vehicle after landing on the Martian surface due to the signal delay of more than 
11 minutes across the 123.5 million miles between Earth and Mars. This called for a design that 
was not only functional but also reliable. The reliability involved more than just not breaking 
down - the rover had to be capable of successfully negotiating the rugged Martian terrain while 
conducting science. This was achieved by making provisions of possible hazards that may be 
faced by a rover while operating on Mars -  by using a mock-up of Martian surface. For example, 
the design took into account smooth, glassy volcanic rock with little or no friction and talcum- 
powder-like dust at depths greater than the vehicle height. “The rover never encountered these 
hazards; the vehicle was overdesigned because it was not known exactly what it would be up 
against, but this helped the vehicle last much longer beyond its designed operational life ” -  says 
Lindemann R [MER -  Mobility Design Engineer, JPL, 2003].
The selection procedure for a rover mobility system for deployment on a Mars rover involved a 
tradeoff between several attributes such as simplicity, efficiency, lightweight, and ease of control. 
Four-wheeled vehicles would be an ideal choice according to the above attributes however they 
do not climb obstacles efficiently, especially when they are larger than the wheel diameter. 
Consider a rover configuration with a wheelbase of 3.5 wheel diameter and a centre of gravity 
midway between the wheels: If a vertical wall is placed in front of both front wheels of such a
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vehicle, the front will rise when the coefficient of friction is 0.778 or greater. The bottom of the 
rear wheel drives at ground level and the wall resists at axle height. This results in a moment that 
lifts the front. The friction at the front raises the vehicle with a moment arm equal to the 
wheelbase plus the radius of the front wheel. The centre of gravity resists with a moment arm 
equal to half the wheelbase. When the wall is placed in front of the rear wheel, the coefficient of 
friction required becomes 1.4 or greater. The wall reacts at axle height and the front wheel pulls at 
ground level, resulting in another moment that tends to lift the front. The friction at the rear raises 
the vehicle with a moment arm equal to half the wheelbase minus the rear-wheel radius. The 
centre of gravity continues to resist with a moment arm of half the wheelbase minus the radius 
[Shirley & Matijevic 1995].
By increasing the complexity 50 percent—in other words, by adding two wheels— a vehicle can 
climb vertical walls on both sides when the coefficient of friction is 0.8. The six-wheeled 
Sojourner rover can climb in the forward direction with coefficients of 0.5, 0.68, and 0.6 for the 
three wheel positions in order, and in reverse with coefficients of 0.78, 0.75, and 0.82. Eight 
wheels would perform even better, but the added complexity and associated steering problems 
make the vehicle impractical [Shirley & Matijevic 1995], As discussed in previous chapters better 
functionality of a six-wheeled vehicle as compared to a four-wheeled vehicle can be attributed to 
the fact that when two wheels are climbing over an obstacle, they get pushed against it by the 
other four. This results in more climbing traction and at the same time, a lesser fraction of the 
weight is being lifted.
In order to futher increase the tractive performance, the Sojourner rover was provided with wheels 
that have cleats/grousers protruding 10 mm from the surface. The cleats were manufactured from 
0.127-millimeter-thick stainless steel and can safely grip the surface irregularity. This helped 
Sojourner to climb obstacles much easily however making the autonomous navigation tedious due 
to a change of effective rolling diametet over both hard and soft surfaces. This was rather a 
problem that was not fully overcome [Rover Team 1997]. The Sojourner wheel was 0.79 m in 
width that enabled the rover to virtually "float" over the Martian surface. They sink to their design 
depth for soft material with a ground pressure of only 1.65 kPa. This ground pressure is far less 
than the average ground pressure for an automobile, with approximately 240 kPa, and an Army 
tank, with 48 kPa [Rover Team 1997].
B.1.2 Obstacle Negotiation Capability
All the Mars rovers until now have been designed for high obstacle negotiation capability 
although such maneuvers are avoided in actual operation. The ability to climb obstacles is not 
primarily a function of the wheels, but of the rover suspension system. The rocker-bogie system
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developed at JPL has been adopted on all Mars rovers (Sojourner, MERs) and has proven to be 
extremely effective in functioning reliably under semi-autonomous conditions. The name rocker- 
bogie is due to the fact that the front and centre wheels are joined on each side to form bogies. 
These bogies pivot freely at the front of rocker links. The rockers each have a rear wheel at the 
other end, and are pivoted freely at a point near their middle. These pivots are where the body 
attaches. The body is controlled in the pitch direction by a set of links that form a differential, 
keeping the body at an average angle between the two rockers [Bickler 1993]. The system has no 
springs or intentionally elastic members, which improves Sojourner's traction. When a wheel is 
suspended with an elastic system the downward force increases as the wheel is raised according to 
the spring rate of the system. The greater force makes it more difficult to raise the wheel as it 
takes downward force away from the remaining wheels, reducing their traction [Bickler 1993].
Sojourner was designed for maximum stability as it is the key to a vehicle's overall effectiveness. 
This includes the ability to stop at any point and proceed or reverse, even while climbing a 
vertical wall. For this reason, the first analyses were done to optimise the ability to climb vertical 
bumps that are axle-high or larger. Bumps are obstacles that fit between the wheels, so that all 
wheels not climbing are on a single plane. Steps, which carry the vehicle from one level to 
another, represent another type of obstacle. Climbing steps is easier than climbing bumps, because 
the rear wheels are hoisted by the rest of the vehicle; also, the lifting force is downward on the 
wheels on the step, increasing their traction. Bumps, on the other hand, cause the forward wheels 
to be dragged backwards as the rear climbs. The downward force of the climbing wheel in this 
case tends to lift the forward wheels, reducing traction. This difficulty had to be overcome since 
bumps are common on Mars and steps are rare.
The process of optimisation began by solving for the coefficient of friction needed to climb 
vertical surfaces at each of six positions (in front of and behind each pair of wheels, front center, 
and reai'). This made it a two- dimensional problem by taking both sides of the vehicle up the 
obstacle at once (it is considerably less difficult to climb an obstacle on one side only). A seventh 
position was added later to analyse the four-wheeled situation in which the rover "pops a 
wheelie," raising the front wheel(s) because of resistance at the rear. The linkage proportions were 
traded—changed in a given direction so as to favour one wheel over another—in a way to 
minimise the limiting coefficient, of friction. Later the front of the bogie link was lengthened so 
the front wheels can back out easier. This configuration was compared with the results of other 
analyses, which solved for the steepest angle that can be climbed when the coefficients of friction 
are known. In this set of analyses, the coefficient of friction was different on the horizontal than 
on the obstacle. The most popular set was a coefficient of 0.8 on the obstacle and 0.3 on the 
horizontal, for climbing rocks in sand. All of these analyses assumed unlimited torque at every 
wheel. This assumption allows the wheel traction to be limited by the soil friction coefficient
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only. The actual flight design had more than enough torque to turn the wheels under the most 
severe conditions. In fact, it had so much torque that it is capable of a tangential force on each 
wheel equal to half the weight of the entire vehicle on Earth [Rover Team 1997]. The rover can 
easily climb obstacles that are more than 30 percent of its length. These obstacles can be overrun 
both straight on and while turning at will. By comparison, the average family sedan could drive 
unconstrained over obstacles measuring 1.5 meters.
B.1.3 Steering
In addition to obstacle climbing, obstacle negotitation i.e. circumnavigating an obstacle via 
effective steering is just as important. The Sojourner (and MER) rover can steer each of the four 
corner wheels individually thereby enabling the rover to perform well in a crabbing manoeuver 
when the vehicle moves sideways like a crab, although the center wheels aim forward. With all 
four corner wheels aimed diagonally to one side, the center wheels scuff sideways, contributing 
only forward thrust. As the vehicle crabs, it moves to the side without changing heading. On 
Mars, Sojourner was able to perform this manoeuvre successfully to side-step obstacles [Rover 
Team 1997].
During development phase, rover prototypes were also made with all six wheels steerable, which 
allowed crabbing without scuffing and increased versatility. This would improve the ability to 
crab as the rover climbed obstacles. However, better versatility came at a cost of increased 
weight, cost and volume due to the additional steering motors and gearboxes. Hence, such a 
design was not adopted. Normal steering requires the axes of all wheels to coincide at a single 
point, a geometry called Ackerman. The single point is the center of rotation. Because each wheel 
is steered independently, this center can be situated anywhere along the centerline of the middle 
wheels. When the wheels are turned in a crossways manner (the right front wheel is turned to the 
left, the left front to the right), this center of rotation can be at the vehicle's center. This turns out 
to be the most popular manoeuvre because the navigation system does not have to calculate a new 
position for a change in direction. In fact, after Sojourner backed down the lander's ramp, its first 
such manoeuvre was to rotate in place, so the rover could turn without losing the known position. 
Sojourner frequently performed this move to turn and climb rocks at the same time.
Steering provides flexibility to the vehile in terms of being able to clear rocks and other obstacles, 
rather than just going over them. This makes steering an an important aspect of design not only 
for Sojourner but for any all-terrain vehicle as well. For Sojourner rover, the design ground 
clearance was set at 1.5 wheel diameters to avoid HUF or under-belle damage while traversing 
rocky Martian surface. However, in such a situation when the rover initially clears an object but
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then gets stuck while going over it, the rover PLC belly pan was designed to support entire 
vehicle weight under Martian gravity. This belly pan is considered a part of the mobility system.
B.1.4 Stowing the Rover
Once the specific six-wheel configuration was chosen, it was extremely essential to make the 
rover squat down so it would fit within the constrained descent module (DM) onboard Pathfinder 
lander. Originally, the plan was for the rover to be on the base petal of the lander and straddle 
some of the electronics under its body in the ground-clearance space. However in the final design, 
the rover was mounted to a side panel straddling the lander solar cells [Rover Team 1997].
To fit in space-constrained DM, the vehicle squats down by "breaking" the rocker links where 
they pivot on the body. The rover later stands up by driving the rear wheels forward with the 
remaining wheels locked. After the rocker links are arched to their full height, a mechanism on 
each side snaps into place, locking them into position forever. This mechanism is a coil spring 
tightly wound to its solid height and bent over to where the opposite ends almost touch when the 
rover is down. After full height is reached, the spring snaps straight to become a ridged 
compression member. The differential is active in the standing-up process, and keeps the body 
parallel to the panel as it stands. To do this, the differential arm on the rocker is joined to the front 
of the right side and to the rear of the left side. With the vehicle folded, the differential behaves as 
if a very large obstacle is at the right front and another at the left rear. As the vehicle stands, both 
these obstacle angles decrease and the differential keeps the body parallel to the point where it 
locks in place. To pull this off, the rocker links must be broken at a point where the front and the 
back parts rotate through the same angle, which involved putting a kink in the front half of each 
rocker link to clear the center wheel when folded. Because the rover can stand up without tipping, 
the instruments on each end are not smashed against the lander bed [Shirley 1997].
B.2 Evolution of Mars Exploration Rovers (MERs)
The Mars Exploration Rovers (Spirit and Opportunity) have far greater mobility than the 1997 
Mars Pathfinder - Sojourner rover. Each rover carries a sophisticated set of instruments that 
allows it to search for evidence of liquid water that may have been present in the planet’s past. 
The rovers are identical to each other landing and operating at different regions of Mars. MER has 
direct heritage from the Sojourner rover and from a series of technology rovers that were 
developed in the subsequent years at JPL. In each of the rovers, lightweight composite structures 
are enabling technology and have led to set the stage for the design of the current MER rovers. In 
the development phase for the Sojourner rover, designing the structure for the thermal 
environment was a primary design factor [Shirley & Matijevic 1995]. In relatively small size and
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weight (11.5 kg) allowed and lightweight integrated thermal and structural design for its primary 
structure, called the Warm Electronics Box (WEB) using aerogel insulation. The first follow-on 
technology rover in 1997 after Sojourner was the Lightweight Survivable Rover (LSR). Its goal 
was to develop an advanced rover that had a high stowage volume efficiency and lighter mass. 
LSR had twice the wheelbase and width and weighed only 5.5 kg. Composites were critical in 
reducing the mass and providing a collapsible and deployable structure. LSR also had the first 
small composite robotic arm for soil sample acquisition, which would become a primary 
technology feature of subsequent rovers. After the success of LSR, the challenge of developing a 
rover capable of lightweight, fast, continuous and autonomous operation for the collection of a 
sample return container resulted in a development of Sample Return Rover (SRR). SRR was also 
5 kg in mass, had an all composite instrument and grappling arm and Kevlar/graphite collapsible 
wheels. In 1999, NASA made the decision to delay the sample return mission and focus on the 
long duration exploration of the Mars surface. As a technology development testbed, the Field 
Integrated Design and Operation (FIDO) on the size and scale of the MERs became the 
technology demonstrator for the MER flight rover. Composites are featured in the solar array 
strongback which used an optimised egg crate core design to transfer the mechanical loads and to 
reduce mass, a 1.5 m high stiffness composite mast to support the navigation cameras and a light 
weight composite instrument arm [Volpe et al. 2000].
MER has direct heritage from ail of these rovers and had the aerogel insulation in a composite 
WEB as its primary structure. Because of its size and mass (185 kg), the WEB is the primary 
structure designed for strength and stiffness as well as thermal insulation. The composite 
instrument aim developed on the LSR, SRR and FIDO has provided the baseline for the MER 
instrument deployment device (IDD). The composite mast for FIDO has enabled the PANCAM 
mast and the composite FIDO strongback helped resolve some of the early design problems for 
the MER rover equipment deck (RED) and deployable solar arrays [Yolpe et al. 2000].
B.3 MER -  Drive System: Harmonic Drives
* 7 *
Fig. B-2: Mobility System on MER (Stowed) [Credits: NASA -  JPL]
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The MER mission consists of two 185 kg rovers to continue the search for evidence of past water 
on Mars. Of the 33 motor driven actuators that the twin MER rovers will carry, 19 incorporate 
harmonic drives. The two subsystems on the rover that use harmonic drives are High Gain 
Antenna Gimbal (HGAG), wheel drive and steering actuators. Harmonic drives have been used on 
Mars before, however documented experimental data on their performance at low temperatures 
(aprx. -70°C) is not abundant. Unlike the Mars Pathfinder mission, all of the scientific 
instruments on the MERs are contained aboard the rovers and are therefore mobile. Once the 
rovers were deployed from their launch-locked configuration, they began their studies of Mars by 
taking full panoramic colour pictures of their respective landing sites. They have well exceeded 
their design life-time of 90 days, with an average traverse of 100 meters per day.
The rover uses its 33 motor driven actuators to satisfy both its scientific and engineering 
requirements. Of these, the following 19 actuators use harmonic drives: High Gain Antenna 
Gimbal (2), Wheel and Steering Assemblies (10), Pancam Mast Assembly (4) and Instrument 
Arm (3)
Fig. B-3: Configuration of Wheel Actuators [Credits: NASA -  JPL]
In designing a robotic vehicle for exploring the Martian Surface, it is important to realise that all 
parameters of the vehicle’s operating environment will not be known during the design phase. In 
fact, the very purpose of this type of mission is to traverse unexplored terrain, unlocking the 
planet’s geological, chemical and even biological history. This leaves considerable amounts of 
missing information when it comes to outlining design constraints, particularly true for any 
system that must interact with the surface, such as the vehicle’s mobility system. Because of the 
unknown nature of the landing site, the requirements on such a surface system can be significant. 
It must be capable of traversing a wide variety of terrain, from sand dunes to volcanic outflows. It 
must stabilise the vehicle for high pitch and tilt angles and also establish a large enough footprint 
to minimise ground pressure. It must be capable of climbing most obstacles in its path, while 
being versatile in its navigability around features it cannot safely traverse. Finally, the drive train
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must provide enough power to minimise the probability that the vehicle will be immobilised. 
Because of this uncertainty, a mobility system has been developed that is robust to variations in 
the environment that it will explore. Fig. B-3 shows the MER mobility system components.
Maxon RE 20 and Maxon RE 25 brushed DC motors were modified for use in all MER 
mechanisms. For additional commonality across the system’s actuations, planetary gearboxes 
were directly integrated with the two motors and provided the initial gear reduction. A 4.333:1 
gear ratio per planetary stage was chosen. MER rovers have six wheels: 25cm diameter, 16cm 
width, all of which are independently actuated. The four corner wheels are steered, giving the 
vehicle the ability to perform both arcing turns as well as turn-in-place manoeuvres. The steer axis 
of these four wheels is king-pinned, or canted towards the chassis (by 20 degrees), allowing the 
total steering angle to be increased. The steering actuators were mounted inside the four comer 
wheels due to volumetric constrains. This results in the drive actuator being pushed further over to 
the outside of the wheel width. The configuration of the actuators within the wheel volume is 
shown in Fig.B-3.
The requirements on the MER wheel actuators come from both, the desire for system robustness 
as well as critical mission parameters [Volpe et al. 2000]:
• The vehicle must have a 5 cm/s surface speed on a hard flat surface. In addition, the 
actuator torque requirement is directly related to the vehicle mass of 185 kg
• In order, for the vehicle to avoid being torque-limited, each wheel drive actuator must be 
capable of supplying one-half of the Mars vehicle weight in thrust at the wheel rim, which 
results in an output torque of 43 Nm
• Each steering actuator must be capable of applying one-half the Mars vehicle weight in 
thrust at the outside wheel edge, corresponding to an output torque of 30 Nm
• In addition to the torque requirement, the drive actuator must be capable of holding 
position with the vehicle at a 45 degree angle
• The steering actuator must be capable of holding its position while the drive actuator is 
operating
Since the torque requirements of the two actuators were similar, and component commonality was 
necessary, a common actuator was developed at JPL for both - drive and steering applications. 
Given, the ground speed requirement of 5 cm/s on the drive actuators, an output rotational speed 
of 3.62 rpm was necessary. The Maxon RE25 motors have no-load speed of 6170 rpm at the 
nominal 28V bus voltage a target gear reduction of 1500:1 for the wheel actuator was established. 
A detailed cross-sectional view of the wheel actuator is shown in Fig. B3.
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A  Maxon RE25 motor with a two stage 18.8:1 planetary gear-head provided the input power to 
the actuator. A 21 mNm magnetic detent device was added at the motor input to ensure that the 
actuators will hold position against external loads while the actuators are not powered. However, 
the planetary gearing designed for use on MER actuators was not designed for the output torques 
needed for either drive or steering applications. A more robust output stage was needed, so it was 
decided to utilise a harmonic drive for this purpose. The HD Systems’ hollow shaft, or “Silk Hat”, 
configuration [http://www.hdsi.net] was determined to be most appropriate for use in the wheel 
actuator. The SHF-20 configuration with an 80:1 gear reduction was chosen, giving the actuator a 
total gear reduction of 1502:1. Due to volumetric constraints, the gear-motor was packaged 
through the inside of the harmonic drive. This was accomplished by increasing the inner bore 
diameter of the wave generator plug to 29 mm, leaving a 1 mm radial clearance to the gear motor. 
The gear motor output is directly connected to the wave generator input by means of an interface 
cup. The circular spline was also pocketed to remove mass. Both changes reduced the radial 
stiffness and thus the ratchet torque capability of the harmonic drive [www.machinedesign.com].
Due to the above changes, the decrease in stiffness results in 90% of the catalog ratchet torque 
capability of the harmonic drive, or 250 Nm, an acceptable decrease in capability for this 
application. A duplexed pair of thin-section angular contact bearings supports the output stage 
from external loading. A double seal design, using a spring-energised Teflon seal as a primary 
barrier and a Nomex felt ring as an outer barrier, were incorporated to protect the actuators from 
debris contamination on the Martian surface. Both bearing and harmonic drive surfaces are grease 
plated and then filled 10% by volume with Braycote 601EF grease.
B.3.1 MER Mobility Subsystem Testbed: F.I.D.O.
The Field, Integrated, Design, and Operations (FIDO) rover was developed at NASA-JPL as a 
part of the NASA. Exploration Technology (ET) program. The FIDO was used for advanced 
technology development most of it related to the development of MERs. Additionally, copies of 
FIDO's Mobility Sub-system (MSS) were used for software development in several NASA 
projects, including the prototype for the Mars Sample Return (MSR) project's 2003 mission. FIDO 
represents the next step in the evolution of planetary rovers after the Sojourner rover of the Mars 
Pathfinder mission and before the MERs. FIDO is an independently servoed six-wheel drive, six- 
wheel steered vehicle. Specifically, the MSS is comprised of four major Assemblies; a left and 
right rocker-bogie suspension, a chassis or frame, and the solar-power structural assembly called 
the "Strongback".
The MER rocker-bogie suspension is a scaled-up Sojourner mobility system design. The 
rockerbogies connect to the main body or chassis of the rover via a geared internal differential
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through two structural members called the Jeff tubes. The chassis serves the same roles, except 
thermal isolation, that the Warm Electronics Box (WEB) performed for the Sojourner rover. 
Affixed to the top of the chassis is the Strongbaclc, which is a stiff, strong and light-weight 
structure for the mounting of solar cells, as well as engineering and science payload items. The 
basic vehicle kinematics was taken as an extension of the Sojourner flight rover, which provided 
heritage by its mobile functionality on Mars. The Sojourner mechanical system was scaled up in 
size to increase the available payload capability for science and rock sampling, as well as to 
increase the vehicle's mobility in the hazardous environment of sandy, hilly, rock strewn fields. 
The MSS was scaled in size to Sojourner by increasing the wheel diameter and similarly scaling 
all of the rocker-bogie suspension parameters. The rest of the requirements that were accepted 
from the Athena Rover such as the use of permanent-magnet brushed D.C. motors with integral 
quadrature encoding, based on Honeywell IR emitter-detector pairs, as well as integral and 
passive magnetic detent brakes.
Thrust force capability from each wheel drive - at motor stall equal to 1/2 the rover-projected 
weight. The vehicle speed should be more then 6 cm/sec. A scaled up Sojourner rocker-bogie was 
adopted for all kinematic or geometric parameters of the rocker-bogie suspension. An additional 
sensing requirement was placed on the rocker-bogie suspension for utilising flight like 
potentiometers in the steering drives, in addition to the quadrature encoding detent devices, as 
well as in the bogies and the rocker arms of the suspension.
B.3.1.1 Mobility Sub-System (MSS) Design
The MSS consists of four major assemblies: the left and right rocker-bogie suspensions, the 
chassis, and the Strongback. The MSS with two payload elements, a stowed mast and deployed 
instrument arm, attached to the Strongback is shown in Fig. B-4. The rover's wheelbase and track 
form a square footprint. The external cylindrical surface of each wheel is the ’tyre1 and is threaded 
for the fastening of cleats and spikes for traction in both soft and hard terrain. The rocker-bogies 
provide a passive suspension with three degrees-of-freedom. The first two dofs are the free 
rotation of each bogie about its pivot to the rocker arm. This rotation is measured by a 
potentiometer inside the pivot housing. The two rocker arms are connected on either side of the 
chassis to the Jeff tubes, which are used to connect the rocker arms to the internally geared 
differential inside the bottom of the chassis. Therefore, between the left and right rocker arms 
there is only a single dof, which is rotation measured at the differential by a gear-reduced 
potentiometer. The full range rotation of the rocker arms is also limited by the use of a hardstop 
on the underside of the Strongback.
There are three-wheel drive and steering assemblies on each rocker-bogie suspension assembly. 
The major features of the wheel drive gear train include the motor, gearing, and bearings. Fig. B3
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shows a cross section view of the wheel drive and steering assembly. The motors used are Maxon 
D.C. motors using Neodymium Iron Boron (NdFeB) magnets and graphite brushes. Attached to 
the motor is an integral single stage planetary gearhead. The output shaft of the motor and 
planetary gearhead is connected to a spur gear pinion. The spur gear pinion is a pin hub style with 
64 pitch. The spur gear pinion turns the hubless spur gear. A drive shaft connects the output of the 
spur gear to the input of the harmonic drive by HD Systems. The input of the harmonic drive is a 
standard Oldham coupling configuration to comply to small shaft misalignment. One of the 
Oldham coupling pieces is modified to shorten its length and to expansion fit the drive shaft into 
it. There is also a clamping plate, which slip fits, by way of two alignment pins, to the flexspline. 
These pins provide an interface to the output of the harmonic drive.
Fig. B-4: FIDO Stowed Mast and Instrument Deployed [Credits: NASA -  JPL]
The drive shaft is supported inside the harmonic drive by the clamping plate and by the structure 
of the drive housing using small flanged ABEC-7 ball bearings. The inner part of the wheel 
interfaces to the outside of the drive housing by two Kay don Reali-Slim ball bearings. One of the 
bearings is a C-type (or radial contact) bearing with a seal on one side. The races and balls are 
lubricated with general purpose grease. The balls are coated with Enduralcote, a special corrosion 
resistant coating provided by Kaydon, which together with the seal, protect the bearing from dirt 
and sand during rover operations. The second bearing is an X-type (or four-point contact) bearing. 
The races and bails are lubricated with general purpose grease. There is no seal on this bearing as
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it is fully contained within the drive housing and wheel structures. The wheel drive assembly is 
connected to the steering assembly with a wheel strut, as shown in Fig. B5. The wheel stmt is a 
bonded and riveted assembly of three square tubes. The top and bottom tubes are 90° bends and 
the middle section is a straight tube. The wheel strut assembly is in turn bonded and riveted to the 
wheel drive housing and steering hub of the steering assembly.
For lack of better clarity on torque and speed needs for the steering functions, the design of the 
steering actuators is similar to the wheel drives. The steering drives use the same Maxon motor 
gearhead combination and harmonic drive component set as used in the wheel drives. One major 
change in the steering gear train is the use of a 90 deg bevel gear set instead of the spur gears as 
used in the wheel drive gear train. Another difference is that the steering assembly uses smaller 
Kaydon bearings to interface between the steering housing and steering hub. The bearings are A- 
type (or angular contact) bearings. The races and balls are lubricated with general purpose grease. 
They are mounted as pairs in a back-to-back configuration. These bearings have no seals on them. 
To prevent contamination of the one exposed bearing, a spring energised Teflon seal, 
manufactured by Bal-Seai, was used in between the steering housing and steering hub. The seal is 
a housing-mounted flanged rotary seal. The seal is energised with an internal canted-coil spring. 
The seal material was chosen for its excellent wear resistance and low friction. The last significant 
design difference in-between the steering assembly and the drive assembly is the use of a 
potentiometer. The precision potentiometer is made by BI Technologies.
Fig. B-5: Drive System Assembly [Credits: NASA -  JPL]
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Each motor in the wheel drive and steering assemblies includes a detent encoder device (DED). 
The DED uses magnet pairs as the passive detent brakes. The encoder consists of a GaAs IR 
emitting diode and a silicon phototransistor. In each DED assembly two emitter-detector pairs are 
used to provide quadrature.
• Rover Testing Procedure at JPL
The first test planned was to control all of the wheel drives on FIDO in a “freewheel”, or 
unloaded, case. This was accomplished by placing the vehicle on a lab fixture that uses a shop 
jack to lift and move equipment. All of our tests used the current maximum setting on the vehicle 
speed. The second test involved driving FIDO on flat, horizontal, and hard ground. This test 
therefore radially loaded the wheel drives under the vehicle’s own weight. The third test involved 
driving FIDO up a ramp incline, thus adding a significant tangential self-loading to the vehicle. 
This test was performed on a high friction surface: a PVC tarp on a wooden ramp. The fourth test 
was an obstacle climbing test performed on a large plywood base, which was placed horizontal to 
the ground. The plywood base had an attached obstacle, or “wall”, of one wheel diameter in 
height. The wall was made by nailing wood “2 by 4 ’s” one on top of another to the center of the 
plywood base, spanning from side to side. The plywood and “2 by 4’s” resembled a high friction 
surface with a centred vertical bump, so that the vehicle had to climb the obstacle simultaneously 
first with the front wheels, followed by the middle wheels, and finally the back wheels. The fifth 
and final test was to determine the vehicles floatation and mobility in dry, sifted desert sand, by 
having the vehicle attempt to climb a sand dune at the sand’s angle of repose.
After full vehicle integration was completed it was found that the original system definition was 
not achieved by the electronics. The batteries were implemented at less than peak capacity and 
after all of the voltage drops through sub-system electronics were looked at, the peak voltage 
actually seen at the motors was found to be less. The result of this was to simply scale down the 
resulting performance expectation by the appropriate number of ratios. For instance, expected 
torque out of the motors would be scaled the ratio and mechanical power out of the motors would 
be scaled by the ratio squared. The result of freewheel test is shown in Fig. B-7, where the top 
graph indicates the current drawn by a representative wheel drive motor as a function of time, and 
the bottom graph indicates the wheel tangential speed. Because of the software control system 
developed for the rover, the commanded performance for all of the tests was a ramp up to a 
velocity profile for the cruise setting, followed by a ramp down velocity profile. The second test 
result shows the performance of one of the wheels while the rover is driving on flat ground. The 
result for the third test is shown in Fig. B-6, where the rover was driven up a ramp, again 
commanded to ramp up to the specific velocity. The fourth test result shown for a single motor in 
Fig. B-6 shows the performance of one wheel of the rover as the vehicle traverses a bump 
obstacle, or wall, completely spanning across its path. The fifth test shows the current and speed
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as functions of time for the rover attempting to climb a sand dune, sifted to the angle of repose of 
the soil.
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Fig. B-6: Free Wheel Motor current and velocity [Credits: NASA -  JPL]
After all of the vehicle tests were performed, the data collected was analysed. Fig. B-7 was 
generated to show the wheel drive actuators approximate performance in terms of the 
interrelationships between torque, speed, and current. The motor torque-speedcurve and current- 
speed relationships were given by the manufacturer. These specs were then scaled by the decrease 
in effective voltage at the motor windings. The three stages of gear reduction-were taken into 
account and directly scaled down the output speed of the actuator. The same gear reduction times 
their approximate spec efficiencies were then used to scale up the final output torque. The scaled 
line for the current axis is shown under the axis for torque, since torque is proportional to the 
current.
The average current drawn during the level ground driving tests was found and used to obtain an 
output torque average at each of the 6 wheels. The rated maximum continuous-power point was 
reflected through the gear stages as per the motor spec. By the time the torque demands are up to 
the maximum continuous rated capability, the actuator is no longer capable of maintaining the 
vehicle set point velocity. The required current draw for FIDO driving up an incline are found, 
with an output torque required. The highest values of current drawn and output torque utilised are 
found for climbing the vertical wall of one wheel diameter in height. Two values are shown, an 
average peak magnitude and a maximum peak. The maximum peak values come very close to 
reaching the stalled motor condition. The demands of driving up a sand dune at the angle of 
repose of the soil, approximately, is found to vary among the wheels due to slip at each of the 
wheels to the sand and the different level of loading on each wheel. The most highly loaded 
wheels, which are in the rear of the vehicle, pull up to a current level for an output torque 
required.
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Fig. B-7: Wheel Actuator Torque-Speed-Current Relationships [Credits: NASA -  JPL]
B.3.3 Development Testing and Advantages of Harmonic Drives
Designing an actuator to operate in the wide temperature range on Mars is a difficult task. 
Actuators on MER are required to meet their torque, speed and accuracy requirements at any 
temperature between -70°C and +45°C and must survive between -120°C and +110°C. The 
+ 110°C temperature results not from the space environment but from the bake-out temperature 
required to reduce biological burden to fulfil NASA’s planetary protection requirements. Braycote 
601EF is far less viscous than most other greases at low temperatures - its viscosity can 
nonetheless increase approximately 50 times between +35°C and -70°C. Relevant test data on 
lubricated harmonic drives at these temperatures was either scarce or not well documented.
Fig. B-8: MER on Mars [Credits: NASA -  JPL]
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Once on the Martian surface, the go-cart-sized, 185-kg rovers will travel about 100 m daily, 
searching for signs of ancient water. The Rovers will stay in touch with Earth during their 90-day 
missions using three different systems: a low-gain antenna (LGA), a UHF antenna, and a high- 
gain antenna. The omni-directional LGA transmits at a low data rate to the Deep Space Network 
when rover orientation is unknown. DSN antennas communicate with far-flung spacecraft at 
frequencies of 2.2, 8.4 and 32 GHz. The omni-directional UHF antenna communicates through 
orbiters Mars Odyssey and Mars Global Surveyor passing overhead. About half of all 
communications will go through the HGA, a 0.28-m-diameter antenna that beams data directly to 
earth receivers over the X-band (8 to 12 GHz) at 1,850 bits/sec. The HGA is not omni-directional 
so a two-axis high-gain-antenna gimbal (HGAG) points it to a receiving antenna. Identical 
azimuth and elevation drives steer the antenna through a hemispherical field of regard. Each axis 
uses a 34-Vdc REO 20 brush motor from Maxon Motor, to spin an integral three-stage, 81.37:1 
planetary gearbox, which, in turn, drives a 1.333:1 spur-gear stage. The spur-gear stage then 
powers a HD Systems Size-14 SHF 50:1 harmonic drive, for a final reduction ratio of 5,425:1. 
Harmonic drives are noted for their ability to retain out-of-box backlash specs without adjustment 
for the life of the device. They also pack high output torque and stiffness into a small, lightweight 
package — all are important metrics for the application.
• Extremely Low Backlash
A typical planetary gearbox may have about 2° of backlash. MER's smaller-sized predecessor, 
Pathfinder, moved its instruments with precision spur-gear reducers. But the reducers required 
high levels of preload to cut backlash and boost stiffness. Backlash in harmonic drives, in 
contrast, is typically about two to three orders of magnitude less than in planetary drives. The use 
of harmonic drives for HGAG final output compensates for backlash in the planetary and spur 
stages. Boosting HGAG mechanical accuracy in this way allows a more generous error budget for 
the fairly simple control system that runs it. A high level of stiffness helps the antenna hold 
position without motor power when Rovers traverse rough or sloped terrain.
antenna gimbd (HGAG) in u o » t lection
Fig. B-9: HGAG Drive Mechanism [From: www.machinedesign.coml
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The antenna drives move slowly and running torques are low, the very conditions at which 
harmonic drives are least efficient. However mechanical efficiency is not a big issue in this case 
because there is more than enough power to run the drives. Solar arrays deliver between 100W - 
MOW to storage batteries. Motors consume only a few watts. However, torque margin is critically 
important. According to the requirements, drives must supply double the amount of output torque 
needed to overcome a 40° slope when temperatures plummet to -70°C and battery power is at low 
ebb, considered a worst case in normal operations. And they must not be so powerful that they 
break delicate hardware. A 5,245:1 final drive ratio provides the required torque margin (about 
5.4 N-m) and limits motor revolution count to 2.5 million over mission life, another design 
requirement. The low-pressure, C 0 2-rich and nearly desiccated Martian atmosphere happens to be 
tough on motor brushes.
There was also a question of how lubricated harmonic drives would behave at deep subzero 
temperatures. For example, the kinematic viscosity of grease base oils can reach 12,000 cST at - 
70°C, a factor of 50 higher than at room temperature. (The viscosity of water is about 1.00 cST at 
room temperature for comparison.) No-load-torque and efficiency tests conducted by JPL 
engineers showed that is was better to grease-coat drive bearings and gears rather than fill them 
with grease to a higher percentage.
Torsional stiffness and ratcheting were other considerations. The drives must meet the HGAG 
pointing spec but also be compliant enough to limit loads when commanded into hardstops at the 
motor's 34-Vdc maximum operating voltage. Then, harmonic-drive peak torque may reach 52 N- 
m. Radially flexible members — circular spline, wave generator, and housing — must be 
adequately stiff to prevent ratcheting. Ratcheting happens when the flex spline doesn't mesh 
properly with the fixed outer ring gear in the housing. A finite-element model from engineers at 
HD Systems estimated minimum ratcheting torque at 77.4 N-m, well within the peak torque spec, 
and significantly above the worst-case operating torque.
The HGAG uses a PID digital controller with feedback from motor encoders and from a 
potentiometer for absolute position reference. Stored in memory is what is termed an Ephemeris 
file containing the relative motions and positions of Mars, Earth, and the Sun. The program and a 
high-accuracy clock directs the HGAG to track an antenna on Earth. The Earth from the 
perspective of Mars moves across the sky at a rate of roughly 15°/hr.
Link margins (a measure of signal strength) require that the antenna stay aligned within 2° of its 
Earth-based target during a communication session. To slew the antenna, the controller ramps up 
motor current, runs the motors for 4 sec at maximum speed which equates to a slew rate of 3°/sec, 
ramps down, waits 20 sec, then does it again. This on-off duty cycle repeats for an entire 
communication session. A session lasts about one hour and happens three times each day of the
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mission.Ultimately, pointing accuracy is the litmus test of a successful antenna drive design. 
HGAG pointing accuracy is about 0.2°, less than half the 0.5° "ceiling" error spec, and a factor of 
10 less than that needed for link margins.
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Fig. B-10: Harmonic Drive Performance Plot [Credits: Maxon Motors]
Results of no-load torque tests (Fig. B-10) show a clear relationship between input torque, speed, 
and operating temperature from room temperature down to -55°C. Data at -70°C indicate a similar 
relationship, though frictional heating at higher speeds probably warmed the lubricant and 
lowered input torque. In all cases, starting torque was consistently higher than low-speed running 
torque.
B.3.4 Drive Motors for MERs -  Sprit and Opportunity
Unlike previous Martian rovers, new rovers dubbed Spirit and Opportunity carry a variety of 
scientific instruments used for analysing rocks. Maxon's custom engineering and design work 
included providing a protective fibreglass bandage over motor windings for additional structural 
support. Many rover functions depend on one of 78 motors aboard that come from Maxon 
Precision Motors, Burlingame, California. The rovers are bigger than previous Martian explorers 
such as the Sojourner, which was about 2 ft, long and weighed about 22 lb. The two new rovers 
are 4.9’ high x 7.5’ wide x 5.2’ long, and each weighs 384 lb.
Fig. B -ll:  Mars Exploration Rover: Arrangement of Components [From: www.machinedesign.coml
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It was required to have better position feedback than with Sojourner. One of the most important 
features of the customised motors is the use of magnetorestrictive encoders. They're the same 
diameter as the motors with each multipole encoder adding less than 5 mm to the length of the 
motor. For Sojourner, NASA attempted to build its own encoders, but the devices required a lot of 
machining and design work. The encoders Maxon supplied are much smaller and weigh less than 
the encoders NASA built. They give each motor at least 32 counts/rev of position feedback. The 
heavier rovers can carry more instruments for conducting experiments. The instruments include 
four cameras, three spectrometers, an imager, a rock abrasion tool, and magnetic arrays. The 
rovers can carry the instruments longer distances and manoeuvre over larger objects compared to 
their predecessors.
The new rovers used RE 20 motors to get more power and force in a much shorter package than 
RE 16s. And they have only a slightly bigger diameter, so they are somewhat easier to fit into the 
small spaces. Changes included motors with special ball bearings and lubricants, special brush 
material, a fibreglass structural support, a special circuit board, and encoders. The ironless core 
motors have high power density, which is important for weight concerns.
Fig. B-12: Maxon Re-25 Motor [Credits: Maxon Motors]
The RE-25 ironless core motors weigh 130 gm and the RE 20 motors weigh slightly less than 60 
gm. A patented rhombic moving coil design provides long life, low electrical noise, fast 
acceleration, and high efficiency. The ironless rotor allows for zero cogging and simple accurate 
control. The operating temperature range was also important. Surface temperatures on Mars 
average -64°F (-53°C), while temperatures can vary from -199°F (-128°C) during polar nights to 
80°F (27°C) at the equator during midday at the closest point in orbit to the Sun. The Maxon 
motors have a temperature range from -80 to 204°C. The risk for damage is not the cold in itself, 
but the accumulative effects of temperature cycling that can cause fatigue and cracking failures. A 
few of the motors reside in systems that support the mission. For example, 16 of them operate air 
bag retraction systems on the lander. After traversing more than 300 million miles and landing on 
air bags, the rovers unfold their solar-array panels and roam the planet surface. The solar-array 
panels unfold using five RE20 motors. Two more RE 20 motors unfold the rover from its flight 
configuration by deploying the front wheels. Another two RE 20s on the rocker-bogie mobility 
system assist the front-wheel deployment. All six of the rover wheels use the larger RE 25 motors.
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Four additional RE 25 motors operate the steering and a fifth handles driving. All remaining 
motors are the smaller RE 20 motors, which power the rover's science and geological tools. Five 
small motors move a robotic arm called the instrument deployment device used for manoeuvring 
a rock abrasion tool, an alpha particle spectrometer, a Mossbauer spectrometer, and a microscopic 
imager. The abrasion device uses additional two motors for drilling into rocks and obtaining 
samples for analysis.
The thermal emission spectrometer sees infrared radiation, which helps scientists determine from 
afar the mineral composition of Martian surface features. A RE 20 motor also points the 
instrument upward to make the first-ever high-resolution temperature profiles through the Martian 
atmosphere's boundary layer. Geological instruments are aided by a rock abrasion tool that uses a 
grinding wheel for exposing rock patches approximately two inches in diameter. The grinding 
wheel motor rotates at 10,000 rpm. Three motors sit atop a 5-ft-tall camera mast to move 
panoramic and navigation cameras as well as a mini-thermal emission spectrometer. The 
panoramic camera images provide angular resolution more than three times higher than that of the 
Mars Pathfinder cameras. The extra detail will help scientists pick rocks and solid formations to 
analyse and find features carved by ancient waterways.
B.3.4.1 Testing motor brushes for space
NASA considers several qualities of motor-brush materials when determining suitability for a 
given mission. Among the most important are the wear rate and the cohesiveness of the debris. 
Engineers note if there's a tendency for brush debris to pack into commutator slots. They also look 
at the electrical properties of the debris and whether there's a tendency to short between 
commutator segments. In picking brushes for the rover project six different brush materials in 18 
identical motors operated under various load conditions for four weeks in a low-pressure C 0 2 
environment. The atmosphere on Mars is chiefly carbon dioxide (95.3%), nitrogen (2.7%), and 
argon (1.6%). The atmospheric pressure on Mars is less than 1/100th of Earth's average. All 
motors performed without failure accumulating between 98 and 144 million revolutions. The 
same motors were then cleaned and run in a vacuum for two weeks. Five failed catastrophically 
and three brush materials survived. The failures in a vacuum all followed the same sequence. 
Brush debris in the commutator slots forms a partial short, leading to increased power draw and 
heating. The heat forces up the rotor temperature until the winding insulation fails. In a vacuum, 
where heat dissipation from the rotor is poor, this problem is especially serious.
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Red = Motor component
Green = Gearhead component 
Blue = Encoder component
Fig. B-13: Moving Coil Motor [Credits: Maxon Motors]
DC motors from Maxon Precision Motors, Burlingame, CA (www.maxonmotorusa.com) use a 
moving coil design for several reasons. The moving coil design reduces inductance, extends brush 
life and limits electrical noise to extremely low levels. The moving coil design gives the motors 
low inertia for fast acceleration. This design boosts efficiency, meaning current consumption is 
low and battery life extended (if the motor is battery powered). Designers use ironless rotors in 
the brush motors which contributes to their smooth operation and lack of cogging. The motors are 
not subject to magnetic saturation during operation so speed and torque constants are linear and 
control is simple and accurate.
Maxon can alter the number of windings and wire diameter to meet user torque and speed needs, 
and has a variety of brush materials available. Graphite brushes, for example, are often used in 
larger motor with high current loads. Precious-metal brushes are usually specified in smaller 
motors. And the company also offers a variety of magnets, ranging from cost-effective ferrite 
magnets to state-of-the-art rare earth magnets. Maxon also makes brushless versions and the their 
entire family of motors range in size from 6 to 90 mm diameter and in power from .03 to 500 
watts.
B.4 Deployment/Egress Procedure of the Rover
The complicated, four-part exercise transforms the rover from a folded-up, tightly packed bundle 
of wheels, latches, and actuators into a fully-functioning vehicle that is ready to rove.
Fig. B-14 graphically depicts the transition of the front wheels from their stowed, inverted 
position to their final driving position.
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Fig. B-14: Rover Egress Stages [Credits: NASA -  JPL]
This first half of rover stand-up consisted of raising Spirit up on a lift, which took about ten 
minutes. Then, within 15 seconds, with the help of two motorised deployment mechanisms (one 
on each side of the rocker bogie suspension system), the front wheels flipped out and over from 
an inverted position to their latched driving position.
The third and fourth steps of Spirit's journey to a fully mobile rover happened after positive 
confirmation of the first two steps. At that point, the lift mechanism that supported the rover was 
retracted, and the front wheels were set down. These actions allowed Spirit to stand on her own 
and hold her own weight. Fig. B -l5 demonstrates how the two back wheels will "drive" to pull 
themselves out seven inches
Fig. B-15: Rover Egress: Final Steps [Credits: NASA -  JPL]
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This is a lot like lowering and removing a car jack after changing a wheel. Spirit will now be 
completely on her own after her middle wheels are released. Once the rover was secured, 
pyrotechnic devices fired to release the two back wheels. The wheels "drove" on a small cogged 
platform that pulled them out seven inches toward the back of the rover so that Spirit is stable on 
all six legs.
B.5 Lubrication: Braycote® 601 EF Vacuum Grease
Fig. B-16: Braycote Vacuum Grease [Credits: Castrol]
• Grease. Rust Preventive. Rocket Propellent Compatible, Low Temperatures: The grease used 
to lubricate the bearings employed by the drive mechanism on the MERs is Braycote 601 EF® 
by Castrol®. The Braycote line of high vacuum greases cover a wide range of temperature and 
chemical environments. The Braycote greases are perhaps best known for their high chemical 
inertness which derives from their basically completely fluorinated chemistry, both in terms 
of the "base liquid", which is very similar to a diffusion pump fluid, and the solids phase, 
which is a micro-colloid of tiny Teflon® particles. However, it is to be noted that it is Teflon 
and not a more generic PTFE designation, since the PTFE that is used in these formulations is 
DuPont Teflon PTFE polymer.
• Environmentally Friendly - the "EF" designation: Some Braycote grease products have an 
"EF" designation for example, Braycote 601EF or 602EF. This designates that it is a 
reformulated product from what was at one time products with designations of Braycote 601 
and Braycote 602. The reformulation was done to take advantage of newer and more 
environmentally friendly manufacturing processes, but at the same time, the product itself, in 
some very subtle ways, is not quite the same as the product it was replacing.
• General Information: The Braycote® 601EF high performance vacuum grease has been 
reformulated for manufacturing under more "environmentally friendly" circumstances and 
therefore carries the "EF" next to the product designation. Virtually the new 601EF is 
indistinguishable from the original Braycote 601. It features excellent resistance to fuels and 
oxidisers. It has a useful temperature range of (-80°C/-112°F to +204°C/399°F) and it also
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features good low torque capabilities. The Braycote greases cover a wide range of 
characteristics. The series 600, 800 and 1600 product designations are all PTFE 
(polytetrafluoroethylene) dispersions in a Perfiuorinated polyether liquid medium. These 
products are 100% free of silicones or any non-fluorinated hydrogens, ensuring maximum 
chemical inertness as well as high temperature characteristics and resistance to oxidation. 
Within a series, the liquid carrier is the same, but changes from series to series. The major 
difference between the liquid medium being used in these different series is that the liquid 
used in the 600 series products is a "linear" chain molecule that gives better low temperature 
performance and better outgassing characteristics. The liquid used in the 800 series products 
is more of a "branched" chain molecule that exhibits a narrower temperature and outgassing 
range but is able to sustain higher loads. For some applications, it is desirable to incorporate 
into the vacuum grease solution, a rust preventative and those grease that have an "RP" 
designation after the product number, are that that have had this additive incorporation into 
the formulation. Such an additive would not, in general, add value to a static "O" ring type 
application. But it could add value in a situation where moving parts were involved. One 
should not in general, use the RP version of a formulation unless it is truly needed because 
some of the other desirable characteristics are reduced slightly.
• Description: Braycote 601 EF is a smooth, buttery, translucent, off-white, NLGI #2 grease. Its 
base oil (Brayco® 815Z) is a Perfiuorinated polyether, with exceptional chemical resistance, 
extremely low volatility, and a wide temperature service range. The grease is non-toxic, non­
flammable, and does not use any cholofluorocarbon (CFC) during product manufacture. It 
exhibits unusually high load-carrying capabilities as measured by the four-ball EP test, and 
contains a rust and corrosion inhibitor for extra component protection. Fluroclean TM X I00 
can be used to remove this lubricant.
• Temperature Range: -80°C to 204°C (-112°F to 400°F)
• Applications: Braycote® 601EF is designed to operate in the presence of rocket fuels and 
oxidisers and high vacuum. It is frequently used in space applications including the Space 
shuttle and satellites. It should also be considered in any application where a hostile chemical 
or extreme conditions would preclude the use of ordinary grease. Typical applications include 
ball and roller bearings, gears and as an assembly lubricant for O-rings and elastomers. 
Perfiuorinated greases, such as Braycote 601 EF, exhibit excellent shelf life due to their 
intrinsic inertness.
• Limitations: Braycote® 601 EF is compatible with all commonly utilised materials, plastics 
and elastomers. It may be adversely affected by Lewis Acid Catalysts such as A1C13, at 
elevated temperatures. Newly exposed rubbing surfaces of aluminium, magnesium, and 
titanium may react with the grease under certain conditions. Surfaces should be well cleaned
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of organic rust inhibitors prior to grease application to insure proper lubrication. This grease 
is not suitable for use in applications under high vacuum with loads exceeding 100,000 psi for 
extended periods of time.
• Commercial Availability: This grease is available in 2 oz and 4 oz (AVDP) disposable 
polypropylene syringes and 1 lb jars.
• Typical Properties:
Base Oil Characteristics:
Specific Gravity @ 20°C : 1.85 
Pounds per gallon @ 20°C : 15.4 
Kinematic Viscosity: (cSt)
@ 99°C: 45 
@ 38°C: 148 
@ -54°C: 11,500 
Viscosity Index: 350 
Pour Point (°C): -70 
Vapour Pressure: (torr)
@ 20°C: < 10 ~H 
@ 100°C: 3 x 10 -9 
@ 200°C: < 8 x 10 '6
N.B.: The above information was obtained from Mr. Ian Bell (Maxon Motors, U.K.) through the 
US office that worked with NASA-JPL and Castrol (US) fo r  developing Maxon RE 25 motors fo r  
the MERs- Spirit and Opportunity.
B.6 Ball Bearings Used in the Drive Assembly: Reali-Slim Ball Bearings
The ball bearings used in the propulsion/drive system for MERs -  Spirit and Opportunity, were 
developed by Kaydon (USA) and belonged to the Reali-Slim category. These are extremely thin 
and very lightweight ball bearings - extremely well suited for space applications. There are three 
main types -  A, C and X that were considered initially before making a final selection for 
application on MERs. Each of these are described in detail in this section with a comparison 
amongst three to understand the rationale behind the decision.
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B.6.1 Type A - Angular Contact (Open)
KAYDON "A-TYPE" BEAR MG (OPEN)
Fig. B-17: Kaydon “A-Type” Bearing (Open)
A deep groove bearing with reduced shoulder on one side of outer race ball path. Snap-over 
assembly permits use of a one-piece circular pocket ring separator and greater ball complement. 
These bearings will accept radial load and single direction thrust load and are normally used in 
conjunction with another bearing of similar construction. Type A requires the application of thrust 
to establish contact angle. Stock bearings are individual units and when purchased as such must 
be adjusted at installation to desired running clearance or preload.
Type A Angular Contact ball bearings differ from Type C bearings in that Type A bearings have 
sufficient diametral clearance to produce a substantial angle of contact for resistance to axial load. 
This contact angle is 30° in the standard bearing. As in the Type C bearing, extra deep ball 
grooves are used (25% of ball diameter). The distinguishing feature of the Type A bearing lies in 
the method of assembly. One ring, usually the outer, is counter-bored to reduce one shoulder of 
the raceway to the extent that with the assistance of a temperature differential between the two 
rings, the outer ring can be installed over the inner race, ball, and separator assembly. This 
provides a non-separable bearing capable of carrying greater radial loads while resisting a 
substantial axial force in one direction. With an axial force applied, the faces of the inner and 
outer rings are approximately flush to minimise preload adjustments.
This assembly method permits the use of a greater complement of balls than is possible in the 
Type C bearing without filling slots, and together with the sizeable contact angle, gives the Type 
A bearing its greater thrust capacity. Because of its unidirectional thrust capability, this bearing 
should be mounted opposed to another bearing such that an axial force is present to establish and 
maintain the contact angle and to minimise axial movement under reversing thrust loads.
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B.6.2 Type X - 4-Point Contact (Open)
Fig. B-18: Kaydon “X-Type” Bearing (Open)
A Conrad assembled bearing designed for applications involving multiple loads. Unique internal 
geometry permits application of radial load, thrust load in either direction, and moment load, 
individually or in any combination. A single four-point contact bearing may replace two bearings 
in many applications.
The Type X Four-Point Contact ball bearing is distinguished from Types A and C by the 
geometry of its ball grooves. In Type C, the centers of the radii both lie in the plane of the ball 
centers (Fig. A). In Type A with the races and balls in angular contact, the centers of the groove 
radii are offset equal amounts on either side of the plane of the ball centers (Fig. B). In the Type X 
bearing the groove in each race has two radii whose centers are offset from the plane of the ball 
centers (Fig. C). The latter construction gives the Type X bearing its unique “Gothic Arch” 
configuration, making possible four contact points between a ball and the raceways. Type X 
bearings are assembled by the methods described in Type C bearings, either Conrad or filling slot. 
With a filling slot, both the dynamic radial and thrust capabilities are impaired by the interruption 
of the ball contact path and speed of rotation must be limited.
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The depth of groove in the Type X bearing is the same as in Types A and C (25% of ball 
diameter). The deep groove combined with the four-point contact geometry enables this bearing 
to resist a combination of radial, thrust, and moment loading. The manner in which the bearing 
accomplishes this is similar to that of a pair of Type A bearings duplexed back-to-back. Referring 
to Fig. D, an axial force applied to the inner race from right to left is passed from the race to the 
ball at point B. It is then transmitted through the ball to point D where it passes into the outer race 
and support structure. The line of action BD forms a nominal 30° angle with the radial centerline 
of the bearing. Because of the elastic deformation of the ball and the race grooves along the load- 
transmission line, the ball load is relieved at points A and C permitting smooth rotation around an 
axis perpendicular to line BD. With an axial force applied to the inner race from left to right, a 
similar transmission of load occurs between points C and A.
A Conrad assembled bearing designed primarily for application of radial load - deep ball grooves 
also permit application of some thrust load in either direction - often used in conjunction with 
another bearing.
The Type C Radial Contact ball bearing is a single-row radial ball bearing with extra deep ball 
grooves in both rings (groove depth = 25% of ball diameter). Normally this bearing is assembled 
by eccentric displacement of the inner race within the outer race which permits insertion of about 
half of a full complement of balls. After insertion of the balls, the races are positioned 
concentrically and the balls are spaced about the entire circumference for assembly of the 
separator. This method of assembly is commonly termed “Conrad Assembly.”
An alternate method of assembly is to insert balls through a “filling slot” made by notching the 
raceway shoulder of one or both races. This method permits assembly with up to a full 
complement of balls for additional load capacity, however, there are limitations on the operating 
conditions and these are discussed under Separator Types. Type C bearings perform best with a
B.6.3 Type C - Radial Contact (Sealed)
KAYDON "C-TYPE" BALL BEARMG (SEALED)
Fig. B-20: Kaydon “C-Type” Bearing (Sealed)
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small amount of clearance between the balls and races (diametral clearance). Standard bearings 
are supplied with clearances for:
• Interference fitting between bearing races and mounting members;
• Differential thermal expansion or contraction of steel races;
• Misalignment between shaft and housing and other factors may require the clearance to be 
adjusted accordingly.
The Type C radial contact bearing is designed to have ball to race contact in the plane of ball 
centers when pure radial load is applied and thrust forces are absent. The necessary diametral 
clearance may be increased or decreased to meet operating conditions. While designed primarily 
for radial load application, the Type C bearing, without a filling slot, will accept some axial 
(thrust) load in either direction. Its ability to resist axial load, however, is dependent upon the 
amount of clearance in the bearing after installation. It is this clearance which allows the balls, 
under axial load, to contact the races at an angle, thereby offering resistance to such load. In the 
case of the bearing with a filling slot, the notches interrupt the ball contact paths under axial load, 
minimising the dynamic thrust capability. Where axial load is present, therefore, rotation of the 
filling slot bearing must be restricted.
By increasing the diametral clearance beyond the standard amount, the Type C bearing can have a 
greater angle of contact under axial load, and thus greater thrust capacity. In this case, it is proper 
to adjust the bearing against another bearing of similar construction to reduce axial movement 
under reversing thrust forces. Used in this manner, the bearing is essentially an angular contact 
rather than a radial contact bearing.
B.6.4 Bearing Mountings
There are several different ways in which the ball bearings can be mounted within the drive 
assembly using the dedicated mountings for the purpose. However, for MER, the two options 
assessed were back-to-back mounting and face-to-face mounting.
• Back to Back mounting
z z z z z z z z z
-Shim for Adjostnaol
^ 2 Z ^ 2 2 2 2 3 m  
Fig. B-21: Back-to-Back Mounting
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Typical mountings of Type A bearings are shown in Fig B-17. Here the bearings are mounted 
with the lines of contact converging outside of the bearings. This is commonly called a “back-to- 
back” mounting. In this figure, the bearings are adjustable through the inner races by use of shims 
under the inner race clamping ring. Sufficient shim thickness is provided initially to allow axial 
movement of the shaft relative to the housing. The total axial movement can then be measured 
and the shim thickness reduced by the amount of movement plus any additional amount desired 
for preload. When two bearings are opposed to each other to the extent that all internal clearance 
is removed and elastic deformation occurs between the balls and raceways, the bearings are said 
to be “preloaded.”
• Face to Face Mounting
Fig. B-22: Face-to-Face Mounting
In Figure B-22, the bearings are mounted “face-to-face” with the contact lines converging inward. 
Spacers are used between both the inner and outer races and adjustment is possible by varying the 
length of one spacer relative to the other. Normally, however, the spacers are equal in length and 
the bearings are furnished as a matched pair with a predetermined internal fit. If the outer race 
spacer were removed from this assembly, the bearings could be adjusted by use of shims under 
the outer race clamping ring.
B.6.5 Anti-Corrosive Coating for Ball Bearings: ENDURAKOTE®
Endurakote® plating developed by Kay don, imparts anti-corrosion properties to its ball bearings. 
The coating protects bearings from corrosion and provides substantial life improvements in 
hostile environments. Endurakote is applied over conventional bearing materials such as 52100 
steel, and offers the benefit of corrosion resistance normally found only in stainless steel bearings. 
The coating is applied to the entire bearing race rings, including the paths, thus leaving no area 
exposed. Other commercial chrome or cadmium coatings normally accepted and used cannot be 
applied to the path due to the rolling contact stresses. Endurakote plating is hard chromium, 
electro-deposited by a proprietary process which achieves a true molecular* bond, and will not 
flake or peel even under the high contact stresses experienced in the bearing paths.
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Laboratory and field testing results have proven the benefits of this process. Severe salt spray 
testing has shown that bearings with Enduralcote plating withstand corrosion as well as or better 
than 440C stainless steel. The hard, dense exterior surface formed by the coating is extremely 
wear resistant and is excellent in the retention of the lubricant film. Conventional life testing of 
52100 steel bearings with Endurakote plating has shown that no life de-rating is necessary. In fact, 
the extremely hard surface of Endurakote plating protects the bearing from surface generated 
damage which can promote premature failure. Since the coating is capable of withstanding 
extremely high temperatures, the bearings are limited by the bearing materials or lubricant used. 
The coating used for Endurakote plating can be applied to any type of bearing and to most bearing 
materials. Its primary advantage is to utilise stock materials such as 52100, etc. with their 
economies, and convert them to wear and corrosion resistant bearings. This is particularly 
beneficial for larger diameter bearings or where quick delivery is critical. Thus, cost savings can 
be achieved over more exotic or specialised materials. Also, stock bearings can have Enduralcote 
plating applied for quick delivery. Endurakote provides corrosion resistance and is effective in 
increasing wear resistance in sliding surface contacts such as the lands where the cage pilots. The 
micro-surface composition of Endurakote plating aids in lubricant dispersion, enhancing base 
metals to the degree of reducing or eliminating galling, seizing, and high friction, over a wide 
range of installations and environments.
• Advantages
Endurakote plating effects a build up of less than 0.0002 under normal circumstances. Thus, it can 
often be applied to stock bearing components that have been specially selected. Endurakote 
plating is compatible with most ferrous and non-ferrous metals, allowing maximum flexibility in 
selection of base material. Endurakote plating is normally a final process, and its quality is 
constant with any given base metal, insuring design reproducibility.
• Properties and Characteristics
Hardness: Endurakote plating, as deposited, has an equivalent hardness in excess of 70 Rockwell 
“C.” When measured by conventional micro-hardness methods, the host material will modify this 
measurement to some degree.
Coefficient of Friction: Material Against Material Static — Sliding
Steel-Steel 0.30 —  0.20
Steel Brass, Bronze 0.25 — 0.20
Steel Endurakote 0.17 — 0.16
Brass, Bronze Endurakote 0.15 — 0.13
Endurakote Endurakote 0.14 — 0.12
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Adhesion: Endurakote® will not flake, crack, chip, peel or otherwise separate from the base 
material under standard bend tests or under conditions where severe heat is induced. In an 
extensive testing process the adherence proved adequate to withstand the extremely high 
compressive stresses in the contact areas of ball and roller bearings.
Effect On Base: The purity of the chromium surface will not be less than 99% as deposited. A 
comprehensive testing program at Kaydon established that bearings with Endurakote exhibited 
load carrying capacities and life expectancy equal to or better than uncoated 52100 steel bearings.
Corrosion Resistance: Endurakote resists attack by most organic and inorganic compounds with a 
pH within the range of 4 and 11 except sulphuric and hydrochloric acids. Porosity of the base 
metal, compound concentration and exposure time to the compound become corrosion factors, but 
Endurakote greatly enhances the base material. In severe salt spray tests as well as tap water 
immersion tests, 52100 steel with Endurakote proved equal to fully hardened 440C stainless steel 
in resistance to rusting. Endurakote is better for corrosion protection in many instances, than 
cadmium plate, zinc plate, phosphates, chromates, black oxide and normal chrome plate.
Heat Resistance: Endurakote will withstand temperatures of -400°F to 2300°F. Hardness and wear 
resistance properties can be affected at temperatures above 700°F. At temperatures above 1300°F 
Endurakote will react with carbon monoxide, sulphur vapour and phosphorus. With bright red 
heat, oxidation occurs in steam or alkali hydroxide atmospheres. (Note: Suitability for use at 
elevated temperatures is dependent upon the base material, which must be selected for adequate 
physical properties at the expected temperature range.) Standard Reali-Slim® bearings are heat 
treated for dimensional stability over an operating temperature of -65°F to 250°F.
Surface Quality: Endurakote conforms to the texture of the existing surface. R.M.S. finish will be 
improved slightly down to about 8 R.M.S., below 4 R.M.S. there is little change. Endurakote has 
a mat or micro-orange peel surface with very good lubricant retention qualities.
Bearing Size Capabilities: Endurakote can be applied to any Reali-Slim® bearing.
B.7 MER- Performance on Mars
At time of writing, both the Mars Exploration Rovers -  Spirit and Opportunity did exceed their 
designed operational life and have entered Sols 558 and 530 respectively. The designed lifetime 
was for 300 Sols. Both the rovers had their share of problems whilst operating autonomously on 
Mars however they were robust enough to be capable of sustaining their successful traverse on 
unknown Martian territory.
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Spirit Rover Traverse (Sol 502)
OSU Mapping and GiS I aboraltxy
B.7.1 “Opportunity”: Slip Phenomenon
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Fig. B-24: Opportunity Traverse Map -  Sol 528 [Credits: NASA -  JPL]
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At the time of writing Opportunity had just freed itself from the sand dune in which it drove itself 
from April 26, 2005. It took the MER team nearly five weeks to get the Opportunity free from the 
sand dune. It was a long and very careful operation to free the six wheels of the rover that were 
stuck upto their rims in the soft sand. Finally, it was set free on July 7, 2005.
Fig. B-25: “Opportunity” Slip Estimation Curve [Credits: NASA -  JPL]
Opportunity also faced a similar problem in earlier stages of its Martian traverse. Opportunity 
failed to complete the first big climb of the outcrop on February 8, 2005 due to the wheels 
slipping whilst moving up the sandy Martian slope. Opportunity aimed for its target and started 
its traverse up the slope; nevertheless, it slipped and slid in the sand, making it only half way to its 
target. It was extremely difficult to achieve even a slightest possible traction on the sandy surface. 
Due to extremely high slippage, the odometric data caused confusion for the onboard processor in 
determining its target.
Similar to the terrestrial vehicles each Mars rover uses an odometer to compute the distance its 
wheels travel so as to measure and register how far the vehicle has moved. Each revolution of the 
rover wheel equals 80 cm (2.6 feet). Due to extremely low traction and consequently high 
slippage, the wheels spun in place for sometime before achieving some traction to propel it 
forwards up the slow. Opportunity’s wheels spun four times during the traverse, i.e. totalling 320 
cm (10.5 feet) according to the odometric data. This made the onboard processor believe that the 
goal was achieve and the target was reached successfully. Whereas, in reality, the rover wheels 
had spun in place for 50% of the revolutions and had travelled only 160 cm (5.25 feet). In order to 
prevent any future missed targets, a model was developed to predict exactly how far the rover 
would slip down a slope or fall short of a target while climbing up a slope due to the loose terrain 
along the steep angles of the crater wall.
It was noticed, during the practical tests on the SSTB-lite model in the JPL Sandbox, that the 
rover’s slipping behaviour at the Meridiani site was almost identical to its behavior on dry-loose
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sand. It became obvious from this experience that the primary characteristic of any loose soil in 
terms of how the rover will drive on it is determined by the characteristics of the friction between 
all of the tiny grains, irrespective of their mineral composition. Fig. B-25 shows the slip model 
constructed for Opportunity operating site. Using the model several computations were made for 
various scenarios of operating the rover i.e. uphill, downhill, crosshill and even normal straight 
line drive. Some of the results obtained are outlined below [From: NASA MER Home Page]:
(i) 15-degree angle (downhill): The rover will experience a slide of an extra 25cm 
downward for every meter it travels
(ii) 20-degree angle (downhill): The rover will slide 55 cm (1.8 feet) downward for every 
meter it travels
(iii) 20-degree angle (uphill): The rover will slip 90 cm (2.9 feet) in place and only move 
forward 10 cm (3.9 inches) out of a drive of 100 cm (3.3 feet)
(iv) 25-degree angle (uphill): No mobility for the rover ~ 100% slip
This made it inevitable for Opportunity to traverse steep sloped at Meridiani site and the 
navigation team had to execute extra precautionary measures whilst outlining the traverse 
trajectory for the rover. With the addition of extra slippage distance from the developed model, 
the rover drivers could successfully navigate the rover to the desired target. The slope information 
was used to instruct the rover to abort the traverse before reaching the target whilst travelling 
downhill. This will allow the rover to slide to the desired target by a distance computed from the 
slip model. Exactly opposite procedure call was used whilst the rover had to execute an uphill 
traverse. The rover was instructed to travel farther than necessary to compensate for the upward 
tilt. This resulted in a successful traverse for the Opportunity rover on the Martian sandy sloped 
terrain. At the time of writing both the rovers are fully operational on the Martian terrain and will 
continue to do so until either the rover locomotion system or power system fails.
The information presented in this appendix was accumulated from several online and offline 
sources related to Mars Exploration -  a majority concerned with NASA or subsidiaries. The 
author would like to aknowledge all those involved in making this information available fo r  
general public use. This section (Appendix-B) contains excerpts from several NASA released 
information regarding Sojourner and MERs which was not published and no longer available 
over the internet and hence no reference to the text can be provided. However, the author o f this 
thesis would like to acknowledge the related authors who made the information publicly 
available.This section serves as compilation o f existing data on Sojourner and MERs and the 
author claims no copyright over this section (Appendix-B) only -  the presented information can 
be used freely fo r  educational purposes.
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Appendix C
C. Elastic Loop Mobility System
C .l Introduction
The Elastic Loop Mobility System (ELMS) is a novel mobility system patented by an English 
inventor, Dr. J.G.IC. Kitchens about 65 years ago. The design predates the Space Age by a quarter 
century, and at one point might have gone to the moon. The original design as documented in the 
1933 patent by Kitchens describes the system as an “Endless traveller track band”. It was 
proposed that using a continuous, elastic track to move the vehicles over the rocky or the loose 
muddy soil, will enable them to ride much comfortably over the irregular terrain. The track 
would curl across its width so the section between the wheels will flatten out and hold the track 
taut. But the problem with this design was that it used to large wheels, one at the front and the 
other at the back. These wheels tend to jam the rocks and other debris between the wheels and the 
track, so the design never progressed beyond the test models, despite the great promise of 
eliminating several moving parts. The whole mobility concept being very attractive in terms of 
eliminating majority of the moving parts and being simple to operate autonomously at the same 
time, encouraged Dr. Nicholas Costes, a senior research scientist at NASA’s Marshall Space 
Flight Center to make further efforts to make the ELMS suitable for Lunar Rovers. In this effort, 
along with W. Trautwein of Lockheed Missiles & Space Co. and Dr. Stein Sture of University of 
Colorado, he made some major changes in the system. The variation was to raise the main wheels 
and add an additional load wheel next to each main wheel. This turned the track into a spring, 
which elevated the vehicle and let the rocks and dirt fall off before they could jam the main 
wheels. This design also made it possible to spread the vehicle load over a larger area and thus, 
providing the vehicle with better traction with a much compact size as compared to the wheeled 
systems.
As a part of the ELMS project, several tests were conducted to assess performance of the system 
on a variety of terrain with varying slopes and soil configurations at the U.S. Army Waterways 
Experiment Station. These tests showed that the ELMS performed better than the Lunar Rover 
Wheels. The vehicles equipped with ELMS were capable of climbing 35° slopes whereas the 
Lunar Rovers could negotiate 18° slopes only. Also the ELMS had obstacle negotiation capacity 
twice than that of the conventional tracked vehicles and with a good ride quality because of the 
spring-like damping provided by the tracks themselves.
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The Elastic Loop Mobility System (ELMS) is a novel mobility system developed as a backup 
mobility system for the U.S. Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) programme which operated on the 
Moon during the Apollo 15, 16 and 17 missions. The ELMS has been assessed in and under a 
variety of testing modes and terrain conditions and its performance has indicated that in a low 
gravity environment it significantly outperformed both the LRV and the two unmanned Soviet 
Lunokhod I and II rovers. There were subsequent studies which showed that the ELMS, if 
attached to an atmospheric entry lander, could sustain a free-fall landing on Mars and enable the 
lander to traverse around 500 km over the Martian surface for a period of two years without the 
refurbishment of its consumables.
Fig. C-l: ELMS Operating Principle [From: Costes & Trautwein, 1965]
The ELMS employs a continuous and elastic track/band wrapped around the front and the rear 
wheel thereby forming two 180° bends for each loop. This is the major design advantage of the 
ELMS as these two 180° bends offer the damping when they roll over the uneven ground and 
serve the same purpose as that of the spring dampers. As evident from fig.l, the idea of 
employing a continuous and endless track eliminates several sources of internal friction and 
mechanical complexity as no bogie wheels or linked tracks are required. The tight fit between the 
rollers and track provides all the friction needed to drive the tracks through the wheels. As evident 
from the figure, the contact between the drive drums and the elastic loop is restricted to very small 
sections in the “clean” upper part of the loop wheel which is practically free from all the dirt, dust 
or any other debris picked up by the loop during its contact with the ground. This allows sufficient 
time to allow the debris fall off the track before it reaches the drive wheel and eliminates any 
chance of jamming of the rocks between the tight fitting loop and the drive wheel. This was the 
major problem in the very first design of the ELMS as developed by Kitchens. Raising the 
wheels by employing a more elastic track - by using the modem materials to make it stiffer 
without any change in the required elasticity of the loop helped to solve the problem. This 
modification results in negligible chances of ELMS failure due to jamming of the rocks between 
the loop and the drive wheel. Each drive wheel is suspended from the chassis by means of a 
suspension arm. Additionally, there exists a damper between the chassis and each wheel. The
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suspension arm follows the loop as it extends under the applied load. The suspension arm is the 
connecting point for the damper. Hence it serves to retract the wheel and hence the loop after 
they have moved out to take up the load.
Fig. C-2: ELMS Prototype Vehicle with Three Loops on Lunar Test Bed [Credits: NASA MSFC]
In principle there is a double damping effect as the loop and damper both provide damping to 
ensure a smooth ride for the experimental instruments onboard the vehicle. It can be seen from 
the overall vehicle mobility design that a good quality ride can be obtained with a very simple 
mechanism with reduced number of driven wheels. The system also eliminates the need of 
separate wheel suspension and steering systems as employed by most wheeled systems like 
“Rocker-Bogie” and results in a major saving in the energy consumption. Infact the advantages 
and performance gain during the early Apollo stages were so great that the ELMS was the front 
running contender for the LRV mobility system. Even a Viking III lander (Fig. C-3a) with large 
elastic loops was also anticipated but unfortunately cancelled later. Recently NASA developed 
another modified ELMS prototype with four legs, each equipped with an elastic loop (Fig. 3b) as 
a part of mobility system evaluation process for deployment on Mars Exploration Rovers.
Fig. C-3: (a) Viking III Lander with ELMS; (b) NASA ELMS Rover Prototype with Legs
C.2 Elastic Loop Fabrication Process
The elastic loop mobility system (ELMS) is a novel tracked approach that offers much promise -  
trials with a prototype indicate twice the step height negotiation of traditional tracked systems
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with the same geometry, and three times the same for 4 x 2 wheeled configurations with wheel 
diameters equated to the loop height [Costes & Trautwein 1973, Costes et al 1973]. It can 
negotiate slopes of -35° on soft soils and crevasse negotiation of 90% of its length. The 
continuous track eliminates many of the disadvantages associated with high internal friction and 
mechanical complexity of traditional tracks: there are no bogie wheels (and so reduced internal 
friction losses characteristic of most tracked vehicles) nor are there track links (and so no 
catastrophic link breakage problem) [Costes & Trautwein 1973].
The elastic loop comprises a single continuous band around two end wheels, one the drive wheel, 
the other the idler wheel (though there is no reason why both wheels may not be powered). The 
loop elasticity is due to a preformed longitudinal and transverse curvature. The highly elastic 
metal band curls over its width so that the sections between the end wheels are flat and taut. The 
ELMS elastic loop due to its high rigidity ensures that it requires no bogie wheels. This 
substantially reduces the power requirement of ELMS in comparison with tracks -  even so, two 
motors are required in comparison to the six motors for a six-wheeled vehicle. Its parts count is 
thus expected to be much lower than alternative mobility designs. Rotary seals may be used to 
protect exposed parts from dust. The loop elasticity provides suspension while shock absorbers 
provide damping.
Fig. C-4: ELMS Vehicle Schematic [From Costes & Trautwein 1973]
The chief advantage of the track is retained in that ELMS distributes load over a large footprint. It 
has a further advantage in that its elasticity provides spring suspension from the two loop bends 
over the roller wheels. The two drive motors within the drive rollers provide locomotion and 
steering. The tight fit between the two end roller wheels and the track is limited to the upper third 
portion of the loop which reduces the possibility of jamming by soil and rock particles. This 
wheel/track contact is maintained by the suspension arms under variable loads aided by the one­
way damping action of the shock-absorbers. The forward and aft wheels are raised above the 
ground so that rocks and dust can fall to the ground and prevent jamming. The track acts as a
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spring suspension system. Two lightweight shock absorbers between the chassis and the drum 
support arms provide the basis for damping to reduce vertical oscillation and pitching to within 
±45o. The track stiffens longitudinally along straight ground due to a preformed transverse 
curvature which uniformly distribute the load over the large footprint. The installation of large 
area grousers provides almost uniform ground pressure across the complete width of the loop. 
Grousers with narrow spacing intervals and a spacing:grouser width ratio of 1.0 for a 50% track 
coverage provides maximum traction performance
Fig. C-5: ELMS Obstacle Negotiation [From: Costes & Trautwein 1973]
Obstacle climbing involves driving the chassis into the obstacle which pitches the nose up, 
deflecting the rear part of the loop. The front wheel climbs the obstacle along the vertical section 
of the loop independent of the obstacle’s friction coefficient. Step obstacles as high as the loop 
length can be negotiated. Although we are evaluating a dual track system, Costes et al (1973) 
favoured a tri-track system which they tested extensively. The space inside the loop between the 
drive drums may be used as payload volume with ready access to the ground. In terms of stowage 
volume, ELMS provides 5.5 times more footprint than a single wheel of similar proportions. The 
ELMS offers the advantage of tracks combined with the advantages of wheels -  indeed, power 
consumption of ELMS approaches that of six wheeled systems. It can overcome obstacles twice 
as large as a conventional tracked system. The ELMS track is constructed from a single
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continuous track of highly elastic material. The material has traditionally been Ti pill alloy (Ti 
with 11.5% Mo, 6.5% Zr and 4.6% Sn) which required a complex fabrication process of welding 
flat strips, bulge-forming, age-hardening and roll-forming [Costes & Trautwein 1973].
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Fig. C-6: A Typical ELMS Loop Fabrication Process [From Costes et. al. 1973]
The elastic loop configuration generates an increased soil thrust, more than twice that of the 
tracked Sojourner. The load deflection characteristic of the elastic loop is given by [Costes & 
Trautwein 1973]:
kio "f v{kn — k l0)F  = TthBk, 1- Eqn. (89)
Where, F = Applied load 
b = Loop width
ki„= Unloaded longitudinal curvature (reciprocal of radius) 
kn = Loaded longitudinal curvature (reciprocal of radius)
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B = Loop bending rigidity
E = Young’s modulus=83 GPa for NiTi in austenite phase 
v = Poisson’s ratio=0.3 
t = Loop thickness
Ignoring the transverse curvature effect, and assuming that the bracketed expression equates 
to unity as a first approximation in Eqn. (89):
2
Now, k„ =  - =  p s i -  
d  V
Hence, d =
Eqn. (90) 
Eqn. (91)
Eqn. (92)
lo a d
JtbB
For a Sojoumor-type vehicle i.e. a micro-rover, we have a track diameter of 0.2m assuming that 
the 0.001 m thick loop is in its (worst-case) austenite phase using a super-elastic NiTinol shape 
memory alloy:
Loop
Width
Young’s
Modulus
Poisson’s
Ratio
Weight Loop
Thickness
Loop
Rigidity
Curvature Diameter
0.06 8.3E+11 0.3 137.34 0.001 7.601 9.790 0.204
0.06 8.3E+11 03 294.30 0.001 7.601 14.332 0.139
0.06 3E+11 0.3 137.34 0.001 27.472 5.149 0.388
0.06 6E+11 0.3 137.34 0.001 54.945 3.641 0.549
Table 80: ELMS Loop Computations for a NiTinol SMA Elastic Track
Such a loop has a carrying capacity of 30 kg assuming that the wheels are 0.13m in diameter 
which defines the maximum loop curvature. Increasing the loop thickness increases the loop 
payload capacity. Assuming that the loop is super-elastic also increases the loop carrying 
capacity. Hence, the loop’s properties can be tailored to the desired design characteristics. We 
assumed for our baseline vehicle an equivalent wheel diameter of 0.2m with a normalized mass of 
14 kg. Given the elasticity of the track on the ground, we have used the formulation from
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modeling elasticity in pneumatic wheels. Although this is not strictly accurate as the loop 
deflection does not involve deflection of the wheel, it may be applied to diameter of the elastic 
loop. We have adopted an elasticity factor of 10% d is included -  the deflection of the elastic 
track 011 the ground will be dependent on the elasticity imparted to the track which will depend on 
the design. In fact, the soil thrust is insensitive to the degree of elasticity imparted. We have thus 
adopted a conservative value of 83 GPa for the Young’s modulus of NiTinol in its austenite phase 
which nonetheless illustrates the greatly increased traction available to ELMS.
Due to the higher load capability desired for the ELMS-second generation loops, very high fatigue 
life is required in future loops after welding and cold forming operations. Several materials with 
high strength-to-weight ratio were evaluated (mainly titanium alloys) having improved cold 
formability and higher ultimate tensile strength than the material under test (Ti-6A1-4V) in the 
annealed condition. Two materials were selected namely, “BETA III” (Ti-ll.5Mo-6.5Zr-4.6Sn) 
and “Transage 129” (Ti-2A1-11.5V-2Sn-11.3Zr) with the standard Ti-6AI-4V alloy for 
comparison which must be used in the annealed condition to avoid water quenching. A detailed 
description of the physical properties of the alloys can be found elsewhere.
C.3 Drive System Design
The drive system/mechanism consists of an individual drive drum for each wheel equipped with a 
brushless dc motor, a planetary spur gear combination with an appropriate speed reduction. The 
power supply to the motor is controlled by the electronic controller to prevent the overloading of 
the system. This drive system has very high performance rating with a combined efficiency of 
70% and above which varies over a wide range of torques and speeds.
C.3.1 Drive Motors
The motors developed for the original single loop ELMS unit were massive in terms of size and 
mass. The ELMS unit had only one single massive loop with dimensions as follows:
Width: 38.8 cm; Length: (circumference): 3.68 m; Weight: 148 N
Each motor weighted about 11 kg and was capable of producing maximum torque of 217Nm per 
pair, but only 38% of that torque was used by that ELMS unit. The current drain from the battery 
for both motors is less than 200mA. The maximum current drain at maximum torque of 57.6Nm 
(40ft-lb) at 120 rpm was approximately 30 amps. The motors operated with the gear reduction 
ratio of 80:1. The motor-gear combination had two torque-speed ranges and with a nominal 
battery voltage, it was capable of developing 115.2Nm (80ft-lb) at drum speeds up to 25 rpm and 
28.8Nm (20ft-lb) at speeds up to 120 rpm. However for smaller vehicles with much smaller and 
lighter elastic track segments will require lighter and smaller motors with much less power
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consumption similar to the ones employed on the Sojourner and MERs. Maxon RE 25 motor was 
used to power MER wheel with a maximum torque capability much greater than that required to 
drive an ELMS loop for a similar sized vehicle. These motors are already available commercially 
and have an advantage of being flight proven on Sojourner and MERs.
The change in torque-speed range was performed electronically by changing taps on the motor 
winding. As the drive system accelerated through 25 rpm, the controller automatically switched 
to the high-speed tap and correspondingly changed the current in the motor so that the output 
torque remained the same before and after the switching. The forward and reverse motions of the 
vehicle were actuated by means of feeding a single input command with a particular polarity to 
the motor through the electronic controller. A given polarity if corresponds to the forward motion 
of the vehicle then the opposite polarity of the input signal corresponds to the reverse motion. The 
braking was by proportional regenerative braking i.e. when the command for reducing the speed 
was fed to the controller then that caused the vehicle to brake proportional to the magnitude of the 
speed reduction. This can be controlled up to zero speed. A power supply which can absorb 
energy (battery) was used to absorb the energy of regenerative braking.
C.3.2 Drive Drum
The drive drum consists of conical magnesium discs, which are flanged also to the inner cones - 
which are also made of magnesium and a cylinder of rolled magnesium sheet (Fig.C-7a). At the 
interface of the discs and inner cones, a sprocket ring is mounted. Sprocket ring, disc and inner 
cone are held by the same array of cap screws and can be readily disassembled after the dust cover 
is removed. This also gives access to the flexural pivot (Fig.C-7b). There are two rows of conical 
drive lugs mounted on the inside of the elastic loop and an array of rollers at the drive drum 
circumference. The rollers are mounted on the drive drum using the flexural pivots, which have a 
limited angular movement about its axis of rotation.
Fig. C-7: (a) Drive Drum Section View; (b) Drive Drum with Rollers [From: Trautwein 1972]
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C.3.3 Planetary Rollers
Array of planetary rollers is mounted on the drive drum circumference. These rollers have a 
limited angular rotation and are mounted in frictionless flexural pivots. This greatly minimises 
the internal losses of the drive train. Flexural pivots are frictionless bearings of limited angular 
travel, having no backlash and require no lubrication. The bearings are made of pairs of flat, 
crossed springs supporting the rotating sleeves. Such pivots are available in variety of sizes with 
various pivotal angles. Each roller is capable of taking 249N (561b) of radial load. The possibility 
of reduction of internal losses by using frictionless bearings is the major advantage of the system. 
However, the available sizes at the time of initial development had very limited impact load 
resistance, which under adverse conditions (one roller takes all impact) may be as low as 249N. 
Under a more likely condition, the impact load would be distributed among at least three rollers, 
which then would increase the radial load resistance to over 500 N [Costes & Trautwein 1971].
In an alternative design fo r the drive system, conventional freely rotating rollers with friction-type 
radial and axial bearings were used.
C.3.3.1 Conventional Rollers
• Advantages
(a) Lower development risk
(b) High structural strength
(c) Simple installation
(d) Lower cost
• Disadvantages
(a) Friction proportional to load
(b) Lubrication required
(c) Good sealing from dust required
(d) Higher weight of rollers and housing
C.3.3.2 “Limited Rotation” Rollers with Flexural Pivots
•  Advantages
(a) No friction
(b) No lubrication required (suitable in hard vacuum)
(c) Minimum sealing required
(d) Low weight of rollers, pivots and housing 
• Disadvantages
(a) Higher developmental risk
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(b) Low safety margin against dynamic loads of uncertain magnitude
(c) Higher cost
C.3.4 Drive Torque Estimation
The expression for torque required to drive an ELMS vehicle over a sloped surface with slope 
angle (0), the effective radius of the elastic loop plays an important role as it is directly 
proportional to the sine of the angle that can be negotiated by the vehicle at a constant operating 
torque for a given drive and transmission efficiency. The expression for maximum drive torque 
required to negotiate a slope (0) is given by Trautwein (1972):
m r W  sin 6
max = ----------  Eqn. (93)
71
Where, re = Effective radius of the elastic loop (~0.16m for original big loop)
W = Vehicle weight
T| = Estimated Efficiency (~70%)
0 = Maximum slope angle
The effective radius of an elastic loop can only be determined once the final design is ready to be 
prototyped and the radius measured after the initial bulge forming process. Hence, it is wise to 
make an estimation of the effective radius of the loop to that of the actual wheel radius, incase if it 
were to be a wheeled vehicle. For instance, in case of an ExoMars type mini-rover, the effective 
radius of the elastic loop can be assumed to be 0.2 m and the vehicle weight will be 726 N (220 
kg) on Mars (g = 3.3 m/s2). Thus, computing the maximum required torque for overcoming a 25° 
slope will be:
0 2 X 7 2 6 X 0 4 2 2
ITulX q  / j
Similarly, the maximum torque required for overcoming a step obstacle by an ELMS type vehicle 
is given by Trautwein (1972):
T‘« r = T ^ r‘W  E<ln-(94)
Where, p = co-efficient of friction between the loop and the ground. (~ 0.5)
C.4 Chassis and Suspension Design
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C.4.1 Chassis Structure
The main chassis structure provides the housing for the essential scientific equipment as well as 
for the batteries used for operation during the darker periods of operation. It also supports the 
loop suspension system. An ELMS chassis was originally made of aluminium in the form of 
welded rectangular frame (Fig C-8). The skin of the box was made of 0.5 mm magnesium alloy 
sheet. There is a provision of a curved bumper underneath the chassis in order to support the loop 
when it buckles temporarily under any excessive local loads. Friction in the buckled state is 
reduced to a minimum by a Teflon coating covering the bumper.
Fig. C-8: ELMS Chassis [From Trautwein 1972]
C.4.2 Elastic Loop Suspension
The ELMS have an advantage of the dual function of its elastic loops namely:
(a) Provides support and traction over a larger ground contact area
(b) Provides spring suspension using the 180-degree bends of each loop as suspension springs. 
The load is transferred from the chassis to the loop by the upper load wheels which are usually 
passive. These load wheels are mounted on the suspension arm and can pivot about the pivoting 
point. The loop is wrapped around the drive wheels which are suspended at the lower end of the 
suspension arms. When the loop is stressed then it undergoes deflection in forward and the rear 
directions. Under the influence of the torque (resulting from the vehicle weight and the 
eccentricity of the pivot point), the arm and drive drum rotate outwards by an angle ‘a ’. A spring 
is installed to increase the contact pressure between the drum and the loop. Under the effect of 
additional torques resulting from the reaction to the drive torques, the front suspension arm rotates 
outwards causing an increase in the loop-wheel contact pressure. On the other hand, the rear 
suspension arm rotates inwards causing a reduction in the loop-wheel contact pressure. This result 
in a very desirable “nose-down” rotation of the chassis thus eliminating some of the “nose-up” 
pitching due to the load shifts and digging-in of the tracts delivering high torques on soft soil.
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The suspension arms of the ELMS were made of 3.2 mm magnesium alloy sheet with a 
honeycomb core closed section. The honeycomb core (6.35mm thick) with 0.5mm magnesium 
alloy panels resulted in 300% increase in torsional stiffness and a 15% weight reduction over the 
previous open section design. This design was safe even when ELMS unit was under high side 
loads of about 650N.
The dampers/shock absorbers were required to dampen the loop oscillations resulting from the 
pitching and dipping through the coupled suspension arm oscillations. These dampers were 
specially designed to operate over a wide range of oscillations with only one way damping (i.e. 
inward only movement of the torsional dampers) to prevent the separation of the drive wheel from 
the loop during the outward rotation of the suspension arms. The elastomer cap seals were used 
for the piston to obtain the desirable one-way damping action. The dampers employed low- 
viscosity oil as a damping medium. Having determined the damping requirements and damping 
characteristics for the ELMS unit, there are chances of developing a rotary damper which can be 
incorporated as an integral part of the suspension arm bearing. Such kind of dampers will not be 
vulnerable to contamination or damage by soil, dust or rocks.
C.5 Field Tests and Performance Review of the ELMS Prototype
The following tests were conducted on the ELMS model by the LMSC for determining the 
following operating parameters [Costes and Trautwein 1973]:
(i) Performance of an ELMS unit on level and inclined surfaces of fine-grained granular soil.
(ii) Maximum slope climbing capability on such soil.
(iii) The ability to negotiate rigid, step obstacles and simulated crevasses.
During the first test, the ELMS was tested for the maximum design load of 690 N. The drum 
speed was varied between 0.5 m/s to 2.5 m/s. The slope angles developed by lifting up the soil 
bin at one end by a crane were found to lie between 0 to 35°.These tests were carried on the well- 
graded crushed basalt, having angular grains in the silt to fine-sand size range. The Lunar Soil 
Simulant (LSS) was prepared at two compositions: one in which the soil was air-dried and placed 
loosely to simulate sandy surface with high compressibility and low strength characteristics. The 
other composition was with moist and compacted soil to simulate the hard rocky surface with high 
strength and penetration resistance [Costes & Trautwein 1973].
C.5.1 Tests on Level Ground
The plots show the Pull Coefficient (PC)-vs-slip and Torque Coefficient (TC)-vs-slip plots for the 
constant slip tests done using the dense LSS mode. It can be observed from the plots that the 
mobility performance of the ELMS was not affected by either the change in load or by the change
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in the vehicle speed from 0.5 m/s to 1.6 m/s. The maximum values of torque and pull developed 
by the ELMS occur at the 20% slip and for the higher values of slip, the pull coefficient (PC) and 
the Torque Coefficient (TC) remain constant under all the conditions whether they be on loose, 
air-dry or compact LSS. The energy requirements of the ELMS for a given level of performance 
on the level surfaces are shown in the fig. 9. The pull coefficient (PC) and the Power Number 
(PN) are considered to represent the specific energy output to the system and the specific energy 
input to the system, both normalised with respect to the applied normal load and the distance 
travelled by the ELMS unit.
From Fig. 9, it can be seen that if all other factors remain constant then the performance of the 
ELMS unit improved while operating on the compacted, moist soil. The relative fall in 
performance while operating on the loose, air-dry soil is marginal but tends to increase with the 
increasing values of the pull coefficient. Thus, it can be deduced that the difference in ELMS 
performance caused by the change in soil composition becomes more prominent at higher slope 
angles.
S l o p e  A n g l e  o n  C o m p a c t  S o i l
Fig. C-9: Plots for PC, PN v/s Slope Angle for (a) Compact soil; (b) Loose Soil and (c) Moist Soil.
It is evident from the above plots that the maximum slope angle that can be negotiated by a single 
ELMS unit without excessive power requirements is within the range of 31° to 34° for the loose, 
air-dry LSS and between 36° to 38° for moist, compacted LSS. The same ELMS unit was also 
tested on the sloped surfaces with the soil placed in the same loose and compact compositions as 
in the tests on the level surfaces. At each slope, the ELMS was subjected to a series of controlled- 
pull tests ranging from a self-propelled condition to the complete immobilisation of the unit. 
During each test the applied pull was measured for the calculation purposes. The performance of 
the ELMS unit on the sloped surfaces is as shown in Fig. 10. It can thus be inferred from the plots
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that the maximum slope angle that can be negotiated by the ELMS unit is 35° and the 
corresponding maximum value of the Pull coefficient developed is 0.7 corresponding to the 
equivalent maximum slope angle of 38°. However, for the Power Coefficient (PC) values greater 
than 0.4 to 0.5, there is an apparent increase in the specific energy consumption of the ELMS 
when operated on the slopes, which becomes more prominent at the increasing values of the Pull 
Coefficient.
Fig. C-10: Performance on Sloped Surface
C.5.2 Obstacle Negotiation Tests
The same ELMS unit was also tested for the maximum size obstacle or the step that can be 
negotiated during the traverse on the irregular surface. The results indicate that the obstacle 
negotiation capability of the ELMS exceeds any other wheeled concept with the wheels of the 
diameter same as the height of the ELMS loop from the ground. The tests on multiple ELMS 
units showed even higher obstacle negotiation capability. The results for the single ELMS unit 
are as tabulated below [Costes & Trautwein 1973]:
Mobility Diameter/ Max. Step Max.
System Height Obstacle Crevasse
(m) (m) (m)
Any Wheeled 13 20 >40
System
ELMS 13 40 >100
Table 81: Comparison Data for Obstacle Negotiation Capability
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Appendix D
D. Overview of Existing Software Tools for 
Traction Analysis
D .l Slope Distribution
Apart from rocks, slopes represent obstacles to the locomotion of planetary rovers as a given 
vehicle will have a limited slope climbing capability. In fact, for known terrains, ‘mobility maps’ 
can be constructed which denote areas that are trafficable for a given vehicle and those which are 
not. This is routinely done in the military [Shoop 20021.
The terrain definition effort thus has to include a quantitative description of the slope distribution 
in the area the vehicle is to operate in. At short wavelengths, slopes are rather referred to as terrain 
roughness which impacts vehicle dynamics and thus ride quality and handling characteristics for 
manned vehicles. Fig. D-l shows an example of vehicle dynamical analysis on a multi-wavelength 
sloped track using modelling with ADAMS/Chassis and assuming a slope distribution specified 
through a power spectral density (PSD) law (Mantrala et al., 2002).
Iv it r  Titf 4 .'■■ifin F 1 .III.- 44f-
Fig. D-l: Terrestrial vehicle modelling in ADAMS/Chassis to study induced vertical accelerations 
when driving over rough terrain [From Mantrala et al., 2002]
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For the slope distribution (as for the surface rock distribution) to be expected as the environment 
for a Mars rover, it is required to consider the properties of likely landing sites on the planet that 
could be selected for the mission.
Information on slope distribution on the Martian surface is available through different techniques, 
yielding data on various slope baselines. Methods include: analysis of overhead (i.e., orbital) 
images such as from Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) via either photogrammetry (Digital Elevation 
Models from available stereo images) or photoclinometry (calculation of slopes from shading, no 
stereo imaging required), height measurements from orbiting altimeter instruments (Mars Orbital 
Laser Altimeter (MOLA) on MGS), delay-Doppler radar observations from Earth, and lander- 
based imaging. Both photogrammetry and photoclinometry (PC) using MGS high resolution 
images can identify slopes on baselines as small as 5 m (5 m for PC, rather 10 m for stereo 
analysis) whereas MOLA data - due to the altimeter's footprint of -100 m and the along-track 
spacing of successive measurement points of -300 m - can detect slopes on baselines of several 
hundred metres and larger. Roughness within a given MOLA footprint can be derived from the 
spreading characteristics of the returned laser pulse captured by the instrument.
At global scales, Mars exibits a south-to-north downward slope of about 0.036°, as a result of the 
Southern hemisphere's generally higher elevation. At the regional scale of several km of baseline, 
the pronounced topography of Mars has produced quite steep slopes of loose material which often 
are near the angle of repose (20° to 35°), such as at the walls of the large canyons. However, such 
areas are obviously avoided in landing site selections for landing safety reasons, and furthermore 
they are avoidable, given their extent which is easily observeable from orbital images. Again at 
the regional scale, and partly at the local (i.e., metre-) scale, fresh and blocky impact craters can 
have slopes at their interior walls ex-ceeding 40°, and slopes surrounding their outside walls of up 
to 25°.
At the local scale (metres) on the other hand, dune features have been imaged by the Viking 1 
lander, the Pathfinder lander and the MER-A rover. Dune fields with dune dimensions exceeding 
several 100 metres are also observed by Mars orbiting spacecraft to surround primarily the north 
polar cap, and covering the floors of larger craters. Generally, leeward slopes of dunes (the so- 
called slip-face) can approach 30° to 35°. Again at the local scale, recent MGS observations at 1.5 
m resolution have revealed rough surface textures which are due to ridges and grooves spaced a 
few metres apart, of which some probably are the result of wind activity and thus being so-called 
yardangs with slopes between 15° and 40°. Unfortunately, these metre-scale textures often appear 
in regions which appeared smooth in images taken by the Viking orbiters at resolutions of a few 
10's of m to 100 m.
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The landing sites for the 2003 Mars Exploration Rover (MER) mission of NASA were subjected 
to a detailed stereo and photoclinometry campaign with MGS-MOC images during the landing 
site selection process to ascertain local scale slopes to be within the specified limits of the landing 
system. For the Meridiani Planum and Gusev Crater sites the results suggest slopes at baselines of 
5 m to be between about 1° and 11° within the landing ellipses (Kirk, 2003). A significant source 
of slopes for a planetary rover is represented by (small) craters that are perceived as a series of 
alternating slopes separated by flat terrain, if the rover is to traverse the crater and provided it is 
larger than the vehicle.
D.2 VSCD Tools
A suite of tractive performance prediction tools for tracked and wheeled off-road vehicles has
recently been developed by J.Y. Wong and Vehicle Systems Development Corporation (VSDC)
(Wong, 2002). The software essentially solves the Bekker equations for vehicle layouts and 
terrain specified by the user. It does not consider kinematics and dynamics since it focuses 
entirely on motion over a smooth soil surface.
Three different models are available:
•  NTVPM, for investigation of tracked vehicles with flexible tracks
• RTVPM, for investigation of tracked vehicles with rigid link tracks
• NWVPM, for investigation of off-road wheeled vehicles, including wheeled tractors.
Depending on the type of vehicle to be assessed, geometrical and loading parameters are entered 
through interactive windows, and sets of soil engineering properties for different types of terrains 
can be selected. The models account for repetitive loading of the soil and allow one to select 
different types of pressure-sinkage relations. As results, the normal and shear stress distributions 
under the vehicle-terrain interface are predicted, along with vehicle motion resistance, thrust, 
drawbar pull and tractive efficiency as function of slip. An interesting feature is the generation of 
graphical plots depicting the stress distributions in relation to a graphical representation of the 
vehicle.
D.3 DLR Traction Prediction Tool
Based upon the MIDD TRP activity, a series of S/W models has been developed at the Institute of 
Space Simulation of DLR for evaluating tractive performance of small wheeled vehicles subjected 
to light wheel loads [Richter 2001].
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The traction prediction tool is based on modified Bekker equations [Richter & Bernasconi 2000] 
and interactively queries the user to enter vehicle characteristics, gravitational acceleration, values 
of the soil engineering parameters and the value of slip to be considered. Where modelling of the 
wheel is concerned, both rigid and flexible wheels can be described and details of their design 
specified, including height and orientation of wheel grousers. The tool was developed using 
Fortran 77 (F77) and the output consists of normal and shear stress distribution under a single 
wheel for predicted sinkage, motion resistance, tractive thrust, drawbar pull, limit slope angle on 
the soil in question and at the considered wheel slip, axle torque on the wheel and corresponding 
axle power (for a selected translational velocity).
The traction prediction model was originally developed within the MIDD activity to study rigid 
and flexible wheels of small diameter, i.e. below about 250 mm, and at small wheel loads. Since 
this is below the range of validity of established models by Bekker and Wong, existing theories 
have been reviewed, modified where necessary and subsequently verified on single wheel level 
using the soil channel at DLR. Modification was accomplished in the order as follows:
(a) Performing of experiments to assess correctness of load-sinkage prediction equations, 
using suitable Mars soil physical simulants
(b) Modification of load-sinkage equations, for both rigid and flexible wheels, based on the 
experimental results of sinkage under vertical load
(c) Assessment of correctness of rolling resistance and soil thrust equations by performing 
experiments on single wheels in a soil channel
(d) Modification of rolling resistance and soil thrust equations as necessary, based on soil 
channel results.
The range of wheel diameters considered within this study was 100 - 200 mm, and the range of 
wheel loads varied from 1 -  15 N, as appropriate for a low mass mobile device as MIDD, being of 
the 4 kg mass. Nevertheless, the available prediction tool can handle both the extremeties, smaller 
range of wheel sizes (and small loads) and larger wheel sizes, with different versions covering the 
two regimes. A recent application of the tool has been optimisation and design specification of a 
metallic flexible wheel of the ocean-floor mobile vehicle ‘MOVE’ developed between the Dutch 
NIOZ institute and the University of Bremen in Germany [Waldmann, 2003].
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Predicted performance lunar 6-wheelers of 10 kg mass; rigid wheels vs. flexible 
wheels (5 mm grousers)
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Fig. D-2: Results of parametric studies for a 10 kg-class wheeled lunar rover, using the DLR Traction
Prediction Tool
D.4 SELTRA
SELTRA is a tool developed in context of the ECOWOOD studies at the University of Helsinki 
for optimisation of logging tractor designs in applications which seek to protect traversed soils 
from excessive disruption and compaction [Saarilahti, 20021. This tool permits the comparison of 
different empirical mobility models from literature. SELTRA employs three different soil 
specifications namely Sediment soils (assorted), Moraines and Organic soils (peatlands). Each 
group contains a several variations to suit the desired terrain requirements. The outputs are 
visualised by 2 sets of bar charts: Tractor 1 and Tractor 2, which appear consecutively to the 
screen. A new tractor replaces the earlier of the two ones. Two types of output variables are 
visualised: (a) mobility and (b) rut depth.
Eight emprirical mobility models are used that incorporate soil cone index Cl as the quantity to 
describe soil (including dependency on moisture content), and that are based on tests on a variety 
of agricultural tyres. Mobility variables used are rolling resistance coefficient and net thrust 
coefficient. The results of the used mobility models are visualised as a bar chart. The lower part of 
the bar is the (weighted) rolling resistance coefficient along with a colour coding. High rolling 
resistance means deep ruts, and is an indicator of poor mobility. Obstacle and slope resistance 
coefficients are deducted from the net thrust coefficient and placed upon the rolling resistance bar.
Net thrust calculated by different mobility models is a good mobility indicator. High net thrust 
coefficient means low slip percentage, and less damage to the soil. As part of the total thrust is
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needed to overcome slope, obstacle and steering resistance, slope and obstacle resistance is 
deducted from the calculated net thrust, and the result is summed up by placing the corresponding 
bar upon the obstacle and slope resistance bar.
The bar chart appears at the lower left corner of the coordinates. The bar chart is easy to interpret: 
high columns indicate high thrust and good bearing soils, risks are minimal. Lower columns 
indicate that the site may be sensitive. Grey/Green columns indicate good trafficability, non 
sensitive sites. Magenta/Yellow columns indicate fair trafficability, need for checking Black/Red 
columns are an alert, and the site is to be classified as sensitive.
Five empirical models to calculate rut depth are implemented. For the output bar chart the rut 
depth appears to the right of the mobility chart bars. The bar chart indicates the rut depth in 
metres, down from the soil surface. The number of passes over a certain terrain point with given 
Cl-value is calculated using different methods.
D.5 SIMPLETRACTOR
SIMPLETRACTOR is an Excel spreadsheet from the ECOWOOD project for rapid evaluation of 
the productivity and costs of different logging tractors in environmentally sensitive applications 
[Saarilahti 2002], Also some appropriate technology, machinery and methods are included. The 
tool consists of different submodels containing different input variables influencing the 
productivity of the vehicle considered.
Inputs comprise of factors such as: tractor model, drive power, wheel and soil contact model, 
driver model, soil and terrain model, slope, obstacles, surface roughness, winding of the 
forwarding paths and wheel numerics. Using the provided inputs the tool will compute critical 
mobility parameters such as: net thrust, tractive force, rut depth and tractor speed.
D.6 EPFL Obstacle Performance Assessment Tool
Fig. D-3: Decomposition of the “Shrimp structure” into the forces (red) applied to the centers of 
gravity (green) and the different angles that defined the structure state (blue).
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Simulation of the locomotion mechanism a tool developed at EPFL for parametric studies and 
comparative evaluation of different locomotion concepts. The tool compares and minimizes the 
maximal friction coefficient that is required to pass a reference terrain.
Fig. D-4: Solero/Shrip 2D Simulation & Optimisation Using Sysquake
The model developed in SysQuake (similar to Matlab) includes a standard rolling model for each 
wheel and a model based on rigid body element and joints for the suspension mechanism. The 
model allows analysis of the number of degrees of freedom for any mechanism in context o f 
mobility. Furthermore it enables to calculate the interaction forces with the ground (Fig. D-3). 
Typically, a rover system is under-determined which adds some freedom for the selection of the 
motor torque. The most evident approach is to use these additional degrees of freedom to 
minimize the friction coefficient. The 2D model solves a set of equations and gives the normal 
force and the torque applied to each wheel and the friction coefficient needed for static 
equilibrium. For parameter optimization, ‘p’ is usually set as equal for all wheels. The main 
objective is to find a set of parameters that minimize friction coefficient for different varitations of 
the reference terrain (Fig. D-4).
D.7 EPFL: 3D Simulator
Recently EPFL published their effort in developing a working 3D simulator using Open 
Dynamics Engine (ODE), a free industrial quality library for simulating articulated rigid body
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dynamics for ground vehicles, legged devices, and moving objects in virtual reality (VR) 
environments. ODE is very useful for simulating and visualizing multi-body systems like 
vehicles, objects in virtual reality environments, and virtual creatures. A simulation model is 
realized by creating the dynamic world and bodies, setting the states of the bodies, joining the 
bodies and setting the different parameters. Closed loop simulation is then generated by defining 
forces and torques acting on the system. Recent application of ODE was to simulate the motion of 
a salamander-type robot in different terrains (Figure 4.4-16), including land and water.
Fig. D-5: Simulation of a salamander mobile robot with ODE on solid ground and water.
/
Fig. D-6: ODE Simulation & Visualization of ExoMars Type Rover
The simulation engine is very simple and is coded in C++ with a C interface. However there is a 
serious concern about the maturity level of the tool. Moreover, compiling and adapting ODE for 
successful coding to accurately model a complex 3D mechanism is a very timeconsuming and 
nearly impossible task. ODE is applicable to only relatively simpler 3D mechanisms. The 
following are the drawbacks of the ODE physics simulation engine:
Lack of an editor to create the structure of a robot
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Lack of accuracy because of the trade-off for speed
Poor accuracy due to mathematical simplification to allow real time simulation.
No option to implement terrain models within the simulation environment
Very simple wheel simulation. The simulation engine employs a simplified model of the 
wheel-ground interaction (F=p N) and hard contact points from wheels/soil without taking 
into account any wheel deformation.
Obstacle negotiation can be simulated using only simple rigid shapes (Fig. D-6)
■> W o r ld  I d ito r k h e p e r a Z w b t  |_  | | n | [x |
Running at 0.74 x real time
Fig. D-7: 3D Simulation of the Kepera robot with infrared sensors
Webots, developed in collaboration with EPFL and commercialized by Cyberbotics, is mobile 
robotics simulation software providing rapid prototyping of environment models and realistic 
evaluation of navigation algorithms. The robot models, available for various commercial robot 
platforms, include also various models of navigation sensors (Fig. D-7). The included robot 
libraries allow transfer control programs to many commercially available real mobile robots. 
Three different motor control options are provided for simulating rover motion namely: Open 
Loop, Speed Control and Torque Optimisation (Slip-Based Traction Control).
Open Inventor™ is used to visualize the motion of rovers and incoming data coming from the 
sensor implemented on the real rover. This approach is based on the Open Inventor C++ library 
from Silicon Graphics that provides the ease of managing the hierarchical transformations 
between the 3D objects in the scene e.g. the motion of the front fork and bogies relative to the 
body. All variables stored during the experiment can be plotted and analyzed in the variable 
browser (Fig. D-8). The user interface allows visualizing the experimental data as it displays the
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robot’s state, the elements of the scene and the computed trajectories. All variables stored during 
the experiment can be plotted and analyzed in the variables browser.
Fig. D-8: Shrimp 3D visualization with the Open InventorTM library
The rover state and position is built in real time with the incoming data from the IMU and angle 
sensors. More over the reconstruction of the terrain is made by insertion of the stereo-vision data.
D.8 ERDC - VEHDYN
The US Army’s Engineering Research & Development Center (ERDC), formerly the Waterways 
Experiment Station (WES), in Vicksburg, USA, has developed a vehicle obstacle negotiation 
prediction software tool tool [Creighton 2002] that is part of the larger VEHDYN package for full 
3D simulation of off-road vehicles.
When modeling a vehiclefor off-road locomotion, an important consideration is the determination 
of the vehicle’s ability to cross certain rough areas, particularly mounds and ditches. Previous 
modeling methodologies for assessing interferences and traction requirements as a vehicle 
encounters these obstacles use the obstacle-crossing module, OBS78B, of the NATO Reference 
Mobility Model. OBS78B, released in 1978 and reported in Haley, Jurkat, and Brady [1979] and 
has not been significantly changed or improved since its initial release. Although this speaks 
highly of its quality, there are significant deficiencies that the presented methodology herein 
attempts to improve upon.
The particular weaknesses of the OBS78B approach that were addressed with the new obstacle 
module relate to the lack of time-related dynamics as the vehicle negotiates the obstacle(s) in 
question. OBS78B uses a purely geometric assessment of the vehicle overlaying the obstacle
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profile, albeit at several locations along the obstacle. But an actual vehicle crossing a piece of 
terrain is moving at some speed greater than zero, and therefore exercises its suspension system 
and compresses its wheels. These dynamic issues are considered important at least in the 
terrestrial domain in determining the force requirements and degree of interference that ensues as 
the obstacle is crossed.
The VEHDYN model has been modified to approximate the performance of vehicles over-riding 
a variety of linear obstacles. These modifications include a functional description of the underside 
contour of a vehicle coupled with small underside-impact detection (UID) drag wheels placed all 
along this underside. During the vehicle’s negotiation of a VEHDYN course, impact of any of 
these UID wheels with the terrain profile produces a drag force that is included in the dynamics 
computation. Consequently, the overall required traction coefficient to maintain constant speed is 
computed and compared with a user-supplied maximum available traction coefficient. A 
subsequent determination is then made concerning performance of the vehicle. These 
performance indicators are reported in the form of required traction to over-ride obstacles of 
different soil types and strengths, impact forces between the obstacle and vehicle underside and 
the ability of the vehicle to continue over-riding the obstacle once the underside has made contact 
with the terrain.
The VEHDYN 3.0 computer program, a two-dimensional vehicle dynamics model developed at 
ERDC/Vicksburg primarily for the application of determining ride and shock-limiting speeds, was 
used as the platform to implement the new obstacle-crossing model called VD3_OBS. The new 
model (Fig. D-9), adds a third kind of wheel, an underside impact detection (UID) wheel. Several 
of these tiny UID wheels are placed along the underside of the vehicle frame and await impact 
with the ground. Rather than a towed or driven wheel, each UID wheel is like a drag or fully 
braked wheel as the tangential force involved is opposite to the direction of the corresponding 
force component of a driven wheel.
Fig. D-9: Vehicle underside impact detection model for obstacle crossing.
The comparisons to the existing OBS78B proved interesting as certain effects that a purely 
geometric model cannot predict correctly were predicted by the new methodology. It is evident
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that the built-in dynamics capability of the VEHDYN platform adds a great deal of realism to the 
problem of predicting vehicle and obstacle interaction. VD3_OBS is able to simulate several 
different realistic mechanisms for why a vehicle might encounter a ‘NO GO’ condition.
Fig. D-10: Snapshots from obstacle analysis of an HMMWV
D.9 ORSIS (Off Road Systems Interactive Simulation)
ORSIS 2.0- Off Road Systems Interactive Simulation is an even further development of the 
simulation program ORSIS developed by the Institute for Automotive Engineering (IKK) of the 
University of the Federal Armed Forces Hamburg. ORSIS is a professional simulation tool that 
was developed in more than ten years of research work at the University of the Federal Armed 
Forces Hamburg under the management of Prof. Dr.-Ing. I.C. Schmid on behalf of the federal 
office for military technology and procurement (BWB).
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ORSIS allows the real time simulation of the terrain drive of multi-axle wheeled vehicles in a 
realistic area (Harnisch et al., 2002). The program has great depth in terms of physical modelling 
describing the interactions between the elastic wheel and the soft soil and in the complexity of the 
resulting effects. With its manyfold possibilities ORSIS is a valuable tool for the development and 
the optimisation of cross-country wheeled vehicles. Due to the real time capability it is also 
possible to include test stands (Hardware in the Loop) as well as complex driving simulators with 
motion systems.
MAIN MODELS ADDITIONAL MODELS
Fig. D-ll: Building blocks and logic of ORSIS.
Main features of ORSIS are:
• Real time capability
• All wheel driven vehicles up to 4 axles
• Complex model for the interaction between elastic wheel and soft soil, including multi-pass
• Complex drive-line (engine, converter, gearboxes, distribution gears, differentials,
differential locks, etc.)
• Simulation of electrical drive-lines (central drive and wheel drive)
• Detailed 3D terrain model
• Stochastic terrain properties: roughness (PSD) as well as statistical soil properties
• Physical weather model using measured or predicted weather data
• Interactive wheel inflation pressure control
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• Interactive distribution of the drive torque
• Interactive steering configuration
• Interactive setting of additional forces by time or distance (vertical and horizontal)
• Automatic driver (interactive changeable course)
• High quality visualisation based on OpenGL
• Comfortable analyses of simulation results
• Dynamic multi-body vehicle model
• Lateral dynamics on soft soil
• Individual modelling of different drive-lines (I and H configuration).
Very important for a realistic vehicle simulation is proper modelling of statistical distributed 
terrain properties, which are the statistical soil strength and the roughness of the surface. ORSIS 
uses a specially developed algorithm to generate a scattering of the strength values as it can be
observed in real measurements. The strength values, once assigned to a certain point, will
permanently be fixed for this point, so that in the case of reproduction of a simulated test and at 
any local point of the terrain, the vehicle wheels will pass soil with equal strength as in former 
tests. A similar procedure is used to create irregularities of the terrain surface. The roughness, 
superimposing the triangular mask of the altitudes, is created on basis of a given power spectral 
density (PSD). Like the soil strength properties, the local height is fixed during the simulation run, 
so that reproducible results can be achieved.
It is generally known that the soil strength depends on water content, which is especially a result 
of the weather. In order to consider this influence, a physical model was developed at the IKK, 
which describes the dependence of the water content of the soil from rainfall, temperature and 
moisture of the air and of the level of ground water. Conclusions on the actual soil strength can be 
drawn with an additional empirical model. This model, which was found by experiments, 
describes the dependence of soil strength from water content for the different soil types. This 
model was implemented in ORSIS in a way that the soil strength changes according to the 
weather history or -  if desired - to a weather forecast. As a result, it is now possible to calculate 
the expected trafficability with ORSIS regarding the weather data. Due to the latest findings and 
using the calculation power of current computer hardware, a further developed model has been 
established. This model, still based on the former approaches, uses a substitute circle D* for the 
deflected vehicle tyre (Fig. D -l2).
In comparison to the previous parabolic model, it also regards the elastic soil behavior (zel,aus, 
zel,ein), which is important for the calculation of the multi-pass effect but also leads to a more
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realistic pressure distribution under the wheel as it is seen schematically (Fig. D -l3 - pressure 
elastic part: blue).
Fig. D-12: Analytical model (substitute circle) for the interaction between the elastic tyre and the soft 
ground including elastic soil behaviour (case: multi-pass) as implemented in ORSIS
Fig. D-13: Comparison of tyre-soil interaction with (right) and without (left) the elastic soil properties
Another improvement over previous versions is the integration of a model for the lateral forces on 
soft soils. This approach calculates the lateral shear tension under the wheel based on the local 
pressure and the local shear displacement. Moreover, the dependencies between lateral and 
longitudinal forces and the influences of the slip angle on the rolling resistance are considered.
The OpenGL view offers a high quality real time visualisation of the terrain driving. It is possible 
the change between the operators view and the view from outside. To use this visualisation we 
recommend an actual OpenGL accelerator hardware (Ge-Force). Beneath the OpenGL view 
ORSIS offers a 3D wireframe visualization which works via network and does not require any 
special hardware acceleration. This visualization contains all necessary information about the 
actual driving state of the car and therefore it is sufficient for most engineering applications of 
ORSIS (vehicle development).
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Fig. D-14: (a) Typical ORSIS Terrain Map; (b) Vehicle Control Windows
Results View: During the simulation a lot of individual measurements can be observed in special 
designed graphical windows such as: Forces at the tyres, Sinkage and deflection of all individual 
tyres, Fuel consumption, Forces acting on the vehicle body and Motion Resistances (Fig. D-15).
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Fig. D-15: Simulation Result Plots in ORSIS
Limitations: Inspite of the mentioned favourable characteristics, ORSIS has one major weak point 
it requires either Unix or IRIX system for operation. It cannot be operated on the normal computer 
with Windows operating system. The system requirements for successful installation and 
operation of ORSIS are: Personal Computer with LinuX (OpenGL acceleration recommended,
e.g. GeForce), SGI-Workstation with IRIX or other Unix-Systems on demand (e.g. HP-UX).
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D.10 LECOS
LECOS is a software based on the Excel spreadsheets backed by an open solver - TK Solver 
provided by UTS. LECOS was an effort to model kinematics of suspensions and the elements of 
the component, adapted to specific needs of the military vehicles. The major requirement was to 
be capable of interfacing with the software of PROSPER dynamics, both developed by an 
independent research and development company called Be-Cd.
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Fig. D-16: LECOS software (Sera-CD)
The Prosper software is largely used in evaluation of the performances of the terrestrial military 
vehicles; the documentation of the models is made in a functional way, which makes it possible to 
describe all the existing connections on the ground. However, to have the kinematic 
computational tools making it possible to equip these models with precision essential for valid 
simulations. This led to the development of a tool, especially adapted to the military field, and 
allowing an easy interfacing with Prosper.
Fig. D-17: LECOS visualisation in VRML format
LECOS was developed in the form of independent Excel sheets, which in turn were analysed by 
OLE a mathematical solver (TK Solver by UTS). The collection of Excel sheets treats all the 
cases of existing kinematics, modelled in 3D. Moreover, the calculation of the elastic functions 
(leaf springs, shock absorbers, compound oil and air, bar and anti rolling) is also realised, making 
it possible to describe the suspension assembly according to the conventions of PROSPER. Fig. 
D-17 shows the LECOS visualisation screenshot in VRML.
D .ll  STINA (Soil Tire Interface to ADAMS)
STINA is an add-on module to MSc’s ADAMS simulation software for simulation of vehicle 
oscillations on flexible soil with ADAMS. With the rigid body simulator routine of ADAMS,
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three-dimensional systems can be described and their kinetics, statics and dynamics under effect 
of arbitrary forces, moments and movements can be examined. The commercial module TINA 
(Tyre Interface to ADAMS) makes the inclusion of the special tyre characteristics possible. With 
STINA (Soil Tyre Interface to ADAMS) the program of ADAMS is extended by the possibility of 
simulating the travel of a wheeled vehicle on flexible soil. STINA is written as own subroutine, 
which ADAMS during the computation accesses. STINA makes possible to accomplish the 
computations based in analytic models or fall back to characteristic diagrams, which were done 
with other programs (e.g. FEM) or by measurements. A typical vehicle model in STINA 
comprises of following characteristics (Fig. D -l8):
Fig. D-18: ADAMS/STINA: (a) Vehicle Model; (b) Flexible Wheel Model
• Rigid body with considered geometrical and physical dimension
• Connection of the rigid bodies by joints
• Integration of feathers/springs and absorbers
• Definition of output quantities (forces, moments, movements, accelerations etc.)
Fig. D-l9 shows the pseudocode for a typical simulation run in ADAMS/STINA.
Fig. D-l9: ADAMS/STINA Software Pseudo-code
STINA is not a commonly available module as an add-on with MSc - ADAMS Software. It is 
sold separately by the inventors as their own product which can easily interface with 
ADAMS/View and ADAMS/Solver to compute the performance parameters for off-road wheeled 
vehicle
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Appendix E
E. Overview of DLR Software/Hardware 
Tools
E.I Introduction
Two different hardware testbeds were developed by Space Simulations Department at DLR 
(Germany) as a part of the Rover Chassis Evaluation Tool (RCET) contract. The first testbed is a 
single wheel testbed which is used for running single wheel tests over a variety of soil 
compactions filled in the soil bin. It can also be used for conducting impact testing on wheels to 
assess the impact parameters for wheel-soil interaction model and for judging the impact strength 
of the wheel in question. The second is the system level testbed which can be used to conduct test 
runs for a fully equipped rover on a variety of soil compactions filled in a soil bin which can be 
tilted to create slope negotiation test procedures. The testbeds very well augument and verify the 
traction theory proposed by Richter [1998c] for flexible wheels as mentioned in Chapter 1. This 
appendix documents in detail the design and manufacturing of these testbeds at DLR along with 
the description of the developed traction theory.
E.2 DLR Traction Theory
Richter [1998c, 2000] has done considerable work in developing the relations suggested by 
Bekker [1959, 1963, 1969] and Bernstein [1913] in order to make it applicable to smaller 
planetary vehicles (~ 2-5 kg range). He adopted a methodolody largely similar to that identified 
by Wong [2001] and suggested that the quantitative description of wheel performance on soils -  
be it flexible or rigid wheels -  relies on description of soil vertical deformation under the wheel as 
a result of vehicle weight and of slip of a driven wheel (to determine the motion resistance due to 
soil compaction) along with a description of soil shear deformation under the action of a driven 
wheel (to determine tractive thrust H). The methodology adopted by Richter [1998c] has been 
outlined below:
According to Bernstein [1913], sinkage (z) of a flat plate is a function of the normal pressure (p), 
the soil exponent (n) and soil consistency (k). If a rigid wheel is considered instead of a flat plate, 
force equilibrium for a point along the wheel-soil contact yields:
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Eqn. (95)
Where 0 is the entry angle, r is the wheel radius and b is wheel width. Bekker [19591 assumed that 
the normal pressure (a) acting radially on the wheel rim is analogous to that under a flat plate at 
depth (z) for soil deformation coefficient (n), thus
(7 = —p  = - k z n
Eqn. (95) could then be transformed into
f k.
Eqn. (96)
W = b
Eqn. (97)
to obtain a relationship between wheel diameter (D), wheel width (b), maximum sinkage (z0) (at 
bottom-dead-centre), the vertical load (W) acting on the wheel and soil parameters n, lq. and k<p, 
provided that small sinkages only are considered (i.e., (zD - z ) « l )  [Bekker 1956]. If then only 
n<1.3 are allowed, integration of Eqn. (97) and rearranging yields Eqn. (98) allowing to predict 
load-sinkage of a single rigid wheel [Richter 1998c],
Zn =
3W
b ( 3 - n { L  +  k \ [ f i
2n+l
Eqn. (98)
The above equation is valid only for the value of soil exponent (n =1) [Bekker 1956, pp 191].
Fig. E-l: Geometry and Forces for a Single Rigid Wheel on Soil [From: Bekker 1956]
If the approximation of small sinkage is dropped and if values larger than 1.3 are permitted for n, 
Eqn (99) is obtained [Richter & Hamacher 1999].
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w = - b(f t + k ] \ z
n
2 ^ ( z o  - z ) - ( z 0 -z)~ 0 z^ J L > ( Z 0 -  Z ) - ( Z 0 -  z y
Eqn. (99)
(  kWhere, k — —  + k
For a second wheel under load W following behind in the track created by the preceding wheel as
occurs for conventional 4-wheeled vehicles, the relationship is valid, with z2 = additional load- 
sinkage of the trailing wheel, beyond z0 created by the first wheel. Total sinkage of the trailing 
wheel is thus z0 + z2 [Richter 1998c]:
A third trailing wheel, corresponding to the rear wheel of a 6-wheeled vehicle, will create load- 
sinkage with wheel load W according to Eqn. (101) where z3 is the sinkage beyond that of the 
first two wheels, and z0+z2+z3 is the total load-sinkage of a rear wheel relative to undisturbed soil 
surface [Richter 1998c],
load-sinkage of rigid wheels [Richter et al. 2000]. Bekker [1956] already stated that his 
formulations of the corresponding relationships -  involving several simplifications and
of motion resistance) only ‘...for wheel diameters above some 500 mm..’. Apart from the load- 
sinkage of the wheel, incurred as a result of the vertical wheel load (W) while depending on the 
soil strength, additional wheel sinkage (zs) results from wheel slip from a driven wheel.
Bekker [1956] proposed slip-sinkage (zs) -  defined as a linear function of slip (s), zs = 2 h x s , 
where (h ~1.2xhb), which involves the stand-off height hb of cleats or grousers mounted on the
wheel running surface. Slip Sinkage was introduced by Bekker [1956] to compensate for 
increased Sinkage due to inherent slippage while the vehicle is in motion. The existence of 
grousers on the wheel running surface increases traction to a certain extent by digging-in the 
ground. The mechanism of Sinkage due to slip is similar to the mechanical removal of soil by 
blades or scoops [Bekker 1956]. In the above expression, ‘/i’ represents the mean depth at which 
the slippage extends into the soil mass. Since the soil removed by the slipping wheel is
W = b k * jD z^  (z0 + z2)" - ~ ( z 0 + z2)" lz2
Eqn. (100)
W=bk*yfDz^  (z0 + z2 + z3)" - ~ ( z 0 + z2 + Zi)n 1 z3
Eqn. (101)
Generally it must be said that care has to be applied as to the validity of the equations describing
assumptions as discussed above -  deliver accurate predictions of wheel sinkage in soils (and thus
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accumulated along the wheel-ground contact area as the slip increases, it may be expected that the 
volume ejected by the particular wheel element also increases linearly with slip and hence the 
linear function (zs = 2hs) [Bekker 1956, pp274].
As a result of total wheel sinkage z„ the motion resistance of a rigid wheel in soil can be 
computed. The force equilibrium in horizontal direction for the single wheel (Fig. E-l) can be 
computed as [Richter 1998c]:
dRc =br&eas\ne Eqn. (102)
Where Rc is the soil compaction resistance usually representing the dominant contribution to the 
overall motion resistance [Bekker 1969]. Once again applying the relationship for the flat plate to 
normal stress (a), one obtains for the motion resistance as [Richter 1998c]:
R c = b k  *  j z ndz =  b k
z n+l
fl + 1
Eqn. (103)
If a vehicle is of the so-called ‘tandem configuration’, meaning its left-hand and right-hand 
wheels follow each other in the same trace, respectively, Eqn. (100) (4-wheeler) and Eqn. (101) 
(6-wheeler) apply. Rc for each trailing pair or triplet of wheels is then obtained from Eqn. (103) as 
well, but with zt representing the total sinkage of the rearmost wheel relative to undisturbed soil.
Whereas the soil parameters kc, k<p and n are diagnostic of soil vertical deformation and enter into 
the predictive equations for motion resistance, the soil shear strength parameters cohesion (c) and 
internal friction angle ((p) on the other hand influence the slip-torque characteristics and thus the 
tractive thrust (H) of a driven wheel. For a rigid wheel without grousers or cleats the wheel axle 
torque (Mm) is given by [Richter & Hamacher 1999]:
M m = r2b JV(<9)d0
0 Eqn. (104)
Where, r is the wheel radius, b is the wheel width, o is the shear stress along the wheel-soil 
contact and 0 is the angular position coordinate of the wheel-soil contact as counted forward from 
the wheel bottom-dead-centre. The shear stress function x (0) follows from Eqn. (105) over angle
(0), from 0 to 0O (entry angle, Fig. E-l) [Richter & Hamacher 1999]:
T ( 0 )  = [ c +  p(0) tSLU <p] l - e -Ml-'Xs'n 0O-si" 0)]
Eqn. (105)
Where c is soil cohesion, cp is soil internal friction angle, i is the wheel slip, r is wheel radius, p(0) 
is the normal stress along the wheel-soil contact, and K is the slip coefficient. The slip coefficient
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K -  having the dimension of a length - indicates how quickly upon shearing the maximum shear 
strength of a soil is exploited, but also appears to depend on the wheel-soil contact area (A).
If a wheel is equipped with grousers or cleats such as the Lunokhod, Sojourner and MER rover 
wheels, then an additional wheel axle torque arises from shearing of the soil by the grouser/cleat 
features [Richter & Hamacher 1999],
Where, r is wheel radius and hb the stand-off height of the cleat or grouser. The shear force (F)
Where, ys is the soil weight density (bulk density times gravitational acceleration), q is the normal 
stress under wheel at bottom-dead-centre, and N<p is the soil bearing coefficient [Bekker 1956].
Implementation of grousers on the wheel running surface increases the resultant soil thrust. This 
can be realised by looking at equations (107 and 109). The shear force (F) generated at the wheel- 
soil contact interface (Eqn. 107) is further augumented by the existence of grousers on the wheel 
rim [Eqn. 109]. The generated soil thrust represented by the shear force (F) is increased by a 
factor of (r + 2/3*hb) where r is the wheel radius and hb is the grouser height. This gain is due to 
the increased shearing of the soil due to the grousers digging into the soil thereby providing better 
grip and traction in the form of increased shear force/soil thrust. However, for high slip the overall 
sinkage increases dramatically which may disable the vehicle. The most important use of grousers 
is in improving performance in cohesive soils whereas in frictional soils they offer little benefit 
[Kemp 1990]. There is however an optimum spacing and thus number of grousers along the wheel 
circumference: if more than about 10 - 12 grousers on a wheel are used, the space between them 
will quickly and permanently fill up with soil and the favourable effect of exploiting the soil shear 
strength over a large soil failure surface will be lost [Bekker 1956].
Eqn. (106)
between the cleat or grouser and the soil when it is at wheel bottom-dead-centre is described by 
[Richter & Hamacher 1999]:
Eqn. (107)
Eqn. (108)
The overall wheel axle torque is therefore given as:
Eqn. (109)
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Of importance with respect to grousers besides their spacing and height also is their shape: if they 
end in a sharp blade, this will increase friction of the wheel on hard surfaces and thus will assist 
wheel and vehicle climbing over rocks. For chevron-shaped grousers, as function of soil type two
chevron makes soil contact first, this will lead to a self-cleaning of the inter-grouser space and is
the soil is only viable in dry sands where this will increase the grouser thrust, but the grousers 
would permanently fill up in a cohesive soil in this configuration.
Whether or not a flexible wheel will be deflected under a load W in a given soil is judged 
according to the critical pressure (pcr), which is the pressure at depth zD under the assumption that 
the wheel behaves like a rigid one, i.e. does not deflect [Bekker 1956].
If the pressure exerted by the wheel structure (by carcass and inflation pressure for a pneumatic 
tyre, pc + pi) exceeds pcr, then the wheel will not deflect under the given conditions, and vice 
versa. The factor (pc+pi) corresponds to an equivalent contact pressure the flexible wheel would 
encounter if loaded with load (W) over a rigid surface, which can be determined experimentally in
Sinkage zQ of a deflected flexible wheel under load W in soil follows from [Bekker 1956]:
Since the equation for k* assumes wheel width (b) as the smaller dimension of the contact patch,
different orientations are possible in the nominal wheel driving direction: if the pointed end of the
important for cohesive soils [Richter et al. 2000]. Having the open end of the chevron slide into
3W
I n
2n+i
Eqn. (110)
particular for metallic flexible wheels as required for planetary applications and which thus is a 
measure of wheel stiffness.
Pi + P c ~  Pgr Eqn. ( I l l )
Eqn. (112)
this is not necessarily the width of the wheel, depending on the amount of deflection which 
geometrically is related to chord length It as per
Eqn. (113)
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If one considers that vertical wheel load (W) is counteracted by a reaction from the soil under the 
flattened portion of the wheel and from the soil adjacent to the non-deformed wheel portion (Wcu), 
the force equilibrium in vertical direction is given as [Bekker 1956]:
W  = r-b - p s r -l,+  Wcu E q n (u 4 )
Wcu can be computed as [Bekker 1956]:
Zo
Wcu = —rb J/c * z"dx
0 Eqn. (115)
f k„rbx x [(3 -  «)(z0 + S, f n  -(3 -  3z0 fS ,  ]
Therefore, an iterative solution of Eqns. (112, 113 and 114) is required to determine wheel load- 
sinkage z0, deflection St and chord length lt.
Slip-sinkage is determined in an identical manner as for the rigid wheel, and motion resistance 
due to soil compaction is likewise obtained from Eqn. (103).
Tyre hysteresis resistance Rt, being unique to flexible wheels, may be derived from [Bekker 1975] 
R, = [3,581 ■ b ■ D 2p sre(0,' 349a -  sin 2«)J/[a(Z> -  25,)] Eqn (J lg)
Where b is the wheel width, D is the wheel undeformed diameter, 8t is the wheel deflection and a 
(degrees) is the half-chord angle for the deflected wheel and is given as [Bekker 1975]:
a  — cos-1 [(D — 2 d ,)/ D\ 
g — \ — exp(~ ke St /h ) Eqn. (117)
Where, h is the height of the deformable tyre section and ke is a wheel type-specific constant. It 
should be noted that Eqn. (116) was derived by Bekker [1975] strictly for pneumatic tyres and its 
applicability to all-metallic designs for flexible wheels is yet to be shown.
To determine wheel tractive thrust, shear stress along the flattened footprint is given by Wong 
[2001] as:
i x )  = [c + p gr tan -  e ^
Eqn. (118)
Where, j is the shear distance which enters into the equation for soil thrust (H). Soil thrust in the 
drive direction (if no grousers are considered) [Wong 2001]:
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H  = r
00 I
b J V (# )c o s  OdO + b JV (x)dY N  Eqn. (119)
Wheel axle torque (Nm) for wheel without grousers can then be given as [Wong 2001]:
*0 I,
M a = r 2b jV ( $ ) dO + ( r - S t )b jV ( x ) d x
« 0 Nm Eqn. (120)
From wheel axle torque, as correspondingly for the rigid wheel, axle shaft (mechanical) power P 
(Nm/s) for the vehicle is determined as [Richter 1998c]:
v
P — mM  wco — m M w-------------
7 2  Eqn. (121)
Where, m is the number of driven wheels and v is the translational velocity.
For both rigid and flexible wheels, vehicle drawbar pull DP can be derived by using the 
relationships proposed by Bekker [1956] as discussed in Chapter 2. Drawbar pull (DP) for tandem 
(or triplet) configurations (wheels following each other in same trace on left-hand and right-hand 
sides) is given by:
j = m
DP — \  FT   T?
v e h ic le ,(a n d e n t /  < j  v e h ic le ,ta n d e m
y=i
j = m
DP = Y* H* — 2 * R
v e h ic le , ta n  clem /  j  i  c , l a »  dem
j=l Eqn. (122)
Where m is the number of driven wheels, H* is the wheel thrust including grouser-delivered 
thrust and Rc, tandem is derived as discussed above. For ‘dual-wheel’ arrangements -  wheels rolling 
exclusively in their own traces -  DP is obtained from [Richter 1998c]:
j = m
W* -T?
d u a lv e h ic le ,d u a l  ^  \ ^  j  R v e h ic le ,
j = 1
H  j=1 Eqn. (123)
Vehicle motion on a level soil is then given in a single dimension (driving direction ‘x’) by 
M y  — D Pu r veMcle Eqn. (124)
Where, M is the vehicle mass. When climbing a slope of angle (8) and under gravitational 
acceleration (g), the equation of motion becomes [Richter 1998c]:
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Mx = DPvMclt -  Mg sin S  Eqn. (125)
The above equation at the limit slope (acceleration^) evolves into:
D P v e h id e  = sm S  Eqn. (126)
If lateral forces are incurred on the vehicle by wheels are not purely pointing in the vehicle 
driving direction such as during intentional direction-changing manoeuvres (skid-steering or 
cornering) then these can be described in terms of lateral friction forces as proposed by Wong 
[2001] that may be determined experimentally.
E.3 Single Wheel Testbed (Soil Channel)
Soil channels attempt to operate a wheel under controlled loading and controlled soil conditions to 
obtain repetitive measurements. This is in contrast to field trials where single wheels or complete 
vehicles are operated on naturally occurring - and thus non-homogeneous soils. Soil channels 
usually include the following items:
(i) A bin filled with the test soil to appropriate depth (soil standard engineering practice 
recommend at least twice the wheel width)
(ii) A sled carrying the single wheel to be tested, with the sled moving alongside the soil bin 
and the wheel running on the soil surface; both the test wheel and the sled are driveable
The testbed shall allow testing a single wheel in a powered and non-powered state. The main 
measurement is the drawbar pull and the motion resistance. With these values it is possible to 
know the soil trust and have an estimation of the trafficability and gradeability of the future rover. 
From these measurements the kinematics of the rover and in particular the wheel load repartition 
has been excluded. However, the testbed provides an adjustable load facility to analyse the 
influence of the load on the motion performances.
Fig. E-2: Single Wheel Testbed Data Flow
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Fig. E-3: Single Wheel Test-bed -  (a) CAD Testbed Model for Simulation; (b) DLR Soil Channel with
MIDD Wheel [From: Richter & Hamacher 2001]
As the rover kinematics can’t be considered and the gradeability can be derived from the drawbar 
pull, the measurements can be performed on a levelled terrain without any obstacles. However, 
the analysis of the hurt of an obstacle by the wheel can be used as input for the rover design phase 
and should be an additional test performed on the single-wheel testbed. The wheel power/torque 
requirement estimation from the parametric tool can also be verified with the singe-wheel testbed.
The soil bin for the RCET SWT is mounted to the same support structure as the rail supporting 
the sled carrying the test wheel and the measurement assembly. The distance between the rails 
and the bin can be adjusted in a range of 0.4 m. The sled is carrying the test wheel via a 
pantograph suspension to provide low-friction compliance to vertical movements of the wheel. 
Wheel vertical position - being a measure of wheel sinkage - is sensed by a potentiometer on one 
of the pantograph joints. Effective vertical load on the test wheel is prescribed by a counter mass - 
the position of which is adjustable by the user through a manually operated lead screw - and a 
series of masses near the test wheel. A load cell measures wheel normal load during a given test 
as well as provides feedback during manual adjustment of vertical load. Sled motion on the rail is 
accomplished by a drive acting on one of the two sled axles with real-time control of drive speed 
according to user-defined nominal sled translational speed. At the end of the pantograph 
suspension opposite the counter mass, the test wheel is mounted via its actuation and sensing unit. 
A torque sensor measures the torque applied to the wheel in powered mode. The longitudinal 
force between test wheel support and the sled is measured by a load cell and coincides with the 
wheel motion resistance if the wheel is not powered and with the drawbar pull if the wheel is 
powered. Test wheel rotational speed is controlled in real-time separately from the sled speed 
controller, according to user-defined nominal test wheel slip which by the SWT S/W is converted 
into a nominal test wheel rotational speed.
A manual adjustment of the 'angle of attack' of the test wheel is possible through a swivel joint 
forming the interface between wheel actuation and sensing unit and the pantograph suspension.
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I.e. the test wheel may be 'yawed' away from an orientation strictly parallel to its direction of 
travel to simulate driving states occurring during vehicle turns incurring forces lateral to the wheel 
plane. The outputs of both drive encoders (sled drive and test wheel drive) are sampled at a rate of 
10 Hz by a central data acquisition unit (DAQ) and recorded as a function of time, in addition to 
these signals being used by the drive controllers. Moreover, the DAQ multiplexes the other 
sensors (vertical force transducer, longitudinal force transducer, torque transducer, pantograph 
potentiometer) to be sampled at the same rate and likewise allows their signals to be stored as a 
function of time, through a USB link to the host PC. The SWT S/W residing on the PC performs 
pre-processing of the drive encoder data to count encoder pulses as a function of time which are 
put in the output files along with the encoder raw data. Post-test reconstruction of actual slip 
values is achieved by the SWT S/W, from the measured test wheel rotational speeds (from 
encoder pulse counts) and sled translational speeds (from encoder pulse counts), with the latter 
coinciding with test wheel translational speeds. Depending on wheel width, up to 4...8 test runs 
can be conducted on undisturbed soil in the soil bin by performing several tests along a single 
track with subsequent parallel repositioning of the rail system within the 0.4 m range to make a 
parallel track. Otherwise, the soil has to be re-prepared.
E.4 System-level Testbed
The system-level testbed has the same purpose and functionality as the single wheel testbed for a 
rover. This testbed allows measurement of the influence of rover parameters on the locomotion 
performances, like the position of the centre of mass (CoM). The mass-pulley system measured 
the speed of the rover and the traction effort with an adjustable breaking system. This allows 
computing the drawbar pull in function of the slippage.
Essentially, the testbed shall be a soil box -  consisting of floor and sidewalls -  which can be filled 
to accommodate a homogeneous soil surface. Critical is the required fill height of soil, which 
usually is to be of 2 times the vehicle’s wheel width in order to not falsify the stress distributions 
under the vehicle. 5m of straight-line driving would correspond to about 3 to 4 wheel revolutions, 
which is considered adequate for measurement purposes on a homogeneous surface. A testbed 
width of around 3m shall be chosen. Then two straight-line drives can be performed for the full 
available length before the soil would have to be re-prepared prior to subsequent test runs. Fig. 10 
shows the mass-pulley assembly foreseen for measurement of drawbar pull and of translational 
speed.
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Fig. E-4: System Level Testbed Data Flow
Investigations of obstacle negotiation performance as well as of soil slope climbing can be easily 
accommodated by rock placements and by preparations of appropriate slopes from the soil, 
respectively. For human safety consideration, tilting the testbed is not recommended. However, 
using the measurements on levelled terrain in laboratory condition, it’s possible to extrapolate the 
slope gradeability. Slope climbing will only be used for verification of this methodology. An 
adjustable slope and placement of obstacles can be accommodated in the testbed for rover 
characterisation and validation of the S/W. The SLT is a soil box -  consisting of floor and 
sidewalls -  which is filled with planetary soil simulant to accommodate a homogeneous soil 
surface. A tether-brake system is attached to a desired position on one of the sidewalls for a given 
test to allow a tether being trailed by the rover along straight-line drives, with this tether being 
preloaded by a selectable drag force. This force is measured by a load cell incorporated into the 
tether attachment at the rover hardware. The drag force causing the rover to cease forward motion 
on level soil represents the drawbar capability at 100 % wheel slip. Smaller drag forces for 
constant rover speeds represent drawbar pull for the resultant wheel slip, allowing to reconstruct 
‘drawbar vs. slip’ plots for the overall vehicle under investigation. Wheel slip is measured or 
reconstructed via either rover-based sensors or external camera observations, respectively. 
Translational rover speed is measured by an encoder in the tether-brake system reading the 
change in length of tether unreeled. The output of this encoder is sampled at a rate of 10 Hz by a 
central data acquisition unit (DAQ) and recorded as a function of time, as is the output of the load 
cell. Post-test reconstruction of actual slip values is achieved with the measured translational 
speed (from tether encoder pulse counts) and rover wheels rotational speeds (from rover encoder 
pulse counts or video acquisition system).
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Fig. E-5: Tether-Brake System In Relation To Soil Bin of SLT
The tether connecting the rover to the tether-brake system is initially stored on a reel which is not 
powered but experiences a drag torque from a COTS friction disk, the clamping force of which is 
manually adjustable. The resultant drag force acting on the tether can be varied continuously 
between 66 N and 660 N, with real-time feedback from the load cell on the vehicle at the start of a 
test, allowing adjustment if necessary. The encoder to indicate rover translational speed along the 
'line-of-sight' is incorporated into a small lever arm which contacts the taut tether via a roller 
coupled to the encoder. Extracted tether is redeposited onto the tether reel by manual rewinding of 
the reel. A swivel joint attaches the tether-brake system to an aluminium beam element, which in 
turn can be mounted to the side-wall of the SLT soil box. Via the manually adjustable swivel 
joint, the azimuthal heading of the tether pay-out direction can be matched to that of the rover 
model in the testbed if required.
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Appendix F
F. Deficiencies in Existing Traction Theory
F.l Introduction
While investigating the applicability of existing traction theories as proposed by Bekker [1959, 
1960, 1969] and later modified suitably by Apostolopoulos [2001] and Wong [2001], certain 
issues were raised that presented inconsistency with the real case scenario. Such inconsistencies 
have been highlighted and documented in detail in this appendix.
F.2 Wheel-Ground Contact Area [Apostolopoulos 2001]
Apostolopoulos [2001] attempted to formulate a theory for determining an optimal system 
configuration from the desired performance using a pre-defined set of operating conditions for 
parametric optimisation. However, it was applicable only for the wheeled vehicles and was 
formulated to work in the direction totally opposite to the traditional approach. However a major 
inconsistency was observed in his formulations for computing the wheel ground contact patch. 
For instance, Apostolopoulos [2001] approximates the dimensions of the wheel-ground contact 
path for flexible wheels by:
Where, 1 = contact patch length 
b’ = contact patch width 
5 = wheel deformation 
D = wheel diameter 
b = wheel width 
z = wheel sinkage 
Example: Consider a rigid wheel with following dimensions: 
D = 0.4 m, b = 0.2, 5 = 0.0 m (0%) and z = 0.003 m
Eqn. (127)
Eqn. (128)
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The contact patch dimensions for a rigid wheel can be computed using equations 1 & 2 as:
1 = 0.034 m and b = 0.049 m
It is logical that for a rigid wheel with no deflection, the contact patch width should be equal to 
the undeflected wheel width, however from the above computation, the contact patch width equals 
to 0.049 m which is highly unrealistic.
On the other hand, contact patch dimensions for a flexible wheel with identical dimensions and a 
10% deflection can be computed using the same equations as:
1 = 0.874 m and b = 0.248 m
In this case the contact patch length of 0.8 m for a wheel diameter of 0.4 m seems fairly 
unrealistic as this is nearly impossible.
In an attempt to rectify the situation, simplifying the equations by eliminating the sjnkage term 
yields:
Substituting 5 = 0 in the above equations for rigid wheels, 1 and b’ equate to ‘0s (zero) which is 
again an unrealistic value as this will mean that there is no wheel-ground contact for rigid wheels.
The above inconsistency in the computed results can be attributed to a number of factors one of 
which may be the wheel loading factor in case of flexible wheels as indicated by Richter [2004 
TNI]. As a result of the realised inconsistency in adopting same set of equations for both rigid 
and flexible wheels as proposed by Apostolopoulos [2001], a need was realised for generating a 
totally new set of equations for computing the contact patch dimensions that can be made 
applicable to both rigid and flexible wheels. This has been documented in Chapter 2 of this thesis.
Whilst investigating the effects of a properly pursued locomotion design strategy, it was realised 
that the performance of any mobile robotic explorer will depend upon the thoroughness of the 
locomotion design analysis and its due implementation on the actual robotic rover.
F.3 Obstacle Negotiation Resistance [Apostolopoulos 2001]
Whilst computing the MFP of a vehicle, the obstacle negotiation capability should not be ignored. 
When a vehicle climbs an obstacle, there is a change in the normal contact force at the 
vehicle/obstacle interface. As the vehicle climbs the obstacle, the weight distribution of the
Eqn. (129)
Eqn. (130)
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vehicle over its wheels/tracks changes. The resistance due to climbing obstacles at the front 
wheels is given by [Apostolopoulos 2001]:
The coefficient of friction for obstacles is typically -0.8 compared to that of -0.3 on flat ground -  
coefficient of sliding friction for Martian soil at VL-1 is 0.3-0.5 while the coefficient of adhesion 
varied in the range 1-102 N/m2 for VL-1 site [Moore et al 1977]. Furthermore, the computation
design to maximise h, and so cannot be used to predict obstacle climbing ability.
Example: Consider an ExoMars type vehicle with D = 0.4 m to overcome an obstacle of height 
‘h’. In order to achieve an obstacle negotiation of height equal to wheel diameter i.e. D = h,
diameter of 0.4 m cannot overcome an obstacle of height greater than 0.08 m (8 cm). This is a 
very unrealistic number and invalidates the relationship proposed by Apostolopoulos [2001].
However, the position of the centre of gravity may be varied by shifting the vehicle’s centre of 
mass whilst traversing obstacles to increase the drawbar pull. Sojourner’s centre of mass was 
close to the centroid of the vehicle such that it could withstand a 45° tip angle. Wheel torque 
during obstacle negotiation can be increased in a six-wheeled vehicle by having the middle 
wheels configured towards the rear with the centre of mass forward of the middle wheels -  
curiously, the Rocky 7 configuration [Appendix - A] has the opposite configuration in order to 
push the centre of mass forward of the vehicle’s longitudinal centroid [Volpe et al 1997]. 
Evidently, this is also dependent on the vehicle geometry -  it assumes that the obstacle height will 
lie below the centre of mass of the vehicle as it climbs. It requires dynamic analysis or 
experimental evaluation of the forward and aft track lengths from the centre of gravity during the 
climb (if these are equal, Grurder’s minimum coefficient becomes infinite). We suggest that these 
formulations are simplistic and do not take into account either the power available to the vehicles 
nor the capabilities offered by the mobility systems.
^  „  ______________
(/ + lr + x  — jilh)
Eqn. (131)
Where, p = coefficient of Coulomb friction
h = obstacle height
/f,r = front/rear extension of the vehicle from the centre of gravity
Eqn. (132)
for obstacle resistance implicitly assumes that D > D2 -  2h. This requires that h < 0.5D2 - this 
condition is not met by the majority of planetary rovers which place emphasis on the chassis
equation (132) asserts that the condition becomes impossible to be evaluated and the value of h 
should be limited to lower than 0.5D2. This means that the ExoMars type vehicle with wheel
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It is worth mentioning here that the obstacle climbing ability can be determined by experimental 
evaluation as only experimental determination can accurately accommodate the complexity of the 
kinematics and dynamics of the involved chassis.
F.4 Mean Free Path Computation [Wilcox et al. 1997]
The solution for MFP is given by equation (42) by Wilcox et al. [1997] as documented in Chapter 
2 [Section 2.7]:
l - ( d , / 2 ) f  D F (D )d D-(  1/2) J ” D2F(D)dD
Given, F(D ) = Ke qD, one can compute the proper integrals as shown in equations (43 -  45) 
given by Ellery [2003] as follows:
According to Wilcox et al. [1997], the values for K and q for VL1 and VL2 sites are given as:
Kvli = 0.069, ICvl2 = 0.176, qVLi = 4.08 and qVL2 = 2.73
Golombek & Rapp [1997] have documented that the rock height (above the ground level) at VL1 
and VL2 sites can be given in terms of rock diameter as:
Hvli = 0.365D + 0.008 (assuming that the rock height for VL1 is 3/8 the rock diameter)
Hvl2 = 0.506D + 0.008 (assuming that the rock height for VL2 is Vz the rock diameter)
Using the above relationship, the rock height at VL1 site for a limiting rock diameter of 0.13 m 
(Sojourner’s Wheel Diameter) can be evaluated as 0.073 m. Similarly the rock height at VL2 site 
for a limiting rock diameter of 0.13 m will be 0.055 m. Substituting these values in equations 43- 
45 to evaluate proper integrals and then into equation (42) to evaluate MFP for VL1 and VL2 
sites, we get the following results:
• Viking Landing Site - 1  (VL1):
D0 = 0.13 m, Hvli = 0.055 m, K = 0.069, q = 4.08, L = 0.65 m, B = 0.45 m, dt = 0.789 m
x =
d, r  F(D)dD+ f  DF(D)dDjDq 4/0
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f  Ke~qD.dD = JLe~qDo = -408x0055)=  0.013
h  q 4  08  v ’.
(Wilcox et al. [1997] value for above integral: 1.278)
[D K e -“D.dD = 0.069(ao55^ 0” "'’ +-^ ”- ) =  0.004
(Wilcox et al. [1997] value for above integral: 0.275)
f D 2Ke~qD .dD = k [ ^ ~  + u q l  + = 0.069^ ^  + ^ ) = 0 002
b 0 v <7 q 1 q3 / V 4.08 (4 .0 8)2 (4 .0 8)3 /
(Wilcox et a l [1997] value for above integral: 0.074)
Using these values in equation (42) for MFP, we get:
_ 1 -  (d, / 2) £  DF(D)dD - (1 / 2) £  D2F(D)d_ 1 -  (<>.789 /^)(o.o04)- (0.5)(0.002) 
d, r  F(D)dD+ r  DF(D)dD 0.7894(0.013)+(0.004)
•too •«(,
(Wilcox et al. [1997] MFP for VL1: 6.455)
• Vikine Landing Site -  2 (VL2);
D0 = 0.13 m, Hvl2 = 0.073 m, K = 0.176, q = 2.73, L = 0.65 m, B = 0.45 m, d/ = 0.789 m
0.176 (
2.73
(Wilcox et al. [1997] value for above integral: 2.333)
\
£  DKe-“D.dD = k [s^  + ^ f ) =  0.176 + £ £ . ) =  0.023
(Wilcox et al. [1997] value for above integral: 0.545)
[ D 1Ke~“D.dD = + * £ & )=  0-017
(Wilcox et al. [1997] value for above integral: 0.117)
Using these values in equation (42) for MFP, we get:
l-<rf,/2) r DF(D)dD — (1 /2)£  D2F(D)dD 1-(0.7894/V0.023)-(0.5X0.017)
x — — - ...... 5———- — ——----- 2--------------= -------------  = 15 15 fit
d,[F(D)dD+[DF(D)dD 0.7894(0.052)+(0.023)
(Wilcox et al.[1997] MFP for VL2: 2.172)
Discussion: The computations above clearly show that there is a considerable difference in the 
computed values for MFP on VL1 and VL2 terrains between the ones reported by Wilcox et al. 
[1997] and the ones computed using proper integrals as outlined by Ellery [2003]. The difference 
between two MFP values on same terrain can be attributed to the fact mentioned earlier i.e. they
f  Ke~qD.dD = ^ e ~ qD° = ^ ^ - ( e ~ 2J3x0m) = 0.052
b „  <1 9  7 2  '  ’
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have computed the integrals in eqn. (42) without considering the rock diameter terms “D” and 
“D2” along with the term F(D) as one equation. The integrals are computed for the term F(D) with 
respect to rock diameter (D). On the other hand they have weighted the evaluated integral for 
F(D) by the resultant rock diameter “D” and “D2”. Consider the above example for VL2 terrain. 
According to Golombek & Rapp [1997] the rock diameter on VL2 terrain corresponding to the 
rock height of 0.13 m will be 0.22 m. According to Wilcox et al. [1997], the value of F(D) 
integral is 2.33. Multiplying this value by rock diameter (0.22) gives 0.51- a value very close to 
that reported (0.54) by Wilcox et al. [1997], further multiplying the F(D) integral value (2.33) by 
square of rock diameter (0.222), the value obtained is 0.113 -  again a value resembling (0.117) 
one reported by Wilcox et al. [1997] in their paper. This provides the only explanation for the 
unusual values for the MFP integrals used in equation 42 to compute the final MFP on VL1 and 
VL2 terrains by Wilcox et al. [1997]. However, the reason for extremely high value (2.333) for 
the integral of F(D) as compared to the computed value in this thesis (0.052) still remains 
unclarified. Futhermore, they have used the term ‘W’ representing vehicle width in equation 42 
rather than using the vehicle diagonal (dt) as identified by Ellery [2003] and also adopted in this 
thesis. The combination of these two factors can be the reason behind the variation in the 
computed MFP values from the ones reported by Wilcox et al. [1997] in their paper.
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